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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
Thursday, August 18,1988
3:00-5:00 p.m.
5:00-6:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

Registration, Executive Tower Inn
Cocktail Hour, Cash Bar, 3rd Floor Foyer
Banquet, Ballroom

Friday, August 19, 1988
8:00-8:45 am. Continental Breakfast, Clark Olson's Suite
Sponsored by District Nine
9:00-11:30 a.m. Session I
Gold Room - Creative Events/Original Events
Chair: Michael Smith, Ball State University
Keith Green, Mankato State University
Thomas Endres, St. Olaf College
Broce Wickelgren, U. of Northern Iowa
Roger Aden, University of Nebraska
Cmtis Room - Use of Workshops for Training Judges
Chair: Anthony Schroeder, Eastern New Mexico U.
Clark Olson, Arizona State University
Elighie Wilson, Illinois State University
Valerie Swarts, Clarion University
Valerie Wilcox, Metro State College
Zephyr Room - Tournament Management Practices
Chair: Sharon Porter, Northern Arizona University
Duane Aschenbrenner, U of Nebraska, Omaha
Charlotte Patrick, Northwest Comm. College
Cynthia Carver/Susan Rickey Hatfield
Winona State Univeristy
Mike Wartman, Normandale Comm. College
(Rex Gaskill, Normandale, presenter)

Assembly Room - Rationale for Events to be Included
in I.E. Competition
Chair: Steven Hunt, Lewis and Clark College
Ken Haught, St. Cloud State University
Norb Mills, The University of Toledo
John McKiernan, University of South Dakota
David Dunlap, Pennsylvania State University
12:00-1:30 p.m.
2:00-5:00 p.m.

Lunch and Discussion, Ballroom
Session II

Zephyr Room - Standards for Evaluation/Judging
Chair: Judy Santacaterina, U of Northern Illinois
Kevin Jones, Otterbein College
George Dennis and Gary Allen
Southeastern Illinois College
Scott Jensen, University of Missouri-St. Louis
Rob Tucker, Iowa State University
Cindy Kistenberg, University of North Carolina
(David Bickford, U of North Carolina, presenter)
Gold Room - Administrative Support/Publicity
Chair: Jack Kay, University of Nebraska
Robert Greenstreet, East Central University
Larry Underberg, Manchester College
Ed Harris, Suffolk University
Curtis Room - Ethical Questions for Coaches/Competitors
Chair: Michael Nicolai, University of Wisconsin, Stout
Sheryl Friedley, George Mason University
Sujanet Mason, Luzerne Community College
Joel Hefting, South Dakota State University
Patti Kalanquin, U of Wisconsin, Whitewater
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Saturday, August 20,1988
7:45-8:30 am.

8:30-11:15

Continental Breakfast, Clark Olson's Suite
Sponsored by Regis College

Session ill

Zephyr Room - Role of Undergraduate Assistants in teh I.E. Program
Chair: Don Swanson, Willamette University
Don Brownlee, Cat. State University, Northridge
Michael Kirch, Illinois State University
(Tom Wiborg, Mankato State, presenter)
Suzanne McKeeverlGina Kostoff
Ball State University (Gina Kostoff, presenter)
Bill Balthrop, University of North Carolina
Gold Room - High School/College Connection in I.EA.
Chair: Ed Harris, Suffolk University
Charles McGeever, Shepard College
Tom Preston, University of Missouri-SL Louis
Stephen Koch, Ohio University
Gary Drebelbis, Bmdley University
Joo Fuzgerald, Michigan Forensic Association
Cmtis Room - Role of Research in Individual Events
Chair: Broce Manchestm, George Mason University
C.T. Hanson, North Dakota State University
Jeff Daniel, New York University
James Weaver, Iowa State University
11:30-1:00 p.m. Lunch and Discussion, Ballroom
1:15-6:00 p.m.

Open Parliamentary Assembly, Zephyr Room
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CREATIVE EVENTS/ORIGINAL

EVENTS

use of original material and attitudes toward that perceived use. The survey
(Appendix A), then, was tailored to meet these criteria. In addition to team
demographics, each responding school was asked to address a number of general areas. Most items used a 5 point Likert scale with l=strongly agree and
5=strongly disagree. First, coaches were asked whether they approved or disapproved of the use of original material in specific interpretation events (or, in
fact, could even recognize original material). The second general area attempted
to determine the perception of a need for specific policies and what those policies should be. Respondents were then asked how often they perceived original
material is being used in each category by other teams and their sbldents. Finally respondents were given an open-ended opportunity to elaborate their positions.
Mailing lists were obtained from the American Forensics Association,
National Forensics Association, and Phi Rho Pi. From the 574 schools on the
lists, 289 were randomly selected to receive the survey. Return rate was 87, or
30%, of surveys mailed. Raw numbers from the survey were computed for the
entire sample as well as for specific demographic segments (team size, national organization affiliation, etc.). From the raw numbers simple averages
and percentages of each item were computed for the 27 demographic variables.
Since the purpose of the survey was to describe in a general sense current uses
and attibldes, inferential statistical analysis was not warranted.
RESULTS
Overall response is capsulized in Table 1. This table reflects raw numbers
for items 1,2, and 21, and averages for the remaining items. Responses are
categorized by national organization affiliation in Table 2. Other demographic
variables are not presented due to limited number of responses within each demographic factor. This fluctuation of responses by category significantly
weakened the quality of comparison.
Content analysis was performed on the answers to the open-ended questions. They were categorized according to nine general themes which emerged.
Three of the themes were amplification of reasons supporting the use of original material; three themes were amplification of reasons opposing the use of
original material. Another common theme centered on the need for a consistent
policy to be established. The need for a separate original material category
emerged as an additional theme. Finally, in a significantly weaker theme,
some voiced the opinion that indeed, the existence of the controversy was
questionable. These results will be further explained in the discussion section
of this paper.

CHAIR: MICHAEL SMIITH
BALL STAlE UNIVERSITY

PERCEIVED ATIITUDES TOWARD THE USE OF ORIGINAL
MATERIAL IN FORENSICS ORAL INTERPRETATION:
A SURVEY
KEITH D. GREEN
MANKATO STAlE UNIVERSITY
SCOTT D. FORD
ANOKA-RAMSEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
JUSTIFICATION
The issue of the use of original material in interpretation events has been
infonnally debated by the Forensics community for years. Anyone who has
taken part in these discussions is aware of both the diversity and intensity of
questions held by Forensics coaches, judges, and sbldents. The great scarcity of
tournament policies toward the use of original material, the nearly total lack of
previous research in this area, and the apparent increase in the use of original
material all highlight a growing need for the Forensics community to
familiarize itself with the complexities of this issue. The importance of consistency in judging and coaching philosophies is obvious. Whether we choose
to condemn or condone the use of original material, our decision must be an
informed one. However, before policies can be set we need a forum for the expression of those affected by the policy. This survey attempts to provide that
forum.
The.argument over original material often begins with an attempt to define the nab1re of the beast The term conjures slightly different images for all.
For the purposes of this paper, original material is defined as "any work of
prose, poetry or dramatic literab1re written by a student competitor or for a
sbldent competitor specifically for use in competition." We do not present this
as the consummate definition. Rather, it is offered as a concrete starting point
to guide our handling of this issue. Indeed, in a broader sense, this survey is
intended to offer a concrete starting point for discussion by offering tournament directors, national organizations, and the Forensics community at large
an idea of how most feel about this issue.
METHODOLOGY
There appears to be a need to determine both perceptions of frequency of

1
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TABLE 1
Overall Results

(0-100%) of the material being used do you perceive as being original
material?
Dramatic Duo - 6.770
Poetry - 10.782
Prose - 7.368
Reader's Theatre - 19.805
Dramatic Literature - 5.046
20. For each of the following interpretation events, what percentage
(0-100%) of the material your students are using do you perceive to be
original material?
Poetry - 2.356 Dramatic Duo - .654 Prose - 1.299 Reader's Theatre - 8.759
Dramatic Literature - 2.356
21. The phrase that best describes my feelings is:
12
a. Original material should be officially banned from all current
oral interpretation events with disciplinary measures or those
found to be using original materials.
12
b. Original material should be officially banned from all
current oral interpretation events.
14
c. The use of original material should be discouraged, but
no official policies are needed.
18
d. The use of original material should be allowed, but
am personally against it
9
e. I have no strong feelings on this question either for
or against the use of original material.
9
f. The use of original material should be allowed and I am
in favor of its use.
2
g. The use of original material should be encouraged, but
no official policy is needed.
10
h. Original material should be officially accepted.
8
j. Other:
Av~e
2.414
22. I would like to see tournaments offer a separate category
specifically for the interpretation of original material.

N=87
1. The students I coach may use original material.
2. I encourage my students to use original material.
SA = Strongly Agree

1

A=~

2

N = No Opinion
D=D~gree
SD = Strongly Disagree

3
4
5

Yes ~ Undecidxl
33 47
7
7 76
4

AveraBe

3.218
3. Original material should be allowed in any of the forensic
interpretation categories.
3.230
4. Original material is acceptable in prose interpretation.
3.138
5. Original material is acceptable in poetry interpretation.
3.069
6. Original material is acceptable in the interpretation
of dramatic literature.
3.333
7. Original material is acceptable in dramatic duo.
2.540
8. Original material is acceptable in reader's theatre.
3.287
9. If original material is being used (and is not identified as such),
I can recognize it as original material
3.770
10. A student using original material has a competitive
advantage.
4.184
11. If you know a student is using original material, that
knowledge gives the student an advantage.
3.425
12. It is more difficult to judge original material than
other interpretation material.
3.253
13. Original material should be officially sanctioned by
a national forensics organization.
3.011
14. Original material should be officially banned by
a national forensics organization.
3.540
15. None of the national forensics organizations should make a
policy either sanctioning or banning the use of original material.
22.747
16. I perceive that approximately ( %) of forensic coaches
favor the use of original material.
22.747
17. I perceive that approximately ( %) of forensic coaches have
no preference on whether or not original material is acceptable.
42.483
18. I perceive that approximately ( %) do not favor the use
of original material.
19. For each of the following interpretation events, what percentage
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1. Yes

No
Undec.
2. Yes
No
Undec.

2

TABLE 2
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION AFFlLIATION
N=55 N=37 N=ll
N=31
N=26
AFA
NFA DSR{fKA Pi Kappa Delta Phi Rho Pi
20
15
6
8
10
30
20
4
19
14

5
5

2
3

1
0

4
4

2
2

49
1

34
0

11
0

28
0

21
3

10
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Coaches perceive a vastly larger amount of original material in competition
than anyone is admitting to using. Thus, the controversy may be, in large
part, a matter of misperception.
One last issue addressed by the close~nded questions of the survey was the
option of a separate interpretation event for the use of original material. In
contrast to the variety of attitudes held toward original material there was a
clear preference for the presence of a separate original material interpretation
category. This result is consistent with both pro and con positions. Proponents of the use of original material may view a separate category as a way of
legitimizing their position. Opponents, on the other hand, may view a separate category as a way of protecting the integrity of the current interpretation
events.
A content analysis of the written responses provides for the amplification of attitudes expressed in the Likert scale items, as well as a glimpse of
the intensity of reactions to this issue. Those in favor of the use of original
material argued their position using three overall themes. By far the most
common theme of the proponents was that the use of original material has
pedagogical benefits by allowing students an additional forom for artistic expression. Some representative comments of this viewpoint were:
It allows the students to express themselves in a new and exciting
way. To not allow this activity would greatly inhibit our educational
fomdation .
It allows a creative, original "dramatic" [sic] literary outlet for students not promoted in any other event
The second argument is that student material may be worthy of competition: Much original material is as good or better than non- original material.
... if a student is talented enough to write a piece that is worthy ...
then we should not discourage such work.
A final argument is that it recognizes the status quo, that of original
material being used: ... due recognition [should be] given to the
readt7 (interper) [sic] fa his work.
Three general items also emerged as arguments against the use of original
material. One of the major positions was that the quality of original material
is sub par. For example:
... usually lower quality material ... BAN! BAN! BAN! By insuring
that the work has been published, you insure some degree of quality.
A second major argument is that the use of original material is pedagogically unsound Many comments were based on a perception of the purpose of
oral interpretation which would exclude original material:]
Oral interpretation involves analysis of literature through performance. Use of original material significantly diminishes the analysis

Oral interpretation should be just that: the interpretation [sic] of some
other author's written material.
The third argument centered on the judging difficulties created by original
material. The core seemed to revolve around a question of the function of the
judge and whether he or she can be asked to judge both oral and written communication. For example:
When you have one of each [original and non-original material] in a
round, the criteria for each is different, thus making it unfair for both
competitors.
In addition to these six arguments for or against original material, there
were three other positions advanced. First, there was expressed the need for a
separate category:
If it is done it should be done as a separate event which will then
compare apples and apples I31her than apples and oranges.
Second, the need for establishing a policy was clearly expressed in several
comments:
Whichever way this issue goes I would prefer an official policy either
for or against ... How do we justify penalizing a student for usin8
original material if there is no rule against it? Students should have a
clear cut policy to follow - it shouldn't be left to the whims of the
judges.
... I do EIX stron~1y [sic] favor the national organizations who govern our activity to make a definite yeS/no ruling on it This would
eliminate the questions. We coaches need a specific guideline.
A final position (admittedly weaker than the others) was that no controversy exists:
I just haven't heard coaches talk about this.
Much ado about nothing, to coin a phrase.
Although demographic variables washed out, there was a noticeable
difference in attitudes grouped by national organization affiliation (Table 2).
The primary disparity of attitudes between organizational memberships was in
the acceptability of the use of original material. Members of NF A were more
favorably disposed to the use of original material in all interpretation events.
The membership of· the other national organizations had attitudes more
consistent with the overall results as presented in Table 1.
CONCLUSION
The results of this survey on attitudes toward the use of original material
in Forensics have revealed that while the Forensics community is split on this
issue, a number of consistent attitudes emerge. Of these, we feel that u;o have
emerged as the strongest concerns of coaches. First, it is readily apparent that
individual tournament directors should explore the possibility of offering a
separate category for the use of original material in an attempt to appease both
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proponents and opponents of its use. The second major concern is the expressed need for policy where none exists. Such a policy would aid in coaching
and judging consistency. No policy will satisfy all elements on both sides of
this issue. The next step seems to call for action from the policymakers in our
activity.

and certainly not the time or motivation, to provide litemry scrutiny. Related
issues discussed include the notion of litemry merit and quality, and the stress
such behavior places on the competitor-judge relationship.
ETHICAL CONCERNS
While the arguments above are worthy concerns (and continue to predispose this author against the use of original material), the ethical issues that are
raised seem of paramount importance. These are issues that we, as forensics
educators, have a responsibility to confront and resolve. The ethical concerns
can be addressed on both pragmatic (behavioral) and philosophical grounds.
Pragmatic ethics: Perhaps the most blatant breech of behavioral ethics
comes from the use of pseudonyms (a tactic seemingly used in a majority of
originallitemture cases). While authors may have a variety of reasons for using a pen-name, the primary motivation for the forensics competitor is to hide
the fact of their authorship from the judge. As Johannesen (1983) states,
"Most people probably would agree that intentional ambiguity is unethical in
situations where accumte instruction or efficient transmission of precise information is the acknowledged purpose (p. 106)". Such transmission is a purpose of forensics, as identified in the Ethics of Forensics handout developed at
the 1974 National Developmental Conference, which states, "it is the duty of
each student to participate honestly, fairly, and in such a way as to avoid
communication behaviors that are deceptive, misleading, or dishonest". The
ethical problem faced here is the flip-side to the controversy on ghostwriting.
Many view it as unethical for a speech maker to present a speech that was
ghostwritten for them as if it were their original material. In the case of originalliterature, it becomes unethical for a student to present their own works as
if they were written by somebody else. An interesting point to consider is Johannesen's (1983) criteria of the audience's" degree of awareness:"
(I)f the audience is fully aware that ghostwriting is a normal
circumstance, such as for presidents and senators, then no ethical
condemnation may be warranted (p. 123).
In the case of forensics, the use of original material is not considered a
normal circumstance. The judge and audience assume that the literary work is
"legitimate" and are not aware of the deception. This is what makes it unethical.

MAINTAINING INTEGRITY IT:
FURTHER THOUGHTS ON ETHICS AND ORIGINAL LI1ERATURE
THOMAS G. ENDRES
ST. OLAF COLLEGE
I have previously argued (Endres, 1987) that allowing original literature in
forensics oral interpretation is a bad thing. While I remain true to that sentiment, my focus of blame is shifting from the act itself to the state of the activity, i.e. it seems that lack of policy is the primary culprit which allows the
use of original literature to impugn forensics integrity. The primary focus of
this essay is on the ethical concerns surrounding the use of original literature,
and how the introduction of policy may help preclude unethical behavior. This
analysis will first recap arguments from my previous essay, then address ethics
from both a pragmatic and philosophical stance, and conclude with justifIcation for policy development
PREVIOUS ARGUMENTS
In addition to ethical concerns, initial indictments were made against
originallitemture on the grounds that it contradicted the essence of interpretation and that it had a negative impact on the forensics environment The former charge maintained that "(t)he integrity of the process of interpretation is
undermined when a stude~t attempts to shortcut the pedagogical experience
(Endres, 1987, p. 4)". Students deprive themselves of the opportunity to truly
analyze and understand literature when they write their own selections (or have
someone else write their selections for them). They learn little to nothing
about the intrinsic (e.g. plot-line, personae, mood, rhythm) and extrinsic (e.g.
historical-biographical information, culture, the writer's life) factors of the litmil)' world, and fail to develop what Long and Hopkins (1982) call "literary
competence," or improvement in their ability to read new texts.
The second argument made against original literature pointed out that it
was "an inappropriate genre to bring into the forensics environment (Endres,
1987, p. 5)". Those students who produce original works for the sake of competition are confusing the writer/interpreter dichotomy, and are possibly
engaging in unethical behavior. Those students actually trying to pnxluce litemry works worthy of public distribution have brought their materials to an
inappropriate testing ground. Their judging pool may not have the expertise,

Of greater concern than the name student's attach to their original work is
the motivation behind their use of the piece. The competitor who writes a selection for the sake of competition is engaging in unethical forensics behavior
because they are placing success ahead of education. "Their goal is not to produce "literature" per se, but to produce a winning piece. They have bypassed
the intellectual endeavor for the sake of the end result (Endres, 1987, p. 11)".
This issue is particularly important when you consider the manner in which
such original work is written and rewritten. Initially, it seems that the student
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author writes to the nonns of the circuit (i.e. what is popular at the time).
Again, this is a pedagogical shortcut And what happens after the student receives feedback from judges? Since they wrote the original selection, what's to
stop them from rewriting a selection to accommodate judge's commentary?
Some may view this as merely adapting to the audience (as one would do
in public address), but the behavior falls outside the expectations of oral interp. Selections of literature are viewed as relatively stable pieces of text To
freely alter story lines, characters, and even endings, to suit the audience/judge
seems inappropriate. One judge labeled this the "Clue" approach to interpretation (making reference to the movie with three different endings). This is
surely an unfair adv.antage over the students who have followed the interpretation guidelines, selected literary work and are creating a presentation within the
constraints and expectations of the forensics community.
Philosophical ethics: Currently, the lack of policy regarding use of originalliterature leads to many ethical concerns of philosophical nature. A key issue is raised by DeBoer (1987), who makes a case for original material on the
grounds that "the majority of published tournament rules ...do not disallow it
(p. 12)". Ethically, there are problems with such a perspective. Most tournaments do not explicitly list roles against murder and mayhem, yet that is no
excuse to engage in such behavior.
DeBoer (1987) also argues foject are necessity and diversity. Potential
judges have certain information which they need to know in order to function
effectively in their role. Judges also need to understand that the beauty of
individual events lies in the diversity of talents, materials, and styles which are
represented in our individual events contests.
It is important to realize that it is our responsibility as forensic educators to
aid in the training of those who will be judging our students. And workshops
for training judges anrsta1:.ding. The behavior itself is deceptive and contradicts
community norms; can it be viewed as ethical?
Interestingly enough, the student using original material may not be the
only one in the round engaging in unethical behavior. The constraints of the
activity may also lead the judge into an ethical dilemma.. As Green and Ford
(1987) discovered in their survey of judges, there is "a slight tendency toward
condemning the use of original material (p. 8)". If a judge has this predisposition and discovers that the student is using original works, it may bias their
perception of the presentation. "Our immediate 'gut-level' ethical judgements
may cause us to distort the intended meaning (Johannesen, 1983, p. 125)". A
judge who allows this to happen is being unethical themselves.
POLICY
So what do we do? The worst action would be inaction. To allow things
to continue as they are will only allow the problem to increase and further delimit the in10grity of forensics competition. From this treatise, one may as-
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some I'd like to see hard and fast rules abolishing the use of original literature.
Quite the contrary. While I remain on the "con" side of the issue, I think
abolishment would be rash and untimely, and realistically, I think the behavior
would continue anyway. The best answer seems to be that, if students are going to use original literature, it must be governed by official forensics policy.
The ftrst step is to deftne just what we mean by "original literature."
While both the American Forensics Association and the National Forensics
Association have deemed the use of original literature as acceptable, neither
organization has offered a concrete deftnition. Green and Ford (1987) offer the
following description: "(A)ny work of prose, poetry, or dramatic literature
written by a student competitor speciftcally for use in competition (p. I)". For
the sake of argument, I propose that, for a selection to be defmed as original
literature, one or more of the following conditions must be present:
1) material is written by the competitor,
2) material is written by someone other than the competitor for the
primary pmpose of forensics competition, or
3) material has not undergone traditional literary scrutiny (i.e. has not
been published or received public recognition and acclaim).
Is a student who writes their own poetry doing original literature? Obviously. What of the student whose coach has written poetry for them? Again,
this constitutes original literature. The question grays when you consider scenarios such as the competitor who interprets a short story written by a roommate for a creative writing class. Given the deftnition above, it would still be
considered original literature because the piece has not been reviewed by the
literary community (editors, publishers, critics) before its forensics exposure.
What of the competitor who interprets a prose piece, written by a sibling, that
has appeared in a short story anthology? This would not be considered original
literature in competition because it was not written by the competitor, or for
forensics, and it has undergone literary review.
o course, more gray areas exist (e.g. viability of student publications,
competitors who publish materials). These questions need to be addressed at
the individual case level. At least with a defmition as a starting point, both
coach and student alike will understand the guidelines and boundaries
surrounding the use of original material.
Incorporating speciftc policy will not eliminate all the pitfalls of using
original material, but it will help in providing an ethical framework. If the
norms of the community indicate that original material is acceptable, perhaps
even encouraged, than perceptions regarding the use of original material will
change. The use of pseudonyms would become standard operating procedure,
rather than a technique of deception. I! the audience awareness (a la ghostwriting) is such that original material is viewed as a nonnal circumstance, the
morality of the behavior becomes less questionable. Judges don't have to
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worry about unethical bias stemming from concerns that students are breaking
the rules (though they still don't have to like it).
The responsibility for developing such policy and ethical guidelines is in
our hands. DeBoer states that. as forensics strives to develop the "total person"
of the student competitor, "hopefully, students will develop their own ethical
and professional values regarding professional activity (p. 3)". Perhaps, but
such development can not occur in a void, or without precedent and modeling
from the coaches.
As Green and Ford (1987) noted from their survey results: "(R)egardless of
disposition toward its (original literature) use, strong feeling was noted that
the national Forensic governing bodies should establish fonnal policies, if not
already established (p. 8)". As Nicolai (1987) notes, such policy has not been
well established. Phi Ro Pi, Pi Kappa Delta and Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha have no mention of original literature in their rules. As mentioned,
both AFA and NFA say its use is acceptable, but as Nicolai (1987) notes, this
information is not widely known among the rank and file membership. Given
the influence that NFA and AFA have on forensics as a whole, Nicolai states:
Based on this notion, it seems essential that each of the national
organizations re-assess their positions and generate a more obvious
policy concerning this issue. Perhaps even more important is the
desirability of a single policy which is supported by each of the
national forensics organizations (p. 4).
Obviously, the conference at which this paper is being presented is the
ideal context in which to generate such policy. My SUSpicionis that any such
policy would continue to allow the use of original material, explicitly sanctioning it rather than merely offering lip service support. While this will not
solve the problems of my previous arguments (Le. essence of interPretation
and forensics environment), it should help resolve the ethical questions addressed in this essay.
As we strive to develop policy, it may benefit us to examine Johannesen's
(1983) criteria for enhancing the quality of judgement in communication
ethics:
(1) by specifying exactly what ethical criteria, standards, or perspectives
we are applying, (2) by justifying the reasonableness and relevancy of these
standards, and (3) by indicating in what respects the communication evaluated
succeeds or fails in measuring up to the standards (p. 9).
To conclude, I believe that the use of original material in oral interpretation is wrought with many problems. In order to address at least some of the
ethical questions that surround this controversy, explicit policy must be
developed.
BffiUOGRAPHY
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CREATIVE EVENTS: AN mSTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE ON INDIVIDUAL EVENTS
BRUCE WICKELGREN
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA
The individual events aspect of forensic programs are catching and retaining a high degree of student interest by some very imaginative approaches, but
debate, which still remains the focal point of most forensic programs seems
shockingly unresponsive to innovation 1. A close examination of individual
events in 1988 may bring one to the conclusion that what Jack Howe complained about debate, may be happening to individual events. Prior to his
statement in 1974, and for some years thereafter, individual events enjoyed
growth in both the numbers of participants, and the diversity of events offered.
While the numbers of participants seems to continue to grow, the diversity of
events at national competitions has seemed to stagnate. A study of events offered at five national tournaments2 shows some experimentation with new
events from 1974 until 1979, but very little in the last eight years3.
If one can assume that forensics as an organization must continue to
change in order to remain alive, it is important to study the events that are
used as well as how they became used on the national level. Before an event is
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adopted by a national organization, it is necessary to give the event a test-spin
before adoption. For this reason, it is important for the forensic community to
study the use of creative events.
For purposes of this paper, a creative event is one that is nat currently
.offered at the national tournament. In ather wards, dramatic interpretation
wauld be creative in regards to NFA, but nat to AFA. While this may seem a
bit confusing, it is important to realize that many students prepare events that
they can use far nationals, and thase extraneous to this end, for the swdent, are
"creative." It is also important to nate here that .one could look to creative use
.of the current events, however time and space consideratians prohibit its use.
Prior to the 1970's, mast contest individual events tournaments were held
in conjunctian with debate tournaments, and then only a very limited number
.ofevents were .offered (usually .oratory, extemp and interpretatian.) The growth
.of individual events in the 1970's shaws an introduction of many new events.
An editian of Speaker and Gavel. the journal .of Delta Sigma Rho- Tau Kappa
Alpha, was dedicated to the state .of forensics, and aver half .of the writers discussed the growth .of individual events.
In 1974, the first natianal individual events tournament was held at
Plattsburgh State University in Plattsburgh, New Yark. The events .offered
were prose, poetry, dramatic duo, persuasive, expository, imprompw, extemp,
and after dinner. Phi Rho Pi offered "persuasive, interpretation, impromptu,
infonnative, speech to entertain, and speech analysis. Pi Kappa Delta had discussion, extemp, oratory, interpretation, informative, and speech to entertain.
Delta Sigma ROO-Tau Kappa Alpha conducted interpretation, extemp and oratory. In 1975, the Natianal Forensic Association ran the second national individual events tournament and introduced rhetorical criticism as a new event
The PRP tournament held reader's theater, and 1976, they also added duet acting. 1977 brought an addi~i.on .of interper's theater and the deletion .ofreader's
theater,4 The American Farensic Associatian began its natianal tournament in
this year. They .offered prose, poetry, dramatic interpretation, dramatic dua,
impromptu, extemp, cammunicatian analysis, after dinner, infannative, and
persuasive. Phi Rho Pi substituted reader's theater for interper's theater in
1978, and reversed itself .once again in '79. Also in 1979, PKD separated intelpretation into prose and poetry, and DSR- TKA expanded from three events,
to the ten AFA events. Samewhere between 1980 and 19845 Phi Rho Pi
separated oral interpretatian into prose, poetry and dramatic, and PKD added
dramatic dua and dropped discussion. The 1987 and '88 AFA national tournaments saw sales as the experimental event, and will see mixed interpretation in
'89 and '90.
ff this data were put an a time line, one could see the great amaWlt of experimentation taking place priar to 1980. Very little .of this testing seems to
have taken place after this time period. There has been na change in events in
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NFA since 1975, DSR-TKA since 1979, and AFA has kept the original ten
events since its first tournament in 1977, although they have introduced an
experimental event
Now that the established events have been outlined, it is necessary to look
at some ways that these events became established. For the purpose of comparison' the years 1969, 1971, 1974, 1977, and 1987 will be used. 1969 and
'71 will be used ta illustrate pre#national individual events tournaments, 1974
as the year .of the first national tournament, 1977 for the beginning of the
AF A tournament and 1987 to look at the present.
Persuasive speaking was the event that tops nearly every list that Jack
Howe compiled listing the availability of the event at tournaments. This fact
can be explained by twa hypotheses; 1, forensic. educators subscribe to the
nation that all speaking is inherently persuasive, and/or 2,. the oldest competitive speech activity, Interstate Oratory, has played a big influence on the
activity's growth. The next event that Howe lists as the most offered was oral
interpretatian. The developments in this area are quite substantial. In the 196869 issue, Howe states that there were 106 chances to do competitive interpretation in the COWltry.He provided no breakdown by genre. In the 197071 compilation, he cited 122 instances, with poetry at 15 tournaments, and
prose with 13 (drama will be dealt with later.) From this data, one can surmise
that the rules allawed one to select one genre, or that a combination of
literature was needed. At least .one of the national tournaments did require at
least two .of the three types .of literature.6 This fact suggests that the AFA experimental event, mixed interpretation, is not new to natianal competitian. In
1974, the beginning of the natianal individual events tournament, interpretatian (again no delineation) was offered 106 times, and the opportunities in
poetry and prose were 43 and 37 respectively. By 1977, poetry was held 101
times to interpretatian at 100. Prose was held 94 times. By 1987 when all of
the national tournaments had separated the oral interpretation events, prose was
offered 198 times, poetry 197, and mixed interpretation had dropped drastically
to 21.
Dramatic interpretation did not make a showing on Howe's list Wltil
1971. During that year, it was used 8 times. In 1974, it was offered 9 times.
The year before AFA began using it as an individual event, it was held 15
times. In 1977, it was held 15 times and just one year later jumped to 40. Finally, with four .of the five tournaments now .offering the event, drama was
held at 144 tournaments in 1987.
All five organizations host dramatic literature far two people. Only Phi
Rho Pi has duet acting. The other groups use dramatic dua. This is one event
that has very new roots, roots which began in the East according to Howe. In
1969 there were no contests reported using the event. In 1971, three tournaments had dramatic pairs, and .one had duet acting, By 1974, it was held at 30
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tournaments, 74 in 1977, and 196 in 1987.
Extemporaneous speaking enjoyed growth during the 1970's but slackened
off in the 1980's. In 1969, there were 100 tournaments, 110 in 1971 195 in
1977, and 105 in 1987. During the '70s extemp was consistently the third
most offered event behind persuasive and interpretation. By 1987, it had fallen
to the eighth most popular event Expository/informative is another event that
has enjoyed a surge in popularity. In '69, the event was held 15 times. In
1971, it occurred 18 times. 1974 saw 66 tourneys with the event, and there
were 176 times in 1977. In 1971, the event was the sixth most held event, in
'77 it was fourth, and by 1987, it jumped to the second most held event with
205 occurrences.
Impromptu and after dinner speaking have similar development Impromptu started slow with 38 in 1969,52 in 1971,87 in 1974, 122 in 1977,
and 204 in 1987. It jumped from the eighth most held event in 1977 to the
third most popular in 1987. After dinner was held 30 times in '69,45 in '71,
71 in '74,118 in '77, and 200 in 1987.
Rhetorical criticism was not introduced at NFA until 1975. In 1969, it
was offered on 10 occasions, 8 in '71, 38 in '74, 52 in 75 85 in '77 (19 of
which were specified as communication analysis - the AFA name), and 163 in

In the 1973-74 tournament results book, Jack Howe states, "Can anyone
say when, where and who flfSt originated these (events)? It seems a clear pattern that events tend to take hold in a single state and then in a region before
becoming national in nature." It is time that the forensic community salutes
those tournaments that dare to try new ground. It is important that everyone
looks at these events with at the very least, an open mind. To be sure, many
of the "creative" events are merely for the fun of the activity and it should be
viewed in that matter. Those that attempt to break new educational barriers are
the ones that deserve attention.
In the early 1970's, Jack Howe wamed the debate community about an
unresponsiveness to innovation. Surely individual events has not discovered
those nine or ten events which are the perfect educational tools. An open mind
to the creative events is a sure way to keep individual events as responsive in
the 1990's as it was in the 1970's.
ENDNOTES
IHowe, Jack H., editor,.Intercollelciate Sneech Tournament Results vol. X:ll
1973-74p. 1.
2Tournaments of the American Forensic Association, Association, Delta
Sigma Rho- Tau Kappa Alpha, Pi Kappa Delta, and Phi Rho Pi.
30ne major exception is the introduction of an experimental event at the AFA
tournament in 1987.

'87.
Some events enjoyed popularity in the late '60's and 70's but have not
fared so well in the '80's. The most obvious was radio and television, It was
held 12 times in 1971, 17 in 1974, 16 in 1977, and only 5 radio competitions
and one television entry in 1987.
Other events have slowly grown in popularity. The AFA experimental
event for 1987 and 1988 is a prime example. Sales started vexy slowly in 1971
with 2 toumament appearances. By 1974, it was offered in 7 competitioos.
There were 17 offerings in 1977 and 81 in 1987.
Reader's theater, according to Howe, began in California and has had a
rocky history. Phi Rho Pi is the only organization to hold this event annually. There were no reports of the event in 1969 and 1971. 1974 saw 17 inclusions, 1977 had 32, and there were 28 in 1987.
The forensic community needs to keep an eye on its creative events to
identify those that may prove worthy of national attention. Howe predicted in
the late '70s that organizational communication would be the next hot event,
an event which would answer the great influx of organizational communication in the speech communication field. The event made only one more appearance in the form of business communication and has not been heard from
since. Two other events seem to be on the rise in the East; epideictic and legal
speaking. With continued tournament support, either these events could easily
become the next experimental event, or even add its name with the nine of ten
"regular" events.

4Howe, Jack H., editoruIntercollegiate
1977-78.

Speech Tournament Results volXVIT

5TIle tournament result book was not published for the four years between
1980 and 1984.
6Harris, Edward J. and Hawkins, Seth C., editors, Intercollegiate Forensic
Tournament Results Book July 1987

SOLVING THE FORENSIC DILEMMA:
EVENTS TEACHING DEBATE AND INDIVIDUAL EVENTS SKILLS
ROGER C. ADEN
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA
"Uneasy alliance" is a phrase often used by news writers to capture the
essence of a relationship between two dissimilar groups with a similar vested
interest The forensic community, although not a frequent subject of news
writers, nevertheless also suffers from a sort of uneasy alliance. This relationship is that between individual events and debate.
Even though both activities arise from Greek roots few would argue that,
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in general, the participants and coaches in the two activities as well as the activities themselves are quite different. Exceptions certainly do exist, but few
programs provide a slrong commitment to both activities and even fewer students participate in both. Rather than bemoan the differences between debate
and individual events and risk increasing the already worrisome alienation between the two camps, we should strive for strategies that bring the two closer
together. The results would benefit students, coaches and the forensic community. Thus, the aim of this paper is to first identify the differences between the
two activities and then to propose some creative events for individual events
tournaments that are rooted in debate.
DEBATE
The benefits of intercollegiate debate are certainly no secret to members of
the forensic community. Ideally, Laurence Norton (1982) notes, debate:
"develops respect for academic research" (30), "stimulates an awareness of and
a knowledge about public issues" (31), "develops critical thinking ability"
(33), "develops an appreciation of systematic change as a basis for democratic
action" (35), and "improves the ability to communicate" (37). Of specific
value to debaters is the ability to see and effectively argue both sides of an issue (Freeley 2; Cronen 263). Thus, "the special function of debate is to pr0vide a critical method for settling those differences that arise when people must
decide betwet.n two mutually exclusive course of belief or action" (Ehninger &
Brockriede 12; emphasis original).
Since most intercollegiate debate centers on the evaluation of a policy
much of the focus of coaches and debaters is on evidence and arguments that
support various policies. Debaters, then, learn "to detennine what is necessary
to defend a contention or construct a c~, the ability to perceive relationships
among arguments and between evidence and arguments, and the ability to arrange arguments and evidr,nce in effective constructive or refutational patterns"
(Marks & Pearce 284). As the preceding excerpt suggests, students with experience in intercollegiate debate are generally solid in research, reasoning and
analysis skills (Semlak).
Unfortunately, the emphasis on evidence in debate has produced what
many - even within the debate community -- consider detrimental side effects.
The three effects most prominently reflected in the liteIature are interrelated and
can be summarized in one sentence: Debate has become an activity for
specialists. Specifically, reformers point out that debate relies too much on
research, producing delivery that is too rapid, which is not checked by any type
of "lay" audience.
Too Much Research. The evolution of debate from an activity "focused
primarily on persuasion and public speaking" to one of evaluating arguments
(Rowland & Deatherage 241) has produced an emphasis on evidence. Debaters
frequently try to win debates by introducing more evidence into the round and
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some judges routinely read evidence cards after the round to detennine a winner. In fact, it is not uncommon for judges of the final round of the National
Debate Tournament to spend at least an hour to read evidence and render a
decision. Consequently, "it is the feeling of many that current debate practice,
especially in the United States, puts the premium upon the amount and
uniqueness of the research and resulting evidence" (Zeuschner 56).
Rapid Delivery. Through the years debaters have learned that if more and
unique evidence wins debate rounds, more evidence should be introduced into
debate rounds. The result of this all too unfortunately solid logic is what is
fondly referred to as "spreading," or speaking and reading at a very rapid rate.
Colbert (1981) notes that the speaking rates of national Debate Tournament
finalists has climbed from 200 words per minute in 1969 to 270 words per
minute in 1980; the climb has likely continued somewhat since then. Although the argument can, and often is (i.e. Colbert), made that humans possess the capacity to listen and comprehend speech that rapid, one can easily argue that humans should not be forced to listen at that rate. Even judges intimately familiar with the activity and accustomed to the more rapid than normal rate of debaters often do not pick up everything that is said (witness evidence reading at the end of a round). No wonder then that even 20 years ago
concern was expressed about debate tournaments "encouraging a peculiarly incomprehensible language fonn ... " (Swinney 16).
No Audience. The question often asked by an "outsider" who happens to
stumble on to a round of intercollegiate debate is: "Why do they speak that
fast?" The sad answer is: "Because they can." The audience of a debate is often
only the judge or, at best, other members of the debate community. Consequently, there is little motivation for a debater to present his or her arguments
in anything but the standard fonn. The emphasis is on logical appeals (Boaz &
Ziegelmueller), producing a communication activity in which individuals unfamiliar with the topic and not accustomed to the delivery speed become hopelessly confused (Friedman).
Overall, while debate produces students who are excellent researchers and
critics of argument these students are often accused of being unable to articulately present their research and analysis to individuals other than members of
the debate community. On the other hand, individual events are recognized as
teaching students solid presentational skills and insufficient critical thinking
skills.
INDIVIDUAL EVENTS
Few would doubt that a general audience would be more entertained by a
typical individual events round than by a typical debate round. Conversely,
there is little argument that reading the text of a debate round is infInitely
more intellectually thorough and stimulating. Even students within individual
events programs view some events as mere delivery events that require little
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thinking i.e., extempers talking about interpers). As with debate, the problems
of individual events number three and are interrelated: students focus too much
on delivery; students do not make good arguments and students lack solid research skills.
Delivery Emphasis. When individual performances are heard they are usually evaluated in terms of all of Aristotle's appeals. And, since ethos and
pathos are primarily affected by presentational skill, it is not surprising that
delivery is emphasized in individual events. This emphasis, however, can result in students overlooking the analytical components of their events. All individual events require analysis and argument, not only the more logos-oriented public speaking events but interpretation events as well (Manchester &
Friedley; Olsen). As VerLinden notes: "the forensic interpretation may be
conceived as an argument During the introduction, the interpreter makes a
critical clUm about the litemture and supports that claim through the performance of the litemture" (59). The goal of an interpretation, VerLinden argues,
is not just a "polished performance" but a presentation that is slick and welldeveloped (65). The same goal can also be applied to public speaking events.
Weak Arguments. Even in those events where students are encouraged to
make claims and support them, their efforts sometimes fall short of the mark.
Frequently, judges will comment on ballots that students do not provide sufficient support for their claims. For example, students in rhetorical criticism
often endeavor to endow their artifact with significance by stretching claims of
artifact effectiveness or importance without sufficient evidence. In extemporaneous speaking, inherently an argumentative event, questions provided to students routinely require only description instead of interpretation and/or evaluation (Aden & Kay). Given these occurrences, it is not surprising that delivery
is considered overemphasized in individual events.
Research Skills Lacking. While it seems apparent that weak arguments
are pervasive in individual events, much of the reason behind that weakness
likely lies in the research abilities of the students in the activity. Put simplyly, they often do not have the capacity to discover the proof needed for their
claims or they are unwilling to undertake the effort to find such support This
indicunent covers not only beginning students, but advanced students as well.
Burnett's investigation of the evidence used in the sections of a national semifinal round of extempomneous speaking, for example, found "that fully three
quarters of the evidence traceable in this semi-fmal round was deficient Each
speech analyzed contained at least one major violation" (8). Although extemporaneous speaking requires a different type of research, judges routinely encounter students who do not understand the author of a selection or have overlooked major areas of relevant research. Kay, for example, discovered regular
comments about evidence on individual events ballots.
In short, individual events students are often correctly accused of being

deficient in research and analysis skills because of their emphasis on delivery.
Ironically, and not unexpectedly, this indictment is just the opposite of the
charge leveled at debate students. What we have it seems is, to borrow an idea
from Myrdal, "The Forensic Dilemma" As educators, we recognize and. value
the skills of research and presentation. In practice, however, we have apparently defmed them as incompatible opposites. Each is recognized theoretically
as important, but the activities in pmctice have evolved in a manner that genemlly produces emphasis on one or the other. Accordingly, many coaches and
students now cast their lot with debate or individual events, gaining one set of
skills but not the other.
Students should, and can, benefit from the skills learned from competition in both debate and individual events. Given the time constraints to students, however, few will probably choose to participate in both activities no
matter how hard we encourage them. Students enjoy success and few possess
the time, abilities, and opportunities needed to succeed in debate and individual
events while pursuing both whole-heartedly. What's worse, failure in one activity may hurt the student's confidence in both activities. The key, then, is
not to tinker with the forensics system but to creatively aQd.opportunities to
it In the following pages are potential events that can provide students with
the opportunity to learn both debate and individual events skills in an individual events tournament without disrupting the tournament schedule.
LINCOLN-DOUGLAS DEBAlE
Perhaps the most easily instituted new activity for individual events tournaments is two-person, or Lincoln-Douglas (L-D), debate. Already quite
popular among the high school forensic community, L-D provides students
with an opportunity to mesh the skills currently needed in debate and individual events: "To be precise, L-D can be described as a combination of
extemporaneous speaking, oratoricall skills and debate techniques" (Ambrose

41).
L-D debate is an individual event since one person debates another. Furthermore, L-D debate produces" greater emphasis on traditional oratorical skills
and persuasion" than does team debating (pollard & Prentice vi). Consequently, less research is required of L-D debaters than team debaters. At the
same time, however, L-D participants must learn the arts of analysis and refutation needed for debate since they are, after all, "dealing with vital issues and
values that are not easily settled" (McCall 37) and with the opinions and evidence of another person.
Tmditionally, L-D debate functions with resolutions of value on what can
genemlly be considered political topics established well before the tournament
But because the goal of these additional events is to expose as many students
as possible to the skills needed for debate and individual events, several creative options for L -D resolutions are available.
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Team Debate Resolutions. To encourage the participation of team debaters
who desire experience in an activity with more of a stress on delivery, individual] events tournaments can offer L-D on a resolution similar to the NDT or
CEDA topics. With judges expecting slower, persuasive delivery team debaters
would be forced to adapt their presentation style to fit these expectations. Students not participating in team debate would still be able to compete in this
activity because its shorter time limits and recognition of delivery skill would
prevent them from being "out-researched."
Off-Topic Resolutions. These topics could be value topics, but would
more profitably expand the scope of the event to include newsworthy or popular topics thai: may be resolutions of value, fact or policy. The Missomi Valley Forensic League, for example, regularly includes off-topic team debate at
its annual tournament with resolutions that vary in their substance. In 1988,
the tournament asked affinnative teams to choose from a list of presidential
candidates and defend one as the best choice for president Such topics might
be more likely to increase the number of participants in an L- D division.
Literature Resolutions. Given the acknowledged need fa students of
interpretation to improve their argumentation ability, tomnament administrators could establish an L-D division in which students debate the merits of
particular authors or pieces of literature. Any person familiar with English literature classes or instruct<rs realizes the potential fa vigorous debate these
kinds of topics allow. In fact, literature topics may also provide the forensic
community with an avenue to increase its visibility by inviting English faculty members to serve as judges of literature debates.
L-D debate otTers us these and many other creative opportunities to simultaneously teach students the skills of debate and individual events. To encourage research, topics should be announced some time prior to the tournament, but analysis and refutation skills can be learned even in events such as
Impromptu L-D Debate. ·What makes L-D debate even more promising as an
addition to individual events tomnaments is the ease with which it can be included in the tournament schedule. In most cases, depending upon the time
limits established, it is possible to schedule two debates in front of one judge
during one round of the other individual events. Such a schedule conserves
judges and makes it possible fa students to enter at least one other event in
that conflict pattern. Two day tomnaments can hold elimination rounds while
one day tomnaments can simply figure final places based upon win-loss
recotds and spcZer points.
Finally, I should make clear that I do not intend to priviledge one type of
activity over another with these proposals. As Pollard and Prentice note: "L-D
should not be viewed as a replacement for team debate or as a superia form of
argument because it de-emphasizes elements that are subject to abuse in team
debate" (vi-vii). Students participating in debate only will probably learn more
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about research, refutation, and analysis; students participating solely in individual events will probably develop better presentational skills; but students
who participate in L-D can learn something about each type of skill.
Audience Debate
Although I hate to use the tenn "audience debate" because of its implication that other types of debate preclude audiences, it is clear that many students
no longer possess the opportunity to present their facts and opinions to general audiences rather than judges (even with L-D we probably cannot expect
large audiences in preliminary rounds given the number of students who enter
multiple events). Thus, the advice of Cronen seems appropriate: "Although
tomnament debating has significant value, it must be supplemented with equal
attention to audience debating. Audience debating would provide the student
debater with the opportunity to apply the concepts of ethical proof, pathetic
proof and audience analysis to the special rhetorical situation of a debate"
(268). As Cronen implies by omitting logical proof from his list, most audience debates do not focus on the use of evidence. That is not to say, however,
that audience debates using a good deal of evidence cannot be popularly established. 4 With the time and energy constraints of individual events tournaments, however, the more lighthearted type of audience debate seems most
feasible.
In particular, what I have in mind is the establishment of audience debates
in the "dead" period between the completion of the fmal round and the awards
assembly. The advantages of this time slot are numerous. First, it provides
tournament administrators a little extra time to tabulate and double-check results. Second, students have an activity to enjoy instead of sitting around and
waiting. Third, the public can be invited to the debate and to come early for
fmal rounds, giving the host program and the forensic community some welldeserved publicity.
Unfortunately, only a few students would be able to participate in this activity at each tournament But on the plus side, students would be paired with
students from other schools (since no sweepstakes points would be awarded);
interest in acquiring debate skills might grow among those who never thought
they would like such an activity but change their minds once they see that it
can be fun; and the group activity would end the tournament on a "communal"
note.
Organizers of audience debates, though, should remember some key concepts. To begin with, the topic should be one of general interest for students
and the public (if invited). A boring topic, after all, will likely produce a boring debate. Next, the participants in the debate should be chosen in advance of
the tournament Although audience debate is more oriented toward pathetic and
ethical appeals, students should be prepared with logical proofs. As Mills
urges: "The absence of a critic's decision should not result in shoddy prepara-
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tion" (96-7). Finally, student debaters should be instructed in proper and valid
means of refutation. Without such advance training a student often "either ignores the demands of a particular audience situation or else over-adapts by
substituting wit, sarcasm, and ad homonym arguments for other means of
support" (Boaz & Ziegelmueller Z71). Wit and sarcasm, of course, can make
an audience debate lively, but they should not be used exclusively and at the
expense of solid support. Audience debates may be entertaining but "they
should never be regarded as entertainment Debates presented before public audiences should be regarded as an opportunity to educate the student about audience analysis and to educate the audience about debate" (Freeley 285).
HOW 00 WE MAKE TIllS WORK?
Including these creative events in a tournament schedule is simple
enough; making them successful, however, is not such an easy matter. Audience debates can generate enthusiasm among students and coaches, but they
should not be relied upon to produce instant and widespread popularity. Other
steps that can boost interest are: waiving of entry fees for L-D debate slots;
establishment of an L-D debate league with schools that would host the event
and in which students could maintain cumulative records; towmment-provided
evidence packages to encomage students who might be hesitant to participate
because of the investment in time needed f(X'research.5
The success of these creative events also depends, to some extent, upon
the structure of the activities. Ideally, a unif<rm set of guidelines could be
agreed upon if a league is established. Without any formal organization, however, the responsibility for good ~ics as well as smooth and fair schedules
falls on tournament administratoIs.
If these pIq)OSed creative events are added to individual events tournament
we can accomplish two significant goals. First, we can add some stability to
the uneasy alliance of debate and individual events by bringing individuals
from both activities into a common venture. Second, we can take a big step
toward solving the Forensic Dilemma by re-emphasizing the need to possess
all the traditional skills of forensics: discovery, organization, refutation and
presentation. By bringing forensics closer to its foundation of training citizens
f(X'public debate we can put it on stronger ground for the future.
NOmS

twice in recent years at the annual tournament of the Nebraska Intercollegiate
Forensic Association. Students are told approximately one month in advance
of the general topic area, i&., the presidential campaign, but are not given the
specific resolution until shortly before each round begins. Resolutions change
from round to round.
4For example, Boaz and ZiegelmueUer discuss the now defunct Wayne
State University Debate Days tournament, an event in which policy debaters
presented their arguments in various settings around the city with different
types of judges rendering decisions.
5Such an arrangement has been attempted before (see Marks & Pearce).
This type of incentive might best be limited, though, since forensics is supposed to teach students how to research as well as how to use research.
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ORIGINAL MATERIAL
The use of original material in individual events provoked a variety of responses from the group. The first part of the discussion was spent determining
the extent to which original material is used in competition across the country. As was expected, there were differing perceptions regarding this issue.
Several participants expressed swprise that AF A and NF A both had policies
sanctioning the use of original material.
A second area of discussion focused on the motivation behind using
original material. The reasons were varied Among the reasons suggested were:
A perceived competitive advantage to using original material; the desire to
have original creative work evaluated in relationship to other literature; the
opportunity to share live experiences; and the opportunity to explore the dynamics of the creative writing process.
The judge/competition role and relationship was explored, especially with
regard to the judge as literary critic and the competitor's use of a pseudonym.
Overall, the group seemed to feel that a separate category for original material was unwarranted at the national level but that some guidance as to the
use of original material in present events was needed.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The national forensic organizations should make a greater effort to publicize
their policies regardirg the use of original material.
2. The forensic organizations need to provide more specific guidelines regarding the use of original material to aid both coaches and judges. Two specific issues which should be addressed are the use of pseudonyms and the
stability of the literabJre
3. It was the feeling of the committee that the use of original material, as well
as the process of creating it, should be pedagogically sound, rather than
pragmatically expedient. That is, original material should seek to reach the
educational goals inherent in oral interpretation, and not just created for the
sake of winning.
CREATIVE EVENTS
This half of the workgroup's topics also generated a great deal of discussion. One of the primary areas was an attempt to draw a distinction between
creative events (i.e. sales, mixed interp) and creative formats for traditional
events (Le. impromptu).
There seemed to be a general agreement with the idea that creative events,
per se, were desirable. Creative events may serve as conduits through which a
greater nUmber and diversity of students may be brought in to the program.
But there was some discussion that a proliferation of new events, simply for
the sake of proliferation, was undesirable.
Given this, some suggestions were offered regarding the criterion by
which events were adopted. The rationale for new events should be carefully
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USE OF WORKSHOPS

developed and should be based on a sound pedagogy. It was also mentioned
that new events could incorporate skills which are sought outside of the realm
of forensics.
It also seemed that the group thought there were barriers to adopting creative events. Some of these barriers were related to the logistics of a tournament (structure, facilities, judges, etc.), as well as a certain conservatism on
the part of the forensic community.
Finally, several specific recommendations for "creative events'" were offered. These included Lincoln-Douglas debate at individual events tournaments
and a revmping of extemporaneous speaking.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The decision of a tournament director to include creative events at a tournament should be based on careful consideration of the pedagogical implications of the event.
2. If a creative event is to be offered at a tournament, the tournament director
should provide a detailed description, criterion for evaluation, and a rationale for this event's inclusion.
3. The creative events which are adapted should be conceptually distinct from
events currently offered.
4. Creative events should be encouraged at the grass-roots level, were they can
be tried out prior to adoption at a regional or national leveL
5. For both issues of creative events and the use of original material, student
input should be sought

CHAIR: ANTHONY SCHROEDER
EASTERN NEW MEXICO UNIVERSITY
SOME ANSWERS TO POPULAR QUESTIONS ABOUT THE USE
OF WORKSHOPS FOR TRAINING INDNIDUAL EVENTS
COACHES AND JUDGES
CLARK D. OLSON
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
The judging of individual events is a difficult task. Perhaps it is exceeded
in difficulty by instructing others how to perform this difficult task. The purpose of this paper is to outline the specifics for the use of workshops for
training judges and coaches. It will seek to answer the five "Ws" regarding
this important task.
WHY ARE WORKSHOPS NEEDED?
Recently, several conventions programs and papers have focused on the
issues surrounding the judging of individual events. Such issues include: ballots unusable as coaching tools (Bartanen, 1987); inconsistent judging practices (Bartanen, 1987; Hanson, 1987; Sellnow, 1987; & Trimble, 1987); failure to justify a decision (Carey & Rodier, 1987; Olson & Wells, 1988); disagreement among professional and lay judges (Nicolai, 1987); and qualities of
a good critic (Bradford. 1988; Schulist, 1988).
Naturally, all of these issues are perceived as problems by members in the
forensic community. Many of these problems are not intentional "errors" on
the part of judges, but merely a lack of information about what both coaches
and students would like to see on the ballots to make their critiques as helpful
as possible. While not all problems can be cured by education, perhaps a major share of these problems could be solved through the use of workshops for
coaches and judges.
WHO SHOULD BE INVOLVED?
While it might be nice to have workshops for every individual who ever
views a round of individual events, that is not a practical solution. For purposes of this paper I have divided judges into two categories: primary judges
and secondary judges. Primary judges are those who hear a majority of rounds
at any given tournament These judges include coaches, graduate students, faculty members: that set of individuals who regularly hear rounds week-end after
week-end throughout the year. Secondary judges are those who infrequently
hear rounds. Those judges who critique rounds at a single tournament a year,
or who fill in for regular judges fall into this category. It is my belief that

- Submitted by Michael Smith

OPEN DISCUSSION ON CREATIVE EVENTS/ORIGINAL

FOR TRAINING JUDGES

EVENI'S

Discussion centered on the following:
1. Did material used in oral interpretation have to be "published material"?
2. Why is it considered "bad" or "unethical" to use original material?
3. What is the definition of "interpretation" and if it is to interpret the writing
of someone else, then how do we deal with a student's original material?
Comments covered both sides of the issues and the need to be building a
variety of skills. The need to possibly develop new areas of forensics such as
self-expression, but at the same time, we need to be careful of the proliferation
of events. It was pointed out taht such "creative" or "original" events are already available at various tournaments.
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levels of forensic experience. A first thought might be to have only well-seasoned coaches train judges. While they need obviously be included, workshops
should not rely exclusively on veterans because they may only present one focus and will certainly not be as in tune with the questions or problems new
primary judges may have. Also, it is important that when procedures and preferences are given, that those doing the training demonstrate that certain disagreements do occur, even between competent IXOfessionals. It is of utmost
importance that those trained do not merely become clones of those few who
train them as then we have stifled individual creativity.
WHEN SHOULD WORKSHOPS OCCUR?
This perhaps is the most academic of the five questions, as workshops
will have to be scheduled when they are convenient for both the trainers and
those participating in the worlcshops. Nevertheless, several suggestions seem
logical. For primary judges, workshops should occur at the beginning of the
season. In areas when there are clusters of schools and geographic distance is
not prohibitive, a workshop could be held a week-eod or two before the first
tournament With the advent of the National Debate Tournament Board of
Trustees program of novice worlcshops for NOT debate, such individual events
workshops may well coincide since they could potentially involve many of the
same people. If an entire day or week-end is too expensive or infeasible, tournament directors may want to shoulder the responsibility for including a brief
workshop prior to their tournament While tournament schedules are always
full, minor adjustments could be made to use the time during registration. It
frequently occurs the night before rounds begin. Many tomnaments which
have both debate and individual events could begin with debate rounds and have
a workshop coincide with the first few rounds of debate. Or, if necessary, a
tournament could be shortened by one preliminary round or one conflict pattern to accommodate time f(X'a workshop. Considering the preferred time for
workshops is the beginning of the season, it is doubtful if most competitors
will be ready for extensive competition at this point in the year.
If trainers want to do an extensive job, perhaps workshops at two or three
beginning tournaments would be helpful. Not only would it give new judges
time to actually experience judging and read ballots of other critics between
workshop experiences, it would also bring in judges who may not have been
able to attend the initial workshop. Training must be continually reinforced. If
an extensive amount of time is available, the workshop could be structured to
include a different type of event during each workshop, i.e. public address, interpretation, limited preparation.
If a workshop at the beginning of the season or at early tournaments is
not possible, the concerned coach could run a workshop just prior to the tournament helshe directs regardless of when it occurs during the forensic year.
This type of workshop has the advantage of also being able to include any 10-

while every judge and every ballot is important, the focus of our efforts should
be on the primary judges who are hearing the vast majority of the rounds.
Within the category of primary judges are many different types of individuals who could benefit from individual events workshops. Initially, new graduate students could profit from such ttaining. While many graduate students
have expertise in perfonning individual events, few have extensive experience
in judging the events in which they formerly competed. Many students often
competed only in those events which they preferred, i.e. public address, limited
preparation, interpretation, and consequently are not familiar with the specifics
of the full range of events which they now are called upon to judge. Not infrequently, graduate students who have had their primary, if not exclusive, experience in debate, are scheduled to judge individual events. No doubt many of us
can recount horror stories of such judges hearing poetry rounds. Perhaps the
group of new, young judges, more than any other, deserves our attention because of the vast quantity of rounds they are likely to hear in their career. Because they are at the beginning of their experience as judges special attention
should be afforded them to teach them to become capable critics.
Primary judges are also those who are returning coaches. While many of
these judges recall some time in their past when they have been involved in
individual events, they may not have judged/coached f(X'several years and consequently are not familiar with current rules (X'trends in individual events. Often it takes only a short period of time f(X'these judges to get back in the
groove of judging, IXOvided they are armed with the latest knowledge and pr0cedures which are being followed. High school coaches who have now decided
to make the switch to college forensics are another group of primary judges.
While high school coaches often have extensive knowledge about the nature of
individual events, again, frequently they are unfamiliar with the nuances and
}XOCedureswhich currently exist in college forensics.
Finally, there are a few primary judges with no previous experience. Perhaps a school has recently begun a IXOgram, and the new director has been c0erced from a related field, but has not had hands-on experience in forensics.
While this person may soon be a regular judge, his/her lack of past experience
initially may hamper him/her in being an effective coach/judge.
While all ballots obviously have the same weight, and lay judges often do
judge at most townaments, it is the primary judges I feel who stand to benefit
most from workshops. Consequently, these workshops should also benefit us
as experienced coaches and should most directly benefit our students.
Perhaps a related question is who should do the ttaining. When considering this issue, I believe it is important that this task not be undertaken by a
single individual or a select few. Considering the subjective nature of judging
individual events, it is diversity which fosters the continual creativity in individual events. Therefore, training should hopefully be done by those at many
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cal judges who may be used at the tournament. Again, convenience is perhaps
the watchword of any workshop. While it is perhaps ideal to believe that attendance at such a workshop could be required, often the needs of the tournament dictate that "all available bodies" be given ballots. The time just prior to
the first round is perhaps the most appropriate time for such a workshop to
occur, when judges are physically present and prepared to judge.
Just prior to national tournaments is another logical time for workshops
to occur. While we frequently believe that only the "best" will be at nationals,
there is often a strong contingency of hired judges who may not be familiar
with current rules and practices ..It is at this time that judging competence becomes critically important to our students. As a recent host of a national tournament I can attest to the number of "secondary judges" used at national tournaments. A workshop just prior to the first round may not only comfort the
students involved, but could put the tabulation staff at ease, knowing that all
judges have been carefully instructed on how to fill out a ballot.
WHERE SHOULD WORKSHOPS BE HELD?
Again, the answer to this question is based on a matter of convenience.
One need only look to the various forensic districts or leagues to identify
logical locations for worlcshops. Obviously central locations playa key role in
maximizing attendance at workshops. If workshops can coincide with current
NOT workshops, the location may already be set in the American Forensic
Association calendar. Each school knows where their "first" townament of the
season is located, so the duty may fall on the hosts of the earliest tournaments
to play significant roles in the planning process.
For workshops which occur just prior to rounds of competition, wmcshops which are located in the same general vicinity as where the rounds will
actually occur is the most logical location for workshops. Worlcshops occurring at obscure locations and inconvenient times are unlikely to produce significant results.
WHAT SHOULD WORKSHOPS CONTAIN?
This is undoubtedly the most difficult and most controversial of the five
questions. Due to the subjective nature of individual events, trainers must be
cautious in providing too many details to judges so that judging no longer expresses individual }X'eferences, but becomes almost clinical in nature.
At the very minimum, workshops should outline the rules of the events
and instruct judges on the proper format for completing the ballot and tab
sheet (if one exists). The ranking and mting system used, and area on the ballot for comments should be outlined. Competitors also appreciate when judges
are schooled in tournament etiquette. Since judges are all role models for the
competitors, this topic should not be avoided. Such occurrences as double entrants, late extemp draw, and order of speeches should all be discussed with the
mlSOIlS behind the procedures. Finally, as Dean (1988) suggests, written

guidelines including the basics of tournament pmctices, should be given to all
judges at the beginning of each tournament to familiarize them with the
procedures which may vary from tournament to tournament i.e. ballot pick-up
and return.
Procedures which go beyond the pragmatic rules of the tournament are
unique and will vary from person to person. Nevertheless, instead of shying
away from diffIcult questions, perhaps this is where experienced
coaches/judges, the trainers, will have to spend the most time. It would seem
logical to discuss each type of individual event in the three categories limited
prep, interpretation, and public address. While each event has specific rules,
there are many commonalties to events within each group. For example, all
interpretations need to have some type of introduction; all limited prep events
need to include the question or quotation. A workshop may include examples
of less than perfect speeches for the participants to critique. Tminers can point
out obvious problems and then discuss those areas which may touch on personal preference. Obviously the more individual attention that can be given to
each participant, the more opportunity for knowledge.
Perhaps the leaders of the workshop can each discuss some of their personal preferences, such as organizational patterns, extemp question answered at
the beginning or end of the speech, type of material preferred for interpretation,
acting vs. interpretation standards, etc. so potential judges can get a feel for the
issues they will be confronting when they critique rounds. It is important that
these concepts are acknowledged to be preferences and not standards employed
by the god of individual events.
CONa...USION
The answers to these common questions about the use of workshops for
training coaches and judges suggest two potential recommendations for
discussion, debate, and potential action:
Recommendation 1: That this body urge national and local individual
events organizations to fund, support and create a nationwide progmm of judging wo~s
to be conducted throughout the 1989-90 season.
Recommendation 2: That this body urge national individual events organizations to fund and support the creation of a videotape which can be used to
train individual events judges.
It is certain, by virtue of the fact that this session even exists that training
is necessary. It is our duty to discuss how such training might best be delivered to those who need it most. Central organization under the auspices of a
major forensic organization could begin to co-ordinate and plan such a training
program.
For those who are unable to attend live workshops, and for directors who
perhaps have a high turnover of potential judges, a more permanent solution
might be to have a videotape which contains necessary information for judges.
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might be to have a videotape which contains necessary information for judges.
While such a video would have to be short, it could prove to be a useful resource for both primary and secondary judges as they begin their task of learning exactly how to judge individual events.
For schools who have access to media facilities, certain workshops could
be videotaped so that they could be shown to various audiences at different
times. Perhaps major forensic organizations, such as the National Forensic
Association or AFA National Individual Events Tournament committee, could
sanction and support such a project If it could not be done on a wide scale,
different regions, leagues, or districts could arrange to collaborate on such a
project, so that the workshop is not the work of a single school.
Perhaps the two key terms in such a project are necessity and diversity.
Potential judges have certain information which they need to know in or<lt7 to
function effectively in their role. Judges also need to understand that the beauty
of individual events lies in the diversity of talents, materials, and styles which
are represented in our individual events contests.
It is important to realize that it is our responsibility as forensic educators
to aid in the training of those who will be judging our students. And workshops for training judges and coaches might be an important step in improving the nature of individual events.
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WORKSHOPS: A DIRECT AND IN1ERACTIVE
FOR FORENSICS COACHESf]UDGES

FORUM

VALERIE SWARTS
CLARION UNIVERSITY
ELIGHIE wn..sON
ILLINOIS STAlE UNIVERSITY
Forensics is an educational function set in an educational environment
While the obligations and concomitant responsibilities are many, forensics
personnel preeminently are serving a teaching function ... (McBath, 1975, p.
47)
Most would agree with the assumption that forensics serves primarily a
pedagogical function. Consequently, forensics personnel often utilize opportunities for professional growth by actively participating in professional
associations and contributing to research in the field. The unique concerns and
opportunities in forensics, however, present a need for a mm-e direct and interactive forum, such as workshops for fm-ensics personnel.
A search of the litmlture has revealed very little emphasis concerning the
use of workshops for coaches (Ross, 1984) Additionally, workshops for college individual events coaches are limited in number and scope. Despite this
apparent dearth of workshops and discussioo concerning them, the fact remains
that worlcshops can provide an effective pedagogical and experiential laboratory
for the exchange of theories, ideas, and practices regarding issues in forensics.
This paper will present a rationale for the use of coaches' workshops, and
offer several proposals for the implementation of these workshops. It should
be noted, however, that the intent of the authors is to be descriptive, rather
than prescriptive in this discussion.
RATIONALE
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functions, workshops can be critical tools in the professional growth and development of individual events coaches.
PROPOSAL
In an effort to promote the professional growth and development of
coaches/judges, we advocate the implementation of workshops in conjunction
with individual events tournaments at the state, district, and national levels.
This recommendation does not exclude the rights of directors of various local
tournaments to offer workshops on topics and issues they see fit However,
there exists guidelines for how to conduct such workshops (Ross, 1984, Dean,
1988).
It is probably safe to assume that most of us participate in our respective
state tournament every year. The implementation of a workshop at this tournament has many benefits. First, it affords coaches/judges the opportunity to
discuss issues relevant to that particular state tournament Second, it allows
judges/coaches to establish uniform rules and standards for the evaluation of
individual events. Third, it provides the opportunity to share different coaching
philosophies and approaches to individual events. Finally, it serves as a useful
educational tool for those coaches/judges who are new to the activity.
Such a workshop could be planned by the governing body of the state
tournament This governing body would be responsible for soliciting issues
and topics of concern from all of the programs within the state. Upon close
examination of the information received, the committee would design a workshop around the most salient issue(s) of the programs within the state. If the
committee discovered coachesljudges were interested in criteria for evaluating
after-dinner speaking, a workshop could be planned in the following manner.
First, the committee would have to select an appropriate time frame within the
townament to allow coaches/judges to attend the workshop. Second, the
committee would select a panel of coaches/judges to present their philosophies
on the event. Third, a live or videotaped performance of the event could be
evaluated by all of the participants. Following the performance, workshop
participants could be broken into small discussion groups to share their reactions and criteria for evaluating the performance. Finally, from these discussions a list of criteria could be compiled and incorporated in the rules for afterdinner speaking in the tournament invitation. This type of format could be
used for any event coachesljudges want to discuss at the tournament.
Now we realize this type of format may not be suitable for resolving all
of the issues surrounding an event However, this type of format provides the
opportunity for coaches/judges to share ideas, interact with each other, and
hopefully reach some consensual agreement/understanding about criteria for
evaluating specific individual events. Ideally, this type of worlcshop could help
to establish uniform standards and criteria for evaluation of individual events
throughout the state.

Tournaments, professional conventions, and journal articles comprise the
primary opportunities for professional growth available to individual events
coaches. While many coaches utilize these opportunities, we believe that different types of opportunities for professionalism would enrich the quality of
individual events programs and competition. The workshop setting, due to its
very nature, is conducive to learning and growth for two primary reasons.
First, intellectual stimulation is given a boost through the open exchange
of ideas. The other arenas for professional growth gener.illy offer limited
chances for direct and immediate feedback, although they are invaluable resources. Workshops, on the other hand, encourage open discussion regarding
ideas that are presented. Questions can be addressed as they occur. A variety of
~inions regarding the issue(s) being discussed can be presented for consideration and analysis. In other words, communication is primarily two-way, in
which ideas can be directly challenged, discussed, modified, and evaluated by
all the participants immediately.
This type of informal atmosphere allows for much more possibility of
interaction than traditional means of professional enrichment Colleagues can
learn from, and stimulate each other as issues of concern are raised. Often, the
time lapse between the conception of an idea and its appearance in print is
lengthy. Regardless of the time frame differential, the communication is still
basically one-way. Ideas and theories found in journals, and even conventions
(due to time constraints), often receive only a suptrlicial consideration.
Through the vehicle of workshops, the presentation of ideas can become more
than a statement Potentially, workshops can provide a significant fOO1ll1for
the discussion and testing of ideas.
Second, intellectual stimulation is further increased through the experiential environment that is often characteristic of workshops. Workshops offer a
}I'O<Iuctivearena in which individual events coaches can not only discuss ideas,
but also often get hands-on experience through direct involvement in the application of ideas and concepts being discussed.
Coaches rarely get the opportunity to test new ideas, theories, and practices before applying them to their students. The workshop can offer this 0pportunity. Participants can get involved in formulating intuitions, analyzing
concepts, devising pedagogical methodologies, submitting ideas to careful
testing, establishing criteria, and modifying current options or discovering new
ones.
Essentially, the workshop can be viewed as a means of encouraging inn0vation in individual events theory, techniques, and practice. It serves primarily
a two-fold function. First, the workshop is an open forum or marketplace of
ideas than can be addressed and discussed at the moment that ideas are communicated Second, the workshop is a laboratory or workplace where ideas can be
applied and tested before a decision is rendered. As a result of these primary
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In addition to workshops at the state level, for those who attend their respective AFA district tournament, a coach/judge workshop is also beneficial.
Unlike the state tournament, AFA district tournaments attract coaches/judges
from several states with various philosophies and approaches to individual
events. It is probably safe to assume that there are numerous issues concerning
individual events coachesIjudges would like to discuss and/or resolve. The best
way to discuss and resolve these issues is through the use of a workshop.
Planning such a workshop could be left up to the district committee or an
ad-hoc committee representative of the schools within the district It would be
the responsibility of the committee to solicit topics and issues of concern
from the programs within the district. Upon careful examination of the information received, the committee would design a workshop on the most salient
issue(s) recommended by the coaches/judges within the district The format of
the workshop could be modeled after the one previously discussed for state
tournaments, or the committee could plan the workshop according to a fonnat
which best suits the topic or issue of discussion. For example, a workshop on
how to prepare students to compete in limited preparation events may not
work under the guidelines discussed for the state tournament
Regardless of the issue or format of the workshop at the district tournament, the purpose of the woIkshop should be geared towards providing
coaches/judges with the opportunity to get involved with the discussion and
critique of salient ideas surrounding individual events. This type of interaction
can serve to foster coach/judge growth and hopefully help to establish uniform
standards and criteria for evaluation of individual events within the district
Our final proposal deals with implementing coach/judge workshops at all
of the respective national tournaments. Unlike the state and district tournaments, national tournaments attract hundreds of coaches/judges from many
states with large and small programs, diverse coaching philosophies and perspectives on individual events. We have all probably experienced reading ballots or engaged in interaction with judges/coaches who represent the regional
differences in individual events at national tournaments. In an attempt to address and resolve issues of national importance to individual events, numerous
convention papers and jomnal articles have been written to advise and inform
coacbesIjudges of criteria for evaluation, innovations, etc. This work has been
beneficial in promoting professional growth and development of
coaches/judges. However, we believe workshops at national tournaments
would provide coachesIjudges with a different type of experience for professional growth and development .First, coaches/judges are given the opportunity to directly interact with coaches/judges from various parts of the nation.
This interaction could promote understanding of and agreement about varying
philosophies in individual events. Colleagues could learn from, and stimulate
each other as issues of concern are raised. Second, coaches/judges are provided
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with a means for understanding any new innovations in individual events (i.e.,
the experimental event offered by AFA Nationals). Third, coaches/judges are
given the opportunity to re-think their current philosophies, modify these
philosophies or discover new ones.
Organizing a workshop at a national tournament could require considerable planning on the part of the committee overseeing the administration of
the tournament However, the committee could select an ad-hoc committee to
organize the workshop(s). It would be the responsibility of the committee to
gather infonnation from coaches across the nation about issues they would
like to see addressed in the workshops. The committee would also be responsible for fmding an appropriate time for conducting the workshops, finding
coaches who would want to serve as workshop leaders, and designing the format of the workshop to best meet the needs of the participants.
At a national tournament a variety of topics for workshops could be pursued. Workshops could be held to deal with issues/topics such as, how to attract students to individual events programs, .how to secure administrative
support, mechanics of administration and management of tournaments, how to
train graduate assistants ,n forensics, how to prepare students to compete in
any of the respective events, and the list goes on.
The pedagogical value of implementing workshops for coaches/judges at
the state, district, and national level appears to be endless. Regardless of the
nature of the workshop, it should serve as an experiential laboratory for the
exchange of theories, ideas, and practices regarding issues in individual events.
To this end, the workshop, as a direct and interactive forum, provides
coaches/judges a different type of opportunity for. professional growth and development. This growth and development may well serve to enrich the quality
of individual events programs and competition throughout the nation.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

FROM 1RAINlNG JUOOES WORKSHOPS

The consensus of our group in that National Developmental Conference
on Individual Events should recommend workshops for training judges. It is
proposed that the American Forensic Association appoint a committee, with
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TOURNAMENT

representation from each district, to organize and establish yearly SCA short
courses to train judges/coaches. Further, districts should.try hosting workshops in conjuction with tournaments to provide training for local judges,
both volunteers and paid
Workshops should be used to:
Develop critical tools in the definition of the educational objectives, writing ballots, oral comments, etc. to improve the adjudication phase of the activity.
Provide information about rules, conventional practices, criteria concerns
and ethical practices.
Strive for a general consensus about the event and its evaluation. (This is
not designed to discourage creativity; rather to distinguish it from something
done incorrectly.)

MANAGAEMENT

PRACTICES

CHAIR: SHARON PORTER
NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIVERSITY

THE GRADUAL ELIMINATION FORENSICS TOURNAMENT
DUANE ASCHENBRENNER
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT OMAHA
Having served as a Director of Forensics for the past thirty three years;
having hosted the Pi Kappa Delta National Tournament, the Phi Rho Pi
National Tournament, the National Tournament of the National Forensic
League and over 100 local and regional invitational tournaments during those
years, it seems to me that the number one problem in forensic tournament
management is how to give each contestant in an event an equally fair chance
to reach the final round.

-Submitted by Anthony Schroeder

OPEN DISCUSSION ON USE OF WORKSHOPS
FOR TRAINING JUDGES

As our national tournaments become ever larger it is impemtive that we
devise a system of gmdual round by round elimination mther than our current
system of going from over 300 entries in an event to only 24 after four preliminary rounds. I would therefore propose that the following plan be implemented in at least one of our National Individual Events Tournaments during
the spring of 1990.
Step #1: We set up the first two rounds of each event based upon a geographical distribution system. We attempt to have six contestants in each
section of an event. In no case will a section have more than six (6)
contestants nor fewer than five (5) contestants.
SteP #2: A.-Mter the two preliminary rounds, all contestants with a total cumulative ranking of nine (9) or higher are eliminated from the event.
This means that contestants that ranked 3-6, 4-5, 4-6,5-5,5-6, or 6-6
are eliminated (This example is based upon one (1) judge per section.
If more than one judge per section is used we should multiply the
number of judges used by nine (9).
Stq) #2: B.-The remaining cootestants in each event are divided into six
groups on the basis of cumulative ranks with mtings used to break
ties. Our goal is to have six groups of equal size with all those in a
group having the same total cumulative ranking, Le.-those with a
cumulative rank of (2) might be in one group, (3-4) in a second
group, (5) in a third group, (6) in a fourth group, (7) in a fifth group,
and (8) in a sixth group.
C.-Round number three (3) is paired by putting one contestant from

Basic discussion was concerned with the need to clarify event descriptions
so swdents know as much as possible.
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rounds. We should eliminate 20-25% of the contestants after two
rounds. And should have eliminated 213 of the contestants by round

each of the six groups in each section with care being taken to insure
that they do not compete against someone they have already competed
against during the previous rounds of the tournament
At this point in the tournament we will have accomplished two things:
I.-We have eliminated the weaker contestants who would not have made it
to the elimination rounds anyway.
2.-We have seeded the remaining contestants based upon their performance
in the first two rounds and have thus balanced the relative strength of
each section in round three.
Ste.p #3: A.-After three (3) rounds all contestants in an event with a total cumulative rank of twelve (12) or greater are eliminated. This means
that a contestant going into the round with a cum of eight (8) which
is the highest they could have and still be in the event would only be
eliminated if they ranked 4th, 5th, or 6th in their section during round
number three.

#5.

4.-More of an opportunity for eliminated contestants to observe other
rounds of the tournament and/or concentrate on doing well in the
events that they have not been eliminated in.
Disadvantages of the "Gradual Elimination Tournament" 1.-"Some
sbJdents will be eliminated after two rounds." This will happen but
these are the sbJdents that can gain the most from observing other
competition and they should be encouraged to do so. 2."Much pairing
must be done as the tournament progresses." This is true but with
three or four conflict patterns we have the time to tabulate, seed, and
pair the next round of one pattern while the last round of the other
patterns are going on.
3.-"This would lengthen the tournament due to five preliminary
rounds." The fact that we are working with fewer and fewer contestants each round after round two, makes for a faster and more efficient
tournament. We should be able to conclude the tournament within the
same time span used in the pasl
I am convinced that this system is a better and a fairer way to determine
who breaks into the elimination rounds. Our sbJdents after working hard all
season long deserve a national tournament that gives them every opporblnity
to prove their ability. The Gradual Elimination Tournament will provide them
with that opportunity.

B.-We again divide the remaining students into six groups--seeding as
we did in step two.
Step #3: C.-Round number four (4) is paired by putting one contestant from
each of the six groups in each section with care being taken to insure
that they do not compete against someone that they have already
competed against during the previous rounds of the toumamenl
Ste.p #4: A.-After four (4) rounds all contestants with a total cumulative rank
of fourteen (14) or gmlter are eliminated. A contestant going into
round four with a cum of eleven (11) would be eliminated with a rank
of 3, 4, 5, or 6 in their section during round number four.
B.-We again divide the remaining contestants into six groups seeding
them as we did in step two.
C.-Round numocr (5) is paired by putting one contestant from each
of the six groups in each section with care being taken to insure that
they do not compete against someone that they have already competed
against during the previous rounds of the tournament
S~p #5: After five (5) preliminary rounds we break to ~
finals as we
have been doing in the past. Quarter finalists are selected on the basis
of low total cumulative rankings with ties broken on the basis of
high total cumulative ratings.
Advantages of the "Gradual Elimination Tournament."
I.-Contestants have more of an opportunity to make the finals as they
gradually eliminate their rivals.
2. -Better able to balance the various sections because of the seeding
process that is used to pair all sections of each round after the two
preliminary rounds.
3.-Less need for judges as we start eliminating contestants after two
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FORENSIC TOURNAMENT MANAGEMENT
VIA COMPUTER PROGRAM
VIRGINIA FISH
CATHY MARINE
CHARLOITE PATRICK
JAMES RILEY
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE
With the increased emphasis on individual events at college forensic tournaments, both high school and college tournaments have become extremely
difficult to manage manually. The shift has been to computer managed tournaments, and the reasons for this are as varied as they are valid.
There are two major areas in tournament management that the computer
program shines in. They are time saving and minimal error possibility. The
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need to be examined. Is this program compatible with computers available at
our campus? Is this program comprehensive in terms of handling a wide variety of tasks associated with running tournaments? Is this program flexible to
handle a wide variety of tournaments? Is this program easily learned and/or
understood, so that valuable tournament time is not spent simply learning the
system? When these questions have been explored a final determination can be
made on increased efficiency.
All computer salespeople will tell you that a computer is 100% accurate.
They will qualify this however, with the statement that of course, the computer is only as accurate as the humans who enter the information. Therefore
the key issues in determining a program's accuracy will be what program features are designed to minimize errors and provide for error correction. This
usually encompasses clear insbUCtions for use, ease of use and ease of editing.
The NWCC computer program is not yet perfect, but there are several aspects of this program that make it highly efficient and accurate for a variety of
reasons. A close examination of the features of this program will demonstrate
what it can do to improve both the efficiency and the accuracy of tournament
management.
The NWCC computer program is the result of 6 years of development and
refinement. The current edition is compatible with all IBM and IBM compatible machines with either a 2 floppy disk system, a hard drive or a 3 1/2 inch
system. The IBM and compatible system represents an improvement in speed
of use and expanded capabilities through the expanded memory of most compatibles. The IBM system is more than twice as fast as the older version pr0grams that operate off of Radio Shack lRS
Moving to IBM compatibility alone is not necessarily an advantage however. If any of you have tried to change from an Apple or a Radio Shack lRS
computer to an IBM you will have realized that the words "user friendly" do
not apply to this family of computers. The best program in the world is no
good if it takes years to learn to operate it effectively. So let's examine two
issues. One, what benefits are there to computer operation and two, what features of the NWCC program make it worthy of consideration.
It is probable that many foomsic coaches or forensic tournament administrators are "computer shy" and think that because they are not computer literate
that this concept of computer tournament administration is too difficult for
them. While this thought has validity, be assured that the authors of this paper
are not computer "whizzes" with years of computer experience and do not possess infmite knowledge about the functions of a computer. We are forensic
coaches who are interested in providing the best possible tournament experience for our students and for other forensic competitors. Although we entered
the computer world kicking and screaming, we have became solid advocates of
its use.

number of staff required to run a computer oriented tournament is minimal.
Fewer people required for fewer hours is a money saver as well as a time saver.
The Northwest Community College program allows for time saving the
minute the entries start coming in to the host school. With that program, the
events can be entered immediately as each school entry is entered whole, and
the computer does the sorting for event entries on a separate event menu.
The computer memory does the panelling for each round, so the number
of people and hours required to do this manually are saved. When results come
in, the computer tallies results, saving uncountable time and also minimizing
errors. Students take small comfort in the knowledge that they "should have
been" in finals except for a Tab room error.
Computers minimize errors in all aspects of tournament management.
Leaving a student out of a round, transposing numbers in results, misadding
figures, these can all be avoided or easily corrected by fewer staff using the
computer.
There are various programs on the market. Northwest Community
College has developed and plans to market a program that has been tested extensively and used successfully at the largest invitational college tournament
in the country, The Great Salt Lake, at the University of Utah. Individual
events for seventy six schools were handled by five people over a three day
tournament.
Computer generated postings, ballots, checklists, rank order listings, and
school code listings, all add to the ease of tournament management and create
an enjoyable experience for all concerned: students, judges, staff, coaches, and
the tournament administrator. When it becomes a question of hosting or not
hosting a tournament because of the work involved, those who can only be
brought into the computer age kicking and screaming must ultimately consider
the main benefactor of tournaments: the student. Tournaments must be held,
and computers must be given serious consideration in their management.
There are a myriad of computer programs beginning to be used throughout
the country. Just as the word processing explosion has begun to re-shape
English classes across the nation, computer use in tournament management
has begun to re-shape tournament administration.
Only a few years ago, the number and types of computers and programs
available for tournament administration were limited. Today that is no longer
the case. A wide variety of programs suitable for various computers are readily
available on the market. This puts consumers in the enviable position of being able to pick and choose the computer program that best suits their needs.
Since all computerized tournament management programs have as their
goal increased efficiency and accuracy, the wise consumer should be asking
themselves several key questions related to these two issues.
In order to improve on tournament management efficiency, several aspects
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First let's look at computerized tournament management Although many
high school programs have always emphasized individual events, at the college
level it has only been in the last 10 years that they began to receive equal importance with debate events. In fact, in recent history individual events have
recently smpassed debate events at tournaments. Today a typical high school
tournament will feature from 5 to 10 individual events, while a typical college
tournament will feature 8 to 12 individual events.
Whether pairing individual events by hand or computer, certain steps must
be done. These include compilation of master entry lists, pairing rounds in
panels, assigning rooms and judges, tabulation of results, determination of
rankings and out-round contestants and finally tabulation of final rounds and
determining winners. In order to make a reasonable comparison, take a hypothetical tournament at Anywhere University. This tournament has 11 individual events with an average of 60 contestants per event Now look at each of
the steps to see where a computer can be useful.
Step one is compiling master entry lists. This is necessary to get an
accurate listing of who is entered in the tournament and from what school. At
this step there is very little difference between manual operation and a computer program. Each name of each contestant must be typed, accurately of
comse, and double checked against master entry sheets.
Step two, the actual pairing begins. Manual tournament operation requires
individual cards be made f(X"each contestant in each event Since this requires a
second copying of the master lists, these must also be checked for e1T(X',increasing the wOtk time. The second copying of data also increases the risk for
errors. After the cards are completed, the paneling process begins. Each card is
laid out in panels f(X"each round. Afterwards, a master list of the panels is
written (usually by hand first and then typed). This process is then repeated for
each event for eacb round. Typically this process done by hand requires two
people for each two evenlS and approximately 40 staff hours of work. There is
increased risk of error as the data is re-cq>ied and re-typed each round.
In comparison, this process is where the computer shines. The original
entry list remains in the computer memory. No re-copy is necessary. Nor is it
necessary to develop a card system. Pairing time for a round is approximately
1 minute for a computer. Adding printing time to the process, our hypothetical tournament could be paired and posting copies ready f(X"all eleven events in
1 staff hour.
Step 3, assigning rooms and judges. This step is also very similar for
both manually run tournaments and computerized tournaments. The only difference is that if the same rooms are available for all three rounds for the same
event, then rooms can be entered only once, and the computer will automatically assign them to panels for all rounds.
Step 4, tabulation of results. In a manual tournament this requires record-
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ing results on a card system or a master sheet system. For tournaments that
give out master cumulative sheets after the tournament, it sometimes means
recording on both. With a card system, it is necessary each round to re-arrange
the cards in the original panels. W orlcing with 60 cards increases the risk of
error and reduces checking procedure accuracy. Transposing the information to
master sheets from cards again increases the risk of error. And with any manual system using handwritten results, there is the possibility of misreading a
number.
Advantages to a computer system are many. Panels are readily available
for each round. Results can be entered and checked by panel. It is relatively
easy to move from event to event as the ballots come in. And best of all, the
information is stored both for a final tabulation to determine finalists, but also
to print a master copy for cumulative sheets.
Step 5, determination of rankings and out-rounds. Here again manual OJ>emtion needs to be slow and precise. Each contestant's rankings and ratings
must be added and double-checked. Then comparisons are made to determine
finalists. This is also where many human errors are made and where the err<rs
are most difficult for the students. Typically, the process takes an hour per
event Then the results are re-written on master sheets. With the computerized
system, the computer does all addition and ranking. Tab sheets are printed for
master results as well as a complete ranking for each contestant Typically this
process including printing time takes one hour for all eleven events. In addition, the chance of error is vastly reduced.
Step 6, tabulation of final rounds and determination of winners. At this
step the differences between manual ~on
and computer operation is
blurred by the wide variety of individual event computer programs available.
Some programs do virtually nothing with out-rounds, while others have complete programs. Computers can be used to print accurate posting copies, print
ballots, pair panels, tabulate results and determine final rankings. The essential
advantage to computer use here is some additional time savings and increased
accuracy. Again, since the information is already entered into the computer,
and the computer can do all the compilation, there is less chance of error.
But, whether (X"not a computer program is right for your school, what
does the NWCC program provide?
Starting from the beginning. our program is menu driven. For those who
do not use computers extensively, this means that all the operations of the
computer are laid out in the beginning, and operat<rs need only select a number from the menu to get into the operation required. (see figure one)
But let's look specifically at the 6 steps to tournament opemtion and see
what this program can do.
Step 1, compiling master entry lists. One of the dmwbacks of many
computer programs is found in this step. Many computer programs require
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each event to be entered separately. Since tournament invitations include an
entry fonn for each school with each event, this step requires thumbing
through each entry fonn, getting separate lists of contestants for each event
One of the advantages of the NWCC program is that contestants are entered
according to each school.
The advantage to this system includes the following: First, each tournament devises its own entry fonn, thus the infonnation entered is tailored to the
flexibility of each tournament host Second, this reduces the possibility of inadvertently leaving a contestant off the master list Typing in each school requires less shuffling of papers and makes the process more efficient Third,
this also allows you to begin entering infonnation days in advance of the
tournament when the entry fonns first start arriving.
When all the schools have been entered, the computer will then generate
checklists for each of the events as well as a checklist for each school. It is, of
course, possible to edit the school lists at any time. This makes it easier to
record changes. (See figure two)
Step 2, Actual pairing. The pairing is randomly generated with two
checks built into the system. The first computer check is designed to prevent
contestants from the same school meeting each other whenever possible. A
new feature of this program is a second check designed to prevent the same
contestants from hearing each other whenever possible. Of course with very
small tournaments and several contestants from the same school in one event,
these checks are not effective. But with a large event both of these factors are
considered. As with all programs, the pairing process takes only seconds per
event for the computer. What is essential here is a usable change format.
Despite the computer checks, there are intangible circumstances the computer
can't control. Students who are double-entered, for example, may need to speak
first or last in a paneL This program allows for convenient alteration of each
of the panels.
Another added feature to this program is the option to do only one round
of an event This can be extremely useful if round one is to start minutes after
registration. Sometimes drops require the re-pairing of an event, but with this
program, round one is paired and additional rounds are paired after changes are
recorded. This is also useful if there is a small tournament staff and little time
to pair before the tournament begins. All of the round one events can be paired
and the additional rounds saved for pairing when round one is underway. (See
figure 3, 3.1, 3.2)
Step 3, assigning rooms and judges. As with most programs, rooms can
be assigned once and then repeated for subsequent rounds without re-entering.
Or it is possible if necessary to change rooms each round. Also the feature of
being able to pair round by round if desired gives more flexibility to the staff
assigning rooms and judges. The program will not assign judges at this point

Tournament staff feel the flexibility required for judge assignment makes it
better handled as a manual operation.
Step 4, entering results. It is not necessary with this program to have all
the ballots from a particular event to begin entering results. All of this is
handled easily from menu selections and allows you to avoid the last minute
rush entering events. You can switch with ease from panel to panel or event to
event To avoid any confusion, the computer will keep track of which panels
you have entered results for and tell which ones are missing. The screen will
also flash while entering events if a place is missing. It alerts the operator to
too many fourths and no thirds, for example. Once again, errors are easy to
check and easy to correct It is also possible to completely re-enter a panel if
the need arises. (see figure four)
Step 5, detennining rankings and out-rounds. After all results for an event
have been entered, it is possible to get final rankings and tabulation cumulative sheets. As with other parts of the program, this option is always available
when an event is finished. So even if some events are not completed while
some are, it is possible to determine rankings for particular event.
This program will compile a complete rank order listing for each event It
will also print a complete tabulation sheet in school code order. This program
also has the unique option of running a four round tournament If this option
is chosen, the computer will print all four SC<X'CS on the tabulation sheet, but
will drop the low score to determine rank order listing. (see figure five)
Step 6, tabulation of final rounds and detennining winners. In the elimination round portion of this program, there are several additional new options.
The manual changes are still available, however, the scramble panels function
saves a lot of hand work. As in the preliminary rounds, the postings give you
room options which saves writing time. You are also given ballots with this
information and a manual tab sheet. (See Appendix 5.1) The ballots list each
of the contestants in a given panel and avoid confusion later. This program
includes options for finals, semi-finals and finals from semi-finals. The finals
program will take the top rank order contestants at your command, as will the
semi- final program. With semi-finals you have the option of running as
many panels as you wish, which is helpful for tournaments that might have
three panels or more in semi's. When going from finals after a semi-final, the
computer remembers the semi-finalists and allows you to select them after the
results are in. ( see figure 6, 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4)
We are currently working on a sweepstakes program. This will be invaluable in time saving at the end of the tournament when you are involved in the
last minute crunch of trying to get things ready for an awards assembly.
In summary, the catch words for our program are easy and flexible. We
were determined to provide a program that was easy to use and flexible enough
to be used at a variety of tournaments, by a variety of people.
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one time or another, attending forensics tournaments is a decidedly unnatural
activity. Rising early, rushing to school, missing breakfast in the rush to get
the team packed and on the road is the order of most of our Friday mornings.
Driving for several hours to the tournament site gets us there in time to grab a
quick bite to eat at the university cafeteria or a local fast food establishmenl
This meal, supplemented by coffee, soda, cigarettes and candy bars somehow
keeps us going as we spend the afternoon and early evening walking miles between rounds in shoes that are not meant for walking. Finally, around 8 or 9
p.m. we eat dinner, consuming inexpensive and highly caloric food.
Relaxation takes place back at the hotel in the few minutes before the onset of the tournament's social activities. At these functions coaches and students alike may drink, smoke, and stay up longer than they would or should
normally.
Rising at the crack of dawn the next morning in order to attempt to secure
at least a wann shower, and again fmifying ourselves with doughnuts and
coffee-we go off to the second day of competition. The critical issue of the
day is breaking finals--not because it means the chance for a trophy or qualifying for nationals, but because it determines the more important issue of who
gets to eat lunch and who doesn't. Finally, around dinner time, we get ready to
retmn to our respective schools: exhausted, interpersonally frayed, hungry, and
frequently more than slightly stressed.
Does this sound like a weekend we would chose to plan if we had other
options? Probably nOl Though the social aspects of tournaments are certainly
enjoyable--it is likely that most of us also retmn from tournaments feeling
somewhat less 'well' than when we left. The costs of a heavy tomnament
schedule can be high both physically and mentally, including high stress
among both coaches and competitors,low morale among team members,
tournament 'bmn out,' interpersonal conflict, and physical problems--just to
name a few. The final result is clear to all of us--talented coaches and
competitors resigning from the activity. Ironically, it is the most talented
coaches and students who are especially vulnerable, as it is these individuals
who travel the most often and with the most sbldents, and the most talented
competitors who break fInals in all three groupings.
Though an obvious solution is simply to host and to attend fewer tournaments, this is generally an unpopular notion--even though several of the most
successful teams in the country travel what most of us would consider a
'limited' tournament schedule (OW -Madison and Northern Iowa for example).
There seem to be several reasons why schools don't seem willing to cut back
on their travel. First, most of our schools have an implicit Traditional Tournament Schedule which is followed annually, partially our of fear of insulting
schools which traditionally attend out own tournaments. Secondly, we want to
enhance the educational opporblnity for our students and at the same time pro-

A few final comments are necessary to compare manual tournament administration with computerized programs. Using manual operation requires a
knowledgeable staff. The fewer people who are capable of pairing and tabulating results, the more time it will take. Since most tournaments are not blessed
with a half -dozen or more trained individuals, there is increased time load
training staff members. Increased staff often increases costs as well.
Computerized tomnaments require in general 2 staff members who are knowledgeable about running tournaments and who become familiar with the computer program. It should also be noted that increasing the speed and accuracy of
tournament administration has numerous side benefits for coaches and contestants. More accuracy, of course helps contestants, who are often at the mercy
of tab room error. It also contributes to tournaments running on time. This is
enormously important for consideration of sbldents and judges who have other
needs and commitments. Finally for coaches, well run tomnament improve
their credibility. All coaches lose credibility when sbldents who should have
been in the finals, don't get there. It also gives even the tournament administrator time to work with students.

INTEGRATING WELLNESS AND FORENSICS:
TOURNAMENT MANAGEMENT AS A STARTING POINT
SUSAN RICKEY HA1FIELD
TIMOTHY L. HA1FIELD
CYNTIIIA CARVER
WINONA STAlE UNIVERSITY
Though wellness on college campuses has begun to gain recognition and
support, forensics activities have yet to be influenced by the wellness movemenl Starting from the premise that attending forensics tournaments is
essentially an 'unnatural' experience, this paper examines the basic dimensions
of the we11ness lifestyle as well as provides specific examples of how wellness
can be integrated into forensics tournament management practices.
IN1RODUCTION
The past decade has witnessed a surge toward 'wellness'. Business and industry as well as college campuses world wide have embraced the wellness
movemenl Integration of social, physical, intellectual, career, emotional, and
spiritual well being--perhaps seen as an admirable but unobtainable goal--is
viewed by SlIpp(X1ersof the wellness movement as not only possible, but a
necessary prerequisite for well functioning individuals .
As is obvious to any participant in forensics, this activity has remained
untouched by the wellness movement. As most of us have acknowledged at
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panding the potential for sharing with others.
Career refel'S to the satisfaction gained from one's worlc and the degree to
which one is enriched by work.
Emotional concerns the degree of awareness and acceptance that one has of
one's feelings, abilities and limitations. This includes the degree to which one
feels positive and enthusiastic about one's self.
Spiritual measures one's ongoing involvement in seeking meaning and
pwpose in human existence, It includes a deep appreciation for the depth and
expanse of life and natural forces that exist in the universe.
While forensics has made steps towards encouraging individual growth
(for both students and coaches) in several of these areas, as coaches and tournament directors, we have the opportunity and responsibility to further enhance our own as well as our students' wellness. By examining how we can
incorporate the dimensions of the wellness lifestyle into our coaching and
tournament directing, we can help 're-create' the forensics "culture" by enabling
positive, healthy choices and opportunities for our students and ourselves.
WELLNESS AND FORENSICS: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
Psychologist Robert F. Allen, a leader in the wellness movement, identified three interrelated factoIS--a shared vision, a positive culture, and a sense of
community--which enable successful cultural change efforts (Allen & Allen,
1987). To a degree, each of these three factoIs is already in evidence in forensics. The fact that this development conference exists is a testament to the fact
that we are willing to look ar ourselves and this activity with an eye toward
the future.-and to consider future changes.
It would be ideal if each college and university that we represented had its
own wellness program that would help us and our students undel'Stand the
dimensions of wellness and incorporate them into our everyday lives, such a
ideal is a long way off. Schools like the University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point, Maricopa Community College (Phoenix, Arizona), and Roanoke
College (Virginia) provide models of successful wellness programs--as well as
evidence of their success. For most of us however, wellness is an alien concept on our campuses or one that has gotten caught up (or lost) in administrative red tape, budget problems, staffing issues, and space utilization questions.
Although we may have to wait for the wellness movement to move onto
our campuses. we can begin now to foster a wellness-forensics interface which
would have a number of benefits for all individuals involved in this activity. A
wellness model for an entire forensics program would be valuable--but also require a great deal of commitment in terms of emotional, physical, and financial resources. A more reasonable and immediate approach is to start integrating the wellness perspective into forensics by directing the tournaments we
host with this perspective both in mind and in evidence. The change in perspective would require require a bit more pre-tomnament preparation as well as

vide ample opportunities for our students to qualify for nationals. In some
districts, there are virtually no 'free' non-holiday weekends from the end of
September until the end of March! Finally, cutting back on tournament schedules is likely to have a disastrous effect on our budgets as the logic behind
most budgeting decisions would be that if we travel to 1(3 fewer tournaments
(even with larger groups of students traveling to these tournaments), we only
need 2!3 or our present budget!
Even undel'Standing that cutting down on tournaments will help foster our
own and our students' wellness, few of us are going to go back to our universities and change our tournament schedules for the upcoming year. It is more
realistic to understand how we can make attending forensics tournaments a
healthier and more enjoyable experience.
WELLNESS
The wellness movement began in the workplace as employel'S became
interested in a program that would combat disease. Later, according to
Maricopa Community College's Wellness Report, wellness became an issue
in cost containment For example, it has been estimated that a company could
spend as much as $1.5 million for every employee who suffered a heart attack.
From there, the wellness movement evolved into concern for the employee by
creating a supportive environment for a wellness lifestyle. In the last ten years
colleges and universities have begun to recognize the benefits of wellness
programs for not only their employees, but students as well. According to
some experts, every dollar invested in wellness programs brings a threefold return in terms of greater productivity, less absenteeism, higher satisfaction,
lessened sttess and fewer illnesses among employees. On the college campuses, wellness programs have resulted in greater awareness of health maintenance, sttess reduction techniques, self esteem, and spiritual growth as well as
more tangible benefits sl!ch as healthier diets, better physical fi1nesS, and
higher grades and retention.
Wellness authol'S identify six dimensions to wellness, with each dimension having equal importance for the living a well-rounded life. The Wellness
Institute at University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point defmes the six dimensions as
Social measures the individual's contribution to the common welfare of
the community. This emphasizes the inteIdependence with others and the creation of meaningful relationships.
Physical not only concerns physical fiUless (cardio-vascular fimess,
strength, endurance, etc), but also the degree to which one chooses foods
which are nourishing and balanced
Intellectual measures the degree to which one engages in creative, stimulating menial activities. An intellectually well person uses the resources
available to expand his or her knowledge in improved skills along with ex-
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Even a better choice when considering the long Friday tournament schedule would be hosting a timely and nutritious Friday dinner (at around 5:00 or
6:00 p.m.) on campus. A check with the campus food service would determine
the feasibility of this alternative in terms of reasonable cost as well as food
options available. This option may help assure a reasonably-priced healthy
dinner to the participants within a time frame that not only is more 'normal' in
terms of our usual schedules, but even allow for an additional round or two to
be held after the meal.
Saturday morning's legendary continental breakfast can easily be made a
wellness experience by altering the standard doughnut and coffee fare. Many
schools in the upper midwest have begun offering bagels, muffins, juice, and
fruit and have found the participants appreciative, while also noticing that
these alternatives are usually less expensive than the usual continental breakfast

relatively minor changes in scheduling and tournament management
IMPLEMENTING WELLNESS
Tournament Schedule: Tournaments need to be scheduled with an eye toward the position in the school year. Early tournaments (October and
November) may want to consider offering a limited slate of events, or if room
space and judges are available, only two groupings. At this point in the season, quadrathon seems to be a more reasonable offering then pentathlon-discouraging students from including ill-prepared high-stress 'throw-away'
events in order to come up with five entries. Unless there is an unusual number of specifIC announcements which cannot be handled any other way, time
reserved for the General Meeting might be better utilized by giving participants time to have lunch before the competition begins. The other consideration should be in terms of providing at least an hour off before the start of finals to insure evezyone has the time to relax and have lunch before final
rounds.
Food. Depending on the location of the host college or university to the
town, providing food options during the day may (X"may not be a concern.
What should be a concern, however, is the type of food and snacks available
on campus (X"close to campus. Selling fruit, yogurt, juices, and mineral water
at the ballot table would be welcomed by many participants. Offering these
items at a little above cost might also serve as a small fund-raiser for your
team. Even a small gesture such as having ice water or tea available would be
favorable to the usual alternatives of soda and coffee. If university food service
is not available on Saturday, be sure plenty of time is allowed in the schedule
for participants to go off campus to eat. If car ttavel is required to get to a
restaurant, providing a shuttle van would save 'getting organized' time for
teams as well as provide a social opportunity. The host school might also
consider having a box lun~h catered in to the tournament participants.
Deciding on the evening meal is often difficult Most tournament directors
already provide participants with lists of restaurants in the area. Even more
helpful would be an annotated listing which includes information in regard to
the menu variety, prices, and service. Having menus available from the
restamants and a map on how to get around town is essential. Keeping in
mind the usual criteria which limit the dining options for most forensics
teams (i.e. students are on a meal allowance so it must be inexpensive, n0body knows there way around town so it must be close to the hoteVschool,
evezyone is exhausted and hungry so it must have quick service, everyone has
to agree, which usually means it must be a franchise place that people are familiar with) should prompt a tournament director to make specific recommendations as to restaurants with affordable and healthy options. Restaurants in
the area might also be willing to give special prices to teams on specifIC entrees if recommended specifically to visiting teams.
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Tournament Activities. Off rounds are generally a time for relaxing and
socializing. A tournament hosted from a weUness perspective offers healthy
(and still social!) alternatives. Some possibilities f(X"off-round activities for
participants might be the creation of non-smoking coaches' and students'
lounge areas, and a quiet relaxation area with relaxing music for reading or
meditating. Maps of walking tours of your campus might be provided with
distances marked off (be sure to tell your guests to bring their jogging shoes!),
and special exhibits or events at your university (gymnastics meets, art
exhibition, guest speaker) should be promoted. More active choices might include offering free coupons for bowling (X"shooting pool at the student union
(as does UW Stout), providing equipment such as frisbees available for check
out (climate permitting), or initiating some kind of team contest Students on
the host team not participating in the tournament could facilitate these
activities.
Entertainment It seems that in the past few years evening entertainment
has become a bit more subdued than it had been in the past This is probably
due in part to the raising of the drinking age to 21 in combination with stricter
college and university restrictions on serving alcohol at college functions. Besides calling for smoke-free social gatherings, other suggestions include a
structured competition in dance (UW Stout) or team song (SDSU), theme parties, talent competitions, pool parties at the tournament hotel, a bowling
tournament at the local or university lanes, or parties featuring mixed-team
games such as Trivial Pursuit, Pictionary, Jeopardy!, or Wheel of Fortune.
Mixed-Teams competing in adapted versions of Family Feud or other popular
game shows might also provide a fun alternative for the evening as well as
promote interaction between members of different schools.
Educational Activities. While by its vezy nature forensics competition
provides exposure to a number of new ideas and experiences, tournaments can
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dents and coaches to engage in wellness activities while at their tournaments.

be designed to provide even more of an educational experience for participants.
Making sure as many rounds as possible are held in rooms large enough to
accommodate spectators and encouraging students to observe during their off
rounds is essential. In addition, the time between [mal rounds and awards pr0vides an excellent opportunity for the host school or district to sponsor mini
symposiums on judging philosophies, [mal round oral critiques, discussion of
the experimental event, and other issues or questions of importance and interest to the district

Choices/Implimentation: Ultimately, information and opportunities will
lead to healthier choices being made by both coaches and competitors. Coaches
and tournament directors have the opportunity and responsibility to serve as
role models for their teams by actively providing and promoting healthy
choices.
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RESOURCES

Educational activity is closely tied to the emotional growth of forensics
participants. In order for our students to really benefit from attending tournaments they need to not only be encouraged to observe rounds, but they also
need to receive helpful feedback. Tournament directors can encomage more effective feedback from judges several ways. First, provide ballots which are
large enough (5" x 7" minimum) and also include extra ballots for more in
depth critiques. Second, provide ample time between rounds for ballot writing
and try not to schedule judges in back-to-back rounds. Third, make sure hired
judges have specific instructions regarding rank and rating norms in your district It is time to rethink the scale which appears on many schools ballots.
While most experienced judges disregard these labels ("Avemge = 15-11 points
"), a hired or inexperienced judge may believe a score of 12 or 13 is within the
normal range. Next, it would be helpful if tournament directors would casually
examine the ballots turned in to the tab room. Ballots which are blank except
for rank and rating should be retmned to the judge for additional and more
helpful comments. Additionally, ballots outlining specific issues to be addressed by the judge might also be considered (NDSU has used these ballots in
the past). Finally, oral critiques by the judge following the round might be
especially helpful early in the season and at novice tournaments.
CONCLUSION
Though we all enjoy forensics, we are all too familiar with the physical
and psychological costs of being involved in it That we continue participating
is a tribute not only to the rewards of the activity--of which there are many-but also to our own abilities to deal with the stresses involved. It is the
assumption of this paper that incorporating the wellness perspective into the
tournaments that we host would make attending tournaments a healthier and
even more enjoyable experience.
After examining the dimensions of the wellness movement and how
tournament hosts might make specific changes to facilitate wellness at their
tournaments, there appear to be two important and interrelated ideas leading to
wellness in forensics.
Information/Opportunities: Tournament hosts need to provide information
to guests pertaining to wellness options and activities available on their specific campuses. In addition, host schools need to create opportunities for stu-
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POsmON

PAPER ON DOUBLE ENTRIES

MIKE WARTMAN
NORMANDALE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
A rushed and flustered contestant enters the room 45 minutes into the
round The contestant is the remaining speaker but still writes a name on the
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tournament. This may cause several problems:
a. Forensics is often criticized as being formal and rigid. A student should
not be forced to mechanically present a speech or interp selection to one or
two people pretending that there may be other audience members present. An
audience of the judge and 5-6 contestants would provide some opportunity for
audience adaptability and interaction.
b. The double entered student is rarely present to listen to other selections
or speeches. If we argue that there is a practical listening component in forensics, it would seem logical to require listening to other contestants. Our students complain that they have beard the selections and speeches of other contestants over and over throughout the year and this should excuse them from
additional listening. Even if the selection has been performed 267 times that
season, it is still the responsibility of the audience to be present and to listen
courteously. Double entering allows the student the opportunity mn to listen.
Problem 2: Double entries may result in an overly stylized speaker or interp
style
A student who enters many events in a tournament is asked to develop a
wide variety of skills and abilities. For example, a person entered in an interp
and a public speaking event must demonstrate both interpretation and
presentational skills in addition to research, organization and analysis. A person who enters five or six events may simply NOT have the time or energy to
master all of the events. For example, assuming there is a difference in selection and presenlation between Dramatic and Prose Interp, I argue that the majority of forensics contestants may not have the time and ability to develop the
distinctions and intricacies in their events. The end result, I feel, is a general
and "stylized" presentational style. This style may not capture the unique features of each event but it may be enough to get by. For example, a public
speaker may have the general style to gain finals in impromptu, persuasive
and extemp, but bas this speaker truly mastered the separate events'? I feel that
contestants may sacrifice quality in order to enter many different events.
Problem 3: Double entries cause tournament logistics problems
Although told it is their responsibility to compete in both events within
the same time period, double entered students invariably slow down the tournament schedule. Efficient tournament managers have recently added 10-15
minutes per round to allow time to complete rounds. Tournaments may run
behind schedule despite double entries, but I feel the double entries slow down
the overall tournament. As judges, we have all had to wait for the contestant
who is running between double entries. He/she may make it to the round on
time, but as judges, we may get behind because we need time to fill out the
ballots and tab sheets, drop them off and run to our next round. The tournament may simply get behind due to the waiting and time element.
Problem 4: Individual sweeps awards may be "forcing" double entries

board, scribbles DE (for double-entered ... and at times 1E for triple entered)
behind the name, and then crosses a line through the DE indicating that the
other event has been completed.
This "courtesy" of indicating that the contestant is through with the first
part of the "double entered dash" has always amused me. As a judge, common
sense dictates that the contestant should definitely have been in the other
round. Yet the writing of DE and crossing it out has become one of the many
forensics rituals we love and hate in forensics competition.
I'm not bugged by the name writing and nonverbal symbols used in
forensics. What does concern me, however, and what will be the premise and
position of this paper, is the increasing number of double entries within conflict patterns that exists in forensics competition. While the idea of contestants
trying and gaining experience in many events is admirable, I believe the
"double entry movement" is potentially harmful and damaging to the quality
of forensics competition and the abilities of most contestants. In this position
paper I will briefly explain double entries, describe problems that may be
caused by double entries and then generate some general suggestions to the
concern. In an educational setting such as forensics, it is essential to
occasionally limit experience for the sake of quality.
EXPLANATION OF DOUBLE EN1RIES
I believe the phrase double entry is self explanatory and nationwide, but I
will define it for clarity. Simply stated, if a contestant enters two events
within the same conflict or time pattern, the contestant is double enU7ed
If Prose, Poetry and Extemp Speaking all take place at 3: 15, round One,
Friday and the contestant is entered in Prose and Poetry, the contestant is double enU7ed The contestant must complete Round One of Prose and Poetry in
the same time period.
PROBLEMS WITH DOUBLE EN1RIES
I feel that five problems or difficulties surface within forensics as a result
of allowing double entries. The first two are practical in that they relate to
forensics outside of the forensics context The remaining three are specifically
related to forensics competition and tournament management The problems
have not been quantified and are based on observation, conjecture and student
comments. However, they do represent some serious difficulties which may be
lessened by limiting double entries.
Problem 1: Double entries decrease audience numbers in the round
We are all familiar with too many rounds of forensics competition being
held with the judge and one or two contestants in the room. In many tournaments, there are so many contestants in transit between rooms or courteously
waiting in the ball, that there is rarely an audience to listen to the contestants.
I have heard students brag ('?) that they did not have the chance to listen to any
prelim selections or speeches because they were double entered throughout the
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The competition for top speaker awards at tournaments is incredible.
Recently, more and more tournaments are offering Individual Sweepstakes
Awards and more and more students are entering the competition for these
awards. Because of the intense competition for these awards, it has almost become a necessity to enter as many events as possible to have a chance at the
top speaker award. Granted, the top speaker award should be given to the top
speaker in the tournament, but do we have to defme the top speaker as that
contestant who completes the marathon requirements (Y 5 events? Typically,
the student must accumulate as many points as possible in finals competition
to be eligible for a top speaker award. To accomplish this, a student must obviously compete in as many events as possible to get into the ftnals. The end
result is to double enter in many conflict patterns. Double entry often becomes
a necessity for individual sweeps.
Problem 5: Double entries help Team Sweepstakes and "Legs" f(Y Nationals
Like problem four, competition for Team Sweepstakes and national
qualiftcations is also quite intense. It makes sense for a coach to enter as many
students in as many events as possible to have a chance for a Team
Sweepstakes Award. Financially, it makes more sense to take five students
entered in four events each than it does to take 10 students in two events each.
A coach who has to justify a forensic program to college administrators
through winning trophies may ~
to enter as many students in different
events which may cause double entering throughout the tournamenL Couple
this need with the guidelines f(Y nationals qualification (either by the tomnament. the local school or the coach) and a student may again be fm-ced to entt7
as many events as possible throughout all tournaments. For example, to 0btain the three "legs" necessary to be eligible for the AFA-NEIT, a student may
need to double enter as much as possible to be eligible for national competition. Overall, the coach and the contestant may be encouraged to double enter
for Team Sweeps or nationals qualification.
All of the problems may NOT be the effect or result of double entering
but they are related to multiple entries. All five problems provide a convincing
general argument that double entries may be somewhat responsible for some
practical and logistical problems that exist in forensics. The following solutions and suggestions may not be practical considering the philosophies, demands and pmpose of all forensics programs throughout the country. They
may, however, provide an awareness to limit double entries.
SOLUTIONS/SUGGESTIONS
Solution/Suggestion 1: Change double entry rules
The ideal solution to double entries is to eliminate the opportunity to
double enter within conflict patterns at tournaments. As an example, the Phi
Rho Pi National Tournament prohibits double entries within a time pattern.
The obvious trade off is a longer time schedule than a weekend tournament can

afford, but it does provide a model for coaches to limit participation. A student
must simply choose which events to participate in at this tournament As
coaches, we may be better off by having a student master one or two events
rather than generalizing 5 or 6 events.
Solution/Suggestion 2: Limit double entries
Since solution one may not be practical or realistic considering the time
schedules of tournaments or the demands of some programs, solution two
suggests to simply limit the number of events a contestant may enter in a
tournamenL Limiting a contestant to four events in a three-conflict pattern
tournament would obviously eliminate the opportunity to double enter within
two of the conflict patterns. Entering four events would still be a tremendous
responsibility and effort for the individual contestant and would be helpful for
individual sweeps and provide opportunities for team sweeps points in four
events.
Solution/Suggestion 3: Change Individual Sweepstakes eligibility and
Tabulation Procedures
If we limit the number of events a contestant may enter, we may diminish
the opportunity to obtain individual sweepstakes points. By changing the
minimum number of events needed to be eligible for individual sweepstakes a
contestant may not have to be entered in so many events to be in the running
for top speaker awards. By lowering the number of events necessary to be in
the competition for individual sweepstakes the tabulation procedures for determining winners may need to be changed. Points for individual sweepstakes
may have to given for rank and rating points in prelim rounds in addition to
ftnals. This may eliminate the number of ties and close competition that may
result from counting three events as the minimum necessary to be eligible for
individual sweepstakes. The top speaker awards may at this time be more indicative of top speaker throughout the tournament versus ftnal round competition only.
Solution/Suggestion 4: Coach control over double entries
The ftnal and overly ideal solution is simply for coaches to stop allowing
their team members to double enter in all tournaments. At times, the student
may not be ready for competition in an event but uses a tournament as a practice tournamenL At times it may be the coaches responsibility to not allow a
team member to run ragged at a tournament simply because they can earn
sweepstakes points for themselves and the school. At times, coaches should be
aware that team members are entered in so many events that they cannot possibly be listening to other contestants. As coaches, it is necessary to limit the
numbers we enter in tournaments in order to provide audiences and fair
competition at tournaments. As coaches, it is within our abilities and control
to occasionally limit competition.
The elimination of the double entry at forensics tournaments may not be
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perceived as a real problem for coaches and contestants. 1be solutions and
suggestions generated may be simplistic and ideal. However, I do feel it is essential to examine problems caused by double entries in competition. I certainly do not expect that I will never see DE scrawled behind a name in forensics competition. I would like to see the number of double entries lessened by
coach control and townament procedure.

III To encourage improved and expanded audience for tournament competition
rounds.
A. To encourage students double entered in tournaments to remain in the
round for at least one additional performance.
B. To have coaches instill in their competitors good audience behavior.
C. To encourage tournament hosts to provide audiences for tournament
events (i.e. beginning oral communication students).
IV To suggest that the Council of Forensic Organizations or another professional forensic organization undertake creating a booklet for distribution to
the forensic community that outlines how to plan and execute a contempomry forensic tournament (including a timetable and available computer assistance programs.)
V To ask the Council of Forensic Organizations to conduct an analysis of
"standard" events and descriptions of those events to enable the forensic
community to be better informed of distinctions and variations.
VI To encourage the Forensic Community to be open to and attend to new
tournament mechanisms.
A. To encourage alternate tournament models by fonnulating a committee to consider such options as double elimination tournaments and
telecommunications tournaments.
8. To encourage the creation of innovative mechanisms f(X'managing
large national tournaments.
C. To consider alternatives to individual and school sweepstakes models
to stress quality competition rather than quantity of competitors (i.e.
dividing the number of points by the number of events entered).
vn To recognize that National Tournaments laVe as models for the forensic
community.

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM TOURNAMENT
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
The topic of tournament management proved to be very broad in scope.
Papers and subsequent discussion dealt with a wide range of isslD.
Considerable discussion focused on the establishment of an interface between
wellness concepts and the f<rensics community, and the important role which
tournament managers can and should play in providing a supportive environment at their tournaments. Considerable support was expressed f(X'the development dissemination. and use of computer programs in tournament management Finally workshop participants agreed that it is healthy and productive
for the forensics community to continually examine existent and new tournament practices.
I To encomage the implementation of wellness principles in planning and
scheduling and tournaments.
A. To create a shared vision of what a tournament experience should include f(X'healthy competition (i.e. well scheduled. well managed).
B. To enhance awareness of the stressful nature of forensic tomnaments
and provide guidance through information for stress reduction and
management
C. To provide information to the forensic community on the wellness
approach to forensics by having all national organizations promote
programs on that orientation.
D. To encourage tournament hosts to analyze and meet the needs of the
forensic community even if it places more demands on the host
IT To encoorage the further use of computers in tournament management
A. To continue providing ttaining sessions in using computers in tournament administration (i.e. SCA short courses)
B. To insure that the forensic community become aware of the various
computer programs available to assist in tournament administration
and individuals to contact for information on cost. compatibility, and
scope.
C. To continue research and development in the area of computerization
in tournament administration.
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OPEN DISCUSSION
ON TOURNAMENT MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Basic discussion centered around the term of "wellness" as related to
forensic tournaments. It was explained that "wellness" dealt with the stress of
tournaments; how to make tournaments more enjoyable in tenns of wellness
by considering such items as better food, reasonable time schedules, and other
factors which promote "wellness." A side issue was raised as to the length of
the forensic season and whether or not the season should be shortened.
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A RATIONALE FOR EVENTS TO BE INCLUDED IN I.E. COMPETITION

the ways that we do it? Could we and should we be doing different events in a
different manner or even the same events in an alternative fashion? I do not
think it possible for this group to answer these fundamental questions in any
definitive way. Instead. our task is to bring up these questions and other fundamental subsets of questions for the consideration of forensics educators.
Once as an undergraduate I was given a final exam which was framed in the
following manner. Ask a good question about the subject matter of this course
and justify your question as a good question. I think this is the task of the
competitive rationale for individual events work group, asking good questions
and justifying these as good questions concerning the rationale for individual
events. If we can ask the right questions and explain why they are the right
questions. only then can we begin getting the right answers and knowing the
intellec- tual foundations and justifications for what we are doing in individual
events and/or what we should be doing in individual events.
To approach this task. I will have three sections to this paper. In the first
section I will discuss what individual events are and their current slams. In the
second section I will forward a set of questions I consider fundamental to
knowing what we are about and the ways in which we go about it in individual events. In the third and final brief division I will comment on what I think
are some long delayed research needs that could help us in responding to the
questions raised in the second section of the paper and conclude my brief analysis.
STArnS OF INDIVIDUAL EVENTS CIRCA 1988
Since the First National Developmental Conference in Forensics, forensics scholars have ttied to have an inclusionary vision for forensics events
concentrating on the philosophic rationale behind the specific events as a genre
rather than merely listing the events themselves. In an oft quoted passage. the
conferees concluded that:

CHAIR: STEVEN HUNT
LEWIS & CLARK COLLEGE

A PHILOSOPHIC AND PRAGMATIC RATIONALE
FOR INDIVIDUAL EVENTS

LEWIS

STEVE HUNT
& CLARK COLLEGE

AN INTRODUCTION OF PURPOSE
Fourteen years ago in the Fall, 1974, a small group of forensics educators
met at Sedalia, Colo. for what they called A National Developmental
Conference on Forensics. The product of their labors was a reexamination of
some of the basic tenets of forensics and a series of recommendations for future reforms. One portion of their work resulted in Forensics as
Communication: The AJiumentative Pers,pective edited by James McBath and
now regrettably out of prinL 1 The first forensics conference recommended that
there be a secmd conference within ten years to review what had happened.
what was happening, and what should happen in forensics. A second conference was arranged and a larger number of forensics educators met at
Northwestern University, Evanston, Dlinois, November. 1984 for the Second
National Conference on Forensics. A large number of discussions and arguments resulted in American Forensics in Pef$Pt'£tive edited by Doon Parson
reflecting some small part of the conferees' efforts.2 At both conferences the
majority of forensics educators in attendance were primarily debate teachers and
scholars and individual events were considered but were not a primary focus of
effort. Recognizing the proliferation of individual events in forensics and the
growth of individual events participation in the last fourteen years. some educators at the second national conference on forensics suggested a conference
focusing pimarily on individual events. Their suggestions and arduous efforts
have now resulted in The National Developmental Conference on Individual
Events August, 1988. at Denver. Colo.
One work group at this conference has as its task a consideration of rationale for events to be included in individual events competition} I think this
may be one of the most important work groups at the conference for its task
in my view is nothing less than to focus on the ontological and epistemic
foundations of individual events competition. Fundamentally this group
should be asking why do we do what we do in individual events speaking in

Forensics is an educational activity primarily concerned with using an
argumentative perspective in examining problems and communicating with people. An argumentative perspective on communication
involves the study of reason giving by people as justification for
acts, beliefs, attitudes and values. From this perspective, forensics
activities. including debate and individual events. are laboratories for
helping students to understand and communicate various forms of argument more effectively in a variety of contexts with a variety of audiences.4
This quotation has seemed to many to amply justify the public address
and rhetorical events in forensics, especially debate, but perhaps not to apply
so well to other events particularly to oral interpretation events. James
McBath addressed this issue in some measure in his paper for the Second
National Conference on Forensics where he stated:
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in impromptu then a minute or two to think and five to seven minutes to
speak. In extemporaneous speaking the speaker gets one to three topics to
consider, one half hour to one hour of preparation time, then five to seven
minutes to speak on the chosen subject. In the prepared events the speaker
prepares a speech and delivers it as best she/he can in an organized, fluent,
persuasive manner. Expository speakers usually utilize visual aids somewhat
distinguishing their informative purpose in conversing for eight to ten minutes on some topic of relevance and interest. Persuasive speakers are to focus
on language choices and organization and style in addition to good delivery as
they attempt to reinforce or change the beliefs, attitudes, values, or even actions of their audiences in eight to ten minutes. After dinner speakers are to
entertain their audiences for eight to ten minutes somehow keeping their
speeches relevant to a theme and simultaneously in good taste. Rhetorical
critics or communication analysts in the amazingly brief space of ten minutes
or so are to develop a set of evaluative rhetorical criteria and then to apply
them to a rhetorical artifact. In the interpretative events the appropriate kind of
literature is to be introduced and developed in eight to ten minutes as the
interpreter utilizes his/her voice and nonverbal reinforcement to express the
meaning of the selection/s to the audience.
QUESTIONS CONCERNING INDIVIDUAL EVENTS CIRCA 1988
Having discussed the status of individual events circa 1988, it is time to
ask some fundamental questions about these events and their values assuming
as most do that the purpose of individual events is fundamentally educational.
Students learn life skills in individual events as thinking, writing, organizational, linguistic, delivery, and other skills almost ad infinitum are developed
and sharpened. The theory is that communication classes in rhetoric and public
address and oml interpretation reflect/teach theory and practice that are necessary and essential to life and that forensics individual events competition, in
turn, serves as a laboratory for the theory and practice of communications
classes. The mere asking of these questions may be controversial and the myriad of potential answers to the questions are certainly a matter for disputation,
but a task fon::e seeking the mtionale for individual events activity should, as
afore asserted, at least ask some of the right questions and explain why they
think they are the right questions.
Question number one I think is how valuable are individual events in
comparison to debate? We sometimes avoid this question by responding in advance that debate and individual events are supplementary and complementary
to one another. In the ideal progmm, both are offered. In the ideal student
experience, the student does both. This answer is fundamentally sound, I
think, but it ducks the question. Time spent participating in individual events
or coaching individual events is time not spent in participating in debate or
coaching debate. McBath claims that forensics "trains students in research,

Public address contest events incorporate an argumentative
perspective in the research, analysis, organization and development of
a speech but are unique in that they also utilize a wide range of
rhetorical strategies including audience analysis, language choice and
delivery skills. These specific rhetorical skills are essential because
the events emphasize the persuasion of audiences. Oral Interpretation
of Literature events are distinctive because they focus on the human
perspective from a poetic stance. The oral performance of literature
requires that students understand literary analysis, history, the emotional and intellectual aspects of literature, and effective vocal and
physical expression. Students must acquire knowledge of literary
form and style while striving to interpret litemture with the purpose
of enriching the audience's understanding of the human condition.5
I agree with the philosophic underpinnings emphasis of the National
Developmental Conference and with the inclusive versus exclusive thrust of
their proceedings, but in discussing justificatory mtionale for individual
events, I think we have to become pragmatic and even contto- versial and deal
with individual events as they exist at this time not just in the abstract
In 1988 we have ten to thirteen basic individual events in competition.
These are basically the events utilized in national competition by the National
Forensics League, Phi Rho Pi, The National Forensics Association, and by
the National Individual Events Tomnament of the American Forensics
Association.6 These events fall somewhat naturally and somewhat artificiall'.
into three categories: limited prepamtion events, p:qmed public addresses, and
oral interpretation contests. The limited prepanuion events are impromptu,
extemporaneous speaking, and. for some, argument analysis. The prepared
events are oratory or persuasive speaking, expository. or informative speaking,
after dinner speaking, anft communication analysis or rhetorical criticism, 000
speaking, editorial commentary, and sales. The oral interpretation contests are
humorous, serious, and dmmatic interpretation or poetry, prose, dmma, and
duo. Other events are sometimes offered such as discussion, congress, legal
advocacy, negotiations, conflict resolution, et al but infrequently since the national tournaments of NFL, AFA, and NFA promote the ten to thirteen basic
individual events as models and most tournaments copy these choices and even
the rules for these choices from the national paradigms. Intel'Collegiate Speech
Tournament Results over a series of recent years verifies that these are the individual events most frequently offered7 at the collegiate level and, since high
schools partially reflect collegiate models, probably the ones offered most frequently for high school individual events competitors too.
Just as the individual events offerings have become fairly routine and
standard, the rules for the events have become fairly well formalized as well. In
the limited preparation events the speaker gets one to three topics to consider
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such information is available can we really justify what we do.
The third question may not be a single question at all but a whole series
of interrelated questions. It is basically are we doing at all well that which we
do or could we and should we be doing individual events differently and better?
Are the rules for our events which have started to become pretty rigid and set
the best rules we could have? Is it right to give one half hour prepamtion time
in extemporaneous speaking or in the real world would a speaker have one
hour or a day and does this make a critical difference? Is it realistic to have a
communication analyst establish criteria and apply those self same criteria to a
rhetorical artifact in ten minutes or should this be done in twelve minutes or
mayhaps fifteen minutes? Why have oral interpreters reading only one genre of
litemture at a time and almost always doing others work versus doing multiple
genres simultaneously and their own works? Why the conflict patterns we
have in individual events? Do we get in events that really supplement and/or
complement each other into our patterns of conflict? How about the ballots we
utilize and our relative inattention to oral critiques? Is the kind of feedback we
are giving competitors really the most educational or could it! should it be
done another way? Finally, perhaps, within this panomma of questions why
competitive individual events in the first place? Perhaps some events would be
most educational if done noncompetitively in public forum/speakers' bureau or
in festival form. Some critics have argued that interpretive events are much
better done in festival than in competition. Are they right or are their adversaries on the competitive side correct? We must ask ourselves not only what
to do among the many possibilities for individual events. We must also ask
ourselves how best to do what we do. Have we done so and are we doing so?
That is the third question.
The fourth and final question concerns other individual events. What else
could we do/should we do in individual events competition? This question also
involves a concommitant considemtion of what must go if something is added
since we are at a point, most agree, where if something is added to what we do
something else must be removed. In line with the shift in communications
from rhetoric and public address to interpersonal communication and mass
media some have suggested contests in individual events with orientations
such as conflict resolution, negotiation, discussion and conference, radio and
television address, et al. Some have suggested speaking that directly reflects
real life advocacy such as trial speaking, legal negotiation, political campaign
address, editorial commentary, preaching etc. How much should we experiment
in these new fields? What should become of tmditional events while we are
experimenting with new events? How can we justify what we are doing as
most valuable to students and within our realm as communication specialists
who wish to be considered as up to date as possible? What criteria should be
utilized to justify a new event replacing an old in individual events competi-

analysis and critical thinking skills through discovery of lines of argument and
their probative values. Students learn to identify facts, derive the underlying
values, and then to utilize this information in fonnulating reasoned decisions."8 Is McBath really talking about forensics in general or is he
emphasizing the specific training of debate within forensics? Does individual
events training do as much for research skills, evidence and logic/reasoning
skills, and/or other skills as does debate? This is a question that real forensics
educators in a time of diminished time and resources really must ask themselves and a question fundamental to any real mtionale for individual events in
the forensics spectrum of possible activities and the priority for activities.
This is a very realistic question when more forensics programs are starting to
offer only individual events competition and when some students are
specializing in individual events and even in some particular types of individual events.
The second question concerns which are the most valuable individual
events? The answer to this question implies answers to other questions such as
which events should be offered when some but not all events can be offered
and which events should be offered in conflict with others if there must be
conflict patterns? It also gets us into questions of whether the limited preparation events are as valuable as the prepared events and whether public 00dress/rhetorical events are as valuable or more SO than the interpretative events
and also into an analysis of whether or not the skills and abilities sharpened by
some events are repetitive of one another and hence duplicative educatiooal
values rather than supplemental or reinfoo:ing educational values.
There is a lot of general theoretical material responding to these questions
and much anecdotal opinion evidence. Wayne Thompson's 1967 classic on
Quantitative Research in Public Address and Communication9 gave some information as to the value.>of public address and communications in various
forms. Research since that time has verified the values of various kinds of
speaking in various forms before varying audiences. There are many testimonials as to the values of individual speaking and interpreting from coaches and
former participants. Still, it is sadly the case as it was fourteen years ago when
Project Delphi was done in conjunction with the First National Conference on
Forensics that "Forensics needs hard evidence regarding the transfer value of
forensics participation to the world beyond academia." 10 We especially need
comparative values data so we can know what is relatively more valuable or,
put another way, which forensics events are more equal than others. We need
to know if limited preparation events are worthwhile at all or relatively
worthwhile and for what? We need to know if the public address events or interpretive events duplicate one another's educational values. We need to know
which events supplement, reinforce, and/or complement one another. Only if
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tion?

Coaches and Competitors
4McBath, Forensics as Communication.

SEEKING TO JUSTIFY INDIVIDUAL EVENTS COMPETITION:
AGENDA FOR THE FUTURE
Other interrelated questions about individual events might well be asked.
Probably some key questions have been missed among the four questions forwarded in this paper. However, if we could get answers to the four questions of
this paper, I think we would be well on our way to establishing the ontology
and epistemology of forensics individual events competition. We would be
well on our way to justifying what we do and the ways in which we do it The
key to answering these four questions is to start with philosophic debate and
to define the issues. This started with the First National Developmental
Conference in Forensics. It continued at the Second National Conference. It
continues here at the Denver Developmental Conference on Individual Events.
Next there just has to be more qualitative and quantitative empirical research.
The Delphi Project at the First National Developmental Conference in
Forensics set a preliminary research agenda which has long been neglected and
gone mostly unfulfilled. In a fine article that has not received nearly the attention it deserves Harris, Kropp, and Rosenthal expounded upon this agenda and
set out some possibilities for research and criteria to balance research with the
educational and competitive goals of foomsics tournaments. 11 Mter our
philosophic arguments here, forensics scholars must get busy experimenting
with individual events tournaments and individual events rules, formats, conflict patterns, et aI. Only in this fashion will we be able to do what we should
be doing in individual events. Only in this fashion can we justify what we do
and how we do it to ourselves, to our students, to our colleagues, and to the
outside world. If we ask the right questions and start seeking the answers we
can truly create a philosophically and pragmatically justified rationale for
competitive individual events.
REFERENCES

5In Parson, American Forensics in Perspective, p. 11.
6ne national tournaments are not exactly alike. There is an overlap
however as to the basic events and the rules are very similar.
7Editions to the early 1980's edited by Jack Howe. Recent editions edited
by others.
8McBath in Parson, American Forensics in Perspective. p. 10.
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Communication.

Wayne. Quantitative Research in Public Address and
New York: Random House, 1967.
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p. 75.

llEdward J .Harris, Richard Kropp, and Robert Rosenthal. "The
Tournament as Laboratory: Implications for Forensic Research" National
Forensic Journal (Spring, 1986) 13-22. This is an excellent article reinforcing
that theory must be buttressed by research into practice and that in turn research on practice must reinvigorate and modify theory. This applies to forensics as much, if not more than to other areas of communications research.

JUSTIFYING THE PRESENT WITH ONE EYE ON THE FUTURE:
CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION OF EVENT CATEGORIES
KENNETH W. HAUGHT
ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY
Why does the typical individual events tournament include the specific
event categories that it does? Given the many details that foomsics coaches
must handle when preparing teams and managing tournaments, this
fundamental question is often left unasked and unanswered. Sometimes the
"standard" nine or ten or twelve events (depending on the national association
to which a coach ascribes) seem to perpetuate simply because of inertia and
peer pressure. Only occasionally, when a state or national association asks
coaches to select an "experimental" event or when a tournament manag& looks
for a special extra event that will entice added entries, is some sense of what
will be useful or fun for students consciously applied.
Nevertheless, in the bock of the minds of all forensics coaches there are
good reasons fer staying with the standard events. A clear articulation of these
reasons can help to justify present practice. Further, since no status quo can
ev& be perfect, clearly established criteria for evaluating event categories can
help the activity avoid falling prey to sheer inertia and nOl changing when

IMcBath, James, editor. Forensics as Communication: The
Argumentative Pef1iPeCtive. Skokie, ill.: The National Textbook Co., 1975.
2Parson, Donn, editor. American Forensics in Perspective: Papers from
The Second National Conference on Forensics. Annandale, VA.: Speech
Communication Association, 1984.
3This work group is listed as tenth but provides the rationale for many of
the other nine groups listed: 1 Standards for Evaluation/Judging of Individual
Events 2 Role of Research in Individual Events 3 Tournament Management
Practices 4 High School-College Connection in Individual Events 5 Use of
Workshops for Training Judges/Coaches 6 Creative Events/Original Material
in Individual Events 7 Role of Graduate Assistants in the Individual Events
Program 8 Administrative Support/Publicity and 9 Ethical Questions for
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change is necessary. This essay establishes and applies one such set of criteria
First, the criteria are set forth and applied to the standard event categories to
reveal their value. Then, several concerns which might require eventual revision of these event categories are discussed.

for both. Still, performance skills are significant components of oral competency. The public speaking categories clearly help students to build confidence
in their ability to research, structure, develop, and present material with both
minimal and extensive preparation time. While less obviously related to employment needs. the interpretation events do teach some career skills. The
study of literary examples helps students to learn organizational patterns and
narrative devices that can be applied in their own public and interpersonal discourse. The ability to take the perspective of the other, important in persuasion and negotiation, is enhanced by role playing.
Along with career training, higher education should offer its students a
libeml background which promotes the development of self-concept and critical
thinking, reduces prejudice, and encowages participation in social institutions.
The ability to communicate with others is essential to these goals. Notes
Thomas Woody, the late Professor of Education at the University of Pennsylvania, "Communication is the key to enlightenment Break communications
and the mind begins to grow dark."4 The public speaking categories help students learn to identify issues and underlying assumptions, to evaluate evidence
objectively, and to draw warranted conclusions. High standards of substance,
relevance, and clarity are demanded in the prepared events. Impromptu and extemporaneous speaking teach rapid heuristic thinking and knowledge of public
affairs. Since the performance of literature requires an inteIpreter to assimilate
the perspective of the literary speaker, the oml interpretation events provide
insight into the diversity of life and aid psychological growth.
Along with satisfying student needs, the standard events must satisfy the
coaches. Since most coaches are speech communication teachers, it is hardly
surprising that the standard events pamllel typical divisions between speech
functions, modes of delivery, and literary genres that are employed in speech
communication classes. Thus, the individual events activity is an
extracurricular laboratory in which students can further explore classroom
concepts. The core curriculum, the basic speech course most widely required
by college speech departments, almost always includes the fundamentals of
delivery and of speech composition with projects in exposition and persuasion.
Although rarely required of students and, thus, perhaps less central to the
discipline, oral interpretation and rhetorical criticism courses are ubiquitous.
The standard event categories, then, are reflections of divisions found in the
activity's parent discipline.
Finally, there is a practical limit to the number of events that coaches can
be expected to handle and tournaments to schedule. The fun of variety and the
pedagogical value of breadth must be mediated by focus. Given the current
procedure of three event groupings with three preliminary rounds of competition spread over two days, more than twelve events would stretch resources too
thin. And, as the National Forensics Association's national tournament

I

The most obvious criteria for evaluating event categories stem from the
question: "Just who do the categories have to satisfy?" First, the activity has
to include events that help its students to reach their goals. The vast majority
of students simply want to have a good time while learning skills that will
help them find and keep a job. Additionally, an educator has to hope, most
students would not mind some general self-actualization along the way. Second, the activity has to include events that satisfy the educational standards and
practical limitations of its coaches. Since individual events is usually coached
by members of speech communication departments, the educational standards
imposed on it will come from that discipline. And, since coaches must be
prepared to coach the entire range of events and tournament managers must be
able to schedule all of the events into a tournament of reasonable length, there
is a limit to the number that can be included. Thus, the event categories included in individual events should be fun, focus on useful skills, provide some
liberal and humanistic experiences, suit the speech communication curriculum,
and be pragmatically limited in number.
Factors associated with specific event categories that contribute to the fun
of individual events forensics are relatively minor compared to the contributions of performing, competing, socializing, traveling, and representing a
school that are offered by the geneml nature of the activity. However, worth
mentioning is the fact that the current wide range of speech functions, degrees
of preparation, and literary genres allows the inexperienced student to select
one event that seems appealing and the experienced student to expand into
more events for the sake of variety. Dramatic duo deserves special note because
it adds the fun of working with a partner to the fun of performing literature.
The present event categories do a good job at providing useful skills for
future employment. A group of more than 4,000 college graduates surveyed by
the College Placement Council and the National Institute of Education placed
communication ability at the top of the list of skills that they found were
necessary when they entered the work force.! A Bell System resrmch group
found organizational and decision-making abilities, leadership qualities, and
oral communication skills to be associated with managerial effectiveness.2
And, a recent US News and World R~
article cited many executives who
believe that career advancements hinge on speaking ability.3 Admittedly, the
categories in individual events primarily train students for public performance
rather than for interpersonal interactions, while these studies imply the need
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demonstrates, the more events that students are allowed to enter, the fewer total events there can be. Clearly, if new events are to be added to the current
standard lists, old events will have to be sacrificed.

he says, intuition precedes analysis. "Once the mind intuitively grasps the
initial gestalt, then the rational mental processes can take over."? James Moffett argues that developing writers start close to the self, utilizing the present
tense of drama. Subsequently, writers move gradually outward toward more
impersonal kinds of discourse which demand adaptation to convention: what
happened (narration), what happens (exposition), and what should happen
(argumentation).8 James Britton and his coauthors believe that expressi ve
composition. which reveals the speaker's self, lies ar the heart of the human
ability to conceptualize. Writers develop toward a more public style by working through a stage of expressive writing.9 Thus, writing promotes learning
first about the self, then about the self in the world.
The foregoing primarily suggests that coaches follow a developmental sequence when coaching a student's growth in one specific event However, the
potential for guiding a student through several different events in a developmental sequence is also evident A new event which allows personal expression in a public speaking context would start off a sequence that follows with
the existing events of informative speaking, persuasive speaking, and then
rhetorical criticism. In interpretation events, since the traditional genres of
prose, poetry, and drama have overlapped to the point where some performances in each are indistinguishable from performances in the others, a developmental sequence which moves from an undifferentiated whole toward greater
and greater differentiation would be both pedagogically wise and consistent
with actual practice. Monologues from any literary genre would begin the sequence. Multiple voices in closed focus, mostly from drama and poetry, would
follow. And multiple voices in both open and closed focus, using prose and
poetry, would complete the sequence.
That adaptation to the receivers of any message is vital in communication
is axiomatic. Every basic and advanced textbook in speech communication expounds on audience analysis and taking the perspective of the other. Robert
Brubaker believes that the central skills that communication students learn and
bring to prospective employers are the abilities to "detmnine the audience to
be addressed, analyze lines of argument to appeal to that audience, construct
effective communication with that audience, and evaluate the results of that

IT

The preceding arguments that the standard event categories reasonably satisfy the criteria employed here will seem obvious to virtually anyone who has
coached forensics for a time. Nevertheless, those same criteria suggest several
concerns which may eventually lead to some revision of the standard events.
First, there is need for more events which involve interaction between competitors. Second, events could be more pedagogically successful if they allowed developmental sequencing. Third, events which demand greater attention
to audience analysis are needed. And fourth, events that employ more communications technology would be useful.
Both student needs and a trend in the speech communication discipline's
curriculum suggest a need f(X"more events which involve interaction between
competitors. While perfonnance skills and the related research and analysis
skills are very useful f(X"employment, a recent survey of Career Advisory
Board members found wOOcingclosely with others, working in groups, and
dealing with the public one-on-one to be far more frequently needed in the
work place than making oral presentations to groups.5 Certainly, there is
some transfer of skills from the public setting to the interpersonal one. And,
interpersonal skills are enhanced by interactions between teammates and competitors in forensics. Still, event categories which formalize ttaining in interpersonal communication would expand the pedagogical utility of the activity.
The previously mentioned fun of working with a partnez associated with dramatic duo would also apply. Moreover, interpersonal events would acknowledge and exploit a trend in speech communication. Quite awhile ago, W. Barnett Pearce noted the incrP.asing tendency for competitive speakiclude my brief
analysis.
Status of Individual Events Circa 1988
Since the First National Developmental Conference in Fofensics, forensics
scholars have tried to have an inclusionary vision for forensics events concenbating on the philosophic rationale behind the specific events as a genre rather
than merely listing the events themselves. In an oft quoted passage, the conferees concluded that
Forensics is an educational activity primarily concerned with using an argumentative perspective in examining providual events should lend its popularity
to the national discussion circuit
An argument for events which allow more developmental sequencing
stems from the work of scholars in rhetorical invention. Frank D'Angelo relates composing to the key principle in evolutionary theory: the movement
from an undifferentiated whole toward greater and greater differentiation. Thus,

https://cornerstone.lib.mnsu.edu/ndcieproceedings/vol1/iss1/1

communication."10 However, the individual events audience is always a .
nebulous amalgam of all those who judge individual events. There is value in
having students learn the high standards of form, substance, and delivery which
will satisfy that audience. Still, their sense of audience analysis and adaptation
must become rather myopic. Events, like the rhetorical situation impromptu
used in junior college competition, which require adaptation to different audiences may better prepare students to use the skills of audience adaptation, not
to mention make them aware of the diversity that exists in this world
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Finally, individual events should make more use of communication technology. Jesse Delia, in an article charting trends for the future of communication departments, asserts that, "the technological developments transforming
public communications are so massive that by the next century theoretical,
empirical, and critical concerns with these agencies of information transmission and their impact are likely to be the major focus of communication
study. "11 Individual events should help students prepare for this focus with
events like the preparation and broadcasting of news segments or features for
radio or television and with increased use of state-of-the-art equipment for visual aids. Few professional speakers still use the type of visual aids proliferating in the current informative event
CONCLUSION
Granted, many new event categories can be imagined that meet the criteria
set forth in this essay. Yet, pragmatically, the number of event categories
must be limited. Any new event must displace a current event. And those current events are fun and useful for students and meet the standards of the speech
communication discipline. Still, individual events forensics must keep pace
with trends in the discipline, in education, and in the work place. Present
practice should not continue solely due to inertia and tradition.
NOTES

9 James Britton, Tony Bergess, Nancy Martin, Alex McLeod, and Harold
Rosen, The Develo.pment of Writing Abilities 11-18 (London: Macmillan
Education, 1975) 14-15.
10 Brubaker 27.
11 Jesse Delia, "Some Thoughts Concerning Departmental Focus in Speech
Communication," Association for Communication Administration Bulklin 40 (1982): 5.

A RATIONALE FOR EVENTS TO BE IN I.E. COMPETITION
NORBERT H. MILLS
THE UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO
In their article, "Educational Triage," Keenan and Van Horn assert that
triage is a "concept implying that decisions should be made in such a way that
the number of survivors will be maximized." The article makes the point that
in general education certain people, be they administrators, board members or
others, have a direct influence on which programs will be offered and consequently which students will be helped in learning (educational survival). The
inferred conclusion is that people in such positions should make decisions
only after painstaking consideration.
Analogous one might apply the idea of "educational triage" to the area of
forensics. It seems reasonable to conclude that various educators across the
land view forensics as being locked in a struggle for continued recognition. It
is incumbent upon us, as forensic educators, to discuss the many questions
pertaining to existing goals and directions of forensic practice in an attempt to
determine if changes are needed. By attending this National Developmental
Conference on Individual Events, we recognize that problems exist which
must be confronted and discussed.
The Second National Conference on Forensics has stated that: "Forensics
is an educational activity primarily concerned with using a argumentative perspective in examining problems and communicating with people."2 Members
of the conference went on to conclude that the "achievement of the potential
values of forensics presupposes an educationally motivated conception of
forensics."3 The aforementioned comments focus directly on what the writer
peICeives the underpinings of forensics to be. In short, forensics should pr0vide a "field experience" where theories propounded in classrooms can be tried
and perfected Any discussion of rationale for inclusion of events for I.E.
competition must consider the implications of the prior statements as
paramount in the formulation of conclusions.

1 Ron Adler and Neil Towne, Lookin~ OutJLookin~ In. 2nd ed. (New Yooc
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1978) 15.
2 Robert Brubaker, "Training Students for a Diversified Market," Association
for Communication Administration Bulletin 40 (1982): 26.
3 Leonard Wiener, "Speaking with Confidence," U.S. News and World Report
12 Jan. 1987: 56.
4 Thomas Woody, Libw'J Education for Free Men (Philadelphia: U of Pennsylvania P, 1951) 240-41.
5 John Muchmore and Kathleen Galvin, "A Report of the Task Force on Career Competencies in Oral Communication Skills for Community College Students Seeking Immediate Entry into the Work Force,"
Commnnic.ation Education 32 (1983): 212.
6 W. Barnett Pearce, "Forensics and Speech Communication," Bulletin of the
Association of Dq)artments and Administrators in Speech Communica1imL7 (1974): 28.
7 Frank D'Angelo. "An Ontological Basis for a Modem Theory of the Composing Process," Quarterly Journal of Speech 64 (1978): SO.
8 James Moffett, Teachin~ the Universe of Discourse (New York: Houghton
Mifflin, 1968) 32-59.
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It has been said that forensics should be viewed as humanistic education.
Forensic educators are to provide a wholesome and exciting learning environment where students are encouraged to develop positive attitudes toward ideas,
themselves, others, and society at large.4 Any meaningful exchange regarding
which I.E. events should be offered must consider these components. Robert
O. Weiss capsulized the importance of these considerations when he said
"Events are of more value when they approximate a simulation of what actually goes on in human communication, or when they contribute directly to the
public discourse."5
With these introductory comments in mind, let's now turn to a brief analysis of each of the classifications of events (limited prep, prepared events and
oral intetp. events) in an attempt to determine if the criteria for inclusion are
met The Second National Conference on Forensics concluded that
Public address contest events incorporate an argumentative perspective in
the research, analysis, organization, and development of a speech, but are
unique in that they also utilize a wide range of rhetorical strategies
including audience analysis, language choice, and delivery skills. These
specific rhetorical skills are essential because the events emphasize the
persuasion of audiences.
Oral Interpretation of Literature events are distinctive because they focus
on the human perspective from a poetic stance. The oral performance of
literature requires that students understand literary analysis, history, the
emotional and intellectual aspects of litmlture, and effective vocal and
physical expression. Students must acquire knowledge of literary form and
style while striving to interpret literature with the purpose of enriching
the audience's lDl(lerstanding of the human communication.6
Hopefully, each of the "standard" events normally included in I.E. tournaments will foster these IdealS.
LIMTIED PREP EVENTS
Extemporaneous speaking and impromptu speaking are the two events
usually thought of under this geneml heading. Most people will agree that extemp. speaking provides all the essential ingredients for a sound educational
activity. Students participating in this event are required to remain current on
regional, national and intmJational events. The analysis and organizational
patterns needed f<r speech peparation are worthy and, of course, the extemp
fonn of delivery pezpetuates that form still propOlmded as being most effective.

stated that the primary objectives of extemporaneous speaking are to demonstrate an ability to synthesize information and reason validly. 8 If the make-up
of the event ensures these goals, then the event merits inclusion.
Two recent articles, one by Kevin Dean and the other Christina Reynolds
and Mitchell Fay have commented on the relative merits of impromptu speaking as a competitive event.9 Charges against this event often include such
things as considering it a "blow-off' event; one that requires no advance
preparation; <r that the event seems counter-productive with respect to educational or societal goals. These charges may have some truth to them, but
again, not so much in relation to what the event can accomplish if applied
properly, but rather to improper use by coaches and students. If the event is to
be included, and I feel it should be, then we must keep the goals and benefits
of the event, as outlined by Dean and Reynolds and Fay in the forefront of our
thought If this is done, the event is sound.
PREPARED EVENTS
As outlined earlier, the more traditional public address events (Persuasion
Infmnative Speaking, Mter Dinner Speaking and Rhetorical Analysis) are all
grounded in the principles of research, analysis, organization and speech development along with the skills of delivery ,language choice and audience analysis. To the extent that these educational aspects are met, the events demand
inclusion in tournament structure. In considering these events, however, we
need to pause and reflect on what Robert L. Scott pointed to when he said
"rhetoric may be the art of persuasion, that is, it may be seen from one angle
as a practical capacity to find means to ends on specific occasions; but rhetoric
must also be seen more broadly as a human potentiality to understand the human condition." 10 We must guard against becoming too narrow-minded in our
approach. Few would argue that the scope of rhetoric has expanded in recent
decades and any rationale for I.E. events should reflect a recognition and understanding of this broader definition.
Too often, for example, students of persuasion are still told to employ the
problem-solution approach to their speeches. There is nothing inherently
wrong with this approach SO long as it best reflects the intent and/or goals of
the speech. Modem persuasion theory includes more than this technique, however, and the various other forms need a platform from which they may be
practiced. How an approach is or is not accepted becomes a judging problem
and should not be dealt with here but the rationale for a more all-encompassing
approach should be considered and recommended.
The same potential problems exist in the area of Rhetorical Analysis.
Advances have been made in an attempt to broaden the scope of this event
The result has been a series of event descriptions which have, in some cases,
been more confusing than beneficial. Don't misunderstand, we are trying. Any
statement of rationale for this event must seriously consider the rapidly

This is not to say that the extemporaneous speaking event is not without
flaws. John Crawford, in his 1984 essay,7 makes charges that warrantconsideration but those charges deal more with how the event is structured rather
than whether or not it should be included in tournament format. Benson has
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In summary, the following considerations must be included in an effective
statement of rationale regarding I.E. events:
I. The traditional educational goals of forensics must be underscored.
2. The events should consider the many and diverse audiences to
whom they may be addressed.
3. A reasonable degree of adaptability and versatility must be encour-

changing nature of the event.
Humor has long been a tradition in the American society. The ability to
focus on political, social and other problems have been the touchstone of such
greats as Will Rogers, Made Twain and Artemus Ward It is assumed that
Mter Dinner Speaking, as an event, is an attempt to perpetuate these traditions
along with the various educational goals mentioned previously. It's questionable whether or not Mter Dinner Speaking, as practiced by many today, meets
these standards. It could be argued that this point is one to be better covered in
a discussion of coaching technique or judging standards but the point made is
that any statement of rationale about After Dinner Speaking must take into
account the proper use of humor and how it is to be employed to make a point
in the speech. "Low-brow" humor is beneath the forensic community and
should be discouraged
Informative speaking as an event, will not be considered here. Basically.
no major problems exist with this event provided the aforementioned criteria
of good public speaking are employed
ORAL IN1ERP. EVENTS
The critical question surrounding inclusion of interp. events in forensic
tomnaments is whether or not tournaments provide an adequate vehicle for the
art of interpretation? Our oral interpretation colleagues will decry the tournament approach as being much too rigid. From a theoretical perspective this
could well be the case. A valid charge against many of US in forensics is that
we have not kept abreast of the latest oral interpretation theory. How many of
us here can explain the difference between the self -discovery and literary discovery schools of interpretation thought? The point raises a very important
issue which, in the writer's opinion, puts forensics in a bad light regarding
OIal interpretation theory. A recent article by Ronald Pelias identified not two
but four different schools of interpretation. 11
Each of the theoretical concepts has Its own basis in educational approach
and results. If we accept the idea that educational goals are a key element of
forensics and if we accept the idea that oral interpretation is an accepted and
valued event in forensics (and I do), then it should follow that we are able to
articulate, evaluate and practice the latest theoretical approaches. If we make
every effort to do this we indeed advance our stated goals.
Oral interpretation events allow for the sbldy of the human condition.
These events are worthy of inclusion to the extent that they demand literary
analysis, the study of history, an understanding of emotional and intellecblal
depths, the use of language itself, and vocal and physical expression. Beyond
that, however, a statement of rationale must consider if the present practice of
oral interpretation events in forensic tournaments is justifIable. Discussion is
needed regarding format of the events and how or if new theoretical approaches
can best be adapted to the tournament mode.

aged.

4. The events, as practiced, will remain compatible with the objectives and philosophies of the academic disciplines which house
them. 12
If these criteria can be met, the forensic community can and will remain a
valuable tool in furthering the educational goals and demands of our vibrant
society.
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students' detachment from the educational possibilities of the forensics activity
as a whole. My difficulties with individual events center on several perceptions
which influence participants to consider the activity as an extracurricular
.game." I have segmented these perceptions into three categories: the conceptions of the events; the selection, preparation and performance of events; and
the critics' responses to the performances. I have not done independent research
to examine the extent of these perceptions and actions among students or professionals, nor would I consider them to be totally accurate representations of
the "reality" in any given area. However, I am convinced that the following
attitudes are held by a sizable number of individuals, they lead to actions, and
that they are inimical to the development of forensics as a co-curricular and
prescriptive activity.
Perhaps most difficult to see by established professionals is the problem
presented by our descriptions os events. Too often our own unspoken preferences about the activity are taken as self-evident. Knowing that forensics
should be educational, we assume that others know it, too. Occasionally, even
professionals in the field get caught up in developing the activity without
linking their efforts back to the underlying purposes of education. John
Murphy, writing as part of the Second National Conference on Forensics,
synthesizes many of the concerns about individual events in two questions:
"Do they exist for any particular purpose beyond tradition? What specific educational goals are accomplished by each event?" Concerning experimental
events, he continues that "all felt that these new events should have clearly
stated goals and criteria to guide participants and judges" (Parson, 87-88). Such
questions and concerns seem to indicate a perceived lack in much of what has
been done. Concerns such as those expressed by Murphy are no doubt one important element of the genesis of this panel.
Another source of this panel's assigned topic may be seen in the discussions trying to clarify and apply a "purpose" for our activity. In the past few
years, many have contributed to an extensive body of literature suggesting
judging criteria for individual events. At this conference, sessions devoted to
Creative Events,lOriginal Evens, Use of Workshops for Training
Judges/Coaches, Standards for Evaluation/Judging and Ethical Questions for
Coaches/Competitors (at least) suggest similar concern about the purpose of
individual events. Development of common standards will necessarily imply
one or more overarching rationales.
Despite these varied indications of a desire for agreement in (or at least
clarity about) our conceptions of forensics, events are still being described by
what should be done instead of what should be learned, by product-centered
rules rather than process-oriented goals. For example, prose interpretation is
still defmed as Ita selection or selections of prose material of literary merit,
which may be drawn from more than one source ... Use of manuscript is re-

4 (Summer, 1985), pp. 348-65.
12 Several of these same conclusions were drawn by The Second National
Conference on Forensics. See Parson, p. 9 .

A DEVELOPMENTAL

RATIONALE

JOHN MCKIERNAN
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA
Michael Kelley, in a 1984 description of the development of individual
events competition, claims the expansion of individual events in the past
twenty years has been largely repetitive. He felt any experimentation would
require "a radical reformulation of what the larger forensic enteIprise is about
and should be about" (Kelley, 1984). In considering the individual events
paradigm, this conference offers the opportunity to develop a rationale for inclusion of events in individual events competition. In this paper, it seems desirable to clarify my presuppositions about forensics competition, then explore some of the problems in the activity, and fmally explore two dimensions
needed in a well rounded rationale.
A. MY CONCEPTION OF FORENSICS
My understanding of "individual events" is shaped by my experiences. I
competed in both debate and individual events at both high school and collegiate levels, neither embarrassing nor distinguishing myself and learning a
great deal in the process. As an undergraduate, I coached high school debate and
individual events. I continued to work with forensics during my graduate
school years, never having an assistantship which included forensics and yet
remaining active as at 1~3t a judge for high school and collegiate tournaments.
My present position is as assistant professor and Director of Forensics for
a rebuilding program with competitive and noncompetitive individual events
and debate. Pat Ganer recently identified two key assumptions concerning debate: it is co-curricular and prescriptive (Ganer. 387). I agree, and would suggest (as I believe she would) these apply to all forensics activities.
Fortunately, the University of South Dakota supports these assumptions for
the activity. Fortunately, for my squad did not win a great deal last year. On
the other hand, I am confident that students learned more about public speaking and are motivated to return in order to continue that learning process.
In short. both as a competitor and as a coach, I tried to show interest in
the educational possibilities of forensics without being excessively competitive.
B. PROBLEMS IN THE ACTIVITY
My personal frustrations and concerns about individual events center on
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ment that originality was preferable. Clearly, in this instance neither the
"inteIp god" nor the competing disciple valued the educational process of
forensics as I understand it
Even when students participate in s wide variety of events and their creation are unquestionably their own, the emphasis on product emerges in several other areas. First, many talented individuals continue to perform the same
speech or selection at tournament after tournament throughout the year. While
I grant some educational benefits in development of a performance, a likely
outcome is that the learning curve flattens out for nearly everyone -- competitor, other students and critics alike. Repetition even after winning several
times seems especially suspect. Another reflection of the product mentality is
cross-entered students merely showing up to perform and then hurrying off to
perform elsewhere. Obviously, such students are limited in understanding the
critic's conception of the dynamics of the whole round and cannot appreciate
the performances of other competitors. Finally, when time constraints and
tournament ballots limit opportunities to learn from the interaction of other
competitors and the critic in a round, and when the most important response is
considered to be the rank and rating on the tabulation sheet, a performance orientation has taken over and diminished the activity. There is a continuing effort to encourage critics to provide "comments to explain the student's ranking" and "constructive suggestions for improving the performance of the student" (Parson, 89). However laudable this goal, until the conditions of the
tournament format are altered to emphasize the developmental process of
communication, I suspect there will be a continuing need to remind even the
most capable critics of this obligation.
Recognizing these and other criticisms describe some participants all of
the time and perhaps all of the participants some of the time, it is important
that the events chosen for inclusion accentuate the positive and minimize the
negative aspects of the activity. Particularly with the introduction of new
events, the forensics community has the opportunity to carefully develop
labol3tory experiences which will maximize the opportunities for productive
learning. The following section clarifies two topics needed f(X'a developing
rationale of individual events.
C. TOWARDS A RATIONALE FOR INCLUSION
OF INDNIDUAL EVENTS
Agreement is widespread that forensics activities should be educational.
The first National Conference on Forensics defined forensics as "an educational
activity primarily concerned with using an argumentative perspective in
examining problems and communicating with people" (McBath, 11). The definition was confirmed at the Second National Conference (Parson,9)
Unfortunately, I suspect that there is little agreement on an exhaustive definition of "educational" and perhaps even less agreement among participants on

quired. Maximum time is 10 minutes including introduction." Equivalent descriptions explain other events. All of them clarify the expected product. I
searched through my stack of invitations in vain for an equivalent statement of
educational expectations or goals. Is it any wonder that performances conform
to the expectations of product without clear comprehension of a relationship to
the educational process? Is it amazing that critic comments on the ballot simply describe what happened without making rhetorical suggestions? While
valuable learning may emerge even from the purest focus on product, it would
seem more likely to emerge from an explicit and intentional effort to pursue a
clear goal.
Given such an emphasis on product, the selection, preparation and performance of events seem likely to be altered. In the selection of events, there
has been a continuing (and perhaps growing) isolation and specialization.
Many competitors and some professionals now shy away not only from every
conception of debate, but from participation in extemporaneous or impromptu
speaking. Some go even further and participate primarily or exclusively in either interp or public speaking events. With the advent of a wider number of
events and a carefully developed schedule at many tournaments (including
Nationals), students can participate in up to four interpretation events (and
they could effectively compete in five with a permissible double entry in duo
drama) without ever being exposed to a ttaditional speech. This past year, participants might compete with up to five prepared public speaking events and
not enter extemporaneous speaking, impromptu or any interpretation event.
Recently, I noted a growing use of "preference" forms for judges, allowing
them to opt out of various events. The extent and effects of such exclusive focus have not been considered. as far as I can tell. I would argue that at the very
least it limits conceptions of forensics and restricts the educational possibilities.
In addition, a firm focus on "product" would seem to be ideally suited to
encowage students to prepare by taking successful performances as models and
copying them, with minimal consideration of the educational implications of
such communication. There are persistent stories and on-going professional
concern about cuttings and speeches being substantially prepared by others and
handed to competitors. Consider one blatant case. A talented individual was
given a cutting previously done by an "inteIp god" and rehearsed every nuance
of performance. In competition, he introduced the selection with careful credit
to the selection's author and the aforementioned "interp god, " and proceeded to
perform in a fashion as close to the winning performance as possible. By explicitly mentioning both sources, the performer no doubt hoped to avoid
charges of plagiarism. The competitor was outraged when the skillful, carefully copied performance that had been among the most successful in the nation only the year before received a low ranking, justified by the critic's com-
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the workability of the activity as a whole. Several elements contribute to the
issue of practicality: in Burkean terms, we could look for ratios between the
pmpose and elements of scene, act, agent and agency. In determining whether
an event's inclusion is warranted, strong educational purpose might overcome
weaker justiftcations in other areas. Unfortunately, I would suggest that the
reverse is also true. Strong practical rationales may allow in more events with
overlapping or deftcient educational justiftcations.
Currently, most events take place in classroom "scenes," those standardized spaces containing seating for auditors and some open space for presentation. Should a proposed event need specialized facilities (an educationally intriguing but wholly hypothetical event called "scientiftc demonstration" might
need a chemistry laboratory), no matter what the educational beneftts, there
would be resistance to its inclusion. I believe the lack of adequate facilities to
approximate "real" radio is one substantial reason for the decline of radio
speaking. On the other hand, a classroom space is sufficiently similar to an
audition stage that interpretation events are reasonably "realistic."
In individual events, competitive public speaking is the central "act" No
matter what the educational rationale, I doubt that individual events will
broaden to include communication contests stressing writing, computer facilitated interaction (I' American Sign Language. Similarly, I would wager that it
will be a long time before a proposal for the turnabout event of "listening"
gets fair hearing in our community. But I would not be a bit surprised to see
the development of "legal speaking" or some form of impromptu interpretation.
The practical concern I would place within the term "agent" is that there
needs to be sufficient appeal to attract sufficient participants, both competitors
and critics. Currently, I believe that for many tournaments, the strong educational rationale for communication analysis or rhetorical criticism only just
offsets substantial resistance among coaches and students. Furthermore, I believe there is a marketplace of events. Conceivably, a new event may recruit
new individuals to the :activity or encourage existing competitors to try an
additional event. It would seem more likely to draw potential competitors
away from other opportunities. The community seems to have settled on
about ten events. But the impact of the introduction of new events or reduction
of existing events has not, SO far as I can determine, been studied.
If the act is competitive public speaking, the "agency" would certainly
include the mechanics of rounds, things such as time limits and the ballots
used in evaluation. The name of the activity, for example, hints that this is to
be an "individual" event, foreshadowing scheduling difficulties for Readers,
Theater and Group Discussion. (Can you imagine trying to have ftve doubleentered competitors get to a round at the same time? Can you imagine a 10
minute maximum for any group discussion?) Duo drama escapes this problem,

the means of achieving balance among varying conceptions of education.
When we add in the questions raised by "game strategies" arising from
competitive motivations, there is even further grounds for conflicting approaches. So in building a rationale for events. it should be important to ftrst
clarify what "education" will be advanced.
One recent analysis of varying types of education found in forensics at the
high school level emerges from a content analysis of interviews with high
school debate coaches at the 1986 National Forensics League National tournament Dayle Hardy-Short and Brant Short found four clusters --intellectual
skills, communication skills, life skills, and college preparation skills (342).
Making the necessary transitions to account for the shift in educational level,
these four categories seem able to account for all of the advantages listed in
James McBath's "Rationale for Forensics" in American Forensics in
Perspective (parson. 6-9). The agreement and enduring elements of this rationale seem to provide good reason for carefully applying it when considering
events for possible inclusion in our activity.
One reasonable concern about an education rationale is that there may be
too much concern for communication skills. Ronald Lee and Karen King Lee
also examined the interviews of high school debate coaches, categorizing the
coaches'rematks into Burkean philosophic perspectives. They found representations of pragmatism, idealism, realism and materialism, with pragmatism
accounting for 48.5% and idealism only slightly less (353). I believe their observations might be instructive when applied to individual events.
Recognizing the need for some concern with teaching pragmatic skills, they
point out that "if f<Xensic educators continue to retain their outdated role as
academic Dale Camegies, then serious problems of scholarly legitimation will
persist" (356). They also point out that "forensic pragmatism prevents a vision of the activity. which fails to attract high school students and build vigorous college debate programs" (357). They conclude their criticisms with
"just as we would ftnd it odd to hear students of American literature say the
reason they chose their major was to improve their reading skills ... so, too,
should we find it odd to hear forensics students justifying participation on the
mastery of technique" (357). If this critique is applicable to individual events, I
would expect charges of irrelevance or educational abuse and development of
difficulties similar to those collegiate debate is facing. My own complaints
listed above have a curious resemblance to complaints made against debate
cim11970. Perhaps the fact that we are searching for "rationales" means that
the existing rationale has broken down and we are at the threshold of an excitingera.
Other concerns within a rationale for events to be included in competition
can be grouped as the "practical" aspects. These may not be as crucial as the
rationale's commitment to an educational purpose, but they will contribute to
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I expect, because it only minimally offends the "individual" and may still be
meaningfully developed within the same round structure as other events.
These are by no means the only practical considerations. But they are illustrative of the concerns which I feel a rounded consideration of the activity
demand. A rationale which overlooks them, focusing exclusively on the
educational aspects of individual events, will be nearly certain to inadequately
guide deliberations and will probably emerge with poor decisions about which
events should be included in individual events competition.
On the other hand, a rationale which emphasizes the practical concerns
without priootizing the educational purposes of forensics diminishes the
activity.
D. CONCLUSION

A RATIONALE FOR EVENTS: AN AGENDA FOR CHANGE
DAVID DOUGLAS DUNLAP
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Individual Events Forensics has been called an educational laboratory by
many of its supporters and participants. The highest goals of the activity are
met when the opportunities provided to students are effective in building skills
and increasing awareness of communicative choices and responsibilities. The
challenge of this conference is how best to determine the events which can
meet most effectively the needs of our students and the pedagogical perspective
embodied by competitive speech activities.
We meet in a time of continuing crisis for our activity. Programs find
themselves under siege by student funding authorities with changing priorities,
by administrations with growing fmancial constraints, and by colleagues who
may not perceive the same values we believe are borne in the activity. The
low level of regular exposure to individual events may explain the disinterest
of some individuals or groups, but the concern expressed by many within the
field of speech communication cannot be dismissed lightly. If we fmd ourselves unable to represent ourselves effectively or to defend our educational
basis sufficiently to our own discipline, we will discover increasing difficulty
in acquiring the means to pursue what we believe to be legitimate academic
pursuits. Without the support of our colleagues and a clear role as a cocurricular function of a healthy department, we will find growing skepticism
among the groups which give us our opportunities that we are central to the
missions they perceive as important Rather than bemoan the assumed ignorance or question the motives of those who apparently do not share our enthusiasm for intercollegiate speech activities, instead let us examine some of the
trends which may have brought us to this position of disfavor and instability
in many institutions. To realize our hopes for Individual Events we must explore the genesis of those aspects of our activity that cause concern in the
minds of others.
This paper takes the position that the maturation of forensics as an activity tends to lead to the institutionalization of internal criteria which do not
meet the assumptions others may hold about the goals of desirable programs
of speech training. I believe the active pursuit of change for the sake of a dynamic, progressive enterprise is necessary to ensure the continued health,
vitality and accepted legitimacy of this educational opportunity. Others may
fInd virtue where I see vice: The continuing value of Individual Events for its
participants is made manifest in most participants. However, as more departments decide to cut our budgets rather than some other area, and as more stu-

I argued that there are problems in the activity and that a rationale considering both educational benefits and practicality is one way of addressing them.
I do not expect that any rationale will be enough to recreate a forensics Eden.
The community has a developed rationale for forensics that has not ended the
difficulties. Creation of a specialized rationale for the inclusion of individual
events will be no different Whatever our rationale, individual participants
must give them effect Whether student, critic, or director, each individual is
responsible for determining the fate of the activity.
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dent governments seek to trim a budget of "least essential" items, we must
question whether the qualities we desire are recognized by those who provide
our ability to exist If those desired qualities are not clear to others, we must
question the elements or conditions which make the communication of our
goals difficult. To retain or regain our integral role in many institutions, we
must discover the means to assert our essential function as communication
educators providing students with important skills through a specialized form
of instruction. We may wish to re-examine the degree to which our events reflect to those outside the activity the educational ends for which we strive.
I believe the integrity of our endeavor is compromised most when the n0tion of the educational laboratory is most disregarded. All who view a given
event over the span of several years begin to develop ideas of what topics will
be successful, which pieces will be accepted, and how much of a particular eccentricity will be tolerated. Continued exposure to a given set of examples is
always likely to reinforce certain qualities and to emphasize ttends. The large
number of problem solution health-related persuasions at the national tournaments tends to make the continuation of the criteria that value clear solutions
to life-threatening problems more likely. The creation of such criteria as ~
nal to the activity poses a threat to the notion of forensics as a laboratory. I
would call the ttend toward institutionalizing internal criteria the outcome of a
product orientation to individual events. This product orientation now dominates the creation of criteria in many areas of forensic education, which may
lead to the further estrangement of our method from those who must judge its
value.
There are strengths and weaknesses to the product orientation. Among the
sttengths are the ability to coach with a measure of assurance that certain
choices may have reasonably predictable outcomes. The ability to view the
transformation of an evert's ttadition over a span of several years can provide
an appreciation of the changing nature of an educational effort The existence
of clear criteria and plentiful role models can make the qualities expected of
successful speakers quickly evident
The weaknesses of the product orientation may be more compelling,
however. The toll which repeated viewing of similar prose pieces has on
coaches may be reflected in the turnover of forensic positions: After a coach
has seen a few hundred selections which begin humorously but end with
poignancy. the ability to provide novel insight may fade. The same effect is
seen often among students who gain an early understanding of the implicit
rules of an event. only to lose any sense of continued challenge. Events and
their judging criteria become fixed (as in the predominance of problem-solution persuasions). Some students become specialists in certain events or performers of certain pieces without understanding explicitly how those skills and
choices can be transferred to other events or selections. Too many learn the
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ability to pander to a judge without learning the responsibility to adapt to an
audience. The creation and maintenance of criteria internal to the institution of
individual events may limit the appeal, effectiveness. and desirability of individual events for many students and colleges. The product orientation does not
provide sufficiently for the dynamic, creative experience which this educational
laboratory can provide. Additionally, the emphasis on the internal criteria of an
event may limit the explicit understanding of principles of communication
which transcend that event The product orientation may allow some students
to succeed in certain events without necessarily knowing the reasons behind
their success.
The current focus on the production of performances to meet the needs of
a relatively stable set of events emphasizes the product orientation. It is less
effective to communicate to a funding authority or to a community group or
to concerned parents or colleagues that we teach people how to "do" prose or
impromptu. I doubt those outside Individual Events much care what our events
are. I believe administrators are interested in the form and content of our instruction and in the skills students learn as a result of participation. The product orientation clouds the relationship between the events and the desired
skills. The event "Persuasive Speaking" constrains the student who may wish
to inspire an audience (though inspiration is an important persuasive skill).
The event "Poetry Interpretation" inhibits the contestant who may want to
fully enact his or her personae (though the term "performance" has superceded
"interpretation" in the intellectual commerce of the discipline). As events do
not allow swdents to explore the widest possible range of communicative experiences and options, events may be seen to be a factor limiting the
effectiveness of Individual Events as an educational laboratory.
An alternative to the focus on a few stable. national events may be found
by changing the orientation from the product to that of the process. Forensics
is not the sum total of its events. Our challenge is to teach students the skills
they will need to survive in a dynamic communicative environment The generative principles behind event choice should be the skills we believe we
should be teaching our students provided those skills can be taught within the
competitive framework of Individual Events. The educational goals set forth at
the Second National Developmental Conference on Forensics can be achieved
through a variety of activities and exercises. The emphasis should be on the
skills and not the events. The events should be constructed in such a way that
will make the desired skills explicit to swdents within the activity as well as
to audiences outside Forensics. Our goal should be to create ev~nts which will
communicate the benefits they offer as well as the topic matter they cover or
the form they may take.
The center of this proposal is to provide for the consistent emphasis of
certain communicative skills through a variety of communication opportuni-
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could help to reinforce the goals of the creativity for our students.and to communicate our efforts to other audiences as well. These explanations could attempt to guide students to the values of communication we hope to instill as
well as the skills we hope to impart.
In addition to the tenets that events should be built around communicative
competencies and that the educational goals should be made more explicit,
three other goals to pursue in the creation of a rationale for events emerge:
1. Events should be reasonably clear to members of the general public.
Individual Events should attempt to make its events as accessible as possible
to members of the community at large. Those outside the activity should be
able to discern the basic goals and intent of events.
2. Students should be given the opportunity to experiment in a variety of
opportunities. Variety for the sake of variety may be sufficient reason for introducing a new event Students must be allowed and encouraged to see that
the general principles which apply in one communicative act apply in others.
The idea of the "Event" should be demystified. The idea of the process of
communication should be emphasized instead. To further this goal, students
should be allowed to recognize their role in the creation and renewal of this
institution. The regular introduction of new events can serve to demonstrate
the development of criteria and expectations and responses in a communicative
laboratory.
3. Our events should employ the larger concerns of the discipline of
speech communication. Our interpretation events should be brought in line
with the theories being developed in performance studies (for example). We
must not allow ourselves to fallout of step with the rest of the field. The respectability of our educational efforts rely on maintaining currency with our
colleagues'research. However, we must not compromise those things which
make our contribution to the field unique.
The position of this paper is quite simple: To remain available resource
for the communication training of students in the future, we must commit
ourselves to the institutionalization of change within our activity. We should
attempt to impress upon students that we are preparing them for life beyond
forensics. We as critics should be clear that we are looking for effective application of skills that are generally applicable, and not just those behaviors
which constitute a good example of some individual event We should encourage experimentation. We should discourage predictable formats. We should
teach our students to be flexible.

ties. While the status quo allows for different performance options, students
also find themselves locked into a tradition beyond their making. Rarely do
our students have the freedom provided by events which are new to the critics
as well as to themselves. While new events may be more difficult to judge and
coach, they also may be more powerful when teaching students about the ambiguity of most communication settings. Students should be allowed to
participate in the creation of traditions as well as the perpetuation of conventional practices. Individual Events should institutionalize change as a means of
ensuring students the most complete educational experience possible within
the framework of a competitive setting. A variety of event options which pursue the same educational goals may be one of the most effective means to ensure the validity and academic acceptance of this communication laboratory.
To illustrate the variety of events which may be able to fulfill the educational goals of our activity, I offer a list of suggestions:
Literary Analysis
Rhetorical Situation Adaptation
Courtroom Advocacy
Extemporaneous Interpretation
Perfonnance of Literature
Storytelling
Oral History
Oral Essay
Inspirational Speaking
Demonstration Speaking
Public Relations Speaking
Crisis Management Speaking
These are a few different events which may be able to provide for students
opportunities to create spt"..echeswithout the weight of previous expectations
of judges placing too many restrictions on the communicative choices of students. The emergent quality of the criteria for the events would allow students
to see the process of forensics come to full flower. The opportunity to use the
same basic skills in a variety of different communication settings may allow a
student to appreciate better the skills and competencies needed in a broader
range of settings yet
An assumption underlying this offering is that the guiding principles behind any event can be elucidated. The educational goals of our events should be
made more explicit than they are currently peICeived to be by many students.
Event descriptions should do more than explain do's and don't's of time and
form. They should also express the educational intent or the skill the student
should be able to gain by participating. With clearer event descriptions, the
central themes which underlie most communicative exchanges may be seen to
repeat themselves in a variety of venues. More explanatory event descriptions

To make the desired skills more central part of the choice and explanation
of events, and to ensure that the skills remain the focus by accepting a positive attitude toward changing events may make Individual Events more clearly
part of the educational mission which some institutions hope to ensure.
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of forensics to participants nut not conclusive. We need much more empirical evidence about the transfer values of forensics concerning each individual event and the events in comparison to one another and concerning how
we do the events vs. the possibilities of alternative fashions for doing
events.
8. We need to constantly consider alternative possible individual events such
as conflict resolution or negotation or legal communication. when new
events are considered we need to determine whether to add them on to core
of old events or to replace some old events with new events which we consider educationally possibly more valuable. When such decisions are made
we need to consider the resource allocation implications after the educational implications though both must be considered.

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM A RATIONALE FOR EVENTS
TO BE INCLUDED IN I.E. COMPETITION

1. Competitive individual events function best when competitive forensics
serves as a learning laboratory reflecting themes and practice from the
classroom and from the real world.
2. Individual events themselves, the rules for individual events and the categories for individual events need to consider their educational rationales first
versus pragmatic considerations of competition, time limits et. al.
Educational objectives should be considered first vs. competitive or other
objectives.
Corollary A. Specific individual events need to be educationally justified.
Corollary B. Descriptions and rules for individual events should be educationally justifIed.
Corollary C. Event patterns and groupings should be educationally justified.
3. Education and competition in individual events can be complementary because competition provides for feedback and comparative excellence standanls in rbetorical public address events and in oral interpretation.
Competition is as superb motivator for sbldents. Students in competition
get extensive feeback and critiques from a variety of judges on their performance. STudents can compare their own performances with other bright,
hard working competitors with all gaining from the experience through
participation alone whether they win or not muck like Olympic competitors. Competitive forensics provides superb role models for participating
students.
4. Event descriptions and rules should reflect the educational objectives behind
the events. The descriptions and rules should continuously be revised to reflect the best of current theory in persuasion, rhetorical criticism, oral interpretation, eL al.
5. There is a need for diversity in individual events competition in terms of
events, description of events and the rules for the events. Competition
should not be stultifIed by standardized national rules. Continous experimentation is part of a justif1cation for the health of competitive individual
events.
6. Noncompetitive individual events should be encouraged in addition to competitive individual events. Speakers' bureaus, festivals, et al. add educational perspective and different audiences to forensics education and supplement and complement the competitive forums.
7. Anecdotal evidence from fonner participants and coacnes, alumni, current
participants and coaches, etc. is useful and valuable concerning the values
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OPEN DISCUSSION ON A RATIONALE FOR EVENTS
TO BE INCLUDED IN I.E. COMPETmON
Discussion centered on the need for standard rules, descriptions and events
vs. creativity and experimentation. It was felt by several individuals that the
advent of national tournaments has resulted in standards being established at
the top and passed down to local tournaments. Other individuals felt that more
creativity is needed. The view was expressed that the forensic community
needs to be flexible in order to adapt for future growth and development
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EDUCATIONAL JUSTIFICATION
The argument for the justification of the educational benefits/purpose of
forensics need not take long at a conference of this nature. The 1974 National
Developmental Conference on Forensics defined forensics as "an educational
activity primarily concerned with using an argumentative perspective in
examining problems and communicating with people." Ulrich (1984) clearly
argues that "Students competing in forensics contests share a unique opportunity to learn and to experience personal growth" (p. 18). And McBath (1984)
most aptly points out that "At its essence, forensics is an educational activity
which provides students with the opportunity to develop a high level of proficiency in writing, thinking, reading, speaking, and listening" (p. 10).
These are but a few of the many arguments available for the educational
benefits of forensics. From what is provided alone, however, there is consensus that forensics is educational. Therefore, when a student enters a room to
speak at a tournament, that student should be able to assume that the judge
will engage in pedagogy. Upon receiving and reading their ballots, the students
should experience some type of learning process. It therefore becomes necessary for the judge to assume the role of teacher in order for this process to
transpire.
BALLOT PROBLEMS
Not all judges assume the attitude of the individual mentioned in the introduction to this paper (hopefully 1I). However, the fact remains that ballots
are often far from helpful or useful to a student. Apart from ttacking down
poor ballot writers and asking "Why are you a terrible judge?" the following
are three possible speculations.
As indicated by the comment from the judge in the introduction, perhaps
the fJI'St"excuse" for poor, shallow, or useless ballots revolves around the fact
that many judges may not understand the importance of the pedagogical nature
of ballots. Some judges are not "educators." They do not teach in the classroom and judge for profit or as a favor to the host. That the judge is responsible to teach the student with helpful, effective, constructive comments may
never have been explained to them.
Even if the judge is aware of this need, a second "excuse" may be that the
judge just does not know what to write. The judge may not even know the
event or may think that everyone is terrific. Often event rules, judging criteria,
specifics, etc., are not clear and the judge literally has no idea what to write.
Therefore, the best solution available in order to prevent writing a comment
which may be incorrect or cause the judge to appear incompetent, is to not
write anything at all.
Finally, a third, and very valid "excuse" for poor ballot writing may be
time pressure and fatigue. Too often tournaments cram round after round and
tournament directors are constantly "pushing ballots" to get them out and keep

STANDARDS FOR EV ALUATION/JUDGING
CHAIR: JUDY SANTACATERINA
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN ll.LINOIS
THE INDNIDUAL EVENT BALLOT:
PEDAGOGICAL TOOL OR NARCISSISTIC SOAPBOX?
KEVIN JONES
OTTERBEIN COLLEGE
I was recently discussing a tournament which a colleague of mine had
hosted. At that tournament, one particular judge who was the coach of one of
the schools attending the tournament, was turning in blank ballots. Only rank
and rate were recorded. Upon confronting this coach and mentioning the
importance of writing comments, the person responded "Why? They're only
novices."
Most coaches have had to deal with this type of judge and ballot at one
time or another. These ballots also provide the coach with the opportunity of
attempting to console the distraught student who received the ballot and has
selected some colorful adjectives with which to describe this judge.
As widespread as this "useless ballot" phenomenon may be, I do not believe that poor or blank ballots, in and by themselves, are the real problem
which needs to be addressed. Useless ballots are a symptom of a larger disease
towards which our attention should turn. The key problem which this paper
will address is that when an individual receives, or is handed a ballot at a tournament' that individual is not assuming full responsibility for what that ballot
means. By taking that ballot, that individual is not merely the judge of that
panel, but has in actuality become the teacher of each student in that room.
Therefore, each ballot must be viewed as a pedagogical tool by that judge.
Before developing some standards for evaluating/judging individual events,
it is necessary to understand what exactly a ballot should do, and to look at
some of the problems surrounding present standards and why new standards are
in order. This paper will focus upon the pedagogical aspect of judging by first,
examining the educational aspect of forensicS; second, exploring the "useless
ballot" issue and attempting to identify some causes of the problem; and finally, presenting some possible solutions and guidelines which might aid in
correcting this concern. Hopefully, discussion will be generated from this paper and panel which will result in promoting our discipline as a whole. This
paper attempts to merely be the catalyst for that discussion as the author is
confident that many of his ballots have received some "colorful metaphors" as
well!
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has become the focus.
Neither type of ballot helps the student, the event, the tournament, or the
activity. A concerted effort by the forensics community must be made to
eliminate these types of ballots, develop critical pedagogy, and promote the
positive aspects of the discipline. The following guidelines are proposed as
possible corrective measures.
GUIDELINES

the tournament running on time. As a judge begins to feel pressure to "stay on
schedule" the simple solution is to keep comments short or to even write
nothing at all. Often, those judges who do run late because they are writing
ballots are teased for taking so long. Also, judging shortages require the use of
judges for multiple rounds which further sends the message to just hurry up
and move on.
ADOmONAL BALLOT PROBLEMS
Also contributing to the pedagogical demise of tomnament ballots are two
other types of ballots which are equally as useless as the ballot with little or
no comments.
The first is the rode ballot These are ballots which reflect a conceited,
selfISh, or non-caring attitude from the judge. The ballot becomes a narcissistic soapbox and pedagogy is abandoned. Actual ballots have been received by
my students with only short, rude comments such as (ADS) "I came to this
round expecting to laugh, but not at this speech," (6-75). (C. A.) "Polly, it's
nice to see you ttying C.A., but if you plan to stay in this event you are going to need a better effort," (6-70). And my favorite went to a student who was
presenting an informative speech on why humans lie. Her attention getter
consisted of listing the 10 most common lies. The sole comment on the ballot (from a well known figure in the forensics community) was "You forgot
~ most common lie -I promise
in your mouth," (673).
Needless to say, the students who received these ballots did not view them
positively. The lack of helpful teaching from these judges disillusioned the
student; the activity failed to teach and help the student, and failed to meet
their needs. As a result, when the students left forensics, they carried with
them some bad feelings about the activity.
A second, and just as damaging type of ballot is the "personal opinion"
ballot These are the ballots where the judge takes it upon him/herself not to
judge the student on the quality of the arguments made, clarity of organization,
or presentational skills, but feels the need to merely inject personal opinion.
There is a difference between a scholarly opinion and a personal opinion. A
scholarly opinion is justified and warranted and consists of such comments as
"Your second argument is a hasty generalization when you assume that ... " or
"I do not think that you fully understand what Burke meant by identification."
The personal opinion involves such comments as when 1 had a student cite a
particular person in their speech and the judge merely said "I think so-and-so is
ajerk",(6-79). Other comments such as "We wouldn't need more money for
education if Reagan wasn't such a jerk," also fall into this category.
The student must be taught how to develop and create good arguments and
should be judged solely on that accomplishment Failure by the judge to do so
often indicates that pedagogy has been abandoned and the narcissistic soapbox
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1. Tournament directors must take responsibility for the quality of judges
and judges' comments on ballots. Tab room personnel should observe ballots
which are not pedagogical and bring them to the attention of the tournament
director who should then pull the judge aside and discuss the importance of
good, quality comments on the ballots. This will help to communicate the
impMance of pedagogical ballots.
2. Tournament directors should consider presenting "Outstanding Judge"
awards at tournaments. This will positively reward those who do write good
ballots and help to send a message to the rest of the judging community on
the importance of good ballots. Recipients might possibly be selected by
tournament directors and tab room personnel by skimming ballots as they are
tabbed.
3. Tournament schedules must be altered to allow judges time to write
comments after the rounds are completed. The "Round 1-9:00, Round 2-10:00,
Round 3-11:00, etc." attitude needs to be eliminated. A "9:00-10:15-11:30"
schedule is only appropIiate if panels are limited to five students. When six
students are consistently used in each panel, one and one-half hours between
rounds (i.e., 9:00-10:30-12:(0) seems a minimum. Good educational, teaching
ballots are far more important than getting awards ceremonies done early in the
day. Possibly budgeting occasional breaks in the schedule might also provide
the judge time off in order to rest By altering the time schedule, this will help
to eliminate the "lack of time to write a good ballot" argument
4. Judges need to be verbally reminded at opening assemblies, at the ballot table, in the hallways, etc., that comments on ballots are essential.
5. Some type of possible financial sanctions may be executed. Hired
judges are hired with the clear understanding that financial compensation for
their time will only transpire if ballots are turned in which are deemed positive
by the tournament personnel.
6. Tournament directors need to work hard to discourage the use of personal opinions by judges. Verbal reminders and instructions on ballots should
help to send this message.
7. Perhaps the best possible solution is to actually provide criteria on the
ballots which judges may use as a guide by which to evaluate the speeches in
the round. These are not to be strict rules, but flexible guidelines and should
be communicated as such. Judges need to be asked if they would like to receive
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me to make the best argument I could, and to learn how to think. The goal
was always the process of critical thinking, not to stand on a narcissistic
soapbox because the topic was old
Every time a judge picks up a ballot, that judge becomes a teacher and no
matter what the topic, has the responsibility to teach that student. Teaching
can only take place with an open mind.
CONCLUSION
This essay has addressed an essential area when assessing the judging criteria for individual events. That forensics is an educational activity is a foregone conclusion. Therefore, judges must view themselves as teachers and assume that pedagogical responsibility every time they receive a ballot. Many
ballots are useless, rude, or contain far too many personal opinions to be
effective pedagogical tools. Many ballots fail to teach due to lack of understanding by the judge as to the importance of the teaching nature of ballots,
lack of time at tournaments to write effective comments, or lack of clear criteria with which to evaluate the speech.
Several guidelines have been proposed in this paper which attempt to correct many of these concerns. The guidelines are not without flaws and are not
presented as the final word. However, when discussing standards for evaluating/judging individual events, we must begin by examining some possible
weaknesses of the present system. Useless ballots must be a part of this
examination.
APPENDIX A
JUDGING GUIDELINES FOR RHETORICAL CRITICISM
Dear Judge,
Thank you for helping to make this tournament as much of a success as
possible. It is the goal of this tournament to provide as positive of a learning
experience as possible. Therefore, your comments on each ballot will help to

the ballot they just wrote. If not, they need to consider some other possible
guidelines. Appendix A to this paper is a possible sample ballot guideline
which could actually be attached to a set of ballots. The sample is for rhetorical criticism and encourages the judge to understand the role of "teacher" which
the judge must assume, general speech evaluation criteria, and specific rhetorical criticism criteria
Appendix B of this paper is a sample of judging guidelines presently used
at a tournament on the West Coast
These are samples of possible criteria which might be referred to. It is
hoped that this panel and this convention produce similar such guidelines
which may be referred to by tournament directors. Various cover sheets should
be developed for various events. For interp events, a possible criteria to reference could be Jay Verlinden's (1987) metacritical model for judging. After
Dinner ballot criteria might draw upon excerpts from Dreibelbis and Redmon
(1987). Dean (1987) might prove useful for impromptu and extemp guidelines. And Logue's (1982) "Guidelines for the use of argument in prepared
events" could provide direction in informative or persuasion. Many other articles are available for this purpose.
These judging guidelines can help to eliminate the "event criteria is not
clear" excuse.
8. A final guideline which needs to be discussed is the elimination of the
"this is an old topicfmterp" comment
Yes, many veteran coaches have heard several speeches on certain topics,
and it is the responsibility of the students' coach to point this potential concern out to the student in practice sessions. However, if a student really wants
to speak on a particular topic or intetp a specific piece, that student deserves
the chance to learn how to do what they are doing. Too many judges are so
closed minded that as soon as an "overdone" topic (in their perception) is introduced, that judge closes their ears and refuses to give the student a chance. It
is appropriate to mention this concern to the student, but it should not become
a factor in the ranking. The speech should be judged fairly against the other
speeches in that round. This is obviously not promoting a learning, educational environment
Yes, a topic may be old to a veteran judge, but the young student has not
been around as long and this topic is very new to them. It is our responsibility
as teachers to encourage each student to learn how to explore ideas, develop
arguments, present thoughts, and learn critical thinking.
Voltaire argued, "I disagree with what you are saying, but I will defend to
the death your right to say it." While studying under the great teacher Wayne
Brockriede in graduate school, I had the privilege of Wayne disagreing with my
ideas on many occasions. However, no matter what the topic, or no matter
how much he disagreed with me, Wayne never failed to teach me, to encourage

do that
You are the teacher in this round! Your comments will teach these students how to improve. Please justify your decisions and offer both positive
and negative criticism. PLEASE refrain from the use of personal opinion. The
following are some proposed guidelines (not strict rules):
DELIVERY: Try to comment on vocal projection, gestures, body movement, posture, facials, relaxed appearance, confidence.
SlRUCTURE: Comment on Introduction, Body, Conclusion, Thesis
Statement, Clear Main Points, etc.
RHETORICAL CRITICISM SPECIFICS: In Methods of Rhetorical
Criticism, Brock and Scott point out that "The primary purposes of rhetorical
criticism are to describe, to intetpret, and to evaluate" (p. 19). Therefore, when
evaluating the speeches in this round, please comment on how well the student:
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1. Describes clearly the phenomenon being examined, the model being
used, historical background, etc.
2. Interpretation of the phenomenon and the relevant ramifications.
3. Judges or evaluates the phenomenon and the interpretation of that phenomenon.
Should a student fail to fulfill any of these guidelines, please explain how
and why they might improve their criticism.
Thank you for your help and coopemtionl

tuming them to ensure that all necessary information has been included. In debate, please be sure you have indicated the winner of the round (by both sides
and speaker), have indicated speaker points, and have indicated ranks for all the
speakers.
BALLOT COMMENTS: To facilitate the educational value of the activity
judges are encouraged to write copiously and constructively. Oral critiques
shall not substiblte for written ballots. It is acceptable to write comments
during the presentation. Suggestions for comments are as follows:
1. Never leave the ballot blank. Make at least one written suggestion for
improvement
2. Try to make at least one positive comment on the strength of their
performance (They really need the strokes).
3. Focus the critique on behavior rather than the person. i.e. "Try slowing
down your rate to capture more emotion," rather than "You are a lousy interpreteruwhy aren't you in debate?"
4. Focus the critique on observations rather than inferences. i.e. "I think
you need to provide a rationale for choosing these examples," rather than "You
obviously do not understand the implications of this research."
5. Focus the critique on exploration of alternatives rather than absolutes.
i.e. "If you are going to focus on two major points you want to make sure to
give them both equal attention," rather than "You must have three points in an
impromptu speech."
6. Focus the critique on the value it may have to the receiver not on the
value of the "release" it provides you. i.e. "I would like to make the following
suggestions for improvement .." rather than "It is very painful for me to sit
through the most boring recitation I have ever heard."
REFERENCES
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Joe Forensics
Tournament Director
APPENDIXB
PROPOSED INSlRUCTIONS TO JUDGES
The tournament would like to offer the following suggestions and guidelines to facilitate your judging and to ensure an educational experience for the
competiuxs.
ORAL COMMENTS: Judges may not reveal their decisions to anyone
but designated tab room personnel. Judges should not delay turning in their
ballots by engaging in discussion with competitors during or immediately after the round.
TIME LIMITS: A judge may use his or her discretion in evaluating
whether oc not the seriousness of exceeding the maximum time should result
in a loss of one or more ratings and/or rankings.
TIME SIGNALS: Please provide appropriate time signals to competitors
in impromptu and extemp.
BALLOT RETIJRN: Please return ballots promptly.
JUOOING PHILOSOPHY: In debate,judges are encouraged to state their
judging philosophy at the beginning of the round to facilitate speaker adaptation.
CALLING CODES IN ROUNDS: Judges must call out speaker codes
before the round begins, so that both judges and students will know that they
are in the correct round
WAITING: In Individual Events, judges should wait a minimum of one
hour beyond commencement of the round before assuming a competitor is not
going to show. In debate, if one or both teams are not in the room ready to
debate 15 minutes after the round is scheduled to begin, the judge should report
to the tabroom.
VISUAL AIDS: Are not required or prohibited in any non-interpretive individual event
JUDGE DEMEANOR: Judges are encouraged to present a positive and
attentive attitude toward speakers. No smoking in the room during a round.
BALLOT INFORMA nON: Please double check your ballots before re-
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each has its own criteria. Further, we would argue that these criteria are hierarchical, and that without an understanding of this hierarchy judges (and students) do not really have a sound idea of the nature of the event. In short, as
educators we are concerned with the foundations and demands of each event It
follows that each event should be evaluated on the basis of the hierarchical
criteria which make each event fundamentally what it is.
In order to achieve these ends, we will focus upon three events that are of
particular concern or interest to us -- Informative, Persuasion, and
Communication Analysis. In doing so, we will discuss problems and trends in
evaluation that we perceive in each event, and argue for a hierarchical criteria
that ought to be the basis for evaluation and judgement In addition we will
present a suggestion for a ballot-form that we believe will help improve the
ballots as well as give a boost toward more uniformity of standards.
INFORMATIVE
Informative speaking should be distinguished from expository speaking. If
a particular tournament event is expository, then what we suggest does not
apply; we believe, however, that our suggestions point toward the essential
differences between the two events.
We seem to have seen over the past six or seven years certain "trends"
which have crept into the evaluation of informative speeches that are neither
valid or desirable. Perhaps the most important is that, as a criterion, depth and
extent of research does not now seem to be very heavily weighted. The newness of the information, the angle of approach, or the presentation of knowledge at a deeper level or broader extent than might be easily resean:hed or located, do not often appear to be major factors in evaluation. Comments about
research are rare on informative ballots. And it seems to us that almost no effort is made to distinguish between primary and secondary research, and little
"credit" is given to the sbIdent who is able to use both. The result is that informative speeches which exhibit little research beyond that found in a beginning classroom speech may win over speeches showing much more creative
research.
Secondly, there seems to be a confusion between significance and uniqueness. A unique topic mayor may not be significant; if it isn't, then the criterion of uniqueness should not override significance in another speech. To put
it another way, the comment "so what?" is a valid point in distinguishing
significance, but "What does it mean to me?" is not.lntellecblally considered,
if a speech is significant, then it ought to mean something to the judge, and
whether or not it attracts the judge emotionally is really not pertinent in a
contest situation. (We believe the pull of subjectivity will assert itself anyhow, and whatever effort can be brought to bear against its bIg is worthwhile.)
Finally, there seems to us to be an unwritten trend toward mandatory humor in
informative speeches. We have nothing against humor, but over and over we

Ulrich, W. (1984). The ethics of forensics. In American forensics in per~1ill<. Annandale, VA: Speech Communication Association. 13-22.
VerLinden, J. G. (1987). The metacritical model for judging interpretation
events. The National Forensics Journal. 5, (Fall), 57-66.

EVERYTIllNG IS WHAT IT IS AND NOT ANOTHER THING:
A HIERARCmCAL CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION IN INFORMATIVE,
PERSUASION AND COMMUNICATION ANALYSIS
GARY ALLEN
GEORGE DENNIS
SOUTHEASTERN ll..LINOIS COLLEGE
Most forensics coaches have read ballots in which the evaluation doesn't
seem to apply to the speech. Most coaches have read ballots that say nothing -the "good job; tough round; 4th" ballot. Most coaches have had to offer explanations to students about the lack of quality (X' lack of apparent standards in
the evaluation of speeches. And most coaches are aware of two inherent problems with judging. First, in many tournaments, judges do not judge the events
they coach (they have too many slots). For example, those who coach communication analysis judge interpretation; those who coach interpretation judge
extemporaneous. Judges will inevitably bring the criteria of their own coaching event into judgements about other events of which they may be less secure, less current, or less concerned. Over time, this can subtly change the expectations and fundamental approach to an event Second, hired judges mayor
may not be qualified to judge. Often they admit that they don't know what to
write on a ballot; they do not feel confident about the criteria for judging a
given event; and they are usually not directly involved in tournament forensics
and would like some direction about what is expected of them as judges.
Fmally, we want to make the point that all judges are obliged to listen, but
some need more direction about what to listen for. It only makes sense that, if
all judges had a clearer understanding of the events and the criteria for judging
them, there would be more uniformity in judging and more worthwhile
evaluations would be written.
To us, the goal seems obvious. Ballots ought to be pedagogically sound.
Ballots should contain information that allows the student to make improvements, that provides a basis for the judgement, that gives support for contentions, and that strives to judge SbIdents on the basis of the nature of the
event and the criteria which apply to that event
Ped1aps that last point needs some clarification. We slrongly believe that
each tournament event is distinct -- that each calls for special skills and that
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performance.
C. Supporting material and examples should be used effectively.
D. There should be a sense of balance among the divisions of the speech.
N. Performance «()..4)
A. The oral performance should be without distraction.
B. The speaker should be poised, animated, direct and exhibit projection and
eye contact
C. Posture, gestures and movement should be constructive and natural.
D. The vocal performance should be audible, varied, and expressive.
E. Articulation should be free of defects and utilize an acceptable standard of
pronunciation.
F. Use of visuals ought to be effective and promote meaning.
V. Language «()..4)
A. The speech should be written in oral language, but not necessarily simplistic language.
B. Language usage ought to be accurate, specific, varied and appropriate.
C. Use of images, tropes, wit or other devices, should be appropriate to the
topic of the speech.
D. In general, informative speeches should demonstrate sound speechwriting
that reflects the criteria of the event
PERSUASION

listen to speeches in which the humor is obviously applied and strained, and
over and over we hear students acknowledge that if the informative speech is
not "light" enough, it won't win. In connection with this, but not precisely
the same, from our perspective one of the most damaging comments a judge
can make is that the speech contains "too much" information, or is guilty of
"information overload." If the speech is poorly written, or disorganized, or
structurally unsound or illogical, then the fault is in the composition. It is
possible, we suppose, for a speech to be overloaded with information, but in
15 years we have never heard a contest speech that contained "too much" information. After all, it is incumbent for the judge to be listening.
Our position then is that, of all speeches, informative speeches should be
the most research oriented; that judges should approach evaluating the event
with the frame of mind that, if the student shows significance, the judge must
weigh the speech intellectually; and that no unwritten criteria (such as humor)
should playa role in the final judgement
The criteria. in hierarchical order, with a suggested point system (25
points) relative to the hierarchy, and with explanation, would be:
L Research (0-6)
A. A contest quality informative speech should exceed the research expectations of a classroom-level speech.
B. A contest quality informative speech should probe beyond "popular"
magazines (beyond what an extemporaneous speakei' could put together
from his files in 30 minutes).
C. A judge should weigh sources and not simply count the number of citations (In informative speeches it is plausible that one primary source
would be superi<r to several "popular magazine" somces).
II. Significance (0-6)
A. The significance of the topic and of the development of the topic should
be indicated and supported.
B. Judges should evaluate intellectually and not emotively ("What does it
mean to me?" is not valid because of constraints placed on "real" audience analysis by the nature of contests).
C. Uniqueness should be a subpoint weighed under significance, but
uniqueness must be coupled with significance. Significance and uniqueness are not competing criteria. A unique topic that raises the question
"so what?" does not meet the test of significance.
ill. Organization and Support (0-5)
A. The speech should be clearly focused, but students should not be bound
to simplistic, formulaic introductions. (Too often judges listen only for a
1, 2, 3, and comments like "Tell me specifically what you are doing"
appear on ballots simply because the student "broke" the formula).
B. The speech should be easy to follow by a judge actively listening to the
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One of the major problems in persuasive speaking is a lack of clarity in the
nature of the event For some judges, persuasion equals a problem-solution
speech; for others, it does nOl We take the position that persuasion as a contest event may include any of several formats. Too often, it seems, judges will
insist that the speech must offer solutions that they personally can undertake.
The comment, "What can I do about it?" appears quite frequently; we are opposed to this as a necessary criterion. First, it restricts topic selection and
promotes the use of "trendy" topics. (This is why, we feel, rathel' insignificant
topics are often selected above more significant ones.) Secondly, this criterion
fosters "phony" solutions. And fmally, this criterion fosters "phony"
organizational patterns. (We hear a lot of comment about "cookie-cutter"
rhetorical criticism, but in fact, we hear more "cookie-cutter" problem-solution
patterns in persuasion than we do formulaic application in criticism.)
For us, the structure should fit the demands of the topic. It is probably true
that the majority of topics that can be handled by students within the time
constraints happen to fall in the problem-solution formal We also feel that
the problem-solution format is educationally valuable as a teaching device, and
one of the very best ways to teach argument However, our position is that
persuasion as an event can and ought to include argument, problem-solution,
stimulation, speech to convince, or even speeches of inspiration. Persuasion
should be allowed the freedom given debate in this respect, and student
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pathos be applied)
B. The speaker should exhibit sound non-verbal performance skills (poise,
projection, eye contact, gestures, etc.)
C. The voice should be audible and varied in rate, free of defects in articulation or other distractions.
D. The performance as a whole should be expressive of the logical and
emotional meanings of the speech.
IV. Organization (0-4)
A. The lines of argument should be easily followed by an actively listening
judge.
B. The organizational pattern should be effective for the topic. Judges should
not judge on the basis of how they would have handled the topic.
C. The organization should reflect in a consistent way the intent of the
speech (that is, problem-solution, convince, inspire, argue, etc.)
V. Language (0-4)
A. The speech should use clear, accurate, specific oral language.
B. The standard of usage should be appropriate for the topic.
C. The use of figurative language (description, image, visualization, etc.)
should be appropriate for the topic and not merely applied.
COMMUNICATION ANALYSIS
First, we do not wish to consider the Communication Analysis vs.
Rhetorical Criticism issue. As in persuasion, we do not want to be too prescriptive, and so we believe that the event should have the latitude to allow for
a variety of approaches -- that is, the speech could be analysis, criticism, or
some combination, and that as long as the student can justify the significance
of the artifact or the value of the analysis, then the judge should not aIbitrarily
decide what is legitimate.
We do feel that significance is extremely important as a criterion; for us,
there are two major ideas to consider here. First is the analysis itself and sec-

creativity should be encouraged. All we demand is that the structure of the
speech promote its persuasive power.
Another problem with persuasive evaluation rests with what appears to be
an unwritten requirement that persuasion contains some overt emotive element Some very important argumentative topics ~ not require tears. No
matter how sound the value system, students begin to feel obligated to "find
the bodies" in a persuasive speech. We believe that students should be able to
deal philosophically with a value system and that applied pathos should be
discarded as a criterion. In fact, if pathos is not inherent in the topic, it may be
a fault to simply "throw it in."
Topic selection is an important criterion which we feel is not valued highly
enough. To be blunt, we believe there are too many retreads in persuasion.
Basically the student should be encouraged to find fresh topics, fresh perspectives, or fresh solutions.
Finally, we take a position that categorically denies that audience analysis
should be a criterion for evaluation. We realize that in the teaching of persuasion, audience analysis is a crucial element; yet in a forensics tournament the
persuasive speaker is absolutely unable to adapt the speech to the audience that
will judge it And, while students can modify delivery to individual judges,
other consttaints inherent in coolest speaking preclude virtually any content
changes. Therefore, contest persuasion should be recognized as unique and
some other factor besides audience analysis must destroy the persuasive power
of the speech.
The criteria we suggest, in hierarchical order, with a suggested point system (25 points) relative to the hierarchy, and with explanations, would be:
I. Significance of Topic (0-6)
A. Significance should be measurable by some value system, such as:
1. The human condition (illness, death, crime rate, etc.)
2. The cost in economic terms, or
3. Ethical considerations established within speech.
(All value systems should receive fair hearing.)
B. Claims of significance should be weighed against support for those
claims.
ll. Evidence and Reasoning (0-6)
A. The speaker should have sufficient quality evidence to support the
claims.
B. The evidence ought to be applied toward the claims and be logically relevant
C. Arguments should be both sound and valid
m. PerfOlDlaDceEffectiveness (0-5)
A. Pathos and ethos should emerge from the quality of the material and from
the speaker's sincerity. (The speech should not be "staged" nor should

ond israther
theis,heuristic
value
of been
the
speech
- at its
most
fundamental
level,
. _ /)
with
question
shallow
"Has something
analySIS
wmnmg
learned?".
rounds.
Far
Often
too judlles
often
we
arefind
simply
~hes the ) ~i':Y))/\
v -v/VI/'Uimumuar willi d.e medlvdology and therefore seem reluctant to evaluate the
analysis itself. Since a major rationale for the event is to teach the student
how to develop and utilize critical methodology, then it is important that
judges weigh the use of the methodology, its application, the use of specific
details and examples, and the establishment of clear and insightful conclusions. The speech should clearly articulate its analysis or critical method and
judges should evaluate the use to which the method is put and the way it allows conclusions to be drawn. It is also important for judges to consider the
value of those conclusions -- by this we mean whether or not new insights,
benefits, appreciations, or awareness is the result of the analysis. Weare also
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concerned here with a trend we perceive in Communications Analysis. There
seems to be a changing personality in this event similar to the trend in
Informative. That is, more and more we see a move away from specific analysis or criticism toward the display of information for its own sake -- in fact,
even a move toward expository-like speeches. Again, some students are
beginning to feel that the speech must contain humor or at least be "light"
enough to offer some entertainment value to the judge and the audience. We do
not feel this should be a consideration in judging.
Connected to this perhaps is the trend toward what we believe to be a serious over-weighing of performance. The National Forensic Journal, Vol. TI,
No.2, Fall 1984 article, "A Categorical Content Analysis of Rhetorical
Criticism Ballots" by Kevin Dean and William Benoit offers evidence of this
trend. They found that comments on delivery were the largest category of all
comments on Communication Analysis ballots. In looking at approximately
550 Communication Analysis ballots received by our own team over the last
four years, we discovm:d that performance was apparently the primary criterion
for evaluation in more than two-thirds of those ballots. The results of this
emphasis upon delivery are stylized performances and "intelpreted" delivery of
the artifact We feel delivery skills should be the lowest ranking criterion in
this event
A further problem in evaluation of Communication Analysis is the lack
of insistence upon in-depth resemch, and the acceptance of assertions within
the speech. It is important for the student to demonstrate knowledge of both
the artifact and the methodology; furthermore, the accuracy of any conclusions
reached must be weighted against the supp<xt or logic for those conclusions.
Even more importantly, the analysis or criticism is all too often to no apparent purpose, and we feel that in this event the student must confront the artifact explicitly. We would concur with John Murphy in his article "Theory &
Practice in Communication Analysis" in the Spring, 1988 National Forensics
hmmal that the student should confront questions of meaning, truth, ethics
and other "social" or "pragmatic" issues.
Fmally we feel that judges often evaluate on criteria that definitely should
not be considerations. Most especially judges should not debate the choice of
methodologies. The evaluation of the method is irrelevant in contests. The
evaluation should be based on whether the student's choice worked in terms of
the results achieved. The student, by age and experience, cannot be expected to
know all the various critical methods. (There is no agreement on critical
methods by scholars in the field.) If the student provides external and internal
support, and if the method is used to gain insights, then the judge should accept it If the method is clearly misapplied then the judge ought to explain
*-on
the ballot (Statements like "Bitzer's situational concept is not a
method" are not acceptable. The judge ought to explain why the method is
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misapplied.) To us, if the judge sees that the student, through the methodology, provides some insights into the artifact, then that is enough.
Fjp,aUy,if 180 lQQmIIIleDUUoWS for questions, we do not believe that the
_~
,tbaltbe swdIot tRow virtually everything about the artifact, the occatbe historical ~tor
extensions of the method, is valid. Yes, the
s&udentshould be expected to know those things directly pertinent to his specjfic apalysis. but 100 often the questions become a sort of contest between the
judge and the student, and this we believe is unfair.
One final point we would argue is that the hierarchical criteria we suggest
is designed for a ~
in Communication Analysis. From an academic or
scholarly point of view 10 minutes is perhaps not enough time for analysis.
Yet we believe Communication Analysis can be valuable. Our criteria, we feel
allows for this value to emerge.
The criteria we suggest, in hierarchical order, with a suggested point system (25 points) relative to the hierarchy, and with explanations, would be:
I. Significance «()..6)
A. The speaker should justify the analysis by some measmable criteria
B. The speaker should provide insights, critical judgement, or new perspectives about the artifact
TI. Application of Method to Artifact or Vice-Versa (0-6)
A. The speaker should explain the selected methodology and indicate why it
is being used. (The judge should evaluate effectiveness of usage relative
to the student's conclusions but should not argue "I know a better way.")
B. The speaker should "apply" the method to the artifact in some sort of effective manner. That is, the method should help the student arrive at
some insights, and an actively listening judge should be able to undersland the application.
C. If the speech is attempting to validate the method, then the artifact
should be utilized in such a way that it clearly gives support for the general theoretical position of the method -- the support should ideally be
both quantitative and qualitative.
ill. Organization and Structure (0-6)
A. The organization should be followed easily by an actively listening
judge. (The speech need not be "easy" in the sense that it must be shallow or simplistic.)
B. The nature of communication analysis is such that it requires clear construction - thesis, transitions, lines of analysis and support for conclusions are all crucial.
IV. Internal and External Support for Conclusions (0-5)
A. The conclusions must reflect the method of analysis.
B. External support (from research) in the form of governmental decisions,
media reports, polls, or success of speaker, should be offm:d and linked
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sources. You seem to offer evidence on a number of matters. How was the
warden in a position to know? How does this impact on me?"
II. This student also missed breaking by the ranking. 1-3-3 Two ballots
reflect the preference for light, shallow speeches.
RANK: 3
"Your technique is showing. You have taken a potential(ly) complex
topic and made it more simple - good.
Relax and be conversational. The sentences-words-visuals quite good."
RANK: 3
"Important information, obviously well researched. Rate a bit fast. I'm
not sure I could pass a post-speech test. Less detail would have had a more
lasting effect Great conclusion!"
m. This judge in the fmal round at the national tournament identifies the
event as expository, and what he does not say is as important as what he does
say. Student was ranked.f.Qunb. by this judge and received a silver medal.
"Truly a highly technical (underlining was judge's), biological
EXPOSITORY, - It is easy to discern that you've done tremendous research.
Well organized - well presented - 4th Thanks ... "
IV. More of same different year '86 Final round Nationals Speaker managed a gold medal, but this judge ranked 4th.
"You know your material well and have a highly significant, well researched, technical speech.
Vary your pacing more.
I love your cute ending, could have used more of that in speech needed
more finality in delivery."
V. This speech was probably our most significant informative of 198788. The girl who wrote the speech prefers serious, complex speeches. As a result, in both persuasion and informative she had lots of 1-2-6 tournaments.
This ballot is from a final round at an invitational where she ranked 2-2-6 in
finals. The judge offers a compilation of our concerns for informative.
"Your information has got to go - your analogy of the Human BodylEarth
needs to be dropped - Earth with Aids - come on - was this Gary or George's
idea - okay - it might be creative but .. (Note: Her introduction was a quotation from a scientist comparing the potential for a systems breakdown on earth
with Aids in a human. The student identified the source of the quotation. The
judge simply wasn't listening.) Make Biosphere your speech - not just support
for the topic - That's where the fun stuff is - Boy - how would you like to be
one of the Humans - Maybe you should relate this to Star Trek or The Genesis
Project - The visual is good - Biosphere is interesting but not the frrst half.
(Note: the "first half" was an explanation of the scientifIc community's concerns about toxic overload on the planet that were the impetus for Biosphere
II.)

to the analysis.
C. There should be integration of description and analysis or criticism, and
description ought to serve the purpose of the speech.
D. Assertions must be supported by evidence or logical reasoning.
V. Performance (0-2)
A. The speaker's performance should not detract from understanding the
speech. (We want to note here that most tournaments allow for
manuscript use, yet it is nonetheless true, that comments about memorization are very common. This does not seem fair. Furthermore, of all
contest events, performance seems to us to rank lowest as a criteria in
this event.)
The hierarchical criteria for which we have argued in Informative,
Persuasion and Communication Analysis we believe will promote better evaluation by judges. Our particular point system could be altered for tournaments
which use a loo-point system, or the criteria could be simply ranked.
However, we would argue strongly for this hierarchy for we believe it clarifies
and delineates the true nature of these events. Furtherm(l'e, it is, after all, the
point system which advances contestants. A hierarchical criteria will allow
students to write speeches that reflect their understanding of the event, which
ought to be the basis upon which they are evaluated. Such criteria will help
hired judges also by providing them with objective standaIds for jUdging.
Furthermore, such criteria would p-omote m(l'e uniformity of judging and
more helpful ballots. Until the forensics community comes to some agreement about criteria for evaluation of tournament events, and until judges have
some clarification about judging standards, we fear the practice of evaluation
will remain pretty much as it is right now.
INFORMATIVE BALLOTS
We feel that Informative is becoming an event where the emphasis islhas
shifting/shifted to a light, expository style and where primary sources and detailed infonnation are often punished rather than rewarded. The following ballots are indicative of our concerns.
I. This student was a national gold medalist in extemporaneous and communications analysis. He was a silver medalist in impromptu, and he failed to
"break" his fourth event, informative, by one ranking. His speech was on the
importance of an effective communication network in the spread of street
gangs in America. The student used only three "magazine" sources. The bulk
of his information came from correspondence with the lllinois and California
Departments of Corrections. He used studies, compilations and personal interviews.
This ballot ranked the student 3rd.
"Significance of gang communication could have been better clarified.
There's quite a bit of information here, but I think you might have cited more
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PERSUASION BALLOTS
These examples of persuasion ballots were selected because each of the
speakers was a proven competitor. Example one was the 1987-88 Illinois
State Champion, Phi Rho Pi Regional Champion, Phi Rho Pi National Gold
Medalist and 1987-88 Interstate Oratory winner. The other examples were all
national medalists in the event
I. The first two examples are representative of a judge ranking a performer
against her own earlier performance.
Persuasion Ballot-(Interstate Oratory Winner)
NATIONAL FINAL - Good - Fourth - "Good speech, but you were a litde off today weren't you? Delivery was a little flat vs. last time I hean1 this
speech."
"Delivery smooth - you know speech well - Your movements give me the
impression that you are programmed to do a particular thing on a particular
'que' - try to naturalize"
The same judge said nothing on his ballot the "last time" he listened to
her speech.
REGIONAL FINAL - Same Judge - Second-Superi<X'
"Plutonium"
"Nature"
"Safety"
"Unusual, unknown subject matter."
n. Three ballots from same round indicate another interesting judging
trend. Notice the criteria of the two judges ranking this student first especially
the specifics of the second judge. Judge two not only recognized the student's
strengths but also quire accurately identified her weaknesses. However, rather
than dropping her, he "weighed" her against others in round. The judge ranking
her fourth gave her little indication of why she was ranked fourth.
JUDGE RANKING: First
"Interesting topic - New and topical
-Well documented and well strucb.Jred speech- well written with attention
getting statements throughout
-Good sttong ending
-Nice job in a hard round"
JUDGE RANKING: First
"NASA/Plutonium/Safety
Great support and set up
Great purpose statement
This is some scary Info'! I just can't believe NASA was actually going to
do thisYou used source citations very well - Really boosts your credibility You have a great, confident style and voice - you use these very well.
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Who is Carl Grossman? What stare is Congo Markie from?
Why don't you give us addresses to write to - come up with a handout
with names, addresses & phone #: So we can really take action
- An excellent spch! Congeats
Very close among top 3."
JUDGE RANKING: Fourth
"-I felt your preview set up speech well - Excellent topic - one I found
quite alarming
-Work on physical delivery"
m. Our other Interstate entry - Second in State Tournament Same judge
that referred to previous performance in National finals with first student Apparendy decision was based on "rhetorical style vs. conversational style" without supporting examples.
RANK: Fourth - (Regional Finals)
"Good subject
Well documented
Well <rganized
Try to hold yom head still
Smile once in a while
You dropped the end of a sentence
Could you compromise between rhetorical style and conversational style?"
IV. 1987 - Gold medalist at Nationals - Regional Champion Primary criterion in final round at Nationals was "greater sense of personal conviction and
involvement" Fortunately. other judges disagreed.
RANK: Fourth - Nationals
"Whew! Powerfully done!
Excellent documentation, development, relation to people in this room.
Use gestlU'es at very beginning of speech more. Those above you selected
based on greater sense of personal conviction and involvement
Button jacket before you go to front"
V. This ballot represents one of our greatest complaints. The ego of the
judge got involved in the round This judge was a former public address "star"
at a major university. She seldom "weighs" student against others in round and
usually debates persuasion speakers. Great competitor - terrible judge.
1986 - Gold medalist at Nationals - Final Round ballot at major invitational. Student ranked 1-2-6 - Finished second
Following is total of ballot ranking student sixth.
"Has anyone ever told you that you sound like Rod Serling. Perhaps it
was so creative that I didn't notice it, but you need to have an internal preview.
Tell us what main points you are going to cover in the speech. You are really
not convincing me of anything."
Same speech, same round
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tion mentioned above could be ignored. If I trusted you, I might be convinced
even though logic is lacking
As you did your review of what romantic rhetoric is and inferred its connection to North, I become a bit more convinced. Perhaps the analysis would
work if you were sincere, took more time, made it less an exercise of rhetorical analysis and more a communication of ideas."
V. These examples characterize personal criteria not included in rules.
Speaker - given THIRD at Nationals-other two rounds-2-2
"Try to avoid having the tv. camera on while you talk." (Note: The student was explaining the visual impact of the advertisement with the sound
off.) "Second and third places were awarded because of use of elaborate electronic aids." (Both second and third place used V.C.R.'s. The judge arbitrarily
chose to rank lower because he objected to visuals.) He dropped each a rank for
using visuals.
Same student at Nationals - round 2 Nationals RANK: 2

RANK.: First - Excerpt - (Not complete ballot)
"Clarity of organization is high point - you are very easy to follow .... "
COMMUNICATION ANALYSIS BALLOTS
The following examples of Communications Analysis ballots represent
many of the judging problems discussed in our position statement.
I. Say nothing ballot --unqualified judge.
FINALS - Invitational Tournament (1-1-4)
Fourth Place Ballot "Excellent content
Good <rganization
Your gestures are a bit stiff' Same judge - Same Round - Our best C.A.
of 1987-88 (2-2-6)
Sixth Place Ballot
"Excellent content
Organization is O.K. - Focus on the images in your speach" (sic)
n. Admittedly unqualified, the judge claims to rank according to
"rhetorical principles" without indicating those "principles."
Student - Second most valuable speaker at Phi Rho Pi Nationals in 1987
- Odessa. Texas - .
Invitational tournament - Round m, preliminaries Student won tournament 1-1-3 in finals.
-This judge ranked third in prelims.
"(student's name) - I don't really feel qualified to judge this event
However, comments are expected. I find your topic entertaining and your delivery fine. Excellent development of main points - fine transition. In listening to all the other speeches - I ranked according to application of rhetorical
principles. The others were easier to follow and and logical - yours was too.
But somewhere ranks have to occur."
m. Bad ballots can also be favorable Student ranked second in round - 27 Total comments: "Sophisticated
Analysis."
IV. Worst ballot of last year-judge's criteria were difficult to identify.
Decision seemed to rest on performance skills.
RANK: Fourth in a preliminary round at an invitational tournament
Student was National gold medalist
"Nice idea for intro. - Delivery is stale, uninspired and dishonest - work at
sincere delivery style. I stand ready to be convinced, but your task is immense
because of not the analysis alone you chose - but the subject i.e. heroes - That
seem to have other factors in play than mere rhetoric.
The problem for you - then - if you chose to do 'heros' (sic) is to spend
time - quality time - convincing me that this analysis can indeed happen to
'heros'
- Perhaps if you were sincere instead of declamatory or 'forensic', the sec-

Judge questioned criteria without support.
"A real world C.A. that we need to start thinking about Very Well done!
I enjoyed your upbeat approach to CA. I am not sure the criteria is best to
look at ads. I felt more of a personal criteria might be better. Nice job, thank
you"
Same student - round 3 Nationals RANK: Second
Judge is same one who admitted to being unqualified in another round of
C.A. Now, the judge is evaluating on his perception of the understanding of
the other competitors.
"I'm not sure the students listening really understood your speech. Set up
visuals before round to save time. Delivery skills are extremely effective. You
tend to bog down in vocabulary. Interesting topic and speech."
VI. This is a typical preliminary round C.A. ballot.
Student was Regional Gold medalist
This ballot is from an invitational preliminary round.
RANK: Fourth
"You need to be more dramatic in your delivery of the introductory material.
Gestures don't keep your elbows "tied" so tightly to your sides. The gestures seem unduly subdued."
The previous student began research on her C.A. in late June of 1987.
The speech went through four complete rewrites. She "broke" it in five of
seven tournaments. However, after all that work, she traveled 900 miles to
Nationals to get three judges whose criteria of decision were at best "extratopical" for C.A.
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discuss the merits of such a proposal. A sample form will be included.
REVIEW OF LITERA1URE
Throughout the 1970's and early 1980's the competitive turf of individual
events has demonstrated record proliferation. Both the National Forensics
Association and the American Forensics Association have held national tournaments, while the number of state, league and regional competitions has expanded greatly. Concomitant with this unprecedented growth came a need for
consistent judging criteria in contest events. As the forensics students deepened
their sophistication in competing in individual events, coaches! critics needed a
complete and thorough understanding of the consistent standards by which they
judged the competitors. Yet, much of the standards remained idiosyncratic whatever each judge thought them to be. "For years people within the
competitive forensics community have struggled with an undetermined amount
of judging criteria. Often these criteria are extremely variable and depend upon
many of the judges' individual preferences. Because of this, it is often very
difficult to tailor an event for competition. This situation leads to competition
that can vary from state to state or district to district Seeing that this causes a
problem in judging as well as competing in an event, it is helpful to look at
any consistent judging philosophies that mayor may not exist" (Jukam,
1987, p. 1). Whatever standards that did exist were not "standardized," to use
Mmphy's (1984, p. 87) term, in the sense that they were not consistently or
uniformly held by the forensics community or even by a majority of
coaches/critics. " As individual events has expanded, however, so too have the
problems and concerns surrounding the activity. Perhaps the most common
and compelling plea conveyed by contestants and coaches alike concerns the
need for consistent judging standards in all individual events" (Sellnow, 1987,

A PROPOSAL FOR THE CREATION OF UNIFORM JUDGING
PHILOSOPHY STATEMENTS
IN INDIVIDUAL EVENTS COMPETITIONS:
AN ATTEMPT TO EMPOWER COMPETITORS,
COACHES/CRITICS AND THE FORENSICS ACTIVITY
DR. ROB roCKER
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
ABSTRACT
The judging of individual events has long been fraught with difficulty,
with critics invoking their own idiosyncratic preferences and biases, instead of
some form of consistent judging standard. Students have forfeited the advantage of having detailed information about a given judge's philosophy or criticism criteria. In 1984, forensics theorists produced a set of standards by which
speeches could be constructed and subsequently evaluated. There exists little or
no evidence that coaches/critics have actually adopted these standards, and so,
as before, students are left without a guide. This paper examines the history of
theory development concerning judging criteria and advances a proposal for a
system of uniform judging philosophy statements to be used at national competitions. The proposal incorporates extant theory and relies on models ttaditionally used in modern academic debate. On the Judging Philosophy Form,
each of the judging standards is outlined, with room for response provided. In
addition, each standard is to be ranked in order of relative importance in accordance with the critic's own judging behavior. A sample judging philosophy
statement form is included. The relative merits of the proposal are discussed in
light of potential benefits for the student competitor, the coach/critic and the
forensics activity as a whole.
The forensics community has long accepted the importance of establishing consistent judging criteria for contest events. It is axiomatic that such criteria, once constructed, should be made available to student competitors. In
debate arenas, for example, there exists a long-held ttadition of requiring extensive judging criteria (philosophy) statements of participating coaches! critics in most District and National competitions. Recently, the forensics community has generated judging standards for individual events, but has stopped
short of creating a judging criteria (philosophy) statement. Such a statement
would bridge theory and reality, providing multiple benefits to the student
competitors, their coaches/critics and the activity as a whole. This paper will
1) outline the lack of application of present-day judging standards, 2) advance a
simple proposal for a uniform judging criteria (philosophy) statement and 3)
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p.2).
In 1984, the Second National Conference on Forensics sought to remedy
this now-apparent gap in the developing theory of individual events. "In an effort to bring some consistency to the judging standards for individual events,
the participants at the Second National Conference on Forensics adopted sets
of standards for evaluating public address and oral interpretation of literature
events" (Sellnow, 1987, p. 2). The standards adopted by participants at the
National Conference were designed to add clarity by making judging criteria
more consistent It was hoped, in this way, that decisions by coaches/critics in
contest events would be more understandable to the competitors. "In setting
forth Resolution 45 at the Second National Conference on Forensics (1984),
participants argued that the proposed standards for evaluating public address
events would permit a more coherent evaluation of the contestants and provide
a frame of reference for criticism" (Hanson, 1988, p. 25).
Additionally, it was hoped that a clear articulation of consistent judging
criteria should put the judge in a better position to evaluate contest events be-
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fore them. The coach/critic could, equipped with consistent judging criteria,
make a more systematic and thorough evaluation. Hanson (1988) cites
Andrews (1983) who explains the value of such an informed critical process:
A critic is a specialist and must be able to communicate to others the results of his or her critical observation and inquiry. A critic combines
knowledge with a systematic way of using that knowledge and constantly
seeks his or her practice of criticism. In the most fundamental sense the
critic is an educator. He or she confronts a message; his or her reaction to
that message is not the same as the reaction of the casual or even the criticallistener. The critic seeks to understand what is going on in order to
interpret more fully the rhetorical dynamics involved in the production and
reception of the message and to make certain judgments about the quality
of the message (pp. 5-6).
The consistency of judging standards inherent in the National Conference
recommendations provide a solid theoretical fiamework for decision-making in
contest events. "With the set of evaluation criteria afforded critics by
Resolution 45, the critic ought to be able to provide feedback on the dynamics
involved in the production of the message, the quality of the message, as well
as report on the observed impact of the speech materials on the audience"
(Hanson, 1988, p. 26).
The difficult question remains, however, how do the consistent judging
standards resulting from the Second National Conference on Forensics
(Resolution 45) "match" the reality of actual judging criteria being employed
by coaches/critics across the nation? Do coaches/critics really use these concepts or are they simply dismissed? If applied at all, are these standards
consistently applied? Are judgments about competitive speeches still being
made on an idiosyncratic basis? Does each judge view these concepts differently? Is there any hope for a set of consistent judging criteria which
"matches" real-world practices of judgment-making?
The recommendations of the Second National Conference on Forensics
(cited in Parson, 1984) represent a thoughtful answer to the above questions.
However, this is only a partial answer. Resolution 45 is a starting point the
theory which drives the practice of judgment-making in contest speech. We
still lack a complete understanding of how these standards actually operate in
the "real world" of forensics competitions. Some research has attempted to
"match" the standards advocated in Resolution 45 with actual judges' behaviors. For example, at least two sbldies describe how consistent judging standards ~
within After-Dinner Speaing. Drawing upon research by
Swanson and Zeuschner (1983), Hanson (1988) shows that the practice of after-dinner speaking can "match" the judging standards articulated in Resolution
45. More to the point, Sellnow's (1987) content analysis of "real-world" orations "matched" the consistent judging standards of Resolution 45 against ac-

tual judgments of coaches/critics. Further, research on the reality of judging
behavior vs. consistent judging standards has been accomplished in a number
of contest events: Poetry (Largaespada, 1987), Imprompbl and
Extemporaneous Speaking (Harris, 1986; Roper, 1987), Rhetorical Criticism
(Harris, 1987; Wright, 1988), Public Address Events (Jukam, 1987) and others.
What has yet to be demonstrated is how each coach/critic invokes each
standard (i.e., judging philosophy). Hanson (1988) has called for the
"fieldtesting" (p. 33) of judging standards, checking their validity in the "realworld" offorensics. Much research has yet to be done to complete the "match"
between the theory promulgated by the Second National Conference on
Forensics and the half-decade of practice we've experienced since 1984.
It should be clear that this paper does not take a position on the
"rightness" of these various judging standards, only on their applicability in
the "real world" of forensics. No attempt is made here to evaluate judging criteria as educational, pragmatic, etc. Instead, this effort focuses on the interplay
between "judging standards" and "judges", assessing the strength and nature of
the relationship between the two. What comprises a "good" contest speech
may be measured by these standards in the abstract, but what "counts as" a
good contest speech will only be measured by evaluating judging behavior in
tournament practice or, at a minimum, by soliciting comments from coaches/
critics about the nature of their own personalized rules for judging. Only in
this latter way can a "match" between judging standards and judges be accomplished.
PROPOSAL
In an effort to "match" theory with practice, the proposal which follows
should act as a bridge between what has been done and what needs to be done.
In a fashion somewhat analogous to modem academic debate, I propose that
judging criteria (philosophy) statements be required of coaches/critics participating in major/national individual event tournaments. These statements
would be operationalized on the Judging Philosophy Form, with no substitutes accepted (as in debate). The Form would be flexible enough to handle
different genres of contest events (e.g., Oral Interpretation on one side, Public
Address on the reverse). Additionally, the Form would spell out each of the
general standards put forward in Resolution 45, with space provided for unique
explanations of a coach/critic's judging behavior (within the large rubric of the
general standard). Furthermore, a place would be provided which would allow
the coach/critic to rank the standards in order of importance to their own judging behavior (i.e, #6 delivery is more important than #4 organization). This
communicates critical information to the interested competitor and provides a
vast amount of information to the forensics community interested in
"matching" theory with practice.
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This proposal can be adopted incrementally, i.e., step-by-step, to assure
its acceptance by the forensics activity. In the first year, I recommend using
the Judging Philosophy Foun for Public Address Events (possibly just
Extemporaneous and Impromptu Speaking, as they are most susceptible to
Speaker adjustment) only at major/national individual event tournaments. In
latter years. if successful. its usage could be expanded to include more tournaments and Oral Interpretation Events.
JUSTIFICATION
The reasons to adopt this proposal are found within the benefits derived to
the student competitor. to the coach/critic and to the forensics activity as a
whole. Assuming that coaches/critics can be relied upon to actually judge the
way they ax they do. the advantages of having a uniform statement of a
coach/critic's judging philosophy are both profound and pervasive.
FOR THE CONTEST SPEAKER
Well beyond the basic elements of speech construction and delivery, competitive speakers are motivated to learn and display advanced concepts of
speech-making. A significant skill that contest speakers develop is the ability
to make adjustments to the unique characteristics of judge and rhetorical situation. Toward development of this skill. judging philosophy statements can be
an invaluable aid They tell students about a particular judge's preferences.
within large categories of judging criteria. They inform students about the
relative strength of a given coach/critic's commitment to one aspect of contest
speaking (organization) in relation to others (delivery). Consequendy, judging
philosophies indicate to students which elements of the speech-making enterprise to emphasize. and. in turn. how to adjust to the unique rhetorical dimensions of that judge and that round Additionally, because the judging philosophies am "standardized" (i.e .• on the same 'form). meaningful comparisons can
be made between coaches/critics, allowing for more sophisticated SlIategybuilding in both single-critic and multi-critic rounds. Student competitool can
decide to "go for" (commit themselves to) certain aspects of a judges' preference (i.e., a 'delivery' judge, a 'content' judge, etc.) with a great deal of confidence only by knowing a given coach/critic's judging philosophy in advance of
the actual round of competition. Furtheunore. a system of judging philosophy
statements can help to remove the feeling of helplessness that besets many a
student competitor. especially a novice. Faced with the idiosyncratic nature of
judges preferences. it would seem that students who hope to be successful in
contest speaking are "up a creek. without a paddle." at the whim of forces outside their control. Providing students with statements of coaches/critics'
philosophies in advance at least gives them a paddle.
FOR THE COACH/CRITIC
Judging philosophy statements elicited by coaches/critics participating in,
at a minimum, the national individual event tournaments would provide each

https://cornerstone.lib.mnsu.edu/ndcieproceedings/vol1/iss1/1

judge the opportunity to reflect upon the nature of their own preferences.
Coaches/critics will be able to detail their own unique perspectives and viewpoints on such vital notions as organization, delivery, etc. This assumes that
these coaches/critics will think out their own interpretation of the judging criteria offered on the Judging Philosophy Form and then complete the Foun. As
has been the tradition in modem academic debate for years, this single act of
sitting down and committing one's ideas to paper forces the coach/critic to
contemplate the positions taken and, in a rather sophisticated way, balance
radical, extreme positions with rational, intelligent deliberation. What results
is the thoughtful, careful expression of coacheS/critics' preferences about fairly
standard concepts relating to judging criteria in competitive forensics. Through
this process. coaches/critics can only become clearer (not more confused) about
the judging standards they invoke during tournament rounds, noting the
irregularities of positions taken and seeking a more rational and consistent basis for criticism.
Additionally, upon adoption of the unifoun judging philosophy system
proposed here. the coach/critic will become more aware of hiS/her own rankings. The Judging Philosophy Foun provides a space for coaches/critics to
evaluate themselves, ranking their relative preference of each judging standard.
with one (1) being 'most preferred.' Through this sort of self-analysis, coaches/
critics can learn about their own actual judging behaviors in relation to the
standards developed by the leading theorists in the field of forensics. The
Judging Philosophy Foun will contain a disclaimer that: 'while all standards
are important, some are obviously more important than others.' The ranking
of standards by coaches/critics does not mean that those criteria ranked #5 or
#6 are unimportant, but rather. that those criteria ranked #2 or # I are simply
more important It should be underscored that, as the theory developed at the
Second National Conference on Forensics supports. allstandards should be
seen as important. however unequally, to success in contest speech-making.
FOR THE FORENSICS ACTIVITY
If unifoun judging philosophy statements were made available to interested researchers within the forensics community, the impact would be truly
beneficial. The slleer amount of data that would be generated would tremendously aid research efforts. As investigators seek to 'validate' each of the judging standards, i.e. to confinn that coacheS/critics actually use these criteria in
making their decisions. a system of judging philosophies of the type advocated
here would provide the mechanism for empirical validation. Also. a content
analysis of coach/critic's comments on the Foun could provide the degree of
"match" with the theory-driven standards. The type and amount of information
provided from uniform judging philosophy statements would help to fill the
gaps in modem research about the utility of judging standards. In addition. researchers would discover the nature of "real-world" judging behaviors, be more
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confident to construct judging 'profiles' and to establish nonns. Ultimately,
these investigators might find themselves refining theory to, in some instances, catch up with practice.
Furthennore, a more thorough and complete understanding of a coach/
critic's expectations (and criticism behavior) within the large criteria areas
could only advance the interests of the forensics activity as a whole. Clarity
and precision would be brought to the decision-making process; ballot commentary might improve and competitors would learn to relate to the specific
philosophies of their judges. In the final analysis, the quality of speech competitions might be enhanced if the interface between student and coach/ critic
becomes a more coherent dialogue by meeting the coach/critic's expectations
as articulated on the Judging Philosophy Fonn. The highest interest of the
forensics activity to improve the quality of competitive speech would be fundamentally served by adopting unifonn judging philosophy statements.
CONCLUSION
Considering the idiosyncratic nature of coach/critic judging criteria existing since the early 1970's and persisting today, a system needs to be developed
which builds from the theory advanced by the Second National Conference on
Forensics (specifically Resolution 45). Such a system would begin by stipulating the six (6) judging standards for Public Address Events and the five (5)
judging standards for Oral InteIpretation Events which are derived from
Resolution 45. In turn, coaches/critics would be asked to 1) descriptively respond to each one of the standards and 2) rank each standard in relative imJXX'tance according to their own view of proper criticism behavim-. Once COOlpleted and put into a central national catalog, the student will have a beUez idea
of how to adjust to any given coach/critic (the epitome of the art of rhetoric),
how to meet the coach/critics' expectations, how to bridge theory and practice.
Such a system of unifonn judging philosophy statements will empower
competitors to make the "right" judgments about their own preparation and
perfonnance adjustments. Additionally, such a system will empower
coaches/critics to better manage their own criticism behavior, minimizing radical preferences or irregular judging rationales. Furthennore, such a system of
judging philosophies will empower the forensics activity to competently advance its own interests, to complete needed research and to improve the quality
of speech competitions generally.
In 1984, the Second National Conference on Forensics laid the foundational theory fm- the judging of individual events. These theorists put forth
standards that are typical of "good" contest speeches. However, little has been
done to construct a bridge between the extant theory and the continuing practice. The proposal offered here is an attempt to build such a bridge.
REFERENCES
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AVOIDLNG THE SCHISM: AN ASSESSMENT OF ATTITUDES
TOWARD PERFORMANCE OF LITERATURE
IN COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENTS
CINDY J. KISTENBERG
PAUL H. FERGUSON
UNIVERSITY NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL
The number of students involved, variety of events, and general popularity
of oral interpretation competition at current forensics tournaments suggests an
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than 30 years (Garns, 1912; Winans, 1914; Saunders, 1931; Heaps, 1934;
Dennis, 1936; Irwin, 1941), but it is not until the 1980s that the concern becomes widespread and constant For example, at the 1983 action caucus on
oral interpretation in forensics competition, James Pearse suggested that:
Diversity of approach is good. Diversity of reaction by judges is also good. If
interpretation is communication we must expect different reactions as we do in
oratory or extemporaneous speaking .... [But] Conventions exist in forensics
such as requiring the use of a manuscript [that] create a more restrictive environment than a classroom. (Holloway, 1983, p. 55) At the same caucus,
Jeanine Rice Barr claimed that the objectives of competition must be communicated to both "the academic discipline of oral interpretation and ... the forensics ciIcuit" (p. 48). The caucus concluded with six recommendations for improvement that might have been palatable to both theorists and competitors,'
but neither the American Forensic Association nor the National Forensic
Association ever acted upon them.
In 1984, Ronald J. Peliaspresented empirical evidence suggesting that
inconsistency in judging may result from different viewpoints about the fundamental purpose of the interpretive act More interestingly, Pelias pointed out
that "the view of interpretation as a method of literary study appears to influence few critics' evaluative comments" (p. 220), although the literary study
approach would include many of today's prominent theorists (Sloane &
Maclay, 1972; Bacon, 1979; Yordon, 1982; Long & Hopkins, 1982; Lee &
Gum, 1987).
In 1985, Deborah Geisler argued that Often compelitiveoinle1'prelation
bears little resemblance to work done in non-competitive set- tings ....
Concepts of the text in forensics differ radically from what the text is undetstood to be by scholars .... Oral interpretation guidelines in competitive settings are sufficiently restrictive as to negate honest explications of text based
on any theory.
(p. 71) Geisler further suggested that the roles for competitive forensics
were "rather arbitrary" and "decades out of date" (p.
77). Such anachronistic rules, she stated, pennitted only one "right" way
of staging a text, and thus did not reflect current interpretation theory. Geisler
concluded that "as a judge, I find myself frustrated because I have seen how
oral interpretation can be done in an environment of freedom to experiment and
create" (p. 79).
In 1986, Jerry W. Mathis reported that the consensus of an SCA
Interpretation Division task force was that "contests did, indeed, not reflect the
discipline as otherwise academically constituted. It was felt that contest rules
and judging showed limited evidence of current performance theory"
(Holloway, 1986, p. 61). Such findings drew objections from some of those
involved in forensics (Keefe. in Holloway, 1986), but Mathis persuasively

activity in radiant good health. But this apparent good health may be threatened by controversy between oral interpretation theorists and those involved in
competitive interpretation. Concern about the purpose of oral interpretation is
responsible for this controversy.
Oral interpretation theorists have constantly reevaluated their positions
and emphases among four areas: the communicative act, literary study, selfdiscovery, and performing art (pelias, 1985, p. 349). Regardless of emphasis,
current theorists suggest a wide range of performance techniques and methods.
For example, use of the manuscript, movement, and properties are considered
possibilities for any performance, but their use must be detennined by the demands of an individual work and not by rules that create a similar performance
style for every text (Yonlon, 1982; Long & Hopkins, 1982; Lee & Gura,
1987).
Approaches to oral interpretation in forensics, however, have remained
constant. The present rules guiding competition do not allow a variety of perfonnance approaches and thus contribute to the tension between academic and
contest interpretation.
Recent programs and articles express concern about the state of oral interpretation competition, but little action has resulted. The purpose of this study
was to assess coaches' attitudes toward the current state of forensic intetpretation, and to propose a rationale for change that integrates the viewpoints of
interpretation theaists and forensics participants.
Once the emphasis is placed by chairmen, coaches, and judges alike on the
litera1Ure, then the criteria of performance can center on the experience of the
[individual wmk] of litera1Ure, and not on artificial and unmal1eable rules ...
[or] some preconceived standardofperfonnance ..•. We may never be able to
agree on rules which should govern performance, because each piece of literature presents different problems.
(Stevens, 1965, p. 121) Although these comments by Phillip Boyd
Stevens were made in 1965, he might have been summarizing the position of
contemporary theorists toward contest interpretation. Other statements by
Stevens further illustrate that the problems he examined more than two decades
ago remain. For example, in considering whether the presence of the
manuscript distinguishes the interpreter from the actor Stevens suggests that,
"The reader who has the book removed from his presence does not become an
actor any more than the actor becomes a reader if a book is thrust into his
hands" (pp. 117-118). Later Stevens argues that the handling of the book "can
decrease focus on the literature mther than increase attention to it" (p. 118).
"Too often, " he concludes, "acting is simply a tenn applied to bad interpreting" (p. 120).
Concern about the purpose of oral interpretation and the differences between its "academic" and "contest" forms precedes Stevens' article by more
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educationalexperience.
Results of competition indicate that under- standing
the literature is less important than how it is performed.
Knowledge of oral interpretation theory is necessary
to coach oral interpretation.
I am qualified to judge oral interpretation events.
I would take advantage of an opportunity to to learn more
about oral interpretation at a festival or convention.
CENTROIDS Rules too restrictive
Rules not too restrictive

0.399

classroom and coaching for competition. Approximately three-quarters of the
respondents agreed there is a difference between the way oral interpretation is
taught in the classroom and the way it is coached for competition, but only
one-quarter stated there should be a difference. Again, however, the coaches
were not consistent: the data revealed that only a little more than half do (or
would) teach and coach using the same approach. This leaves about one-quarter
of those who should be dissatisfied unaccounted for.
The third contradiction concerns the necessity for knowing theories of interpretation and literature. Sixty-five percent of the respondents claimed that
knowledge of oral interpretation theory is necessary to coach, but only 45%
thought such knowledge necessary to produce winning competitors. In other
words, while a majority agreed that a coach needs knowledge of interpretation
theory to coach, less than half thought it necessary to win.
Furthermore, only 50% of the respondents thought knowledge of literary
theory was necessary to coach events that use literature as their base content
Analysis of the MDA results suggest a final contradiction: competitors
are being trained and judged by coaches who disagree about the rules, theory,
methodology, and purpose of competitive interpretation. Given such fundamental disagreements, it is not surprising that so many tournaments end with
both coaches and competitors angry and dissatisfied.
It is tempting to suggest that the contradictions result simply from a
willingness or unwillingness to assimilate and utilize current theory, but it is
more helpful to consider why the rhetorical events have not been subject to the
same series of controversies as the interpretation events.
*pcJSSible"answet'iS'tharacadE,lld~theort'and"t;on1pt:titivttpractire'in
the
rhetorical events are congruent, while in the interpretation events they are not
A significant conflict might be expected in any area where skills and practice
reflect only part of the breadth of theory, and this study makes clear that such a
case exists in forensic interpretation. The research further suggests that the
perpetuation--either intentionally or unintentionally--of the conflict between
academic and forensic interpretation could lead to.alasting.sehism~(HoUoway,
1986, p. 64).
'
The implications of this schism are disturbing since they ultimately
question the philosophy and purpose of forensic competition. Educator/coaches
in the rhetorical events have made certain that the content, analysis, and
delivery techniques appearing in competition are identical to current theories of
rhetoric, public address, and communication studies. Surely no coach would
train students based on outdated theories or suggest a narrow range of practices
when a wider one is required Yet, this study indicates that some
educator/coaches in interpretation are doing exactly that Whether they do this
because they believe it is correct or because they wish to abide by the rules,
their students are learning methods that do not reflect current theory.

0.445
-0.419
-1.025
0.542
-1.649
0.974

The variables most relevant for distinguishing between the two groups of
coaches were those with the highest discriminant function weights. Table 2
presents the weights for the variables that entered into the discriminant function. To organize these variables, the sign associated with the group centroid
and the sign with the discriminant function must be taken into account
To be maximally associated with a particular group, a respondent should
score high on those items with the same sign as the group centroid and low on
those items with the opposite sign. The result of this association is the
archetypal or characteristic profile of each group.
Results of the MDA reveal clear distinctions between those who felt the
rules were too restrictive and those who did not
Those who felt the rules were too restrictive also felt that a) they were
qualified to judge, b) the rules were outdated, c) they knew oral interpretation
theory, d) oral interpretation in the classroom and in competition did not differ,
e) most coaches were unqualified to teach oral interpretation intliecIassroom,
and t) they would not attend a worlcshop on coaching. In contrast, those who
felt the rules were, not too restrictive felt that: a) they were less qualified to
judge, b) the rules were not outdated, c) they were less familiar with oral
interpretation theory, d) oral interpretation in the classroom and in competition
do differ , e) most coaches were qualified to teach oral interpretation in the
classroom, and t) they would attend a workshop on coaching.
Discussion The percentage responses and MDA results suggest several
contradictions. Analysis of the percentage responses reveals three contradictions related to coaches qualifications, distinctions between academic and competitive interpretation, and knowledge of interpretation theory. First, when
evaluating their own qualifications, knowledge, and teaching skill, the coaches
rated themselves extremely high. For example, when the five statements asking for self perception were averaged, 80.1 % of the respondents rated themselves as highly competent Yet, when asked to state whether other coaches
were qua1.!fied to teach classroom interpretation, only 15% found most of their
colleagues qualified.
The second contradiction concerns the differences between teaching in the
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"Oral interpretation" is becoming "performance studies," a field that includes not only performances of artistic literature with a manuscript in hand,
but also performances drawn from a wider variety of texts that demand both
restricted behaviors and full enactment. Educator/coaches must recognize this
by preparing competitors in oral interpretation events exactly as they prepare
competitors in rhetorical events: with training fIrmly grounded in contemporary theory.
Conclusion and Recommendations Although the present study indicates
that the conflict between academic and forensic interpretation is a serious one,
radical changes in policy are not necessary to begin resolving it. Instead, we
recommend that the national forensic associations adopt the following rule
changes for a one year test period: Prose Interpretation: A selection or selections of prose material of literary merit, which may be drawn from more than
one source. Play cuttings are prohibited Use of manuscript and movement are
optional. Maximum time is 10 minutes including introduction.
Poetry Interpretation: A selection or selections of poetry of literary merit,
which may be drawn from more than one source.
Play cuttings are prohibited. Use of manuscript and movement are optional. Maximum time limit is 10 minutes including introduction.
Dramatic Interpretation: A cutting which represents one or more characters
from a play or plays of literary merit. This material may be drawn from stage,
screen, or radio. Use of manuscript and movement are optional. Maximum
time limit is 10 minutes including introduction.
Duo Interpretation: A cutting from a play, humorous or serious,involving the portrayal of two or more characters presented by two individuals. This
material may be drawn from stage, screen, or radio. Use of manuscript and
staging should be determined by performance concept and by the demands of
the text. Maximum time limit is 10 minutes including introduction.
If adopted, these changes could be reevaluated after a year's time and further action taken. Thus, in a conservative but significant fashion, forensic interpretation could temporarily align current theory and practice. If the
discoveries made from this alignment are enabling ones, then the rules should
be changed permanently.
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3) More thorough criteria needs to be established and this needs to be explained

JACK KAY
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA

on ballots.

4) Our professional organizations need to reexamine current rules/criteria for
each event and discuss possible amendments, additions etc.
5) We need to encourage more workshops (ie short courses, convention panels,
etc.) to inform, enlighten, and expose coaches/judges to current trends in

events.
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EARNING SUPPORT FOR INDIVIDUAL EVENTS PROGRAMS

.

ROBERT W. GREENSTREET
EAST CENTRAL UNIVERSITY

by Judy Santacaterina

ABSTRACT
This paper is divided into four areas. The first provides suggestions for the
general orientation of the individual events program. The remaining areas focus on the three major functions of colleges and universities in the U.S. today:
instruction, scholarship, and service. (Scholarship is approached as
undergraduate scholarship, as another conference group is focusing on in individual events.) In each area, I suggest steps directors of individual events programs may take to become a more integral part of the academic communities
in which their programs are housed. Those steps take the form of recommendations. Only two of the recommendations in this document call for action
on the part of college/university administrations. The remainder may be implemented by faculty directing individual events programs.
EARNING SUPPORT
Previous developmental conferences in forensics have articulated statements concerning institutional support which place substantial responsibility
on the institution providing funding for the program. Typically, forensics directors bemoan the lack of available funds, the lack of instibltional recognition, and the lack of support staff for their programs. We have probably all
been guilty of feeling unappreciated on our own campuses or feeling as if our
vice presidents/deans/division- or department heads did not understand the
value of the individual events program. This paper contends there are a number
of steps M should take to encourage instibltional support. The underlying
premise is that we will not do so privately, but will involve others within the
institution in relevant decisions. I further assume we will keep others informed
of program progress through annual reports distributed to department/division
heads and school deans/vice presidents. It is a mistake simply to keep our own
counsel. Ideally, we will try to help those we wish to help us, or at least attempt to speak their language.
This paper is divided into four areas. The first provides suggestions for the
general orientation of the individual events program. The remaining areas focus on the three major functions of colleges and universities in the U.S. today:

OPEN DISCUSSION FROM STANDARDS
FOR EV ALUATIONflUOOING
It was stated by a number of individuals that a need may exist for more
specific judging criteria. Others felt there may be problems with the criteria
being printed on ballots as judges do not read them. A result of the Evanston
Conference was criteria that has been used by some local tournaments and
adopted by Pi Kappa Delta. Other individuals felt these criteria may be too
general and more specific criteria related to educational objectives may be
needed. There seemed to be general agreement on the need to make sure all
judges, (coaches, graduate assistants, hired judges, and non-educator judges) be
aware of the criteria being used at any tournamenL It was a general coosenus
that every judge should make certain to give specific comments on ballots to
justify the ranking/rating given a sbldenL
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terim. In the discussion such terms as narrative, ballad, and the proverbs were
also used; (3) Copies of the selections to be read should be submitted before
the forensic tournament; (4) Judges should be assigned according to training
and experience. A pool could be formed asking professors active in forensics to
identify their areas of expertise on the tournament invitation or registration
forms; (5) Recognized scholars in oral interpretation should criticize the quality of interpretation after the final round is completed and the judges' ballots
have been submitted; (6) Students should present justification or arguments for
their interpretation as introductions to their reading (Holloway, 1983, p. 58).

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM STANDARDS
FOR EVALUATION/JUDGING
The panel on standards and judging criteria met from 2 to 5 on
Friday.afternoon. Five very interesting yet broadely diverse papers were presented. In many ways, it appeared as if the topic was too broad in scope and
might have been narrowed down for easier discussion. One of the papers gave
some general guidelines for coaches and judges and served a strong overview
for the other presentations. Some of the presentations included some highly
specific standards for judging. Areas of concentration included both the public
address area and oral interpretation. In the area ofpublic address, two specific
types of standardization were proposed. One included a list of criteria along
with a hierarchical rank and the other proposed dealt with a creation of uniformjudging standards and that judging criteria statements be required of
coaches/critics participation in major national individual events tournaments.
(simiIiar to that used in NDT debate). An additional presentationprovided statistical data explaining current trends in judging, and offered the potential for
further research. Mter the presentation, a lively discussion and extensive debate
surrounded the idea ofuniform judging, standards and the proposal of the judging philosoph y form. Most concerns regarded the implementation of such a
tool. Discussion surrounded the feasabiIity of this used in some of the events.
Mter much discussion, itwas considered that perhaps this proposal might be
implemented in events like extemporaneous. and impromptu. More discussion
followed with concerns about the proposals made for oral interpretation. The
paper argued that present "rules" don't allow for practice of contemporary theory. In the same discussion, we began to examine the concept of hierarchial
criteria for events. Though the discussion proved insightful, informative, and
thought-provoking due to the large scope of the panel, it was difficult to come
up with some final guidelines, however itwas agreed that:
I) Need to remember the pedagogical nature: of the coach and judge.
2) We need to try tomake our ballots as educational and pedagogical as possi-
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NOTES
These suggestions included: (1) Selections for oral interpretation of prose
and poetry to be taken from a list of twenty-five authors; (2) A mode of poetry, lyric, dramatic or epic should be chosen for reading for a specified in-
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Faculty should develop programs of independent study to help students
prepare to participate in the individual events program.
Development of materials for such programmed instruction requires institutional support in the form of release time, secretarial support, provision of
library and computer services, and quite possibly access to a learning lab for
student participants. Faculty must be free to develop materials in each of the
national individual events, likely ongoing public presentation or criticism assignments (e.g., judging at club contests), and related areas (e.g., researching
through the institution library, cultivating faculty contacts, conduct during
tournaments, team travel). Faculty must also have time to keep such materials
current through updating and revision.
RECOMMENDATION 5
Educational institutions should encourage faculty to develop programs
of independent study for individual events program participants by providing
time and resources for such development and providing resources for the use of
such materials when they have been prepared.

Scholarship
Participation in individual events encourages students to
decompartmentalize knowledge. For example, they use what they learn in literature classes to improve their performance in speech communication activities, and they use what they learn in those activities to improve their understanding of litemture. They integrate concepts learned in a variety of disciplines to articulate their understanding of major issues confronting themselves
and their society. In short, by its very nature individual events activity is inteIdisciplinary. While the focus of individual events program directors is on
the manner in which students communicate these ideas, the ideas themselves
are dmwn from the broadest range of disciplines. It is both unrealistic and impossible for directors of individual events programs to establish and maintain
subject matter expertise in all disciplines. Instead, they must rely on the
coopemtion of faculty colleagues in appropriate disciplines to provide contentrelated criticism of student efforts.
RECOMMENDATION 6
Individual events program directors and coaches should both cultivate and
utilize as fully as possible faculty in other disciplines to assess the content of
student products.
Because individual events critics are likely to be untrained volunteers or
experts in speech communication, they are more likely to provide criticism of
the form than the substance of speeches and readings. For instance, a teacher of
speech may not be familiar with contemporary dmmatic literature, and a
volunteer from the theatre department may not feel comfortable with recent
developments in rhetorical theory. Because critics cannot reasonably be expected to provide subject matter expertize on every topic students may opt to

develop, content criticism is most reasonably the purview of faculty working
with the student. Failure to assure the highest quality scholarship the student
can muster is tantamount to encouraging sophistry.
RECOMMENDATION 7
Faculty in individual events programs should make every effort to assure
high standards of scholarship are met by each student in preparation of each
presentation.
Service
Individual events presentations are readily adaptable to a variety of audiences. They represent an opportunity for the individual events progmm to represent itself to a variety of constituencies and to serve a variety of constituencies at the same time. Local service clubs and civic organizations meet regularly, usually over a meal, and often include some sort of program
(entertainment or enlightenment as well as business) in their meetings. An
active individual events program should be able to serve such organizations by
helping to fulfill both of the fllSt two progmm functions. The organization
benefits from a carefully prepared program, and the individual events program
benefits from a broader base of exposure. Such programming should also be
provided for campus-based organizations and for area elementary and secondary
schools, with similar benefits for all concerned and the additional program
benefit of what should prove to be an effective tool for recruitment.
RECOMMENDATION 8
Individual events programs should involve themselves in presentations
before academic, scholastic, and community audiences consistent with the
mission of the institution to. serve such groups.
Developing networks to make such service possible requires considemble
effort and perseverance. It also helps to have access to a computer with good
database, page layout, and project planning progmms. A telephone answering
machine to secure accurate messages is also a plus. As above, administrative
support may prove the critical factor in making such a service dimension a reality. Secretarial time, computer services, and software support may enable the
program director to track the variety of individual projects necessary to provide
consistently high quality programming for such engagements. Brochure
preparation, printing, postage, and transportation costs represent additional areas where the institution may demonstrate support. Institutions wishing to
avail themselves of this service dimension of the individual events program
should be willing to provide appropriate support.
RECOMMENDATION 9
Institutional provision of necessary equipment and funding is critical to
the development of the service dimension of the individual events program.
CONCLUSION
This paper contends that to garner administrative support and to develop
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instruction, scholarship, and service. (Scholarship is approached as
undergraduate scholarship, as another group at this conference is focusing on
research in individual events.) In each area, I suggest steps directors of individual events programs may take to become a more integral part of the academic
communities in which their programs are housed.
GENERAL ORIENTATION
Whether cunicular, cocunicular, or extracurricular, the individual events
program is part of the educational program at an academic institution. As
such, it should be treated as any academic program, and evaluation should be
based on progress toward objectives. Individual events programs are justified
only insofar as they enhance the education of the undergraduate and graduate
students who participate as speakers, readers, contestants, and critic-judges of
individual events activities. Academic programs exist to educate students, after
all. If individual events educate students, that education should yield observable
results. If the results may be observed, they must be acted out in behavior.
Students who participate in individual events programs should exhibit specified behaviors as a result of such participation. If the goal of the individual
events program is to enable students to perform observable behaviors, there is
no reason those behaviors cannot be codified into a set of behavioral objectives
against which student (and program) progress may be measured.
RECOMMENDATION 1
Directors of individual events programs should develop behavioral objectives for such programs.
Individual events programs do not exist in vaccuums. Rather, they are
sponsored, funded, and made possible through the aegis of academic institutions. Such institutions exist for specific purposes, which may be articulated
in the mission and goals statement of each institution. Student participants in
individual events programs are recruited from these institutions, and are subject
to the academic and social codes in force at these institutions. The individual
events program ought to provide an extension to rather than an exception from
the articulated codes and mission of the institution.
RECOMMENDATION 2
The objectives of the individual events program should be consistent with
the mission and goals of the sponsoring educational institution; codes of conduct for participants in individual events should be consistent with institutional codes of conduct
Maximizing Student Achievement
Participation should enable students to reach their fullest potential in both
cognitive and affective realms. For example, students should learn about
speaking and about interpreting written text, about the specific subject matter
of their speeches and about the literature from which their selections are excerpted.They should also learn how to leam-how to conduct thorough and

ongoing research, how to search out compelling literature, how to locate information in a systematic manner, and how to compile it in meaningful ways.
But there should be more. Participants in individual events programs should
mature emotionally and morally as well as intellectually. Participants should
learn to cope with both victory and defeat. They should learn to deal with oral
and written evaluation by trained and lay critics and to respond to such criticism appropriately. They should learn to accept the significance of others
through competition and through cooperation. They should, in short, move
closer toward the goal of becoming functional contributors to the society
which makes possible their education and, in most cases, pays for it as well.
The individual events program alone is insufficient to guarantee liberally-educated graduates, but it should contribute significantly toward that end for those
students who choose to participate in such activities.
RECOMMENDATION 3
Behavioral objectives for individual events forensics programs should address the cognitive and affective realms of the leamer.
Behavioral objectives are only meaningful if faculty see themselves
as educators. Faculty who are also program administrators, travel agents,
chauffers, meal planners, bursars, coaches, and counselors may not perceive
individual events instruction to be their primary responsibility, especially in
light of other course and committee assignments within the institution and the
academic department But instruction (education) justifies the activity. Individual events instruction can be provided efficiently. Individual events provide
constant opportunity for individualized instruction and faculty tutorials. Indeed,
such instruction seems to demand individualization. Many student participants
are highly motivated. Most are encouraged by the prospect of competition,
which serves to further ~crease their motivation. Highly motivated students
represent the best candidates for individualized instruction. In order to maximize the efficiency of such instruction, it should be provided systematically
(especially to beginning student participants). Specific readings and activities
should familiarize students with selected events, resources, and theory. Such
preparation should enable students to learn at their own pace and, after consultation and tutorials with responsible faculty, to present chosen events in appropriate competitive or public forums. Individualized programs also enable
the responsible faculty member to provide instruction without lecturing on
nine or more events each semester. Such a system of individualized instruction
through quasi-independent study enables the individual events faculty to provide consistent, high-quality instruction to interested students. This system
provides the "coach" with a specific ongoing instructional function and specifies the manner in which that function may be carried out It further places the
responsibility for preparation on the motivated student.
RECOMMENDATION 4
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ceedings are appropriate to the focus of this paper regarding administrative
support and publicity: (1) Administrative support needs to be cultivated
through enhanced awareness of forensic programs and their benefits for students (McBath, 13; Parson, 42); (2) the forensic community must work together to promote the activity (parson, 48); (3) professional organizations
must serve their members in a variety of ways (parson, 39); (4) additional research should be done to detennine the levels of support for forensic activities
that currently exist among chief administrative officials (McBath, 13, 19); (5)
increased attention must be given to programs that cultivate support for forensics at the "grass roots" (i.e., elementary) level (McBath, 19; Parson, 39); and
(6) forensic educators need to do a better job of helping administrators to understand the unique "creative" dimension of the activity (parson, 95).
Each of these areas reflected the need for an additional developmental conference, as was called for in the first conference (McBath, 46), to provide a forum for the discussion of aspects unique to individual events programs. This
paper will address each of these areas and provide suggestions in the form of
resolutions for the attention of the work group on Administrative Support/Publicity.
AREAS OF CONCERN
THE NEED FOR PUBLIC AWARENESS
Most would agree that there is a need to let the public, and specifically
administrators, know about good things that happen to forensic teams.
Coaches are quick to spread the news about how well their teams are doing and
the number of trophies won. However, less time is spent by forensic coaches
informing administrators, in specific tenns, how their programs are contributing to the positive reputation of their particular institutions. The majority of
the coach's time is not spent with administrators, but with students and
coaches from his/her institution or those on "the circuit." Clearly, the present
focus of the activity is on competition. A product of this focus is the development of a distinct culture with nonns, values, and networks. Sometimes
this culture is so complex that those who are a part of it cannot describe it to
outsiders. The jargon of individual events' tournaments can be confusing. For
example, terminology such as "breaking," "DE," "squirrel judges;" and procedures such as "dropping low rankings and ratings not necessarily on the same
ballot," "seeding," and varying "sweepstakes computations" might cause those
unfamiliar with the activity to prefer to remain "unenlightened." This inward
focus can often create misunderstandings between those who participate in the
competition and those only observe it from "the outside." Unfortunately, most
administrators (and certainly the general public) are "the outsiders." The directors of individual events programs perpetuate the problem by not informing/including administrators in those aspects of their programs that best justify their existence on college and university campuses. Due to the excessively

long tournament schedule, coaches feel, perhaps justifiably, that they don't
have enough time for the things they must do just to teach and keep the team
going. The idea of spending time doing public performances or speaking to
groups outside of their campus setting is simply considered out of the question. This lack of attention to providing more opportunities for public understanding and appreciation seems to be as apparent today as it was when the
ftrst developmental conference was held. Yet, the problem continues to exist.
TH NEED FOR CONSIS1ENCY IN PROMOTING
NATIONAL TOURNAMENTS
A second area of concern relates to a lack of consistency in the promotion
of national tournaments. Many administrators do not understand why there is
more than one "national tournament." In most other extra-curricular collegiate
activities, there are divisions or levels of competition. The forensic community has chosen not to label its national tournaments according to differing
enrollment levels. However, this makes the job of establishing levels of importance more difficult for the director of individual events who must justify
travel to more than one national tournament when budgets are scrutinized for
duplication and waste. The forensic community has been slow to deal with
this problem because of the various national groups that seek to attract members/subscribers to their ranks. Members of the AFA and NF A debate regularly
on the merits and importance of their respective national tournaments. The
honoraries (Pi Kappa Delta, Delta Sigma Rho- Tau Kappa Alpha, Phi Rho Pi)
continue their recruitment of new chapters. However, there are members of the
AFA and NFA who would claim that the national tournaments held by the
honoraries are not as "important" as either the NIET or IE Nationals. They
have made conscious decisions not to attend the national tournaments of their
honoraries for this reason alone. It would seem that establishing some coordination or levels of national competition would make the public relations efforts and justification arguments for directors of individual events programs
more compelling.
THE NEED FOR A PROMOTIONAL PACKAGE
FOR FORENSIC DIRECTORS
Another problem facing new and more experienced forensic coaches alike
is the absence of any unifonn system or guide for creating a successful public
relations program for an individual events program. Often times, both experienced and beginning IE coaches lack the academic training in public relations
and spend valuable hours "re-inventing the wheel" when it come to writing
press releases or letters to various media groups in their areas.
As a result, these coaches simply ignore the potential support that could
be generated for their programs if only information about their team and competitive and educational efforts were disseminated to the media. Another dimension of the problem relates to the manner in which press releases are writ-
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sary adjustments.
Bowen, H. R. & Douglass, G. K. (1971). Efficiency in liberal education: A
£tllilyQfcomparative instructional ~
fur different ~
Qforganizing
teaching-learning in a 1ibm!larts college.NewYork:McGraw-Hill.
Administrators are likely to have read this book, especially if they hold an
EdD in administration. The book was prepared for the Macalester Foundation
and issued by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, so it is rather
highly regarded. Bowen and Douglass declare "The efficiency problem is to
alter favorably the !1lJjQof two variables, cost and quality. The best of all
possible worlds exists when it is possible to cut costs and raise quality at the
same time." This text provides a variety of potential strategies for reducing
costs and also addresses the relative efficiencyof different modes of instruction.
Tyler, R. W. (1949). ~
principles Qfcurriculum illliI.instruction. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press.
This is the fundamental text in the area of curriculum and instruction. Tyler
suggests a planner faces f competitive efforts. I have argued that such efforts
are more likely to be undertaken and rewarded when they receive the credibility
of an overt endorsement by this developmental conference. I have also argued
that program directors are benefited by a more active distribution of
information about staffing, funding, activity level, and instructional
commitments that prevail in the forensics
Clear information abmI.tex~tations mu1practices ~.
~ forensics
community
provides the raw mata! text by the daughter of B. F. Skinner provides
exercises and explanation to assist instructors with the task of creating
decent behavioral objectives. The four requirements of a behavioral
objective are : 1) it refers to the learner; 2) it specifies an observable
behavior to be demonstrated; 3) it states a level or criterion of acceptable
performance;and 4) it does not contain unnecessary words.

meaningful public relations in the academic, scholastic, and local communities
individual events program directors should focus their efforts on things they
can control. They cannot control local media. Decisions to cover or ignore
program functions or achievements, accuracy and length of reportage, and
positioning of coverage are decisions made by others. What directors of individual events programs can do is expose their programs continually through
ongoing presentations before local audiences which will contain not only
some of those decision makers, but also potential supporters and recruits.
Program directors cannot control administrative budget decisions or commitment to the conceRt of individual events. What individual events program directors can do is establish educational objectives by which they can measure
the progress of studentparticipants. So long as those objectives are consistent
with the mission of the sponsoring institution and the evaluation is positive
(or provides meaningful correction toward positive results) the program should
be easily defended and should make sense to administrators. Programmed individual study may be the most efficient method of assuring high quality instruction in individual events without creating tension between the program
need for instruction and institutional staffmg needs. (Development of pr0grammed individual instruction creates only a temporary imbalance, and one
which promises immediate and long-term dividends.) Continual attention to
high academic standards and involvement of other institutional faculty should
further guarantee the academic legitimacy of the individual events program
while broadening the base of institutional support. Involvement of other faculty should also enhance the undergraduate experience of participating students.
This paper is predicated on a single idea: the individual events program is
no exception to the general rule that educational programs exist to develop
student potential, to teach. The nine recommendations represent an attempt to
help directors of such programs assure they may continue to strive toward that
objective.
APPENDIX
HELPFUL BOOKS
Banathy, B. H. (1968). Instructional systems. Belmont, CA: Fearon Pub-

THE CULTIVATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL SUPPORT
FOR INDIVIDUAL EVENTS PROGRAMS: SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS

lishers.
Banathy provides a quick (86 pages) introduction to the notion of systems
analysis in the development and evaluatin of educational programs. Administrators are likely to have been exposed to this type of reasoning and jargon (there is a 5-page glossary), so this text is helpful preparation toward enhanced communication. The most conspicuous aspects of the systems approach occur as the administrator/faculty: 1) insist on a clear defmition of purpose; 2) examine the characteristics of the input; 3) consider alternatives and
identify what has to be done, when and where, and by whom or what; 4) implement a system and tests output; and 5) identify and implement any neces-

ROBERT S. LfITLEFIELD
NORTH DAKOTA STA1E UNIVERSITY
In the proceedings for both the first and second developmental conferences
on forensics, a number of issues were raised regarding administrative support
or lack thereof for forensic programs. Six of the. topics discussed in those pre-
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~"-",,-tournaments. Justifying attendance at national individual events tournaments
might be easier if administrators understood that there was an overall goal or
purpose involved.
3. The Council of Forensic Organizations should sponsor the creation of a
publicity package to be sent to every Director of Forensics for use in promoting the activity.
The creation of a publicity package is important if the activity is ever to
increase its visibility with administrators and the general public. Such a publicity package could include sample press releases for tournament results, announcing special programs, highlighting a season, or inviting new students to
attend a meeting of the speech team. The use of these models would save the
Director of Forensics a great deal of time. In addition, Public Service Announcements for mdio and television could be created informing the public of
the varied activities involved in forensics and how through participation, students gain important skills that will serve them for a lifetime. Lists of likely
contacts and how to approach media representatives could also be useful for
coaches who have never been trained for work in public relations.
4. Increased research activity in the assessment of levels of administrative
support for individual events programs must be pursued.
Too often, administrators have been uninformed about the levels of support being given to forensic programs. Most administrators know if their institution has a forensic program. However, even the most concerned chief administrators probably cannot talk about their forensic program beyond the
identity of the head coach or some of its past successes. In addition, little if
any research has explored the personal assessments these administrators have
about forensics. Perhaps, if forensic coaches knew how their administrators
felt about their programs, they could do a better job of communicating about
levels of support.
5. The forensic community should increase its attention in the area of
<!reating and promoting programs for elementary school children.
In some states, students in junior high school can compete in individual
events. However, the attention paid to children in elementary school is virtually non-existent By denying the opportunity for children to enter the activity
at the same time as they are learning to hit the ball, catch the pass, or run the
mile, we put our activity at a disadvantage. Parents often look: for non-athletic
alternatives for their children. However, by the time the alternatives are available, the children have already established their attitudes about these options.
The result has been that fewer children participate in forensics than in athletics. The link to parental support is clear. If the parents believe that their child
will experience fewer scholarship opportunities because he or she is not in
athletics, those parents may not allow their child the option of choosing
forensics. A specific case comes to mind of a boy who was an exceptional

.

public speaker. He was clearly one of the best beginners on the team. However, he was not allowed to continue because his father believed that by playing hockey his chances for getting a scholarship outweighed the personal
benefits and satisfaction the son experienced by being on the speech team. By
creating forensic programs for elementary children and establishing a "grass
roots" level of support for the activity, perhaps increased monetary support in
the form of scholarships would also increase.
A program recently created in Fargo, North Dakota, entitled KIDSPEAK,
gives support to the claim that children in the primary grades can understand
the basic concepts associated with forensics and can demonstrate those skills
necessary to speak or read in public. One hundred and fifty children in grades
three through six participated in a six-month program where basic public
speaking, oral reading, creative expression and storytelling, informative and
persuasive speaking, argumentation and debate, and communication etiquette
were taught. These children, along with their parents, evaluated the experience
positively and informal interviews with the regular teachers of these children
suggested that these children were more effective in their class presentations as
a result of their participation in the program. The 4-H network is another avenue the forensic community might pursue to develop and promote the activity in the early stages of a child's education.
6. Administrators should be shown, at first hand, the dimensions of
directing an individual events program.
Administrators are often simply uninformed about the various dimensions
of coaching individual events. They are without a frame of reference from
which to draw conclusions. Most coaches are intimidated by the thought of
sitting down with the chief administrative official and discussing the strengths
of their programs. In addition, members of the faculty need to be informed
about what individual events' speakers are working on in preparation for competition.
Interaction between faculty who serve as "peer evaluators" on departmental
and college promotion committees and the administrators who ultimately
evaluate the recommendations of these committees can only help the IE
coaches who must teach and coach and serve their respective campuses.
SUMMARY
The forensic community has overcome many hurdles in its efforts to improve the environment in which students compete and faculty members coach.
Unfortunately, by not promoting the activity to the general public and administrators, competing for attention at the national level, failing to help the beginning coach with basic promotional materials, ingoring the perceptions of
collegiate administrators in our research efforts, missing an opportunity for the
cultivation of support at the grass roots level, and limiting administrators'
awareness of the creative aspects of the activity, we have kept our "light under
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ten. If a uniform system of reporting were developed, perhaps the media would
be more receptive to more frequent reporting of forensic events.
THE NEED FOR INCREASED RESEARCH ACTIVITY
INVOLVING TOP-LEVEL ADMINISTRATORS
In general, forensic educators do not do a good job of finding out what
value administrators see in forensic programs and why some schools don't
have individual events programs. Quite blindly, we. assume that everyone sees
a value in having good communication skills. Yet, many administrators have
not had academic training in speech communication and see the activity as a
high-cost, low enrollment program. Unlike athletic programs which have a
long-standing tradition at most instimtions, individual events programs are
much less visible to administrators. Directing the attention of administrators
to individual events programs could be helpful in identifying ways in which
these programs could benefit the university in the areas of recruitment of student and faculty, scholarship or financial support, and general enhancement of
the schools image in the state, region, or nation.
THE NEED FOR VISffiILITY AT THE "GRASS ROOTS" LEVEL
We have failed to create visibility for forensic programs at the grass-roots
levels with parents by not giving elementary school-aged children the choice
to participate in forensics. By our absence at this level, we virtually deny
individual events equal status with other activities (i.e., athletics). There are
very few programs nationally that are designed to promote individual events in
the primary or intermediate grades. Forensic educators have overlooked the low
level of instruction in the area of public speaking skills experienced by the
vast majority of elementary teachers. Very little information is included-in
language arts textbooks emphasizing public speaking or oral interpretation
skills. Children who show an aptimde for speaking out are encouraged to "be
quiet" Those who persist are often stigmatized rather than idolized by the
other children. If children can see the same kinds of social benefits coming
from forensics as they do from athletics, they may be more apt to participate.
Once legitimitized, increased publicity and support may follow.
THE NEED FOR INCREASED UNDERSTANDING
OF FORENSICS BY ADMINISTRATORS
Administrators generally have been skeptical of forensic educators who
suggest that the activity is so demanding that time for scholarly activity is
precluded. Because many coaches have published articles or presented papers,
administrators have viewed this argument regarding the inability to pursue
scholarly activity as defensiveness on the part of the forensic coach. What administrators sometimes overlook is the issue of quality versus quantity. Having one research project annually, along with coaching, could be considered as
"steady" scholarship. The need to educate administrators regarding the impact
of the forensic activity on the coach's time is necessary in order to enhance the

image of the activity and its legitimate role as a dimension of the academic
program. Coaching is actually a "creative" hybrid of teaching and scholarship.
Helping administrators to understand this unique dimension of forensics could
enhance the argument being raised by members of the forensic community regarding the impact of coaching on the time available to do research or to pursue any scholarly activity.
RESOLUTIONS
1. Forensic educators must seek avenues for bringing individual events to
the public in a way that demonstrates the significant impact the activity has
on the individuals involved.
Individual events are well-suited to public performances. Due to the
singular nature of the performance (i.e., the smdents read or speak alone or
with one other person), a variety of events can be showcased at any given
time. Audiences can appreciate the interpretation of literature or the presentation of an original point of view. Making these events public enables
administrators to see added benefits for their institutions. For example, audience members are supportive, or must be at least interested, in the forensic
program sponsoring the event or else they wouldn't be present. These audience
members may be potential scholarship donors or recruiters for the institution.
Administrators like to visit with those who support programs. By being
given an opportunity to speak, or simply to be present at such events, administrators can become more aware of the benefits of individual events programs.
Even for those schools that do not conduct such programs, inviting a university official to be present at the opening session or final awards ceremony can
be one way to promote the forensic program.
2. Levels of "national competition in individual events should be established to enhance the overall image of the activity.
While most would decry the need to establish levels of competition, there
is something to be said for this practice. The ability of forensic directors to
persuade their administrators to allow them to travel to more than one national
tournament is often in direct proportion to the success of the team. Some
schools attend up to four national individual events tournaments every spring.
Which winner of an individual event deserves the most recognition? Which
winner would an administrator be most willing to support fmancially? When
the administrator ~
the director which national tournament is the "most
important," or which national tournament other schools in the state or region
are attending, the director is often left without a clear-cut position. The forensic community would do well to work together to promote support for all of
the national tournaments. Perhaps the analogy to the PGA golf tour or the
Grand Slam for tennis might well be studied to determine if such a format
could be used to create a system whereby an overall nine individual events
champion could be named based upon consistency at all or several national
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volved and scope of competitive and on-campus activities depend heavily on
the level of funding and administrative support available.
Previous conferences have established some criteria for performance assessment, but have qualified their recommendations with somewhat vague references to the need for "reasonable," "appropriate," "realistic," or "adequate"
funding and support Admittedly, directors of forensics must have resources
sufficient to do the job expected of them, but absent an adequate data base, it is
difficult to make a strong case about the support required for a given program
in a given circumstance. There is considerable persuasive difference in a general request for increased funding and that same request based on a solid assessment of what other programs are capable of doing when they operate at a
particular level of support. The latter is only possible when information on
funding and activity levels in the forensics community is made available.
It is difficult to fault administrators for underfunding programs when
forensics directors have been unable to offer convincing arguments as to what
constitutes a sufficient level of funding. Nor can administrators (often lacking
a background in forensics) be blamed for holding their program directors to
expectations in excess of what their budget allows when the administrators
lack data that would help them make an informed budget decision. By the
same token, it is difficult to fault forensics directors who "burn out" in
overdemanding programs when they lacked the information to negotiate realistic standards and expectations for themselves based on an understanding of
what is typical in the field. Years of attempting to do more for less take their
toll.
It would be simplistic to suggest that information on program demographics is a cure-all. There are a variety of factors such as school size, institutional mission, program direction, and talent of personnel involved that influence program performance and stability. Nonetheless, it is an important
starting point in insuring that directors of forensics do not find themselves
continually trying to meet goals that exceed what their level of institutional
support will allow. It seems appropriate that if so many of our resolutions
about assessment of program quality and director performance imply a
"realistic" level of funding, we should be prepared to offer some indication of
what "realistic" funding is. Moreover, the recommendations by organizations
like this developmental conference, while not proscribing directions for the
activity, provide a reasonable indication of the goals and directions of the
forensics community which may assist directors seeking data to support them
in their negotiations with administrators on behalf of themselves and the
activity they serve.
RELATIONSHIP OF INDIVIDUAL EVENTS PROGRAMS
TO COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES, AND COMMUNITIES
Two of the topics suggested for consideration by this worlc group direct

be a valuable negotiating tool for directors arguing for increased staff and
funding or plotting program goals and direction. Administrators who are unlikely to wade through publications and convention papers as they assess their
commitment to a campus forensics program might more readily read and be
guided by brief summaries concerning work load, staffing levels, activity levels, and budget requirements in considering the "appropriate" level of support
they will give to their programs.
These summary sheets would reflect current trends and consequently would
be important to the numerous forensics directors who find that appraisals of
their performance are often based on unrealistic expectations or demands which
are excessive in light of the level of institutional support. I believe there are a
number of instances where program directors find themselves undertaking
monumental workloads with minimal compensation simply because the institution's administrators or the directors themselves are unaware of what level of
activity, degree of financial support.. or work load for the program director is
"typical" within the forensics community.
While a variety of forms of information would be important to forensics
directors, I believe the most important data would be information concerning
average program size, funding, activity level, instructional demands, and release time. Consider, for example, the director of forensics who seeks increased support with the assumption that he/she is laboring under higher expectations and lower financial and administrative support than prevails in the
forensics community at large. This is a solid basis for negotiation but, absent
supporting material indicating "averages" in forensics activity, their requests
are not likely to be persuasive. J recommend that information about budget,
size, activity level, and relative demands of instructional time devoted to
forensics should be collected and aggressively distributed. As mentioned previously, much of the information that could be included in such an endeavor
already exists--the problem is one of dissemination.
Such information could serve as a resource for personnel in forensics involved in negotiations over funding levels. Additionally, such a data base
provides a helpful guide in assessing the relative quality of one's own program
or, at the very least, provides a basis for discussing the size, visibility, activity level, and competitive success of one's own program in light of what a
forensics program is typically capable of doing given a specific level of institutional support. This effort is critical in light of previous conference recommendations which speak of "realistic" expectations for progmm directors.
These conferences have repeatedly acknowledged that any assessment of directors' productivity should be made in light of the support available to them to
carry out those tasks. The bottom line is that without information about typicallevels of support it is difficult for directors or administrators to formulate
a realistic appraisal of their forensic program since the number of students in-
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a serious commitment to the non-competitive aspects of forensics is a means
of enhancing program status, visibility, and service. Initially, the relationship
of college forensics programs to campus and community is explored and
greater emphasis on non-competitive public events as a means of campus and
community service is encouraged. Finally, I suggest that collegiate forensics
cultivate a more supportive role relative to high school programs through undergraduate level training in forensics administration.
FUNDING AND STAFFING OF INDIVIDUAL EVENTS PROGRAMS
Obtaining financial support for programs, receiving adequate compensation for their efforts, and influencing the standards used in decisions on their
promotion and tenure are responsibilities that weigh heavily on most directors
of forensics. Work done by this and past developmental conferences provides
important information to directors negotiating over the standards to be used in
their performance assessment and/or seeking to enhance the support and recognition afforded their forensics programs. The recommendations offered by this
and past conferences, while not proscriptive in nature, do express important
goals and needs which can be important points of negotiation for directors
seeking administrative support Previous developmental conferences have offered a number of important recommendations concerning the initiation of new
events and courses in forensics, academic credit for forensics involvement,
WOIXload of forensics directors, and requirements for promotion and tenure.
Unfortunately, much of this important material has not found its way into the
general forensics community where it might generate the type of examination,
discussion, and peIbaps alteration that this pioneering work sought to encourage. Specifically, our efforts can provide positive direction for programs
seeking expansion, guidance to directors seeking equitable reward and recognition for their efforts, information to administrators in a position to provide
support for forensic activities, and suggest avenues open to programs seeking
publicity (on-campus and local) for their efforts.
I begin with the general conviction that this work group should seek
wider distribution of the resolutions formulated at this conference. I am aware
that the published proceedings of this conference, coupled with journal articles
and convention papers investigating areas targeted by past conferences, aid in
achieving this objective. Nonetheless, there are two problems with available
information. First, for a variety of reasons, a number of program directors do
not avail themselves of these sources. Second, research on funding levels, activity levels, and promotion and tenure practices are carried out in a variety of
forums, making it difficult for program directors who wish to use this information in their negotiations for increased support.
In short, widely distributed brief information packets or summary sheets
arguing the necessity of stable support and reasonable demands on instructional time, and providing statements of the value of forensics activities would

a basket." It is time that directors of individual events programs become
stronger advocates for the activity and "shine" for both the general public and
administrators to see. Only then will the forensic community begin to see the
goals of the first two developmental conferences become reality.
BIBliOGRAPHY
McBath, James H., ed. (1975). Forensics as Communication: The
Argumentative Pe~tive.
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SCA.
CREATING A CLIMA1E

OF SUPPORT FOR FORENSICS PROGRAMS

LARRY UNDERBERG
MANCHESTER COLLEGE
ABSTRACT
This paper offers three recommendations bearing on the general topic of
administrative support and publicity. First, I urge the collection and dissemination of information about funding levels, activity levels, and instructional
demands in forensics. This information would provide an important data base
for directors of forensics who bear the primary responsibility for securing support for their forensics program and negotiating expectations that influence
outside assessments of program quality and instructional performance. Second, a call for increased attention to non-competitive public service programs
as a means of enhancing program visibility and reaffinning a commitment to
speech as a means for public discussion and decision making is issued. Finally, greater focus on tr.Jning undergraduate students interested in teaching
speech activities is encouraged as a means of cultivating a supportive relationship between collegiate programs and high school forensics.
This paper examines the general topic area of administrative support and
publicity by offering recommendations in two areas. In creating a climate of
support, I suggest that program directors need information which would allow
them to make a specific and persuasive case concerning what constitutes an
"appropriate" level of institutional support for the activity. Adequate data
about the funding, staffing, and activity levels that prevail in the forensics
community would allow a more accurate assessment of what level of achievement and visibility a program might be expected to achieve given a specific
level of support. I examine the issue of funding and staffing individual events
programs and recommend that supportive information be made more readily
available to forensics directors charged with the responsibility of negotiating
on behalf of themselves and the programs they direct Secondly, I suggest that
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our undergraduates' training is often only thorough competitive participation
or occasional low level administrative work at tournaments we sponsor. I believe that our students who enter coaching at the high school level are not well
served by the degree of preparation that most institutions offer in forensics
administration.
Courses in directing forensics could stand on their own, be integrated into
existing offerings in forensics or teacher training courses within the speech
major, or offered as a component of an institution's education track. An active
internship program allowing our undergraduates "hands on" training with high
school programs would also be appropriate.
A commitment to offerings in directing forensics by speech departments
provides an affirmation that forensics coaching is a career option. Students
might be enticed by such offerings if they understand that training in the area
might make them more marketable. Most importantly, such courses demonstrate the college or university commitment to high school forensics, result in
increased contact between high school and university educators in the field, and
provide more complete instruction.
SUMMARY
In conclusion, the recommendations advanced here are premised on the
belief that collegiate forensics programs can enhance their status, visibility,
and, ultimately, degree of administrative support by pursuing a vigorous program of campus, community, and high school service in addition to their
competitive efforts. I have argued that such efforts are more likely to be undertaken and rewarded when they receive the credibility of an overt endorsement
by this developmental conference. I have also argued that program directors
are benefited by a more active distribution of information about staffing, funding, activity level, and instructional commitments that prevail in the forensics
community. Clear infonnation about expectations and practices within the
forensics community provides the raw material for directors who, in negotiating for support and recognition for theu- efforts, need some means of making
the case that their efforts and level of performance are consistent with (or perhaps exceed) what is typical in the forensics community. At the very least, it
is important that during negotiations for support we be able to provide a reasonably precise estimate of what we are capable of doing given a specific level
of institutional support.

STRATEGIES TO ENHANCE UNIVERSITY SUPPORT FOR INDIVIDUAL EVENTS PROGRAMS
DR. EDWARD J. HARRIS JR.
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY

It is only fitting that we gather for this historic inaugural Conference on
Individual Events as we stand on the doorstep of the 1990's. If intercollegiate
Individual Events is to prosper in the decade ahead, it must entrench itself in
the changing structure of University decision making. Forensics must exist in
the context of an academic institution and so must make itself a valued aspect
of that institution. In the 1990's that means survival in an atmosphere of budget cutting, concern for accountability and pleas for a return to basics. As a
forensic coach, a teacher and a Department Chall', I believe Individual Events
can prosper in the difficult environment of higher education in the 1990's; indeed Individual events may be in an ideal position to do so. What follows are a
series of broad propositions for this Conference to consider and a more detailed
set of strategies for Individual Events coaches to implement. They are by no
means an exhaustive list, nor do they attempt to address issues at the high
school or junior college level.
PROPOSITION ONE: UNIVERSITY SUPPORT FOR INDIVIDUAL
EVENTS ACTIVITIES IS BEST DIRECTED THROUGH A DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS AS PART OF NORMAL ACADEMIC
PROGRAMMING.
Although Departments of Communication have occasionally been less
than sympathetic hosts to individual events programs, they remain the natural
home for forensic activities. Indeed Communications provides an individual
events program with an academic identity and a natural transfer point for the
skills developed in forensic competition. Communications Departments tend
to be eclectic, often housing specialists in a variety of sub-disciplines and
overseeing activities as disparate as theater, television and intercollegiate debate. However, Communications Departments are also academic units suffering from budgetary constrictions, heavy administrative workloads and demands
for increased enrollments, greater accountability, higher retention and improvement in basic skills. If individual events wishes to survive in the academic envll'onment then it must learn to make itself responsive to the concerns of that envll'onment. Fortunately, forensics in general and individual
events in particular have the capacity to be attractive to an academic unit, especially Departments of Communications..
STRATEGIES FOR OBTAINING DEPARTMENT SUPPORT
1. DevelQp a Course for Individual Events Contestants.
The course can either be a one credit pmcticum or a formal class in
Forensics with either a letter grade or a pass/fail option. This course can enhance enrollments and help legitimize forensics as an academic endeavor. It can
formalize Individual Events instruction and serve as a mechanism for release
time or compensation for forensic instructors. The key is that it permits a Department to build its enrollment because of Individual Events rather than
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competitive angle, but it should not overshadow public service as the primary
justification for such efforts.
Activities of this type need not come at the expense of a college's
competitive program in terms of their public relations value and potential
for attracting new students to forensics, such endeavors are complementary.
To engage the more pragmatic concerns of how efforts in the public forum influence administrative support and publicity, I offer the following
justifications: First, well publicized and attended public forums focus campus
and community attention on the forensics program and can enhance campus
and community appreciation for forensics training.
Second, well received public programs are advertisements for the institution which hosts them and are tangible evidence of the public service most institutions purport to provide.
Third, students interested in speaking activities, but not in competitive
forensics, may benefit from this type of participation. We should not be
lurking in the wings to recruit the most promising speakers to our competitive programs but rather take seriously the responsibility to provide
opportunities for a variety of students with varying interests and levels of
commitment which was affirmed by earlier developmental conferences.
Fourth, such events could be co-sponsored with departments and student
or community groups to the mutual benefit of all sponsors. Such joint en-

attention to the role of individual events programs in their respective institutions and communities. These areas are important in that they highlight the
fact that forensics activities should not strive only to serve the interest of their
student competitors but should take seriously their potential to serve the "nonparticipant" This conference should endorse service oriented efforts by forensics programs. Too often, competitive success is the sole motivation for participation in forensics. While previous conferences have justifiably noted that
competition is a means to generate motivation and excellence, there have been
warnings about the effects of an "excessive" competitive emphasis. Competitive emphasis can be considered "excessive" whenever it eclipses recognition
of the value of non-competitive or public service endeavors. At its best,
speech is a component of citizenship used to enlighten, elevate, or persuade
others, and is a prerequisite to.effective and informed public decision making.
The benefits of forensics are more enduring than the trophies awarded after a
successful competitive outing.
When we discuss expanding the role of forensics at the campus and community level, this should not mean simply that we invite "outsiders" to view,
judge, or assist in competitive tournaments. The forensics community should
more actively recognize, encourage, and reward programs involving public
performances. Specifically, I envision programs where any interested student
would be eligible to deliver persuasive or informative speeches in a public forum. Participants might discuss topics of national or community importance.
The key ingredient is that such endeavors are motivated by a desire to present
informed discourse and encourage public discussion on important topics. The
motivation is educational rather than competitive.
Official recognition of non-competitive programs is essential. Such
recognition could take the form of publishing the locations and dates for such
events in the same way tournaments are announced. Announcement of outstanding participants could be undertaken in a manner similar to the way tournament results are published. Simply sending letters of congratulations to
participants or host institutions would provide the necessary recognition.
Such endorsements would enhance the credibility of these public programs and
might serve to encourage participation. More importantly, national recognition of these events demonstrating the forensics community's appreciation of
public programs might elevate the importance administrators are willing to
attach to "non- tournament" events when assessing their school's forensics
program and the director's contribution.
A variety of options for such public forums are available-- they could involve students in forensics, students from speech classes, interested students
on cattlpUS, faculty, members of the community and/or invited guest speakers
as participants. Many institutions have successfully promoted these activities
to honor their campus' outstanding speakers. I have no objection to this

-

deavorsincreasecooperationandgoodwill.

.

Finally, forensics teams might seek outside sponsorship of public events
from businesses which rely heavily on communication competence (for example, law fmos, public relation~ firms, political organizations, advertising and
marketing agencies). Such joint endeavors with the business community provide advertising for the business sponsor and an important affumation of the
fact that skill and practice in communication are recognizedand rewarded out-

sidetheconfmesof theuniversity.

.

Public events need the sanction of national organizations in forensics. An
overt endorsement of their value by this body would go a long way in demonstrating that such programs are recognized as an important component of our
work in forensics.
COLLEGIATE TRAINING IN SUPPORT OF HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS
As a fmal recommendation, I propose that institutions should strengthen
their commitment to offering training in forensics administration at the undergraduate level. Such a recommendation is appropriate in a work:group concerned with administrative support since it focuses attention on the fact that
colleges and universities have a supportive role to play relative to high school
programs. Past conferenceshave addressed the need to offer theory based
courses in forensics and administrative training at the graduate level, however,
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would enhance the identity of the program have been discussed allow me to
restate a few strategies for increasing support.
STRA1EGIES FOR ENHANCING UNIVERSITY SUPPORT
1. Identify issues of concern to your administration (e.g. retention, enrollment, assessment, etc.) and market forensics in term of these concerns.
2. Forward annual reports and periodic updates of program activities to
key administrators.
3. Offer services to administrative programs like admissions and orienta-

tion.
4. Engage in activities that promote visibility of your program on campus like hosting tournaments, sponsoring an intra-mural speech contest or
hosting a reception for new students.
PROPOSmON FOUR: FORENSIC ORGANIZATIONS SHOULD
DEVELOP MECHANISMS FOR SUPPORT. OF INDIVIDUAL EVENTS
PROGRAMS AS AN INTERFACE BETWEEN UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS
AND PROGRAM DIRECTORS.
Individual events must achieve a recognizable identity with University
administrators to secure positive support and financing. Our colleagues in debate have a somewhat easier task in establishing that identity because almost
everyone thinks they know what a debate is and why debate is important
Consequently, the forensic organizations that sponsor and control individual
events must assume a greater role as advocate for individual events programs.
Specifically, the national organizations should develop a detailed rationale for
individual events programs as distinct from debate or current generalized
.forensics rationals. Guidelines for staffing; competition, ethics, funding and
other important aspects of individual events should be addressed. In short, the
national organizations should develop a blueprint for establishing an individual
events program and the arguments for its acceptance or expansion. The
organizations must begin to act as advocates for this activity if they wish to
see the activity prosper. In this vein I applaud the efforts ofNFA in contacting
University administrators when programs achieve qualification for the national
championships. An expansion of this type of advocacy can help programs secure a prominence in University decision making and promote the activities
we all value.
RECOMMENDATIONS

FROM ADMINIS1RATIVE
PUBLICITY

SUPPORT!

A. Suggestions for consideration by the individual events community in general and to individualevents program directors/coaches in particular.
1. Directors should develop specific behavioral objectives for their programs.

Objectives should include both the cognitive and affective realms of the
learning experience.
2. Directors should establishprogram objectives consistent with the mission
and goals of their academic institutions.
3. Directors should seek to include individual events in the academinc curriculum. In addition to classes in individual events, faculty should develop
programs of independent study to help students prepare to participate in the
individual events program.
4. Directors and coaches should promote the use of faculty in other disciplines
to assist students with the content aspects of their presentations.
5. Directors and coaches should make every effort to assure high standards of
scholarship are met by each student inpreparation of each presentation.
6. Directors should involve their students in presentations before a variety of
audiences. Performances in front of academic, scholastic, and community
audiences should be encouraged.
7. The forensics community should promote individual events programs for
elementary school children.
8. Forensics educators should educate administrators about the time and effort
involved in directing an individual events program.
9. University support for individual events activities is best directed through a
department of communication as part of the normal academic program. Directors should offer the services of individual events contestants for classroom demonstrations, write annual reports and periodic updates of team activities, and engage in recruiting of students at local high schools.
10. Financial support of individual events activities is best directed through
normal academic programming processess. Directors should seek to obtain
administrative rather than student financing, diversity the rationale for budgetary support, and consider employing an athletic analogy in budget justi-

fications.

11. Individual events programs should seek university support based on both
the competitive and academic aspects of the activity.

B. Suggestions for consideration by educational institutions.
1. Educational institutions should encourage faculty to develop programs of
independent study for individual events program participants by providing
time and resources for such development and providing resources for the use
of such materials.
2. Institutions should provide necessary resources to enable individual events
programs to fulfill the service dimension of the program.
3. Institutions should strengthen their committment to offering training in
forensic management at the undergraduate level.
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program in an academic funding environment has a greater chance of increased
support
2. Seek to Diversify the Rationale for BudgetaIy SQDPOrt.
As in any political-financial negotiation the factors that lead to success are
dependent upon the needs, expectations and desires of the parties involved. We
who study communications should be especially adept at determining those
needs, expectations and desires in our administrative audiences. Some institutions reward programs that improve retention or increase admissions or generate positive publicity or produce exceptional students. As forensic directors we
need to become sensitive to these concerns and collect data about our programs
to use as budget justifications. Forensics students generally do have higher retention rates and above average academic performance and we can gear our programs to have a positive impact on admissions and publicity. We must also
seek to provide quantifiable data to demonstrate the academic success of our
programs. Everyone, in a request for budgetary resources will claim to have
sound educational objectives and important educational outcomes but forensics
and individual events has a built in advantage in that we conduct continuous
ongoing objective assessment of our students. Assessment has become a national buzzword for academic administrators and we can easily produce both
internal and external assessment data from our training sessions and from the
ballots we receive at every competition. This kind of quantifIable data can be
impressive to an administrator and result in improved fInancial support for
your program.
3. Employ an Athletic Analogy i.n Budget JustifIcations.
Forensics has long claimed that it can produce positive educational outcomes and that should be the goal of every individual events program. But as a
community we have often ignored the other side of our existence; we are a
competitive intercollegiate activity. Instead of being ashamed of that competitive identity, we should make it an integral part of our programs justification.
Sports build positive attitudes and teach teamwork, discipline and other
virtues. At least these are the arguments put forth by athletic programs to justify their existence. We in individual events can also lay claim to these positive aspects of competition and in so doing produce feelings of a positive nature toward our programs. Everyone admires a winner and everyone respects
those who compete in adversity. We can use these positive feelings to portray
our programs as forensics underdogs or consistent champions.
PROPOSmON THREE, INDIVIDUAL EVENTS PROGRAMS
SHOULD SEEK UNIVERSITY SUPPORT BASED ON BOTH TRE COMPETmVE AND ACADEMIC ASPECTS OF THE ACTIVITY.
The essence of securing and improving overall University support for individual events is to establish your forensic program as being responsive to a
variety of University needs and concerns. Although many of the strategies that

forensics being a non-credit drain on the Department.
2. Offer the Services of Forensic Contestants for Classroom Demonstrations.
Faculty are often looking for ways to show classes examples of effective
speaking or organization or delivery. Individual events students can provide
these model speeches or interpretation cuttings and reduce faculty time spent
on preparntion for introductory courses. The students receive the chance to
perform before a live audience and usually obtain positive feedback from
friends and classmates. More importantly this can build relationships with
faculty in a positive academic framework.
3. Write Annual Reports and Periodic Updates of Team Activities.
Internal publicity of team activities to Department Chairs, Deans and
other Administrators fosters a positive image of Individual Events. In an environment where administrators are called upon for frequent reports on programs
and their effectiveness, having reports on Individual Events readily available
can make the program more valuable to a Chair.
4. Engage in Recruiting of Students at Local High Schools.
Often forensic directors have high school.contacts that are unavailable to
other recruitment officials. High schools are often eager to have college students perform readings. or speeches in an assembly or class environment. If the
recruiting is done in conjunction with the Department or the University Admissions Office, then the value of forensics increases.
PROPOSmON
TWO: FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR INDIVIDUAL
EVENTS AC11VITIES IS BEST DIREC1ED THROUGH NORMAL ACADEMIC PROGRAMMING PROCESSES.
Perhaps no single factor influences the success, of an individual events
program as much as a stable competitive budget. Although budgetary pressures will escalate in the foreseeable future, forensics programs can enhance
their budget position by increasing their overall value to the University, as
discussed in connection with Proposition One and Three. More specifically,
individual events programs can develop an aggressive strategy to justify their
budget applications.
STRATEGIES FOR OBTAINING FINANCIAL SUPPORT
1. Seek to Obtain Administrative Rather than Student Financing.
If individual events seeks to establish a university identity then it should
also seek direct financial support from a formal university source. Given the
vagueness of student budgetary decisions and the concomitant loss of control
of the program when students control the purse strings, it seems wise to seek
a more neutral and consistent funding source. Surely we have all heard horror
stories of students asserting control over an individual events program based
on their fmancial power. Although we have also heard horror stories of
administration neglect of programs, it seems, that if a program succeeds in a
student funded atmosphere, it attracts greater hostility, whereas a successful
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merely as "academic exercise" with little relevance to real-world experiences.
Instead, the forensic activity must be perceived as a vital training ground for
the development of communication skills students will use continually
throughout their lives. Such skills as reasoning and critical thinking skills,
effective writing skills, researching skills, effective delivery skills, and interpersonal communication skills are all developed through the forensic activity.
An educationally-based commitment to the development of these skills is an
ethical responsibility for forensic educators.
Because of the necessity for such an educational commitment, forensic
educators should be supported by and accountable to the larger academic
community. Ideally, forensic educators should hold an academic position
housed in an academic department associated with speech communication.
Such academic support for the activity hopefully will foster an educationally-based program with forensics educators who are active in the academic
community offorensic educators. Hopefully, such forensic educators will be
acquainted with formal "codes of ethics" established and espoused by the
forensic community. Adherence to such a "code of ethics" is essential to meet
the educational goals of the activity.
In addition, forensic educators must clearly deftne their role in the forensics activity as one of smdent "facilitator" rather than as a substitute for student effort. If we, as forensic educators, truly believe that learning is the
educational goal, then smdents must be afforded the opportunity to learn and
succeed through carefully-guided effort. Again, forensic educators grounded in
such an educational philosophy and housed in an academic department hopefully will support the educational goals attained through this facilitative role.
~ETHICAL RESPONSffiILITYNo.
2
;-,Forensic educators must instill smdents with an appreciation for the
competitive nature of fOrensics and th~ necessity for ethical rules that govern
the activity to guarantee equality, consistency, and a sense of "fair play"
within the competitive~arena.
The com~tive
namre of
- forensics
_00. is inherent
.,-: in the actiVt!,y..
-.
Among forensic educators, there is an old adage which states that "learning is
more important than winning." 1fWt!"are-toinstilrWt1hTn forensic p-Sticipants
the v.!!!be~f the colI!.~utive arena as well as success within that arena, contend
that the old adage ne&Js a slight modifIcation. It-s not that "learning is more
impoI1;ant!Pan ~ning"
or that "winning is more important than l~ing;"
ins1ead; "learning is winning" and to accomplish the goal of learning is worthy ofieward in the competitive an.t1U!.
-To facilitate student success through learning in the competitive
arena, coaches, judges, and tournament directors must be knowledgeable about
the rules that govern the activity. While the forensic community has made
some strides in making forensic educators better infonned about the policies

ETHICAL QUESTIONS FOR COACHES/COMPETITORS
CHAIR: MICHAEL NICOLAI
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, STOUT
ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR FORENSIC EDUCATORS
SHERYL A. FRIEDLEY
GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY
John Dewey in the 1920s suggested that moral rules in America were like
castles built in air and had little contact with the affairs of everyday life. "What
we need," Dewey said, "is to have these moral principles brought down to the
ground, through their statements in social and psychological tenns
All the
rest is mint, anise, and cumin" (Hassett, p. 49).
As we head toward the 199Os, Americans appear to be more concerned
than ever with the issue of "ethics" and, as John Dewey stated, the need to
have ethical principals "brought down to the ground" This surge of interest in
smdying moral behavior has lead to the development of courses in ethical behavior as well as the development of more explicit codes of conduct in business, professional, and educational settings. It seems only appropriate, then,
that we as forensic educators should explore the ethical nature of forensics. As
such, the purpose of this paper is to explore ethical considerations to which
forensic educators who serve as coaches, tournament directors, judges, and recruiters should aspire.
In 1984, the Ethics of Advocacy Committee at the National
Developmental Conference on Forensics deftned forensics as primarily an educational activity. In addition, that same Committee deftned "ethical behavior"
as that which promotes the educational goals of the activity while "unethical
behavior" hinders such educational goals (parson, 1984, p. 14). With this
educational perspective as the focus of this discussion, I will posit three
specific ethical responsibilities to which I believe forensic educators should
aspire. While these ethical responsibilities do not dictate specific policy, they
do provide an educationally-based philosophy from which specific ethical
policy may be forme<!:.
ETHICAL RESPONSmILITY No.1
Forensi~educators"1nifsrin-still smdenfs-with the belief'that virtuallyeve~ communicative act, because of its power to influence, carries with it ethi1:aI oblig,at!,ons.
Forensics cannot be viewed by educators, administrators, or students as
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C. Suggestions for consideration byprofessional associations with interest in
individual events.

D. Suggestions for consideration by researchers.
1. Researchers should pursue data assessing administrative support for individual events programs.
2. Researchers should develop an information base involving such concerns as
budget, progrom size, activity level, relative demands of instruction time,
tenure practice, program expectations, etc.

1. Professional associations in forensics should expand their promotional activities. Such activities should include commendation letters, publicity
kits, lobbying efforts with accreditation agencies, program start-up kits,
assistance when programs are threatened and disseminating information on
the status of the activity.
2. The Council of Forensic Organizations should consider sposoring an annual
swapshop at the Speech CommunicationAssociation
National Convention
at which individual events coaches could share ideas about such subjects as
publicizing their programs, recruiting students, and dealing with administrators.
3. Professional associations.in forensics at the collegiate level should explore
the feasability of funding a professional resource position at the Speech
Comrunication Association National office._This position would be devoted to promotional and lobbying activities on behalf of forensic
organizations.
4. The Council of Forensic Organizations should sponsor the development of
a publicity package for directors of forensics.
5. National organizations should recognize, encourage, andreward individual
events programs that encourage public performance by individual events
students.
6. Professional associations should seek methods by which to increase the involvement of individual events directors in the critique of public speeches
and political debates.
7. The Council of Forensic Organizations should explore means to promote
the public recognition of individual events.
8. Collegiate forensic associations should look to the work done by the National Forensic League and the National Federation of State High School
Associations for possible models of providing services to members, publicizing activities, and establishing a lobbying force.
9. Professional associations should facilitate networking by identifying individual program directors who have had particular success in such endeavors
as publicity, budget development, and building administrative support.
These individuals could serve as consultants to coaches confronting
particular admistrative support difficulties.
10. Professional associations should gather data on tenure, promotion and
merit, and make such data available to the forensics community.
11. Professional associations should consider establishing levels of national
competition to enhance the overall image of the activity.

Submitted by Jack Kay

OPEN DISCUSSION FROM ADMINIS1RATIVE SUPPORT/PUBLICITY
Discussion centered on the following issues:
1. Clarification of what was meant by the lIth statement under catagory C. It
was suggested by a few individuals that the forensic community might
benefit if all national tournaments were ranked according to levels of competition similiar to the PGA type of chamionship. This was not supported
by everyone in the group due to the complexity and problems with the basic concept.
2. Extensive discussion dealt with the factor of the source of financial support
for the forensic program. Positive factors were mentioned for funds from
the department, student activity sources, and a combination of department
funds, student activity funds, and alumni support. A number of individuals
expressed the view that it was difficult to apply a generalized position since
each schooJ/program is unique. The consenus of opinion seemed to be that
each program needs to investigate all avenues of funding to secure the best
support possible.
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tenns, the practitioner must immerse himself in the experience, suspending
critical judgments. Specifically, he may attempt to qescribe, define, classify,
and generalize the mores, customs, traditions, morals and laws which
"regulate"the discipline. Or he may discuss facts, points-of-view, and the specific actions associated with a given case(s) within the discipline. However,
pure imagination cannot be the only tool, as the system of "facts" surrounding
the judgments must literally speak for themselves. Thus, accuracy in factgathering is implicitly important.
As the philosopher moves toward a critical standpoint, familiar forms of
rationality--current ethical theories--turn out to be inherently problematic.A1. - .I

Our conceptions of honesty, decency, and integrity detennine who and
what we are. We should ask exactly what is our concept of "right" and
"wrong." As we can seldom circumvent the level of our skills, talents, or
conscience, our decisions and conduct are the product of moral reference. It is
suggested that education and training are the means to earn what is wanted
from life, therefore, the educated man, at least ideally, doesn't have the
temptation to cheat or steal. Further, it has been said, "One need not be as
worried about the multiplication of sinners as with the disappearance of sin."
The standards of any discipline were all once black and white, which was
positive because it was easy to make "right" judgments. However, due to the
growing complexity of all disciplines, forensics being no exception, there is a
need for a revival in moral integrity. We must convince ourselves that it is no
longer enough to say we "should," but rather we "must"
As a communications educator and a forensics coach for some twenty
years, 1 have functioned as the majority of us do by participating in the mainstream of the discipline only marginally. Decision-making, governance, and
overall responsibility has been left to those who "chose" leadership roles. As
the observer, looking in from the fringe, judgments and criticisms of the system have become all too easy and often shortsighted. Likewise, this discipline
that has allowed me to function, has grown to such complex proportions with
divergent views and politics that all have grown shortsighted with regard to
accountable ethical practices. We have come to assume too much.
aTtJie"Irem1'ofrthis'discipline~tniist
Yest~a22.rmI!?n_&!2un~:-"a 11E~e~:
:Pffife~i'tiiifEode of ethics which calls for accOlli1ti1)ility"arall'levels-:-Ywould
~uggestthat thisl1rnot anideai'-but a necessity. TherefOre,-tIlls"j)apei willad'dress howlfSysrem
ofapplioo philosopHy lUnctions and should be viewed,
what constraints and CODCrolSare inherent in ethical behavior, and what actions and alternatives are necessary for a code of ethics to be viable.
Prom the late 1960's to the present, the study of philosophy has undergone a shift in orientation that has become quite pronounced. The concerns for
epistemology and metaphysics that dominated the early half of the century
have given way to ethics and social and political philosophy. The expression
"applied philosophy" suggests taking of a standard philosophical theory, or
technique, and "applying" it to anyone given area (Le., criminal Justice,
medicine. rhetoric, etc.). Yet the application is far from simple:"XS Allii'n-r
'Goldman ~Moral:Eoun<latibns'of"Profe'Sglorfal;E"tffiCs.,SWes~~s~
mOral,priocipleS-may not, probably. wilLnot, worK umfOifuly across au:hl'
prores'Sioiis'1'"'(135)::However .-wJUi'ti(::comlll~1'!:'iS"the mlmD~T'brwhich '1ffi:":
"- plied.philosophy~functions..l
Applied philosophy requires a command of the details of the discipline or
profession that precludes quick and easy solutions. In phenomenological
'

r~oug~ theY~I!fa.r~e~~~tives

!om_wt!!~J1~~v~~@g!jo.rcritiq~-r

po be"maoe; lliey'1aCldiiiWity and1i1aYlleed «roo rework:~ ~ooeslgned, 1!l!~

occasi~12verhaul~

,

to yield th~ir insights. For example,'".iL'Y~
ar~ to~-

r:.m.ptfse a syst"em of ~thlCSonJorensl(~.~, tl.!~sta!!~~ !D~t~stablished,on.the
-basis 'of the "reality" of'the situation; cufient practice, and a fihfi understanding
'brme underlying assumptiollS'1>y~whictr'we operare. Alia: perfiaps most imI portant,is"to"specifically'identify"w!k>
!>rwh.,3tis funciioning'in -the role of,
r"philosopher" or the "applier/formulmor" of The system. pnly when the concems~of all Within the discipline are at least attempted to be addressed, can the
''philosopher'' move toward a viable solution, or system of ethics for that par-

ticulardiscipline.

','

-- ~-

"

-

-

-- "t

":.R~<M3:et1iicalprecCptS:are.applied..to'problemsfrom'different
(RefSpectiY.es. fThe social scientist attempts to describe how we behave and may
conclude what specific actions should be; the moralist attempts to tell is in
general terms how we should think and act and attempts to "persuade" us to act
in the "right" way; the ethical theorist attempts to systematically question and
critically examine the underlying principles of morality; casuists attempt to
draw upon moral principles, law, religion, and related areas to decide concrete
cases of morality or ethical behavior. In essence, beyond the descriptive level,
when "dealing with principles which establish standards for action, ethical
theorists have in common with casuists and moralists an interest in the
normative, that is the 'regulative' phase of ethics. Their distinctive function,
however, is a 'deliberative' one, for they are interested in the examination of
underlying assumptions and the critical evaluation of principles" (Albert, 4).
The above approaches may be used singularly, or in a combination, as
they are not mutually exclusive. However, in the forensics community the focus has been on the "moral" or "theoretical" aspects, not on the "application"
of an ethical standard. Thus, a closer scrutiny of casuistry, or "applied ethics,"
is warranted. As already suggested, casuistry attempts to deal with specific
cases of morality or ethical behavior, matters of conscience, or conflicts of
obligation. Casuists act in two capacities--"advisory" and "adjudicative." In the
advisory function, the practitioner guides individuals on choices of action that
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The forensic community must encourage forensic educators to conduct research that will provide an accurate profile of the type of student typically
drawn to the forensic activity. If forensic educators believe that the communication skills le2ffied through the forensic activity will benefit all students, regardless of such variables as sex, race, or physical handicaps, then these same
educators must encourage all students, regardless of potentially-discriminating
variables, to participate.
If the forensic community discovers that specific student groups are
suffering from discrimination through a paucity of participation and/or success
in the activity, the forensic community should seek supplemental funding
through grants so that recruitnlent and training of these students may be encouraged and enhanced In addition, fmancial assistance to supplement forensic
programs and tournaments that seek to provide special accommodations for
handicapped student participants should be sought by the forensic community.
Again, all students should have equal access for participation and success in
this academically-based, educationally-sound training ground for the development of communication Skills.
Ethical behavior cannot be legiSlated; inSte2d, it must come from within
the individual. Individual forensic educators who serve as coaches, tournament
directors,judges, and recruiters, must instill ethical behaviors within individual student competitors. However, as forensic educators we cannot instill what
we do not know; ignorance about ethical behavior within the forensic activity
may account for more unethical behavior among both forensic educators and
students. than simple morality't.I:~-an'edusanona1ly=basedo.perspective,
"forensic~educators.must.preserve4he@iiCatiOiW;goals
of the activity, reco'glDiZF'""the~que~constraints of the competitive are~ilii<feqUaf.:aCCe'Ss'w- '
~participation and success for all students who wish to develop effective-cfIDl-

and procedures that govern forensic competition, the forensic community must
continue to formulate clear and specific policies and procedures; in addition,
the forensic community must disseminate such information widely throughout
the forensic community.
FOfexaniple,1he forenslccom-munityshould.establish"a"d~aiid
[specifiC""Cdde"15fEthicf;;<'that wdfud deline2te such specific policies~ana'codes
"bf conduct as"Sfiftlenrrecnntnlenrpolicies;-stnae1if'effgi6ilitY'"standards~
rtiUrornamentrules, e~ical coa~ing pr~!ia::~,.~~~i!i9.ns of I!lagiaris~,~d
.

~en a speak~de
to acc~-cltaIl0n.
Ina<1wtion,suctf'a~
rshdfittl inclllil~licy'i'ff-enf5iCemenrt'iYWIiiCthRe:"fdrensie'communi5'

~ouldadhere.rt""",..,=
., -

'.

~

c - ~""""Currently,the American

""

-

,..,~,."

,

Forensic Association and the National
Forensic Association e2ch have a "Code of Ethics" established by their
organizations. However, neither code is comprehensive and neither code is
widely disseminated throughout the forensic community. Coaches as well as
students must have easy access to an established code of conduct so that
ignorance, rather than moral choice, is not the reason for unethical behavior
among coaches and students within forensic competition.
In addition, the forensic community must encourage the development
of coaching/judging workshops so that both coaches and judges may become
better acquainted with the activity's policies and procedures. Again, unethical
behavior may stem from simple ignorance rather than a moral choice by coach
or student; it is the forensic community's responsibility to assure that both
coaches and judges are informed about ethical policies and procedures so that
students can be informed during the coaching process and judged fairly during
tournament competition.
Such worlcshops may be offered as a "short course" at the Speech
Communication Association Annual Convention to attract both old and new
coaches/judges with a commitnlent to educational excellence. In addition,
tournament directors may choose to institute coaching/judging training workshops to be held just prior to the start of a tournament. While such training
worlcshops lengthen the tournament schedule, certainly such sessions instituted at key tournaments held regionally throughout the country at the outset
of the forensic season may prove most efficient on a "one time per season"
basis. Perhaps even a program of coach/judge certification that includes information about ethical policies and procedures of the activity could be qtstituted to insure that quality coaching and judging are encouraged within the acti vity.

municauciiFSKills.
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proach to accountability as an intrinsic part of our code of ethics. However, it
is pertinent to establish what has been done in recent years to address the
question of ethics in forensics.
In 1984, the Second Developmental Conference in Forensics was held in
an attempt to establish cooperation among various forensics organizations.
Two specific committees dealt at least in part with the question of ethics. A
resolution proposed by the Committee on Interorganization Cooperation
established a "Council of Forensics Organizations" under the direction of the
Speech Communication Association. The council was to coordinate activities
and professional goals of various forensics organizations. One recommended
action was to "develop a Code of Ethics applicable to all forensics organizations," though no action of the Council would be binding on individual organizations (Parsons, 49-52].
The Committee on Ethical Advocacy was commissioned by the Steering
Committee of the '84 Conference "to develop a broad, thoughtful, philosophical statement of the ethical responsibilities of forensics participants" (13). It
was stressed, however, that "this statement [was] not meant to replace existing
ethical codes; rather it [was] designed as a supplement to those codes" (13).
However, the report suggested that the existing codes of various organizations
were limited, only "listed" prohibited behavior, and provided little or no justification for their existence. What resulted was the document entitled "The
Ethics of Forensics" (15-19).
Since that time it is clearly recognizable that overall there has been valid,
sincere effort to abide by ethical practices and to embrace and encourage dialogue to improve ethical standards. However, simply put, it has not been
enough and one problem exists. As suggested throughout this paper, we have
dealt with "moral" and "theoretical" aspects of applied philosophy but not with
that which addresses accountability, namely casuistry. One statement is "The
Ethics of Forensics" focuses on this area, "Appropriate sanctions for unethical
behavior also should be applied where needed" (17). Moreover, we are still a
group of relatively segmented bodies on various levels that operate separately
and have no obligation to abide by any universal code of ethics. Thus, we are
"safe" from formal accountability and responsibility.
Before addressing the issue of applied ethics further, a distinction should
be made. Within the framework of forensics, each organization is free to
"practice" the craft within the parameters of the "policies" set forth by the individual governance s~m.
However, each is still part of the whole forensics

disciplinerA,pmi~iOOal cooeO'fei1iicsmust serve as"tfieuriiversafcomer:

.

stQl!ffOf'1>3iifcipaiion in thj<discipline. Itsh9uld.not s!:!py!ementlll rndividU8l
~8hiza~!!:!.code
.of ethicS;.t!Ie-U,jdiviQualorgaiiization 'scode should sup~p'lement Dle1!!livefS!\lcode. What is a breach of professional ethical behavior
by one organization must be recognized, judged, and condemned by all organi-

zations. Most importantly, the ethical standard should be consistent with and
representative of the current forensics discipline.
In order to finnly establish an acceptable basis for a professional code of
ethics, the challenge comes in stimulating meaningful questions rather than in
establishing finite answers. Therefore, a dynamic, systematic approach is necessary. Piecemeal research must be discouraged by establishing an agenda of
priority research questions. The process of applied philosophy requires a systematic analysis of the "universe" being considered; only through research can
specifics be recognized as to what is needed and desired by the overall discipline. In other words, we must defme the "real" world, or what exists.
To address the question of accountability within a professional standard,
there must be a willingness to see the code of ethics as universal and consistent with the "real" world Further, a sense of consequence is pertinent to one's
participation. Over the years a variety of situations involving both individuals
and groups of individuals have run the spectrum in degrees of seriousness. It is
my firm belief that many were serious enough to demand close scrutiny and
judgment by the forensics community; however, there is generally reaction
rather than action. This can inherently weaken an ethical system. As stated
the current forensics code calls for "sanctions" but provides no means for
"sanctions" to be imposed Therefore, for purposes of discussion, I propose the
establishment of a competent, impartial board of inquiry representative of the
entire forensics discipline that would be empowered to examine, evaluate, and
judge individual cases. Even though the proposal is extreme, it warrants
examination as an alternative that actively pursues accountability. (please note
the practicality and means of implementation are deleted, as consideration of
this proposal is meant only as a starting point for discussion.) Individually we
pride ourselves as being "ethical", "moral", etc.. yet as a profession we are
faced with the necessity of producing a means to enforce a professional code.
Perhaps. the ultimate test of accountability is that viable, individual, ethical
behavior should stand the scrutiny of a competent, impartial board of inquiry
at all times.
In conclusion, constantly expanding horizons demonstrate that moral recommendations have to be offered from a comprehensive perspective which, at
best, is difficult to achieve. Applied philosophy, specifically ethics, establishes the basis for establishing viable, comprehensive policy to insure the
maintenance of forensics standard. In particular, representation from all factions of the discipline can prove effective in identifying and appraising the basic assumptions underlying policy, in clarifying language, in testing the
rationality of arguments, and in locating the basic principles on which agreement must be secured. Piecemeal proposals run the perpetual danger of having
good intentions thwarted by those who fail to view accountability and responsibility as an integral part of professional ethical practice. Consequently, as a
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surround a given situation. For example, one might attempt to resolve the
conflicting duties when the father of a starving family has no option but to
steal. The practitioner also has an adjudicative function, for he must bring
forth various principles that are relevant to a given case and judge the guilt and
responsibility of the offender(s) by examining various aspects of the situation.
In the case of the man who is faced with stealing, the practitioner must apply
the principles of justice and mercy to bring balance to the demands of the particular case. Most importantly, the decision or judgment must rest on a realistic, objective, fair, consistent standard that reflects the overall constituency or
discipline, of which anyone case is reeresent.a~_..
"".""""'--

recognizes the moral "goodness" or "badness" of his/her actions. If we establish "truthful," consistent arguments for moral behavior, then the theoretical
precepts should insure "good," moral choices. This stand has merit when we
concentrate on defining how individual choices are made in the world where the
primary pursuit of truth is paramount; however, reality profoundly complicates matters.
Primary conflicts surface when we are forced to behave according to the
way the world "is" rather than the way the world "should" be! The conflicts
further escalate when we attempt to balance "doing what is right" and "being
happy." In attempting to grapple with these extremes, no absolute can be defined, but supposedly solace can be found in our ability to use "principles" as
- ,tI1i~~~~naJ..standard
of..ethicsi~!='!code~of.ethic~~-=
guir~.developme~Jyshould~"based'on
an'"objective the basis for behavior. However, the confusion does not end, for now we must

~~~"flfCtS,..thm"reJJese@eJ!l8Uls'[~-of c~~t.practi~~ ~j!h!h7the

-

consider

ratScllililte:and.,at least.has.llie.potential for...mandaililgd"esponsitiility andac~
=CPiintaDiJ,(tyon}li'e1lm:of"th~m~niBeiS,of'UiernsciphiTe.
'Ieis-ute opinion of
this writer that effort should be focused toward the implementation of a mechanism to insure the accountability of participants within the forensics community. However, concern and constraints that limit and determine one's compliance with a professional code of ethics must first be considered.
According to Joseph W. Towle in his article, "Moral Issues in American
Business," generally people fail to ascribe to a professional code for various
reasons. First, one might view the standard as a conflict of interest which occurs when the professional standard is not in sync with personal beliefs. Second, ignorance of an ethical standard, or confusion in the intent of the standard,
can inadvertently render the individual incapable of complying with the system. T6ird, the individual might view the standard as having bias toward one
faction of the profession or the individual has lack of empathy for the rationale
behind the standard. In either case one sees one's self as separate from the main
body of the profession. Fourth, the standard is viewed as inadequate to meet
the perceived needs of the individual within the profession. Finally, failure to
abide by an ethical standard is often due to the lack of any "real" consequences
if the standard is not followed. When no accountability exists, the individual
often views the standard of ethical behavior as being irrelevant, or lacking
worth. It is this last reason that is seen to be the most negative condition (321). By contrast, the individual is most likely to abide by a professional code
of ethics when the code is clearly defIned, universal, and consequential. Thus,
the need to establish policy reflecting current practices is vital to theimplementation of a professional standard of ethical behavior.
Within the forensics community obligatory compliance with any binding,
ethical code is virtually non-existent This places the burden of professional,
ethical behavior on the individual. In the ideal sense, we argue that the only
valid system of ethics occurs when the individual "truly" and "objectively"

"who's principles"?!

...

As professionals in the forensics community, we must deal with the constraints and pragmatics of the real world. Simply put, if we were afforded the
luxury of stoically resting under the bell jar of the ideal, there would be no
need to pursue accountability as it would be the presumed end Unfortunately,
we can't Further, as already seen, choices of individual behavior are left to individuals without any sense of consequence. This can and will result in ethical
behavior

too often punctuated

with compromised

shades of gray

- '1t

doesn't

really matter. . .", "It might not be the right thing to do, but. . .", "I do the
right thing most of the time. . ." Rather than working toward a valid objective
choice, we compromise ourselves and thus the profession. In addition, all too
often the situation determines the ethical behavior rather than the standard, or
code of ethics, determining the choices within the situation. In the practical,
gristmill pragmatics of competition, budget constraints, recruitment, tacky
motels, one too many stops at McDonald's, the pure unadulterated need to
win, and plain survival, we have all been guilty of some form of unprofessional, unethical, immoral indiscretion of some degree. Still, we are accountable.
As the constraints grow profoundly complex, all too often rather than act,
we simply choose not to because it is extremely difficult and many times very
painful. Since there is no punitive aspect for inaction or unethical behavior,
we choose not to recognize or deal with breaches of ethical behavior as it appears to be trivial, useless, and/or inconsequential. Again, we concentrate on
the "moral" and "theoretical" aspects of what we should do, but deny accountability and responsibility for what we do.
At this point I must emphasize that this paper is not an indictment of any
individual or particular faction in or around the forensics community, but
rather a call for closer attention to what we are not doing, to questions we are
not asking, to responsibility we are not taking both as individuals and as a
discipline, to alternatives that will begin to address a need or a systematic ap-
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they do not respect? And for how many of them is it important that they develop that respect? We can easily see that there are ethical considerations that
face all of us daily. These considerations exist not only in the field of forensics
and education, but in life as well. For those of us who are on the teaching side
of the classroom. the need for attention to those ethical considerations may require some additional attention from us.
There probably is not a forensics coach anywhere who has not been in the
position of making a decision about how far one should go in helping a student Classroom teachers are faced with a similar decision, as are advisors and
committee chairs. But in the realm of coaching, the decision seems to carry
particular interest and importance for many of us. Bearing in mind that this is
an age of competition, when a student wants to be coached "to win", just how
far do we go? Do we tell the student exactly what to do in order to "win"? Or
do we take the sometimes \D1popular approach and help the student to discover
the most effective methods for him/her to be an effective communicator? Certainly it would seem that the latter approach is the "best." However, it may
also be the slower and the more frustrating method. And when students and
coaches alike are faced.with the terrible pressure to win, to do well, time is an
extremely valuable commodity. For many people, the sense of winning needs
to be almost instantaneous. Patience seems to be a rare virtue, certainly on the
part of many students. And when a coach is faced with a funding body who
wants instant and tangible results, and with a department head who does not
appreciate or understand absences from campus, and with colleagues who seem
to have little or no appreciation for the hours devoted to coaching, it is hard
for the coach to develop patience and to follow the educationally sound path
and help the student to "discover."
Allowing, or "helping," a student to discover can be a time-consuming,
sometimes frustrating. oft~n irritating, but always rewarding and satisfying
experience. It is no secret that frustration can occur quickly, especially after a
long day. It can be an irritating experieoce to have to tell a student repeatedly
how to construct an argument or explain a point. But there is very little that is
more satisfying or rewarding than the moment when the student says, "Oh. I
W1derstand!" The psychologists may call it the "Aha Experience", but most
teachers may call it the "At Last!" moment. For everyone, it is a moment of
genuine pleasure. Of course it is also a great relief to know that the hours or
days of work have finally paid off, and to know that progress can now be made
toward completing the project at hand. It is at this moment that the educator/coach needs an abundance of patience. The temptation is great to tell the
student too quickly what the best words are to use, or the most effective illustration to insert. At this moment, it is important to refrain, to wait just a little longer.
In "Our Town", Thornton Wilder pointed out that children need to make

some mistakes of their own and to experience some difficult times of their
own so that they can truly appreciate the better times that will surely come
along. At the moment of enlightenment, a coach needs to be prepared to allow
the student to proceed at her/his own pace, to make decisions independently.
There is no. question that that is a difficult position to take,. especially since
the coach may be able to anticipate how an audience will respond. The value
of the learning experience will be greater, however, if the student has the opportunity to follow through a train of thought or a line of reasoning. The
practiced coach who has been instilling patience in the student can then help
the student to determine the best of several alternatives, to learn why audiences
did not respond as the student had hoped.
Those who served as role models for many of us did so over a long period
of time. We were able to observe their actions and reactions. to learn from
their comments and responses. We are now in a position to provide our students with the same kinds of opport\D1ities, if we and our students can be patient enough for time to pass and for the experiences to unfold. But it takes
time. and as coaches we need to be ever mindful that our students are ever
watchful. They may no longer exhibit the pre-school kind of adoration that elementary children frequently display, but the watchful attitude remains just the
same. Many of us have been in the somewhat frightening situation when a
former student says. "I remember how you used to " That experience is a
powerful reminder of what educators tell us: What we really teach is ourselves.
It is a little overwhelming to realize that our sense of values and ethics
may well become our students' sense of ethics. Since we expect our students
to exhibit good ethical behavior, we need to be prepared to show them good
ethical behavior.
What, then, is the benefit of good ethical behavior? Fort\D1ately, there are
many benefits. There will be a sense of pride in seeing a project completed and
knowing that it is one's own work, not a repeat of someone else's work. There
will be a sense of accomplishment, of knowing that an individual is capable of
completing a body of work. There will be an attitude of dignity and self-worth,
an invaluable cornerstone in maintaining the quality of life to which we have

~~~us~~

'

Have We Been Offering too Much Help?
Patricia Kalanquin
University of Wisconsin- Whitewater
Should original poetry written by a student or a non-published third party
and given a pen name, be entered into a generic interpretation of poetry event?
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discipline in constant tension from a wide range of vested interests, rehashing
what is in place and/or total revolution is at times both necessary and desirable. Clearly, ongoing, philosophical dialogue leads to the creation and implementation of fair, consistent, and defendable policies for the protection and
continued growth of the forensics community as a whole.
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Is there ethics in forensics? Probably there is. At any rate. we expect
ethical practices and behaviors to exist We know they do for us, so we assume they exist for everyone.
.
Does ethical behavior exist specifically for forensics? Probably most of us
expect that ethical behavior exists in life, and for life. We presume there is life
beyond forensics, and that ethical behavior will exist in that life.
And then, the nasty question of a definition crops up. That is ethics. or
ethical behavior? Unfortunately, too many of us may be able to give a lengthy
list of what ethical behavior is not The list of what ethical behavior is may
be more difficult to compile. For the sake of discussion, let us consider that
ethical behavior is most likely a variation of the Golden Rule. We expect others to behave ethically toward us. They should be able to expect us to behave
ethically toward them. Ethics is a way of life, an attitude that should be
exhibited constantly and consistently, not just when it is convenient.
For those of us who have been teaching and coaching for several years, it
may be a little difficult to determine when, where or why certain ideas and
attitudes developed. For some of us, it may have been the result of a class in
our undergraduate or graduate programs. It may have been a worlcshop, a conference, or an internship. For others, the impetus may have been from a particular teacher, an advisor, a parent, or a close friend. For most of us, there
probably was a combination of several of these factors. Katherine Nelligan insisted on her students providing their best, always. My Aunt Helen encouraged
expanding horizons and trying new and different experiences. My parents encouraged participation and fulfilling leadership roles whenever possible. This
kind of education did not come from textbooks or classes. Instead. the lessons
were learned daily and monthly, not so much by word but by deed. Many of us
learned from example, from watching and absorbing. Of course there were the
words of encouragement and instruction, but perhaps the most lasting impressions were created by what we saw and experienced. In many cases, what some
of us experienced was a living example of role-modeling. of "Do as I do."
At times, it seems, we are so caught up in the competition of life in the
80's that little or no attention is paid to what helps us to be competitive and
maintain that competitive edge. In the musical "Fiddler on the Roof," the
Russian peasants tell us that they do what they do because they have always
done it that way. It's their "tradition." A more modem answer to the question
"Why?" may simply be, "Because." The detailed explanation would be an education in itself. The answer may be less important than knowing how. to provide the answer. The answer to the question may be the key to a true and lasting education for everyone. It may be time to abandon the frequently uttered
admonition, "Do as I say, not as I do." While it is usually used in fun, for
many students it may become a fact of life. As many of our students watch
their teachers in action, how many of them see role-models for actions that

ETHICS AND FORENSICS: THERE IS A NEED
JOEL L. HEFLING

SOUTHDAKOTASTATE~SITY
It has been fairly well established that the decade of the ,80s is a very
competitive one. We are bombarded daily with competition for our attention,
for our affection, for our time, and for our dollars. As a result. it becomes increasingly important for us to be able to intelligently make decisions, and to
make them quickly. Sometimes there is time to ponder alternatives and to
consider options. Often, however, that time is not available. At those moments, it is important to be able to draw upon a broad-based background of
information to assist us in the decision-making process. That background information will ultimately come to all of us, if we survive long enough. For
our students, however, it may be more important that they are able to develop
decision-making skills fairly quickly. Coaches and teachers can play an
important part in the development of those skills.
In examining the development of decision-making skills, it may be useful
to reflect on the basis upon which many decisions are made. In nearly any
field. eventually the question arises about ethical considerations. At this juncture, it may prove pointless to discuss a definition for ethics: many abound. It
may be more beneficial, to consider the existence of the concept of ethics in
the field of forensics. Several questions may then arise.
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strategies that offer too much help, even with the best of intentions, are
potentially detrimental to the educational aspects of IE. Johannesen (1983, p
124) points out that:
"In a speech communication course or an English composition course,
most people agree that the student is entirely responsible for creating his or
her own message. Training in analysis, research and composition is subverted
when a student relies on someone else to do all or part of his or her work."
Of course, many believe that participation in IE is an extension of what
should be taught in a more conventional speech communication course. If we
presume that to be true, it is difficult to overlook our educational
responsibilities in IE.
Ernest G. Bormann (1961, p 266) echoes Johannesen's insight He maintains:
At some point on the continuum of collaboration the place is reached
where the speech changes character. The language becomes different from what
it would have been had the speaker prepared the speech for himself with some
aid in gathering information and some advice from friends and associates about
parts that he should consider revising. At this point the ideas are different, the
structure of the speech is different, the nuances of meaning change from what
they would have been had this speech really been 'his own'. when this happens
one of the primary functions of speech is corrupted."
Obviously, if we do indeed hold our students' educational welfare in the
highest esteem, it may be best to offer less assistance.
Equally as important as the educational aspects of IE are the ethics that we
may or may not be communicating to our students. For example, there is an
ongoing ethical controversy within the speech communication field about
whether or not the end justifies the means. This is an argument I could have
with myself everyday during the IE season. Certainly, it has been debated in a
more broad sense for years. Karl Wallace (1955, P 1) states, "The problem is
essentially this: Does the end warrant our using any means which seem likely
to achieve it? . . .This is an ethical problem. It is time that teachers of communication confronted it squarely." If we agree with Sandra Madsen (1984, P
7) that the end justifying the means is "an approach found too often in (IE)
programs currently in existence", then we should not be communicating to our
students that winning is the most important aspect of competition. One of the
ways we may be unintentionally communicating "the end" over "the means" is
through extensive collaboration with our students' individual events. If coaches
were to allow students more time to explore the depth of their talents and p0tential on their own, we may also be more clearly.communicating some of the
value in not always winning. Perhaps as forensics coaches and teachers of
communication, it is time to look at the way we communicate basic ethics to
our students during the coaching and preparation of individual events.

Whether we like it or not, it is up the directors and coaches of IE programs to convey the ethical standards needed in this activity. Wallace and
Bormann make this point very clear. Wallace (1955, p 2) tells us:
"A political speaker may win the vote, or a competitor in a speech contest
may win the prize, but it is far more important that his means and methods,
the character of his skill and indeed the quality of his entire product should
conform to standards formulated by competent judges and critics of speech
making."
Similarly, Bormann (1961, p 266) asserts: "The scholar needs to define
clearly the boundaries of plagiarism and scholarship. There is a continuum of
borrowing as there is a continuum in so many ethical questions. Somewhere
along the continuum an ethical line should be drawn between dishonest and
honest collaboration."
The inevitable suggestion is that the forensics community develop a formal
code of ethics. There is an existing AFA code of ethics. I believe that while
this code is a good starting place, it is not widely known nor does it cover all
of the issues that we may want to consider. It is time to re-examine this code
and perhaps to make some revisions which could include possible limitations
on coaching input as well as other matters not addressed here. Obviously, one
person cannot provide a revised copy of the AF A code for the entire forensics
community. However, some authors have provided suggestions for what
should be included in such a code.
Sandra Madsen (1984, p 4) is one author who acknowledges the need for a
code of ethics. She makes a distinction that could prove useful in revIsing an
ethical code. She states that the director of an IE program should choose between two perspectives. " Are they to be a director of forensic activities or a
teacher of certain communication processes? The ethical consideration of
building a forensics program are vastly different depending upon which approach that individual wishes to take." The advantage of making such a distinction is that it separates the ethical consideration for both roles and it begins to lead us in an appropriate ethical direction. This separation allows us to
develop competitive ethics apart from educational ethics.
However, despite the usefulness of this distinction, it is crucial to remember that most IE coaches must be both a director of forensic activities
AND a teacher of communication processes. At best, one should endeavor to
strike a balanced combination of both roles. Obviously, without the competitive aspects of IE there would be no opportunity to teach communication
skills to these students. Yet, one of the best ways to be successful at
competition is to teach the students to become proficient at communication
skills. So while it may be useful to employ Madsen's distinction, when the
code has been fully redeveloped it should take into consideration both roles of
the IE program director and/or coach.
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The "moral responsibility" we have to our students and to this activity
can easily get away from us as we get into the forensics season because it is
easy to allow the end to justify the means. Ethics are nice, but we do not
award trophies to the top six competitors and the top three schools for ethical
behavior. Ethics do not seem to please administrators and other financially lucrative branches of the bureaucratic system as much as the recognition that
comes with being a nationally qualifying college or university. Our students
are not comforted on the way home because they observed ethically correct behavior yet came in seventh place in all of their events. We can point out the
"rightness, justice, goodness, truthfulness and vinue" of our behaviors but
they don't always hold up as well as results. Quite frankly, although we may
not be pleased with the theoretical implications of the end justifying the
means, we must still deal with it daily. Sandra Madsen (1984, p 7) agrees. She
states, "Like football, the continued existence of the program is justified by
the number of students served, or the visibility of its successes." However, she
goes on to say, "The end justifies the means is perhaps the most useful approach and one which is found too often in programs currently in existence."
A third reason ethical standards are not always up to par is at times, it is easier
to let our professional ethics slide and defer to more personal ethics. It is my
belief that IE coaches are only human and being only human can often get us
into trouble. There are always those individuals or situations that appeal to my
more compassionate nature (although they seem to be diminishing as I get
older and wiser). For example, a freshman who is a good student, a nice person, and has a reasonable attitude about competition asks me for help with a
speech he/she has written that in its present state will not do well in competition. In this situation, I am more likely to stan to cross the line between
ethical and unethical behavior with regards to ghostwriting than I would in
many other situations. Although professionally and intellectually I understand
the problems of ghostwritten speeches, at that moment, helping that student
with that speech could seem more important to me.
Although the reasons an IE coach may extend too much help are understandable, we cannot deny the possibility that our actions will have certain effects on our IE programs. Two major effects are: 1) The emphasis of the program might swing away from the educational aspects of IE. 2) We may inadvertently lead students away from the ethics that we should be teaching them.
There are many reasons students want to compete in IE. Two of the most
often heard reasons are the educational benefits and the opportunity for success
in competition.
It is my assumption that many coaches, including myself, feel that the
educational benefits of IE should be emphasized over the other benefits of
competition. If that assumption is correct, then it would only make sense that
our coaching strategies should convey these sentiments as well. Yet coaching

Should the speech writing process be a completely collaborative effort between
coach and student? Should an oral interpretation selection used successfully by
one student be filed away and given to another student for competition two or
three years later? If any of these situations sound familiar to you, it is probably because you are an individual events (IE) coach. Often as IE coaches, we
are called upon to answer questions, like the ones above, that may not have
one right answer. Questions like these, bring up issues of ethical standards. As
an IE coach, I fmd it is most difficult to decide how I feel about ethics when it
concerns the input a coach should have in the preparation of individual events.
Although the help offered by an IE coach may be offered with the best of intentions, it may be too helpful if not slightly unethical. Yet it is nearly impossible to recognize when the encouragement, suggestions, or assistance offered be an IE coach become too helpful. So where is the magical line between
too much input and not enough? How do we know when coaching behaviors
are ethical and when do they become unethical? By examining the reasons why
an IE coach might extend more help than is necessary and then, look at the effects that too much coaching could have on an IE program, we can then consider some suggestions that could be helpful in showing us how to do more
good by doing less.
The dilemma of how much help a forensics coach should offer his/her
students has been around for years, certainly at least as long as I have been a
coach. And as a coach, I believe there are three completely understandable if
not legitimate reasons why this occurs: 1) The perception of ethical vs
unethical behavior varies from person to person. 2) Often in IE, we allow the
end to justify the means. 3) At times, it seems easier to let a professional
ethic slide and defer to a more personal ethic.
Before we begin our discussion, of ethi~s, it is necessary to define what
ethics are. ~sell~(19g-S::if32~~1wes.:etb1CS
as '''~o!ID Tesponsibility iIF
wOIved'i'fi'"in'al5ngintentiOiW1ii1tl'V61imtatyTchoices iri oughtnes~ in relation to
s~£h )}.asic.values.asrightness, justice, goodness"truthfulnes~ ~a vjJ;t!le.: Yet,
this definition is problematic because what I view as my moral responsibility
may not be valued or perceived by another in the same manner.
In order to realize how much the perception of ethics varies from individual to individual, one need only to ask the same IE related question to two or
more IE coaches. For example, if the question "How much ethical assistance
can an IE coach give to a student?" was asked, it is quite possible that a range
of answers could be received; from very minimal interaction between coach and
student, such as only discussing topic choices, to a completely collaborative
effort between coach and student throughout the speech preparation process.
Although the answers may suggest varying levels of interaction between coach
and student, it is quite possible that each coach perceived that they were acting
within the realm of their "moral responsibility" to forensics.
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see the development of a code of ethics.

ROLE OF GRADUATE ASSISTANTS IN THE I.E. PROGRAM
CHAIR: DON SWANSON
WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY

PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS IN FORENSICS EDUCATION
DON BROWNLEE
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, NORTHRIDGE
INTRODUCTION
Twice during the past decade and a half, members of the forensics community have previously gathered for national developmental conferences. In
neither instance was the role of the graduate assistant (GA) in the forensics
program, much less the realm of individual events, a topic for consideration.
Discussions of the function of GAs were, at best, peripheral to other items of
concern. Any omission of this topic from the broader agenda of relevant issues
in forensics is unfortunate, as GAs are critical to the present and future of organized forensics in this nation.
Presently, the maintenance of a number of forensics programs depends
upon the availability of graduate students to serve as asSistants. Graduate students benefit programs in many ways, not the least of which is their status as
cheap, and frequently ignorant, labor. They are cheap because probably few
academic institutions pay them close to minimum wage for the time they
truly commit to the activity. At some colleges, assisting the forensics program is part of a broader set of departmental service requirements incumbent of
all graduate assistants. Consequently, forensics time is not directly compensated.At other schools, the $2000-3000 salary supplement they receive for
forensics coaching and travel time will average to about $4/hour or less. My
own institution hires five forensics GAs for less than half the salary required
for a faculty assistant director of forensics. To its credit, our university does
provide the students with an excellent range of benefits, including full dental
and health care coverage.
I suggest that GAs are ignorant, not necessarily regarding forensics, but of
the ways in which they are used by higher education institutions to keep costs
as low as possible. I do not contend that this is done maliciously, but it is
rather part of a trend to greater reliance on relatively inexpensive part-time instructors. Some universities, particularly the larger research-based institutions,
have found it cheapest to have graduate students not only assist, but also fully
direct, their forensics programs. Like an illegal immigrant to this nation, the
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In addition to the problems of the specific content to be included in a code
of ethics, there would also be more general concerns. Johannesen (1983) addresses formal codes of ethics in his book Ethics in Human Communication.
He discusses the weaknesses of one as well as some of the useful functions
one could serve. He also gives examples of workable codes of ethics all ready
in use. In short, Johannesen, along with Madsen and the AFA code of ethics
all ready in existence, gives us a starting point if we should choose to rework
the code of ethics.
At this point, the decision to revise, rewrite or simply more clearly communicate the current code of ethics to all members of the forensics community, may not be evident. Once the decision is made, we will not have an easy
job ahead of us. Hopefully, it will help to make the job of an IE coach easier
in regard to limitations on coach input. Most importantly, it would give an IE
coach seeking answers to ethical questions a place to start to look for those
answers. An ethical code could be especially invaluable if a coach is the only
coach of a program or if that coach is new to inter-collegiate IE. when coaching an IE team, it is difficult to know when coaching becomes too helpful,
what effect it might have on an IE program, but most significantly, it is difficult to know what to do about those problems. As an IE coach, it is impossible to ignore the ethical questions that are asked everyday during the IE season.
Perhaps a formal code of IE ethics would make answers to those questions
possible in the future.

and universally accepted. Those present felt that there is considerable confusion
and/or lack of information concerning the existence of codes of ethics. Subsequently specific ethical standards concerning various aspects of forensic activities are not widely known.
Further descriptive research about current ethical practices appears limited.
Additionally current ethical concerns and questions have not been explored/researched as completely as would seem appropriate.
With this in mind the following suggestions/observations were offered:
I Organizations which currently have a formalized code of ethics should advertise the existence of and make available copies of these codes.
2 That SPECTRA, NFA, AFA, PKD, DSR-TKA and other organizational
joumals should carry an announcement of these available codes as well as
how to obtain them.
3 That directors of forensics obtain these codes and discuss them with coaching staffs and competitors.
4 Various forensic organizations should encourage descriptive research on
ethics to ascertain current ethical practices and related forensic concerns
about these practices.
As a long-term goal it was the general consensus of those present that a
single unified code of ethics governing forensic activities which is endorsed
and supported by all national, regional, and state organizations is desirable.
A The end result would (hopefully!) be a code of ethics which is applied to all
forensic activity rather than just national events.
B Such a code would provide students protection fromunethical practices as
well as establishing a vehicle for adjudication.
C The codes would articulate avenues of recourse to pursue ethical violations.
D Those present felt #hat the council of forensic organizations may be an
appropriate group to design such a code.

~
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by Mike Nicolai

OPEN DISCUSSION FROM ETHICAL QUESTIONS
FOR COACHES/COMPETITORS
Discussion centered on the desirability of a code of ethics. However, it
was expressed that any code would have problems dealing with enforcement
unless all organizations came to an agreement on a single code. Several individuals voiced concerns over the legal aspects of any code of ethics. It was also
expressed that when and if a code is developed, it should involve input from
high school organizations in addition to the college organizations, and perhaps
should be the responsibility of the Council of Forensic Organizations to over-

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM ETHICAL QUESTIONS FOR
COACHES/COMPETITORS
The forensic communtiy appears to be one of only a few organizations/activities which operates without a code of ethics which is clearly defined
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competency in a critic necessitates as much, if not more, educational
training than does creating a condition of competency in the forensic
competitor (Hanson, 1984,92)."
If, as C. T. Hanson proposes, there are serious questions about the
quality of judging at forensics tournaments, GAs cannot be considered responsible for the entire problem. To a substantial extent, however, GAs
contribute to the difficulty. Part of this is due to the lack of undergraduate
course work that prepares students to be forensics educators, while part is
due to the unique nature of the GA as forensics critic.
Thirteen years ago Wayne Callaway (1975) observed that "the would-be
director of forensics has few classroom opportunities for preparation" (157). It
seems unlikely that the trend over the succeeding years has reversed this situation. Prior to appointment as a GA, most students will find their only
groundwork in forensics education to be experience as a competitor. Some
GAs may even lack this background Nevertheless, within a few weeks of becoming a GA, the new graduate student becomes the front line in the primary
objective of forensics, to train better communicators.
There are those who contend that we should not be concerned about lack
of preparation, that anyone can be a forensics judge. While I do not doubt the
ability of many lay-judges to rank students according to their own standards,
standards that may be universally accepted, few of the lay-judges understand the
necessity and manner of providing feedback and guidance. It does competitors
little good to only know they received a 3rd-Good evaluation or even a 18tSuperior. The untrained critic cannot move the student toward improvement as
a communicator.
The GA as critic not only frequently suffers from a lack of training as an
educator and a failure to value the pedagogical objectives of forensics, but may
also operate with a number of biases. It is indeed difficult to fairly evaluate
students who were your close friends or bitter enemies only months earlier.
Previous rivalries with particular competitors or even schools .cannot be instantly erased from the GA's memory.
What do we do to resolve these problems?
1. All departments of speech communication should be encouraged to offer
courses in the philosophy and methods of directing forensics. Short of accomplishing this goal, local, state and regional organizations should provide
workshops for new GAs.
2. The home department of forensics programs should provide adequate faculty
support to coverall judging commitments at the beginning of the year. Our
activity should not be subject to Keele and Anderson's (1975) criticism:
"When directors sit behind their desks and send graduate assistants, debaters
are robbed of the superior contribution of the most knowledgeable theorists.
Some of the practices found objectionable in competitive forensics would be

eliminated if all directors were more actively involved in the coaching and
critiquing of debate and related events" (152). The director need not attend
every competition, but additional faculty members should be available to
handle a portion of the burden.
3. National tournaments should make minimal or no use of fll'St-year GAs as
critics. Such competition deserves only the best trained and least biased
judging. While this will likely strain the ability of some schools to cover
their judging obligation, those commitments should be more than to provide a warm body sitting in the back of a room.
CONCLUSION
The failure of previous National Developmental Conferences to discuss
issues surrounding the use of graduate students as forensics assistants has
meant that several problems connected to forensics have gone unresolved.
Given the importance of GAs to the present and future of forensics, this
negligence is unjustified This position paper has addressed two such issuesthe student-teacher role conflict and the GA as tournament critic.
These problems result from the decision of many speech communication
departments to staff their forensics programs with graduate students instead of
full-time faculty members. While this undoubtedly saves the institution considerable money, it shortchanges the forensic student population. Departments
should not staff forensics programs with any greater GA/faculty ratio than that
used for their classes, as both are elements iri a well-rounded speech education.
The ultimate choice is between expediency and quality in the design of a
forensics program. The balance selected for forensics should not be out of
equilibrium with that chosen for the department's entire educational program.
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dents who must work to afford their education. It is exacerbated, however, by
the enormous time demands made on forensics GAs.) The GA faced with a
choice between student needs preparing for an evening's graduate class, researching the presentation due in three weeks, or working on the draft for a
thesis chapter- and teaching responsibilities explaining forensics to an interested student, listening to or videotaping a rehearsal, or driving competitors
200 miles to a weekend tournament - will far too often sacrifice their own
well-being as graduate students for the good of the program. We are more
likely to applaud such dedication instead of asking why must the student be
forced into this no-win situation. Why must a graduate student's education be
traded for a larger, more efficiently administered forensics program?
This problem is even greater for the GA who accepts the role and additional obligations as a forensics director. It appears that an ever greater number
of major research universities have chosen this route to managing their forensics program. In such cases the GA has no source of feedback or advice on direction of the program. Decisions on all program activities, from securing
funding to establishing standards for student conduct, are based on the GAs
previous experience.
What can be done to resolve this conflict?
1. Any forensics graduate assistantship should come with an attached warning
that acceptance may be hazardous to one's academic health.
2. No GA should be required to perform forensics duties that occur in conflict
with graduate course work. No Thursday or Monday evening course work
should be sacrificed for driving the 800 miles to or from another tournament. Possibly the length of tournaments would cease expanding.
3. No graduate student should serve as a forensics director. The demands on a
GA to direct any adequate program are staggering. In addition, the experience
required will frequently, though not always, be beyond their capacity. Lucy
Keele and Kenneth Anderson (1975) noted at the National Developmental
Conference on Forensics that direction of the forensics program by a
graduate studentis the last step taken before elimination of that program.
The inherently transitory leadership that GAs provide, at a minimum,
condemns a program to dramatic changes in quality. It is fair to neither
competitors nor the GA for universities to create the false dilemma of a GAlead program or no program at all.
GA AS FORENSIC CRITIC
"Perhaps more than any other criticism, the forensics community is
especially vulnerable on the issue of judge competency. Quality has been
sacrificed on numerous occasions in tournaments to accommodate
efficiency of tournament operation and to accommodate a large quantity of
entries... Often forgotten in the scurry ... is the fact that the judge has a
principal role to play, that of an educator... Creating a condition of

GA anxiously accepts a position, ignorant of the faculty displacement that occurs.
Why do we need this cheap labor at all? Why are the GAs necessary for
our forensics programs? To begin with, they greatly expand the number of
students that forensics programs can accommodate. While as a solo director of
forensics I would find it difficult to attend to the needs of much more than 20
students, GAs allow our program to regularly serve more than 100 students
each year. Many of these students were first exposed to the program through
classes taught by the GAs.
GAs also make the modern large, multi-event tournament possible. Few
schools could cover the judging commitment demanded from 20 or more entries in a 3-event pattern without the aid of GAs or a sizable judging fee. Even
then, the fee must go to pay others to judge, usually GAs from another school
hiring themselves out for minimum wage. Consequently, even those schools
lacking a graduate program ultimately rely on the existence of GAs. How
many of our departmental colleagues volunteer to spend their weekends listening to 30 to 60 students involved in prose reading, informative speaking or
impromptu? Were tournaments to depend on such voluntary faculty service,
they would be tiny reflections of their present size.
Without question, the nature of modem forensics is shaped by the GA.
But so too is the future of forensics. Where are we to find tomorrow's directors
of forensics? They are today's GAs, just as certainly as most of today's forensics directors were once GAs themselves. The experiences they face, the training and encouragement that they receive, the reactions that they have to
coaching will determine the character of forensics' future. Given these facts, it
is ever more remarkable that the role of GAs was only briefly discussed in the
previous developmental conferences.
ISSUES OF CONCERN
It is likely that little previously mentioned is highly controversial. The
purpose of this position paper is not to ignite discontent with the present role
of GAs, but rather to focus attention on a select number of issues regarding
GAs that should be of interest to the forensics community and, particularly, to
programs employing them. My comments and speculations represent my own
experiences as a GA during masters and doctoral work, including responsibility
for directing a forensics program during doctoral study. These thoughts are also
a function of having worked with some two dozen GAs during my 13 years as
a full-time faculty director of forensics.
STUDENT-TEACHER ROLE CONFLICT

-

-

By their very nature GAs are required to wear two very different hats one
as a graduate student and the other as a forensics instructor and critic. It is inevitable that these dual responsibilities will at some times be in conflict.
(This condition is not unique to forensic GAs, but applies to all graduate stu-
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ability as well as hone your coaching skills. It is a place to be challenged. Do
not forget this Other coaches, as well as the graduate faculty, wish to see you
succeed Remember to be yourself and to set clear goals for your graduate education. Do not made the mistake of trying to please everyone. In the end. you
have only yourself to answer to.
SOURCES CITED
Chandler, R. (19870. "Assumptions For Redbird Coaches" Unpublished
manuscript. Illinois State University.
Hunt, S. (1987). "Characteristics of the Top Fifty Forensics Programs: A Ten
Year Retrospective." Unpublished manuscript Lewis & Clark College.

Remember that you cannot perform for your students so make sure that their
accomplishments remain their own. If afterwards they thank you for your help,
let this be your reward.
The last change in your role behavior involves being a graduate student
Be wary of becoming so involved with the team that you miss out on the very
important social aspect of graduate school. Not all of your learning will occur
in the classroom. It is relatively easy to stagnate socially if your entire circle
of friends is comprised of the team you help to coach. Graduate school is
about learning and socializing in a less structured environment Making and
promoting relationships with other graduate students can prove invaluable
both at exam time and in job hunting.
COACHING
The final three pieces of advice concern your role as an individual events
coach. They deal with open lines of communication; trusting your instincts.
and remembering that a forensics assistantship is about learning and that you
are not expected to have all the answers. I believe that all three are vital in
producing a constructive coaching mind-set.
One of the most important pieces of advice is to communicate openly
with the other graduate students and faculty that you will be coaching with.
Then, once you have established solid lines of communication, work at keeping them open. Students often like to play coach against coach and your only
defense is to trust and communicate with your colleagues. Do not let petty
jealousies arise simply because one coach does not know what another coach
is doing. The coaching staff should present themselves as a united front when
addressing the team. Individually, each student should be able to pick and
choose from the best advice that each coach has to offer.
The second piece of coaching advice is as simple as "trust yourself'. Do
not let yourself be intimidated by other coaches or even by some students.
You have a point of view that is just as important and relevant as any other.
Soon you will begin to develop your own coaching style and it will feel more
and more comfortable as time goes on. Realize that a head coach usually wants
the best for hislher team and if someone did not believe in your talent and
ability, you would not be encouraged to coach.
A final piece of advice is to treat your assistantship as a learning experience. As CheSsmaster Savielly Grigorievitch Tartakower once said, "The mistakes are all there waiting to be made." While you should not want to make
mistakes, an occasional slip should be expected. Try to learn as much as you
can from other coaches and from the varying perspectives that each of your
students will bring to their events. This, in many ways, is the real joy of
coaching.

TRAINING FORENSIC GRADUATE ASSISTANTS:
A DEVELOPMENT COURSE
REGINA A. KOSTOFF
SUZANNE M. MCKEEVER
BALL STATE UNIVERSITY
Possibly one of the greatest resources an individual events program can
have is a graduate assistant. In addition to serving the team in a coaching capacity, an assistantship provides a training ground for future forensic educatorS. In order to make the graduate experience worthwhile and educational,
proper training is required. In 1974, the Nation8I developmental conference on
Forensics noted the importance of providing training for forensics scholars"
(McBath 38). However, as noted in a 1986 SCA convention paper presented
by Jeffrey Brand and Judy DeBoer, little has been done to fulfill this need
(Brand and DeBoer 1). Studies which have been offered usually focus on a specific program or practice at a given university. While this is necessary and offers insight into various techniques, it fails to create a program which can be
effectively implemented in some fashion by most universities. By offering a
structured course for forensic graduate assistants, a more rounded understanding
of forensics and coaching can be achieved. Creating such a Plan, therefore, is
the focus of this study.
The importance of effective educational programs is noted in all areas of
training. An article entitled "How Do Your Trainers Grow" printed in the
June, 1980 edition of the Training and Development Journal notes that effective training programs combine both on the job training and structured informational sessions. This allows trainees, in this case graduate assistants, to
benefit from a formal class while gaining valuable flIst hand experience. Not
only does such a class help the assistant becomes familiar with the "world of
forensics" from a coaching point of view, studies show that such programs

CONCLUSION
Graduate school is a place to learn. It is a place to test your academic
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forensics appointment. A forensics assistantship usually requires a tremendous
commitment of both time and energy. As such, it is important to work out
some realistic expectations with regard to your job performance. Work with
the faculty in charge of your position to establish a set of assistantship responsibilities and endeavor to make them as clear as possible with set standards for evaluation. For example, how many hours must you coach each
week? How many weekends a semester are you committed to travel? What administrative functions are you to fulfill? Although forensics assistants usually
put in more time than they are "officially" given release time for, it is important to remember that most departments set an amount of release time that you
are not "required" to work beyond. Most importantly, it should be understood
by all concerned parties that your graduate education takes precedent over your
assistantship duties. Mter all. your continued education is your primary reason
for being in graduate school.
YOUR CHANGING ROLE
There are three main ways in which your role has now changed from that
of an undergraduate student or an undergraduate competitor; you are now a
model and authority figure, you are no longer a competitor, and you are first
and foremost a graduate student. In the following discussion, each role change
will be taken in turn and the practical effect of the change examined.
The first role change you will experience will come when you first meet
the team. you will be viewed as an authority figure and will be looked to as a
model of appropriate behavior. This is not bad per se., but its implications
need to be realized. It is probably best to begin by being friendly, yet at the
same time, reserved. You should use this introductory time as an opportunity
to let the students get to know you as a person and for you to begin to earn
their respect as a coach. Remember that it is probably easier to loosen up as
time goes on than it is to become an authority figure at a later date. Be careful
also to keep coaching decisions to yourself and not to share them with even
"trusted" team members. Like it or not, you are now one of the people in
charge, responsible for enforcing team rules, setting a model for team behavior, and maintaining a degree of professional distance. Remember that you will
not be alone in these tasks.
The second role change is from competitor to coach (Chandler, 1987, P.
1). Four years of collegiate forensics competition should be enough for anyone. Your job now is to teach the skills of interpretation, public address,
and/or limited preparation. Additionally, it is also your job to try to highlight
the educational aspects of the activity as well as expectations for competition
behavior. Your job is not however to live each student victory as if it were
your own. A sense of accomplishment should come from your role in helping
to guide a student to success from both an educational and a competitive
standpoint. It should also come from watching them grow as individuals.

Bill Cosby might well have been speaking to new forensics graduate assistants when he said. "I don't know the key to success, but the key to failure
is trying to please everybody." Each year a new crop of successful undergraduate students must make the often difficult transition from undergraduate competitor to graduate assistant coach. In fact, a 1987 study of the "top fifty"
forensics programs revealed that "the number of programs with graduate students or law assistants outnumbered the programs without about three to two"
(Hunt, 1987, P. 15). While the study fails to differentiate between programs
with debate, individual events, or indeed both. it is reasonably safe to assume
that there are a large number of students making this transition while coaching
individual events each year.
Although the title of this paper fails to focus on those students new to the
forensics arena, I have endeavored to include them in the following sets of advice. Additionally, while I will confine my discussion to those graduate students in individual events programs, much of the advice should be applicable
to graduate students working in debate oriented programs as well. The eight
pieces of advice are grouped around three ideas; setting expectations, your
changing role, and coaching. All of the advice is either a product of my own
experience as a graduate forensics assistant or a product of the accumulated
wisdom of many of my peers and mentors. None of the advice is written in
stone. Use that advice which best pertains to your own particular situation.
SETIING EXPECTATIONS
Two pieces of advice fall under this heading. The first concerns your desire
for a fulfilling graduate education and the second. your tenure as a forensics
assistant Both take advantage of prior planning and clear communication.
Prior to starting classes or at least within the first few weeks, try to decide
what you wish to accomplish in graduate school. Is it your desire to be involved in a research project by the end of the year? How many conventions
would you lilre to attend? What grade point average do you aspire to earn and
maintain? When would you like to be finished with your degree? These and
questions like these will help you to better realize some concrete goals for
your graduate education. Next check with an advisor to make sure that the
goals you have set are both reasonable and attainable. This list of expectations
should then be referred to throughout the year as an indicator of the progress
you are making. Remember that because you are not acclimated to graduate
work. your first semester may very well be your most difficult. It will certainly be your most hectic. In this climate of constant reorientation it can be
easy to lose sight of long term educational goals. Realize also that your job
will be even more difficult because you will constantly have to coach and
travel an individual events team.
The second set of expectations that you must set are those related to your
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Week 9
9:1 Judging
1) General overview
2) Impartiality and Objectivity
9:2 Establishing Criteria
1) InteIpretation Events
2) Public Address Events
3) Limited Preparation Events
4) Novice vs. Varsity
5) Preliminary rounds vs. Elimination Rounds
9:3 Constructive Criticism
1) Written
2) Verbal
Week 10
10:1,2 & 3 Application and Extension Activities
Week 11
11:1 Ethics and Philosophies
1) Overview
2) Considerations
3) Establishing a National Ethical Code for Individual Events
11:2 Ethics
I)Behavioral
a) coaches
b) students
2) Discipline
11:3 Philosophy
1) Opinions
2) Sharing Session
Week 12
12: 1,2 & 3 Application and Extension Activities
Weeks13-15
13 - 15 This period can be spent in a variety of ways
1) Further Developing any of the Previously Discussed Areas
2) Work on Individual Projects
3) Evaluation of actual coaching sessions
4) Work on a Final class project or presentation
INIRODUCTION TO COURSE
This first week should be spent familiarizing the students with the course.
In addition to addressing such items as grading system, class attendance policy
etc... goals and team projects must be considered. Students should fust consider their individual goals for the year. This should include academic goals,
personal goals and team goals. Once this is accomplished, the staff should

collectively consider goals for the team. Of course, the team members themselves must be allowed to give input for the team goals; however, the staff
must have goals that they themselves work towards. Once these goals have
been identified, a typed list of them should be made available to each staff
member. They should be re-considered throughout the course as well as
through out the year.
In addition to goal setting, the fust week of the course can be used to assign team projects. This may include such things as public relations, fund
raisers, recruiting, and coach travel schedule. Once again, deadlines for these
projects should be made. Any additional information pertinent to the course or
the team should be considered at this time.
ROLE CONFLICT
The transition from undergraduate student to graduate student is one which
can be quite difficult for any individual continuing his or her education upon
completion of a bachelor's degree. The graduate assistant may have an even
more difficult time with this transition because s/he must perform on a student
level as well as a professional level. In addition to this change the forensic assistant must deal with the transition from competitor to coach and judge. For
these reasons, we felt it appropriate to include a section on "Role Conflict."
By understanding the various demands and expectations which will be placed
on the forensic assistant, he or she will be more prepared to cope with the
transition. Addressing role conflicts (coach/competitor. coach/student, student/friend...) enables the students to understand the stress, pressure and the
various responsibilities which may at times become overwhelming. This in
turn can help not only the student him/herself, but also help the team members.
'
There are several activities which can be used to extend this section on
role conflict. One which works particularly well is "mock" role reversals.
Students in the class can act out various scenarios in which role conflict would
occur. Examples of this include a unrehearsed team member demanding time
from an assistant who has a ten page paper on Aristotle due the next morning,
or a faculty member who regards the assistant as "just another student" who
wants to get out of class when in actuality he or she must travel with the team
to an out of state meet. Of course, a wide variety of scenarios can be developed. After they are "performed," comments and suggestions about how the
situation was handled can be discussed. Another activity which may be used to
further enhance this section is having the students create a tentative time
schedule. This schedule would allow for coaching time, study time, class time,
"other forensic" time, teaching time, free time, and other activities in which
the assistant may be involved. This can serve as a "plan" to help organize
valuable time.

COACHING
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4:1 Coaching
1) General Discussion
2) Coaching Styles
3) Sharing Session
4:2 Problems Encountered with Coaching
1) Time Management
2) Personality Clash
3) Objectivity
4) Staff Differences
5) Discipline
6) Motivation and Teambuilding
4:3 Solutions for Coaching Problems
1) Handling Different Situations
2) Developing a Coaching Style
3) Sharing Session
Week 5
5:1,2& 3 Application and Extension Activities
Week 6
6: 1 Administration Considerations
1) GeneralOverview
2) Responsibilities
3) Recruiting
6:2 Financial Tasks
1) Acquiring Funds
a) University
b) Alumni
c) Fundraising Projects
d) Corporate
2) Managing the Budget
3) Scholarships and other funding concerns
6:3 Tournament Travel Management
1) Going to a Tournament
a) paperworlc
b) lodging considerations
c) transportation
Week 7-8
7:1 Running a Tournament
1) BackgroundPreparation
2) IntermediatePreparation
3) Final Preparation
7:2 Continuation of Running a Tournament
7:3 8:3 Create Tournament (Actual or Mock)

help make the transition from "student" to "teacher" an easier one (Andrews
259).
Given this information, we have created a course which is geared towards
helping the forensic graduate assistant. The focus of the course is the role of
the individual events assistant; however, changes can made to adapt to an assistant who helps with a debate or combined forensics program. A suggested
course outline is offered, as well as specific information and activities pertaining to the basic areas of study within the course. Following this, further suggestions and considerationsoffered.
SUGGES1ED SYLLABUS FOR INDIVIDUAL EVENTS CLASS
Week 1
1:1 Introductions
General Overview of Course
1:2 Goals Considered
1) Team
2) IndividuallYear Projects for Team
1) Discussion of the Nature of the Various Projects
2) Assignments
1:3 Understanding the School.s Program
1) History
2) Student Population
3) AffIliation
4) Rules, Regulations and Expectations
a)<xB:hes
b)students

Week 2
2: 1 Role Conflict
1) General Discussion
2) Types
3) Sharing Session
2:2 Problems of Role Conflict
1) Student/Coach
2) CompetitorlCoach
3) Competitor/Judge
4) Teacher/GraduateStudent
5) Coach/Friend
2:3 Solutions for Problems with Role Conflict
1) Generate Solutions
2) Plans for Implementing Solutions
Week 3
1:1,2 & 3 Application and Extension Activities
Week 4
.

-
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coaches and how those choices affect the program, how an individual coach's
philosophy affects the way in which the program is run, and how a personal
code of ethics within the forensics activity operates.
As a supplement to the training course we have previously oudined, we
have prepared a bibliography of potential course materials that may enhance
the understanding of the topic areas (see Appendix A). We also suggest that
some other courses be taken by the graduate assistant in order to further develop his/her understanding of the issues the course addresses. These classes
are usually core courses in most master's programs, but by looking at them
from a forensics standpoint, additional benefits can be derived. Courses in
Interpersonal and Small Group communication will enhaoce the student.s understanding of group and dyadic communication and can allow the student to
study role conflict from a theorist's view. Courses in persuasion, Rhetorical
Criticism, and Political Rhetoric will provide a sound theoretical background
for writing, coaching, and judging public address events and to some extent
limited preparation events. We also recommend a course in Oral Interpretation.
A course such as this provides the graduate assistant with the proper perspective in the theories of drama and literary interpretation. Since judging is highly
subjective, a background such as this will provide a "rookie" judge with a litde more confidence.
A FINAL CONSIDERATION
Granted, our training course is not for every forensics program that has
graduate assistants. Time restrictions, faculty availability and budgetary restraints may prevent your program from implementing our course as oudined.
But this training course may be adapted to any college or university with an
active forensic and graduate program. Perhaps the course can be offered as an
independent or directed study and changed to fit a program that has only one or
two graduate assistants. The course could also be opened up to high school
forensic educators. If none of these suggestions fit your needs, perhaps portions of this program can be implemented as part of the weekly staff meetings.
Whatever your situation may be, it is imperative to the future and growth, of
the activity that our field's next group of leaders be formally trained to become
highly motivated educators.
As Brand and DeBoer pointed out, a forensic coach is a teacher, counselor,
and professional, but little is being done to prepare graduate assistants to assume these roles (Brand and DeBoer 2). Coaching forensics is an experience
that can be overwhelming at times even to those "seasoned" professionals.
Day to day challenges encountered by the forensic educator can be both intellectually rewarding and problematic. In order to deal with such challenges, the
forensics community needs leaders who are well-trained, educated. and dedicated
to the field. Such leaders could only enhance the scholastic excellence and
healthy competitiveness of the forensic activity.

will help the students identify their personal judging standards.
One activity which may be particularly useful is evaluation of actual
speeches. In order to do this, tapes from the National Forensic Association final rounds may be used. Mter viewing the tapes, students can "rank" the
speeches and support their decisions. Of course, there are no "right" or
"wrong" answers. However, each student should be able to identify reasons
why they ranked the speeches in the order he or she did Another activity
which may be helpful is evaluation and criticism of ballots. Students can note
the differences between useful and irrelevant comments. This may help students when they are required to fill out their own evaluations. In addition to
this, class participants should become fainiliar with various studies regarding
judging and evaluations.
PHILOSOPHIES AND ETHICS
All activities are derived from a theoretical or philosophical basis.
Decisions regarding these activities, whether educational, administrative, or
competitive stem from what one considers to be vital to the development of
the activity. Since forensics teaches competitors how to communicate effectively, coherendy, logically, and credibly, future forensic educators must be
able to clearly articulate a philosophy of forensics. How and what competitors
learn is a direct result of how s/he was taught by his/her coach; and how a
coach teaches is dependent primarily upon his/her philosophy. Thus, it is of
vital importance for a complete education of graduate assistants to include
philosophical considerations.
In addition to philosophical concerns, ethics must also be addressed The
need for ethical standards in forensics is a highly debated topic at present. It is
of paramount importance that graduate assistants be made aware of not only
the common ethical practices of the individual program, but of ethical practices that currendy exist in the forensic community.
Attempting to determine what constitutes ethical and unethical behavior is
at best difficult The Second Developmental Conference on Forensics recognized that ethical behavior should be based on and should promote the educational goals of the activity (Parsons 14). Therefore, in order for a graduate assistant to develop into an ethically aware and coocerned forensics educator, s/he
must fully understand the ethical dilemma the community faces and s/he must
understand his or her own role in that dilemma.
The purpose of these discussions is to enhance the graduate assistant's
critical thinking and writing skills in relation to the activity of forensics. We
suggest that the application and extension exercise in this topic area be geared
toward the writing of a paper. The paper should clearly state the individual's
philosophy of forensics and should address such topics as the role forensics
plays within the department and the university as well as within the discipline
of speech communication, the ethical and moral choices of students and
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.The reasons for including this as a section in the course are quite straight
forward. In order to run a successful and competitive program, strong coaching
skills are imperative. Coaches of individual events have many responsibilities.
Among those included are "maximizing the learning experience, serving as an
effective advisor, and developing in the students a sense of fairness and professionalism" (paules, Rieke and Rhodes 75). To develop understanding of these
responsibilities, the following areas have been included for discussion: time
management, personality clash, objectivity, staff differences, discipline, motivation and team building.
It is important that the student realize he or she must develop his/her own
coaching style. These areas discussed can stimulate the student into determininghis/her own style. Inclusion of additional material greatly depends on the
students enrolled in the class and the amount of experience each has previously
had with coaching.
There are several activities which can help develop coaching skills. One
activjty which might prove useful early on in the coaching experience is
"mock coaching" sessions. This would require participants in the class roleplaying students and coaches in practice sessions. Students may enact a wide
variety of personalities. Some suggestions are: the "difficult" student, the
"social" student, the reticent student or the student who does not want any
negative criticism. The coaches can then work with these "students" in front of
the rest of the class as if they were involved in a normal practice session. After
this, class members can offer critical comments and suggestions. Another activity which can be incorporated is evaluation of an actual coaching session.
Either the instructor or another member from the class can serve as the
eval~tor. In order make sure the session is run as a normal session, the evaluatorcan tell the student being coached that he is merely obseiving. After the
session is over, an evaluation can follow. These activities will allow "rookie"
coacl;)es to get practical experience as well as beneficial criticism.
ADMINIS1RATION
Perhaps one of the-most important and least enjoyable aspects of running
a forensics program is the administration of the program. he effectiveness and
succe~ of a program is a direct result of the administrative decisions that are
madtfand how well a coach fulfills the capacity of "planner, organizer, financ.er,salesperson, and ~ger"
(Klopf 11). Because the course is designed
to t:nWtgraduate assistants to become forensic educators, a section of the
training course must be devoted to dealing with administrative concerns. We
have:t1j.vided this section into four topic areas for discussion: a general
overview of administrative responsibilities (including a discussion of recruiting techniques and practices), financial planning and recording, tournament
management, and running a tournament
I1t order to become better forensic educators, graduate assistants must un-

derstand the vital role that administrative concerns play within the program.
Graduate students should be made aware of how the team acquires funds from
not only the college or university and from student associations, but from
alumni and corporate donations. Graduate students should be given experience
in fundraising activities. Studying past budgets, preparing sample budgets,
analyzing and performing recruiting techniques, and discussing the distribution
of scholarship money are all relevant topics and activities.
In addition, graduate assistants should be introduced and have a working
knowledge of the individual school's hierarchy and should be taught how to
properly execute the mandatory paperwork required for tournaments, traveling,
lodging, transportation, etc... An ideal exercise to achieve this goal would be
to implement the "director for a week" plan. With this plan, each student
would fill the director's role in the planning, preparation, and paperwork: for
and the actual traveling to a given tournament. The student would be
responsible for hotel reservations, transportation to and from the tournament,
traveling considerations for students, and budgeting for the tournament. Also,
that student should make any administrative decisions that arise during his/her
tenure as "director," with input from the director and coaching staff. These decisions can be as mundane as setting a leaving time to deciding which students
are eligible to attend a tournament. In this way, the student gets first-hand experience at being an active director.
Another beneficial activity to enhance these skills would be to have the
students prepare either a mock or actual tournament. The director can guide the
students through all the stages of tournament preparation from acquiring
facilities to sending invitations to hospitality to scheduling the tournament to
running the tabulation room. Again, students have the benefit of hands-on experience that will be invaluable when the student is director of his/her own
program. Additionally, the program can benefit from such an activity because
the preparatory work for the program's own tournament is completed and the
students who will make up the tournament staff have gained some experience.
JUOOING
As an individual events assistant, graduate students will often be required
to travel with the team and serve as a tournament judge. Because judging is a
tremendous responsibility, we have included it as an area to be addressed in the
course. One very important aspect of this section is the topic of objectivity. In
order to develop this topic, articles from various speech communication journals may be used (see Appendix A).
To help the students feel more secure with their judging capabilities,
criteria for the various events may be discussed. In addition to this, guidelines
for judging novice and varsity competitors and preliminary and elimination
rounds can be considered. It is not expected or recommended that the class
come up with a set of "roles" for judging. However, discussion of these. topics
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(it wasn't) and that one is supposed to be turned in the next day (it probably
won't be). Rare is the graduate assistant who has managed to avoid late papers,
not to mention the quicksand of graduate education, the "incomplete."
Despite widespread perceptions, however, Directors of Forensics are not
the Simon Legree's of Arts and Sciences. While we know that our students
spend more than the nine or ten hours they are committed to serve, and that
they usually spend more than the twenty or thirty that they should serve, we
usually place limits--well, at least checks--on their coaching activities because
of academic demands. They are, after all, in graduate school; and we consider
academic progress as part of their professional development When we do reduce the time spent coaching to free them for other responsibilities, it frequently means, through those paradoxes that we all love so much, that an even
greater portion of that assistant's time devoted to forensics is invested in direct
student contact.
The primary argument that I want to make at this Conference is that we
should take the necessary, albeit difficult, step to reduce that portion of time
spent on coaching still further. If we believe our public pronouncements that
worlcing with forensics is, indeed, an essential element in developing future
directors, we have a responsibility to our students to make sure that development occurs in all aspects of directing. Only in this regard can we come close
toward preparing them adequately for the jobs that many will take, if only
temporarily, as directors upon completion of their graduate programs. And,
while I believe these efforts should occur at all levels of graduate education,
such concerns seem most pressing at the at the MA level. I make this claim
based upon my own experiences both as graduate student and as director, which
mayor may not be typical. Observations of other programs and discussions
with other students and directors do seem to indicate that these speculations are
common, if not universal.
First, at the MA level, or during the first year or two of graduate school,
assistants seem most susceptible to the temptations of over extending themselves in coaching. They are anxious to share knowledge developed during
their own undergraduate experiences in competition; they are committed to the
cstudents they work with in ways that evoke our own feelings of exhilaration
when we began teaching; they are thrilled by the successes of their students,
finding in it not only the joy that comes from having others do well, but
recognition of their own success as a coach, as a teacher. Graduate assistants at
this level haven't gotten distracted from coaching, yet, by the rigors of Masters' theses or Doctoral dissertations.
And, there is the thrill of competition from which it is is difficult for any
of us to divorce ourselves. Most of us who get past this fIrst period fInd it a
bit easier to keep those competitive feelings in perspective because of a developed commitment to goals somewhat more broadly framed, and from the years

of experience we have acquired. It seems that the further removed we are from
direct participation, the easier it is to see the underlying educational value of
forensics, and to resist more successfully the seductions of accumulating hardware.
A second reason why graduate students seems vulnerable to overcommitting to coaching is because it is the most visible, in many ways, of the various activities that constitute directing a forensic program, and it is the one
most undergraduates have encountered. Graduate students know, for instance,
about the sessions when we made them do impromptu speeches for an hour or
more; they know about the times we shouted for them to quit cutting and fIling so many Newsweek and US News articles and to read a daily paper, or to
spend that portion of time allotted to television in their daily schedules to
news programs instead of "The Young and Restless." They know how much
time we invested in working on a prose interp piece until they at least agreed
to try our interpretation in performance. Other elements of the job take place
behind closed doors: the colTespondence and telephone calls with hotels, travel
agents, and tournament directors; the time spent preparing travel advances before or completing reimbursement forms after tournaments; the conferences
with undergraduate students, either to correct or prevent problems; the concern
over stretching the cUlTent budget, and the worry in preparing the following
one. These are the sort of skills that cannot substitute for the direct, hands-on
skills that our assistants are developing; but they are also the sort of skills
necessary for successful programs to exist and survive.
Too frequently, I believe, these behind the doors skills are the ones that
we don't teach, or don't teach very well. We can do these things ourselves in
less time than it takes to explain them to our graduate assistants (besIdes,
they11 just have to learn a different system later) or we can have our clerical
staff take care of them. We know that our assistants are pressed academically,
and we try to prevent any more demands from being placed upon them. After
all, they can work with the students, and we can do budget work at home, an
arrangement that seems more compatible with both our schedules. Directors
don't want to involve any more people than necessary in problems concerning
students for lots of reasons. We are protective, virtually secretive at times,
about our budgets and don't want folks to know any more than absolutely
necessary. I've seen more than a few directors run their programs on the intelligence community's principle of "need to know."
I believe, however, that such attitudes are short-sighted, both for ourselves
as professionals and for the development of future directors. Initially, by not
discussing the essential, day-to-day issues that constitute directing a forensic
program with others who have usually had extensive and important experiences themselves, we deprive ourselves of another perspective that may be illuminating. To ignore sources from which to learn, whatever they may be, is
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edge the very great extent to which we rely upon that abused citizen of the
academic world, the forensic assistant
In an effort to provide some curbs upon the potential for abuse, most departments or other administrative units have a recommended number of hours
associated with each type of assistantship. At Chapel Hill, for instance, we
have a nine hour commitment for each unit in an assistantship, and each student receiving financial aid normally has two units per semester. I suspect that
most other departments and institutions have similar limitations. The reason
for such defined amounts of time may have been initially to assure that graduate students actually earned their money, although that justification seems
suspect given the efforts of graduate assistants. A more reasonable explanation
is that of providing some contractual limits upon graduate student
responsibilities so they can preserve time for their own academic programs.
With forensic assistants, however, this boundary serves as a reminder to directors, perhaps seldom more, that there are limits on the amounts of time our
assistants should spend working with students. And. let's face it, this is where
most of the responsibility we impose upon our graduate assistants is placed.
Administration, teaching, travel to tournaments, and so on consume so
much time that most directors are able to work with students far less than we
would wish. It was, after all, working with students that attracted most of us
to this particular profession anyway. It may even be that time pressures upon
our graduate students will increase even more when we consider the difficulties
involved in working around students' schedules, difficulties that will become
even more pronounced as universities seek to maximize the use of classrooms
and spread academic schedules throughout the day. It is easy, usually too easy,
to "let the grad assistant" do it because their schedules are often more flexible
than our own.
These time pressures are not only because Directors of Forensics use their
graduate assistants to the maximum, however. Equally important, however,
perhaps more so in some regards, are the ways in which graduate students' own
desires and actions contribute to this situation. Their love of forensic activity
was probably instrumental in considering a graduate degree; and they find
pleasure working with bright, eager, energetic students, just as we do. Coaching also offers a way to extend their own competitive career vicariously
through the successes of their students. As they find the rewards both powerful
and immediate, the temptation stregthens to spend even more time with students, thus creating the potential for serious time demands that leave little
available for other activities.
As directors, we frequently catch ourselves being aware of just how much
time and energy our graduate students spend when, during a long van ride back
to campus at the end of a gruelling weekend of competition, we discover that a
paper should have been turned in just before the student left for the tournament

Speech Rating Techniques," Speech Monographs 11(1944):67-79
+Thompson, Wayne N., "Is there a Yardstick for Measuring Speaking Skill?"
Ouarterly Journal of Speech 29(February, 1943): 87-91
-Wenzel, Joseph W. "Campus and Community Programs in Forensics: Needs
and Opportunities," Journal of the American Forensic Association
7(Spring 1971): 253-59
=Yordon, Judy E. Roles in IntelJ)1"etation
Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown
Company Publishers, 1982
=Ziegelmueller, G. and C.A Dause, Argumentation: InQJIllyand Advocacy
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall Incorporated
OTHER USEFUL SOURCES
National Forensic Association Journal. NFA
Journal of the American Forensic Association, AFA
The Rostrum, National Forensic League
Speaker and Gavel DSR/TKA
The Forensic Pi Kappa Delta
Any convention papers, theses, or dissertations dealing with forensics and
forensics education.

SHORT-TERM LOSS, LONG-TERM GAIN:
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
V. WILLIAM BALTHROP
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL
While the pressures and willingness for graduate assistants to spend
extensive amounts of time coaching undergraduate competitors are considerable, this essay argues that other elements of directing are essential for the
student's professional development Among those are reduced student contact
hours in actual coaching, and a greater opportunities for personnel and administrative responsibilities. Experience while still under supervision in these areas can be an important contributor to the student's professionalism and success in directing her or his own forensic program.
Given the responsibilities of Directors of Forensics--oftimes making
travel arrangements, always worlring with students, keeping administrators
appraised of the program's successes in our never-ending efforts to assure continual (and often minimal) amounts of funding, maintaining our research programs, meeting our teaching obligations, fulftlling our responsibilities to
committees and other service demands, and trying to retain some semblance of
a personallife--it comes as no surprise to this group in particular to acknowl-
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1.Our

ing between faculty members and graduate students. That closeness creates
unique satisfaction and pressures upon both partners. The kind of professional
development involved in creating future directors requires an apprentice-like
relationship, one made more effective, I think, the more closely a director establishes a relationship that approaches the sort of interaction one would expect with his or her faculty colleagues. At the same time, the relationship between director and assistant is one grounded within an academic department in
which faculty members have one set of interests, graduate students have another, and those are occasionally in conflict The example provided by a director as to walking the line between these roles--identifying and acting where
appropriate to discuss issues, and deciding upon a set of behaviors that express
the closeness of the director-assistant relationship while integrating its professionalism--is perhaps the strongest lesson provided to an assistant.
Each of us knows the unique nature of relations that develops between di- .
rectors and student competitors. One cannot literally live with someone for
days at time, often for a period of years, without developing strong feelings
and attitudes. They remain students, however, and although close friendships
can develop, they must do so within the context of a professional teacher-student relationship. The line becomes even more blurred, I think, when one also
adds the elements involved with the training of one's colleagues.
Most of us are pretty successful in our efforts to help in the professional
development of our graduate assistants. When we do falter, however, and I believe each of us does falter in varying degrees, it is usually because we have
not granted sufficient emphasis to developing the administrative aspects of directing that we have placed on academic performance or on coaching studentcompetitors. Our own commitment requires that we instill the same devotion
to professionalism in those students with whom we work, and that professional commitment requires a broad-based approach to educating future directors. Only through such efforts, I believe, can we do our part to assure the
survival and growth of exciting, vibrant forensic programs.

concern with the role and professionalism of GAs stems from a broader
concern, i.e., that directing forensics is not considered to be a professional
goal by many departments of speech communication.
2. Some departments of speech communication do not support forensics with
a full-time regular faculty position and assign the direction of the program
to a GA.
3. Many departments regard the use of GAs as "cheap Labor."
4. Many departments make inadequate efforts to train their forensic GAs to do
the job they are expected to do as a forensic coach.
5. First year forensic GAs are often tempted to spend too much time with the
position and all forensic GAs have to learn to manage time effectively.
They must learn to set realistic expectations.
6. First year forensic GAs face a difficult transition in role from competitor to
coach and need the counsel and advice of faculty in making the role change.
SUGGESTIONS TO DEPARTMENTS
1. We strongly encourage that all forensic programs be directed by a full-time
faculty member.
2. An overarching faculty group in the department should be responsible for
guiding the professional development of the GA.
3. Make the GA clearly aware of the expectations of the position as a forensic
GA and adequately warn the GA of the pitfalls of being in that position.
4. Offer a course in directing forensics for graduate students. If that is not feasible develop a careful mentoring/instructional program for the forensic

GAs.

5. Be understanding of the GA's unique position as a forensic assistant in
terms of the time spent away from campus, etc.
SUGGESTIONS TO DIRECTORS WHO HA VB GAs
1. Never ask a forensic GA to do something that conflicts with their graduate
studies.
2. Try to develop joint research/professional development activities with GAs.
Work to guide the professional development of the GA.
3. Promote a flexible and varied experience for the GA by assigning a variety
of program and teaching responsibilities during the years spent as a forensic
GA. Involve the GA in the administration of the forensic program.
4. Train GAs to be effective judges.
5 Recognize GAs importance and validate, in all ways possible, them as
members of the intercollegiate forensic community.
SUGGESTIONS TO FORENSIC ASSOCIATIONS
1. Consider carefully whether first-year GAs should be used as judges at national tournaments.
2. Collect data and publish a unified list of the forensic assistantships offered
at U.S. Universities and colleges.

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM ROLE OF GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
IN INDIVIDUAL EVENTS PROGRAMS
The presentors and participants in this session dealt with issues that have
been neglected by the previous National Development Conferences and by the
conferences of our professional associations. Although graduate assistants play
a vital and essential role on the forensic community, we only rarely discuss
their role. The group felt that in many important ways the future of forensic
activity rests with GAs. From the discussion observations emerged.
OBSERVATIONS
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a failure of the fIrst order for those committed to education. While discretion
must certainly be a prime consideration, graduate assistants can make important contributions to discussions about coaching staff-student interactions. An
assistant's ability to understand the student's point of view by her proximity to
it can provide a perspective that those of us socialized by years of bureaucracy
may never have encountered or have forgotten. Alternatively, such discussions
can contribute importantly to the transition from student to professional for
the graduate assistant.
In this vein, I would also urge directors to "take a chance," as it were.
Depending upon the seriousness of the issue, encourage suggestions and recommendations from the assistant. Try their advice. And if it should happen
not to work, discuss the reasons why with the assistant, discuss other alternatives, and work to create a climate in which assistants do not fear to make decisions. Encourage them to make coaching decisions. They will, of course,
make mistakes. We all do. But if we direct this part of their professional development actively, those mistakes will not have serious consequences and
will diminish in frequency. If such consequences do occur, the fault usually
lies with the director. We probably weren't monitoring the issue closely
enough to begin with, or we didn't monitor the implementation. We learn
from our successes, certainly; but the most valuable lessons are those gleaned
from. our errors. And directors can help develop professional educators by taking the time, effort, and risk to do so.
In addition to personnel items, assigning administrative responsibilities to
graduate assistants also serves an important role in their development. Among
the most frightening aspects to taking over any forensic program is having to
learn the procedures established for processing money and accounting for it.
Those mazes, however, are far less frightening when one already has a base
against which to compare these new procedures and experiences in circumstances that at least bear some similarities. Assistants should be involved, at
least partially, in the administrative workload I would even carry this to discussions about which tournaments should be attended given the number of
students and budgetary constraints, and to projections and justifications for the
following year's budget. Assistants should be given partial responsibility for
publicity and for making arrangements in hosting tournaments.
In arguing for such a role, I am not saying that graduate assistants should
be involved in every aspect of a director's life. Many parts of the director's job
are unique to a department or institution and often involve personnel and financial decisions that should remain confidential. Similarly, not all conversations with students should be shared with assistants, just as most conversations with assistants should not be shared with other students. Directors must
remember that many conversations with faculty members and other assistants
should also remain privileged; but assistants should be included in the process

of directing, not just in coaching.
If directors are fully committed to the professional development of our assistants, we must also assure that such development extends to Speech Communication, or to whatever other department that student represents. We must
encourage the assignment of our assistants to work with, and to teach where
possible, other courses as well. I believe, quite strongly, that such actions
contribute in major ways to the well-being of the department, the discipline,
and the assistant.
Perhaps the most obvious contribution comes from making our assistant
more competitive, and more successful, in the job market when they have developed skills in areas other than coaching forensics. Few job announcements
allow for just directing forensic programs; and having assisted or taught
courses in public speaking, performance, interpersonal or small group communication, or rhetoric and public address allows that individual a better opportunity .
Other benefits accrue, however, that seem equally important. Working actively in areas of the field other than forensics works to broaden a perspective
for the assistant. She sees individual events, or even debate for that matter, as
an important part, but a part nevertheless, in a much more diverse area of inquiry and human understanding. Awareness of this and development of the
knowledge and skills acquired through working in other areas helps prepare the
assistant for that "life beyond forensics." Although some of us "old buffaloes"
would appear to belie the fact, the relatively high rate of turnover among
directors of forensics is strong testament to the existence of such a life. Finally, involvement in the broader aspects of departmental life counteracts the
tendency of some forensic assistants to isolate themselves, and works to gain
some perspective on forensic competition.
Encouraging these efforts to broaden the professional development of
graduate assistants is not all sweetness and light. Trade-offs occur inevitably.
First, time pressures upon the assistant may actually increase as they find the
same incentive to work with individual students in their classes that they fmd
in working with forensic competitors. Second, the time that assistants no
longer spend with our students means that we must either fmd additional
assistants (sometimes a difficult thing to do, particularly so given the availability of funds for graduate assistantships in some departments), find additional time from our own schedules to work with students, or seek out other
alternatives. At Chapel Hill, for instance, we have instituted an active program
of peer coaching that has been reasonably successful.
I think, at bottom line, that what I'm calling for is already done by the
best of directors. I also believe that we need to be reminded of these issues on
a frequent basis, and to measure our performance against our ideals. The relationship between director and assistant is much closer than that usually exist-
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other. Two years ago, however, the newly-formed Department of
Communication persuaded its colleagues in English to allow a concurrent arrangement; students could enroll in both courses simultaneously and the vigorous and authentic relationship students have with an audience in a Speech
course now carries over, as I view it, into their written work. Empirical evidence suggests that Shepherd's students' compositions are more energetic,
tightly focused, and rhetorically agreeable than compositions produced by an
earlier, print-oriented generation. In fact, the students in my written English
sections present several of their expository pieces before the class.
Asserting the primacy of orality demands that our high schools and colleges collaborate in their efforts to devalue print Writing in the February 1987
issue of Education Digest, Shirley Brice Heath, high-school composition instructor, declares that we need ' ... expanded opportunities to interpret texts
orally and negotiate their meanings in egalitarian settings" if we are to produce
better writers. Further, Heath contends that if we are to improve written skills
we must challenge teachers in the immediate decades" ... to reinstiIl written
language with the vitality of oral language" (19). Consequently, interpretation
courses and extra curricular programs in individual events should be insidi0usly recommended to high school and college administrators as a way of improving written skills. Raymond Haggard, high-school forensic coach at
Republic High School in Republic, Missouri, recently advised that storytelling exercises in high school could reinvirgorate a student's interest in language. Haggard suggested giving students"
... a chance to relate a funny
situation or. . .tell in great detail about a hunting trip taken over the weekend" to help create interest in how a story is built (5). Haggard felt that reading
hours, in place of the traditional staged play, might also excite a student's interest in language instead of spectacle. Billing individual events activities as a
mechanism for enhancing a student's written skills, speech teachers will likely
find administrator's more inclined to render support Once the camel's nose is
in the tent, however, its hind quarters are certain to follow.
IDENTIFYING MEANINGFUL LITERATURE
Literature's themes are oftentimes ignored by students because a work's
meaning is manifested too autocratically in today's high schools and universi.
ties. By what authority, a student inquires, do I decide for others the meaning
of a selection? The question assumes, I believe, that a student wants to develop meaning independent from mine, or he wants to find meaning in a more
personal way, and that meaning may interface with my own. Robert Scholes
believes that "if wisdom or some less grandiose notion such as heightened
awareness is the end of the literature teacher's endeavors, the student will have
to see literature not as something transmitted... ," but as something developed in her by the questioning of the text itself (Italics mine. 14). Textual
power, for Scholes, is that strength and skill which will enable us to resist

1

manipulation by texts of all sorts. We are shaped, Scholes believes, by the
language of advertising as well as the language of politics and the other fictions of our culture. Literary education gives us the power to assert ourselves
against those forces. "Textual power," as Scholes describes it, "is ultimately
the power to change the world" (165). As one who has directed four national
high-school summer workshops in individual events, I am confident that the
arena wherein the interests of the high school and the university converge is in
identifying meaningful literature and bringing our students to an understanding
of it. Specifically, summer high-school workshops could be established nationwide along the boundaries of the present SCA regions. In essence, four regional summer, week-long workshops, staffed by both college and high-school
faculty, would be established, and those workshops would, among other
things, coerce students to select materials from a prescribed list of authors
modeled along the lines of the sample I have enclosed (See attached).
Additionally, these regional summer workshops could standardize material by
recognizing levels of textual complexity. Less difficult authors would be assigned to the novice; more difficult authors for varsity and advanced If high
schools and colleges shared a standardized authors list, no barrier-- excepting
geography-- would forbid high-school students from competing at universitysponsored tournaments. Once done, the high school/college connection in individual events would evolve naturally to produce standardized ballots which
evaluate the same things for high school performances as for college thereby
providing a sense of continuity and growth from the early years through college. It is my hope that from this a national computer network, providing
subscribers with current titles, frequency of use, and other relevant data would
come on line because of the focused growth in our field
KNOWLEDGING STUDENTS IN THE VALUES
OF THEIR RACE, CULTURE, AND MILIEU
Forensic teachers are essentially involved in interpreting and transmitting
textual meaning to new generations of questioning minds who want to know
what is worth preserving in what we call tradition. Forensic teachers are partisans of leisure, beauty and the contemplative in a setting that, for the most
part, demands an acceptance of the here and now. We are charged with promoting aesthetics in a time that values utility and we preserve tradition in a
democratic order where tradition is not privileged. Although students claim
they want to develop their performances independently of us they have, nevertheless, come to an activity that represents some standardization of inquiry and
response. Unfortunately, that standardization might be region-specific and
when a student changes regions or advances from the high-school to the college circuit, different --sometimes, inimical-- standards are imposed upon
them. Consequently, we are obliged on the high-school and college levels to
develop a standardized ballot which evaluates the performance for its adherence
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HIGH SCHOOL/COLLEGE CONNECTION IN I.E.

3. Encourage research in forensics by GAs.
4. Get GAs more inolved in the professional activities of the associations.

CHAIR: ED HARRIS
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
THE HIGH SCHOOL/COLLEGE CONNECTION
IN INDIVIDUALEVENTS

- Submitted by Don Swanson
OPEN DISCUSSION FROM ROLE OF GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
IN THE INDNIDUAL EVENTS PROGRAM
Discussion centered on the various roles that graduate assistants are required to play in the forensic community. Under the "Suggestions to
Departments" items No.1 and No.4 were considered to be very important
Varied views were presented concerned with No.1 under "Suggestions to
Forensic Associations." These views ranged from total objection of the
position that graduate assistants should not be allowed to judge to the view
that graduate assistants may be far more qualified than many other judges.
Numerous individuals stated that it would be unfair to stop 1st year graduate
assistants from judging at national tournaments. Discussion also centered on
the issue that graduate assistants were students and that their academic wolk:
should be given first priority in any graduate program. While it was recognized
that many graduate assistants serve as the director of a program, the general
consensus was that every forensic program should have a "faculty" member in
charge in order to ensure the stability and continuation of the program.

CHARLES JOHN MCGEEVER
SHEPHERD COLLEGE
One of the problems for the twentieth century mind, asserts Walter J. Ong
in his text, Some Proligemina for Cultural and Religious History, is that it
has devalued orality and become a prisoner of the culture in which the twentieth-century mind has tried to mature. "Contemporary man," states Ong, "finds
it exceedingly difficult and, in many instances, quite impossible, to sense what
the spoken word actually is. He feels it is a modification of something which
ought to be written" (19). Not only does contemporary man find print alien
from the idiolect of homo dicens, but also he finds the substance of most print
totally meretricious. Addressing this issue, Bruno Bettelheim, renowned child
psychologist, observes that there are many in our culture who devalue literacy,
for the skill has brought them little satisfaction. Subsequently, many ignore
literary texts because the texts add nothing of importance to their lives (4).
Ignoring texts, unfortunately, separates the skilled literate from literature's
myth-making energies which, next to the family, are the most important conduit for transmitting cultural heritage (Bette~jm 4). Furthermore,in refusing
to explore literature for its cultural value, the ill-functioning literate becomes
the paradigm of Allan Bloom's closed-minded American. Bloom, who asserted
in his wolk:,The Closing of the American Mind, that a "value is only a value
if it is life enhancing" (201), believes that the University has abandoned its
role in transmitting values with the practical effect that all the vulgarities of
the world outside the University now flourish within it (337). In sum, this
exordium identifies three areas where high school and college individual events
programs can collaborate: 1) stressing the primacy of orality over print; 2)
identifying meaningful literature; and, 3) knowledging students in the values
of their race, culture, and milieu.
THE PRIMACY OF ORALITY
At Shepherd College in West Virginia where I teach a split appointment
between the Departments of English and Speech, a reassertion of the primacy
of the spoken word has begun. For decades, written composition was a prerequisite to the Speech fundamentals course, and implicit in that arrangement was
the assumption that spoken communication was merely oral English. The
rhetorical strategies of one were transferable in whole to the activity of the
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grams that have competed well on the national level.
Every weekend from the beginning of the season to the end,. there is a
forensic tournament that includes individual events somewhere in the St.
Louis metropolitan area. 5 For students unable to travel weekends because of
jobs or religion, the Greater St Louis league offers an innovative series of afternoon tournaments during each week, alternating between individual events
and debate, and culminating in an overall award. And as it has for some time,
GSL sponsors an individual events workshop at the beginning of each school
year.
After its inception in 1%8, the UM-St. Louis program began to reach out
to high schools, fIrSt offering a high school tournament sporadically, and then
providing a host sight for the 1976 Bicentennial Youth Debates. Performances
at suburban high schools of interpretation selections provided another traditional means of interaction. However, the program had been dormant for a year
before the beginning of the time period examined by the present study. Thus,
beginning with the 1984-85 academic year, the high school connection needed
to be re-established.
ESTABLISHING A RAPPORT WITH HIGH SCHOOL COACHES
When arriving on the St. Louis scene, I first saw the high schools as
programs that could be helped greatly by the UM-St. Louis program. Thus, I
immediately set a date and offered a high school tournament, offering entry
fees at about 30 per .cent below those at the tournament hosted by the
University where I did my graduate work. Second, I assumed that since there
were no other collegiate programs in the area, a summer high school individual events institute would be seen as something the area coaches could not
turn down. Finally, since I had read many articles about the poor state of inner
city schools, I saw my perspective as one that could greatly help the students
and teachers of such sch()fjls, and that all that was needed was to promulgate
that perspective.
But as the relationship progressed, I discovered that these assumptions
were wrong on all three counts. While I thought we were offering a bonus in
our entry fees, I discovered differently when a coach sending his regrets stated
that he was used to paying a fIfth as much as I was charging, since schools in
the St. Louis area use voluntary as opposed to paid judges. "What we really
want you to do is to host our NFL tournament" said another director. Later
that year, we complied. In terms of the Institute, I discovered that the Greater
5l Louis League's fall workshop met all of the area's needs in individual
events, since it was run by those judging in the area, and that offering an
institute without signifIcant participation and input from high school coaches
was considered at best un-necessary, and at worst presumptuous and unacceptable, particularly when offered by a fIrst year collegiate director of forensics.
Beginning the next summer, we limited the institute to debate. In terms of the

city schools, I found that many of my assumptions about the teachers there
were off-base. What I did discover was a group of teachers who, while inexperienced initially in the technique and rules of forensics, had very clear ideas of
what they wanted their students to achieve in forensics related activities, and
who could offer extremely valuable insight as to how to approach the high
school-college relationship. They desired partnerships to promote not only
how the high school student learns to function communicatively within the
established system, but how one learns to develop, creatively, a sense of self.
What this experience points to is the need for collegiate directors to be
critically conscious of how their programs both affect and are perceived to affect the nature of the benefIts their forensics program can offer to a particular
high school community. This critical consciousness depends on two-way
communication and a realization that the benefIts can go both ways. Forensic
coaches at any level tend to be territorial animals who take great pride in what
their students have accomplished. In order to relate to high school coaches on
any level, it becomes important for the collegiate director to learn and respect
that territory before it can be shared. Thus, an attitude of listening is important
for a collegiate director to establish a dialog with high school administrators
and directors that will need to a mutually benefIcial relationship. Such an attitude has become and remains essential to the development of four programs
that link UM-St. Louis to area forensic programs-- two traditional, and two
more innovative.
1RADmONAL
APPROACHES TO THE CONNECTION
AT AN URBAN UNIVERSITY
One traditional means of attracting potential future college forensics students to campus is holding a high school individual events tournament In this
particular instance, that idea initially failed when a regular season high school
tournament was offered. Since high school directors tend to support each
other's tournaments, this idea would probably continue to fail in St. Louis regardless of the entry fee offered by the university. However, hosting the
Eastern Missouri NFL Championships has been a remarkable success. The
University's Extension Division, responsible for room reservations, waives all
custodial fees for this event, and the high school directors run the entire tournamenl This approach is suggested as it avoids stepping onto the high school
coach's territory by enabling them to run their own tournament, yet benefIts
the collegiate director by saving the time and effort that detracts from research
activities and coaching students in their own program. This fInding might be
biased, since from our experiences, the directors of this particular tournament
do an extremely outstanding job of planning and running this event
Furthermore, NFL championship tournaments attract the best available
forensic students in the western side of the metropolitan area to campus at a
time when the seniors are choosing which college to attend. While UM-St
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to the ethical values of the literature as those values are understood within a
western, Judeo-Christian context. For this, we need certified judges trained to
be sensitive to the elocutionary and illocutionary utterance; ones capable of
making the poignant remark about the performer, the performance, and the
value of the literature that the student has shared with her audience.
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ban areas throughout the country -- in terms of participation, forensics on the
high school level remains largely an upper and middle class, suburban activity.
With some notable exceptions, it is not surprising that most of the collegiate
forensics programs, many of which rely exclusively on high school competitors for recruits, reflect this lack of diversity--a lack of diversity that limits the
educational horizons of individual events.3 This paper seeks to provide insight
into how to make forensics truly an activity for the entire community on both
the high school and collegiate levels.
To gain insight into how to achieve this objective, a case study is presented based on the experiences of a major urban commuter university's connections with area high schools from the 1984-85 academic year to date. While
a single case study is limited in terms of generalizing to the entire forensic
community, several benefits to that community may be derived by looking at
such an example. First, many forensic programs exist in urban areas similar to
that in the focal program.4 Second, since I do discuss the connection with
suburban high schools such as those from which we all recruit, programs involving such schools outlined in this paper could benefit all forensics programs. Finally, the in-depth detail offered by this representative case study of a
forensics program within its context can provide a basis for comparison to
other approaches to the college-high school connection in individual events.
To pursue the goal of reaching more students in the entire community,
this paper contains five parts. First, I shall present an overall attitude that
should be taken by collegiate' directors when interacting with high school
coaches. Second, I shall examine traditional ways of collegiate directors promoting and benefiting from high school forensics within the urban setting.
Third, I offer innovative ways of approaching high school programs. Fourth, I
discuss how to cope with the diversity of students a successful high
schooVcollege connection would attract to not only the major urban university, but to the forensic community at large. Finally, I offer avenues of research implied within the present study. To these ends, I shall examine the
programs designed to establish and build partnerships between the University
of Missouri-St Louis Forensic Program and the St. Louis City and County
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THE mGH SCHOOL/COLLEGE

CONNECTION IN FORENSICS

C. THOMAS PRESTON, JR.
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ST. LOUIS
At the 1974 National Developmental Conference on Forensics held at the
Sedalia Retreat House near Denver, Colorado, participants urged expansion of
forensics at the elementary and high school levels. 1 Of course, such expansion
of the activity would provide a greater pool of experienced forensic competitors
for programs at the collegiate level, and promote the pedagogical, professional
and personal benefits of forensics. Richard Stovall's 1974 report noted a special need to promote forensics in urban areas:
For two years, I have been trying to discern a trend in forensic
participation among Ohio high schools. Our membership trends show a
frightening pattern. Less than five percent of our membership comes from
the city school systems of Columbus, Cleveland, and Cincinnati. The
suburban schools. surrounding these cities, small town schools, and farm
community high schools provide the overriding majority of our members.2
Fourteen years after the Stovall Report, the same conditions exist in ur-

schools.
BACKGROUND OF THE SITUATION
Despite efforts by the Greater St. Louis High School Forensic
Association (GSL) to reduce tournament fees and promote involvement by
more high schools, participation in forensics in the St. Louis metropolitan
area in the year 1988 reflects the same patterns Stovall noted in 1974--with the
notable exception of the highly successful program at East St. Louis's Lincoln
High School, forensics remains limited to the province of the suburbs, on
both sides of the river. Yet participation in the Eastern Missouri NFL has traditionally been high, and the District consists of many long-established pro-
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standpoint. Along with the public relations benefits that come from the students being able to use university facilities and exposure afforded the program,
college forensics directors can gain much coaching insight from the expertise
offered by the high school coaches in the area. In the case study, such expertise
has proven beneficial not only in terms of pedagogical concerns within the
program, but in developing the entire speech and debate curriculum within the
communication department. In other words, working with teachers to develop
syllabi gives the college director a clear picture of what is being offered in area
high school forensics, thereby better enabling the professor to better teach his
or her students on both the curricular and co- curricular level.
Second, although the long-term results are not clear, the program appears
to benefit the high school student In the short run, the high school student
gains access to research facilities that can prove most beneficial when preparing oratories or intetpretation events. Guest lectures from the supervising professor or performances by college students can enrich the student's learning
experience. In the long run, since the hours transfer into most universities, the
student will save money on tuition when it is based on number of hours
taken. The college credit earned for forensics (which indicates much dedication
on the part of the students to the activity) makes the student more attractive to
the major college programs which may offer academic or forensic scholarships.
Of course, these benefits make college forensics more attractive, and the students could thus continue to derive the educational benefits gained through
polishing further their communicative skills.
Third, advanced credit benefits the high school coach. While still able to
design their own syllabus and thus maintain full autonomy of their programs,
the coach gains access, again, to the library facilities. The benefits students
gain from competing provide additional ammunition for the high school director's own recruiting progrnrn.. Finally, the high school director by earning free
tuition for courses taught in the summer can and have earned credit hours that
may lead to promotion. Overall, then, the advanced credit program, enrolling
roughly half of the seniors participating in forensics within the target high
school programs, shows much potential for promulgating the growth of
forensics on both the level. However, high school and college directors should
be aware that is some states, taking college level courses while in high school
may r~nder a student ineligible for high school forensic competition. Rules in
each state should be consulted, therefore, before such a program is started.
Whereas advanced credit was initially targeted to the county schools, a
second new approach to the high school-college connection in this case study
is the Shared Resources branch of the UM-St Louis Bridge Program. The
Bridge Program-entitled as such since it seeks to "bridge" the gulf between
inner-city minority youth and the alien college environment--was started in
1986-87 with numerous students volunteering to participate in a "mentoring"

program with high school students in various disciplines. When possible,
students from inner-city backgrounds were chosen as "role-models" for this
project. Also during this year, the Shared Resources program was established
to aid the high school teachers in certain co-curricular areas, such as forensics.
The 1987-88 academic year saw additional funding and expansion in the Bridge
Program. Not only was the program extended to five high schools, but scholarship money was provided for students to attend summer activities and to attend UM-St. Louis itself once the students involved graduate from high
school. Additionally, advanced credit programs for some courses were established at Beaumont and Vashon High Schools, both of St. Louis city school

system.

'

The UM-S1. Louis Forensics Program became actively involved in the
Bridge Program during the 1986-87 academic year. The Director of Forensics
assisted coaching the Mock Trial Team at Beaumont High School as part of
the Shared Resources Program. A scholarship to the Gateway Debate Institute
was given to a junior from that team in hopes of planting seeds for a debate
program there beginning with the 1987-88 year. Although a transfer of the
teacher involved preventing the formation of a program this past year, training
under the auspices of the Bridge Program is planned to begin for teachers
seeking to establish individual events programs at four Bridge high schools for
1988- 89. UM-St Louis students made several appearances performing intetpretation programs for the city schools. To demonstrate that students from
inner city backgrounds can perform well in what might at first seem to be an
alien activity, a video tape of competitively successful intetpretation performances by African American authors performed by African Americans on the
UM-St Louis Squad was developed. By January of next year, the
Communication Department hopes to have established advanced credit in at
least four S1. Louis city high schools.
While some of the results from the advanced credit program are in, it is
too early in the game to determine the success of the Bridge Program with respect to forensics. Examining and evaluating the success of the teacher training program and new forensic programs that are planned will be necessary before any fIrm conclusions are drawn. Again, the UM-St Louis staff, based on
past experiences, shall attempt to enter this program with an open mind. Dr.
Helan. E. Page, an Assistant Professor of Anthropology at the University of
Missouri-S1. Louis who designed the educational objectives of the Bridge
Program's curriculum, has stated that the program should seek to aid the innercity high schools to produce students whose "africanity has been legitimized.
yet who have acquired the intellectual and collective skills necessary to ensure
their viability in a racial state. ,,6 She goes on to note, "How could this be
anything but good for our urban communities, and therefore, for the nation as
a whole?"7 By becoming more sensitive to differing cultural backgrounds
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Louis does not approach and recruit students individually during the tournament itself, it does fmd the tournament a good place to let students know that
forensics is alive and well at the university. A trophy case is always strategically placed behind the registration table, and flyers about the program are
available in the coach's lounge and registration table. Beside each award is
placed the name of the UM-St. Louis student and the high school which they
attended (if its in the Eastern Missouri NFL). Thus, when a student from the
area succeeds in the UM-St. Louis program, the work done by a high school
coach in contributing to the student's speaking skills is acknowledged.
Finally, since judging at the tournament is voluntary and open to all, directors
from other collegiate programs have the opportunity to promote the benefits
of individual events at their institutions. Such interaction serves to help the
high school student expand his or her knowledge of opportunities for future
individual events competition.
As the relationship between the university and the high schools has progressed, the high schools have become more willing to schedule the event
around the collegiate state championships, and around the UM-St. Louis class
schedule. The ability to spend more of my time coaching UM-St. Louis students along with high schools enjoying the additional rooms and free judges
afforded by this adjustment enhances the mutual benefits.
Whereas the high school district tournament has become successful, the
second traditional idea of expanding relations with high school students--the
forensic institute--has had less success. The individual events portion of the
institute has never achieved adequate enrollment to prosper. However, other
ways of teaching individual events in the community have been found and
worked into the UM-St. Louis Communication Department,s curriculum for
entering high school students.
This summer, we discovered that day camps for students in upper junior
high years or just entering high school are in need of volunteers and programs.
We thus offered two of the individual events competitors at UM-St. Louis
three hours of internship credit (Communication 399) for establishing a pilot
program as part of the St. Ann Recreational Center's summer day camp pr0gram. While the long term impact of this program in terms of getting students
interested in forensics before they get to high school is still uncertain, the
program has proven to be a zero-cost way of reaching potential forensic students. Since the program is part of the day camp, the recreation center director
was able to do all of the advertising. If successful, this program may expand.
The benefits are mutual and two-fold. First, the college students gain academic
credit and valuable coaching experience. Second, if prospective high school
students first hear of forensics and enjoy the experience they had in camp, they
may become more interested in the high school activity itself. Whether the
program in whose school district these students live is in an embryonic or de-

veloped stage, such activity cannot help but to promote the activity and improve the college-high school relationship.
INNOVATIVE METHODS OF NURTURING
THE HIGH SCHOOL/COLLEGE CONNECTION
Beginning with the 1985-86 academic year, an advanced credit program
was established whereby UM-St Louis awards college credit to high school
juniors and seniors taking college level courses in high school. While the high
school teachers were allowed to design their own curricula and teach their
courses as usual, the syllabi were required to meet the standards set forth by
the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. These sections were closely supervised by UM-St Louis faculty, who in turn received $250.00 in supplementary compensation per section supervised. Students in the program were
charged one third the normal tuition for these courses, and given full library,
parking, and gymnasium privileges. While the high school teachers received
no pay for participating, they did receive several hours free tuition for UM-St
Louis courses they might need to take to update their files, and received the
same privileges as adjunct faculty. Additionally, all students in the program
were required to make at least one visit to campus.
Beginning in 1986-87, at the request of Dean Roland Champagne, UMSt Louis began to offer three hours of special projects credit (Communication
199, now known at Communication 192, or Practicum in Forensics) to junior
and senior high school students participating in forensics. The model syllabus
for the program, designed by Rebecca Pierce at Parkway South High School of
suburban southwest St Louis County, calls for the student to attend a minimum number of tournaments throughout the year, among other tasks, and offered the student a choice between debate, individual events, or a combination
of the two. The program consists of at least one visit by the supervising professor to the high school (a member of the UM-St. Louis coaching staff) and a
trip by participating students to UM-St. Louis (the trip to Districts fulfills
this requirement). The fmt year, the program was extended to the entire
Parkway School District, including Parkway South, Parkway Central, and
Parkway West high schools. The second year, the program was extended to the
Pattonville and Ft Zumwalt school districts. Whereas the advanced credit program for forensics was initially targeted for the suburban schools with established forensic programs, plans for expansion seek to involve the St. Louis
City Schools if and when programs there become better established.
In either case, a plethora of potential mutual benefits accrue from such a
program. First, advanced credit benefits the host university. Since the credit is
given from UM-St Louis, students can enter the university with three fewer
hours to pay for at full cost While this credit leaves them with only one more
credit to earn from forensic competition while at the university, it makes the
university more attractive to the student from both a fmancial and a curricular
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of those used to competition. Happily, if the Bridge Program proves successful in helping to establish forensic programs in more schools, in the long run
students entering from high schools will enter with similar levels of experience. And in an open program where students may enter regardless of prior experience as is the case of a truly nonelitist program, students and coaches
would have to adapt to differing levels of experience, anyway. The key here is
to be adaptive to individual needs, and to skillfully remind experienced students
that they were novices once, too.
,

THE NEED FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This study clearly demonstrates the need for future systematic research
into the high schooVcollege interface, and the impact intercollegiate competition itself has on the many groups of students who we desire to participate in
the activity. In the present case, a long range study needs to determine the
comprehensive university program's impact on the number of students participating in established high school programs and the nature of their participation. We also will need to examine its impact on how many new programs get
established, and whether these programs, taken together, can benefit ALL of
St. Louis. In the present case, the impact of forensic pedagogy on the college
and high school levels in the area as well as the impact on the size of the pool
of students entering the college forensic arena from this area need to be examined. The Bridge Program overall has helped to increase the UM-St. Louis
minority student population by two percentage points over the past two years-and future study is needed to determine if forensic participation in the
programs not only attracts students to intercollegiate forensics, but how it affects the development of the target students both in high school and, hopefully, in college. In terms of assessing the state of affairs of whether colleges
are making forensics an activity truly attractive to all regardless of background,
research into ranks received, comments received on ballots, and participation
along racial lines needs to be conducted similar to Friedley and Manchester's
research into differences in these areas on the basis of of gender. 10 Such a
study would help to make the intercollegiate collegiate community more critically aware of what we are teaching our students, once we persuade them to
enter our programs. Finally, a more comprehensive program of research and
attempts at implementing programs such as the Bridge program in other
metropolitan areas would be helpful. Because of what the high school coaches
have offered us, we owe it to them with our research to become more aware of
new ideas into how to enable our students not only to become better speakers,
but to grow as a result of participation in our comprehensive activity.
Along with the need for future research, I must note that the present case
study as well as any future research on this particular case is limited by the
fact that in each case, the programs discussed exist in the context of an overall
university commitment to reach out to the high schools. Without such a

commitment, at least in the area of forensics, such a program may have less of
a chance of succeeding. Hence, while other directors are encouraged to follow
some of these paths, they may prove more difficult to follow inasmuch as
they may have to be "sold" to a reluctant administrator, rather than being offered to the director of forensics by eager and willing administrators as is the
case at UM-St. Louis. Perhaps a director trying to start an advanced credit program in forensics could write a research paper into how to persuade
administrators to underwrite such programs, should that avenue be tried in the
future. Such a study would give us insight into how programs may work in
the absence of similar programs in other departments on campus. These studies might also provide a useful basis of comparison with the case in the present study.

CONCLUSION
Overall, then, this paper has presented the need for a two- way communicative approach when college directors approach high school directors or potential directors. It has outlined how this approach can be implemented in four
programs that can work together to form a comprehensive partnership between
the major urban university and the high school. It has outlined potential benefits to students, high school programs, and college programs that may result
from such a comprehensive program by examining the representative case of
the University of Missouri-St.. Louis. It has discussed possible challenges to
the university program that may result from embarking on such a project. and
the need for coaches to be critically aware of how to cope with such challenges. Along with discussing limitations, it has outlined avenues for future
research into how the high schooVcollegeconnection can benefit all potential
participants in our activity.
NOTES
IMalcolm O.Sillars and David Zarefsky, "Future Goals and Roles of
Forensics," in James H. McBath" editor. Forensics as Communication: The
Argumentative PefSJIeCtive(Skokie, IL: National Textbook Corporation,
1975), 88-90. ,
2Richard Stovall, "Forensics Today,"paper presented at the Central States
Speech Association Convention, Milwaukee, WI, AprilS, 1974,3.
30£course, there are many traditionally Black universities which have
long traditions in various forms of competitive forensics, but in most collegiate forensic programs, participation from students from inner city backgrounds would still appear limited.
4Many examples of individual events programs in or near urban areas
such as St. Louis exist--for example, the University of Southern California,
Southern Methodist University, the University of Texas-Arlington, the
University of Houston, Texas Southern University, Marquette University,
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views differ greatly because of vast socioeconomic differences may not. For a
director of forensics to address this dogma, the challenge here is to meet two
apparently contradictory goals: to forge a team out of students whose interests
conflict economically, socially ,and otherwise, yet at the same time allow each
individual to develop a sense of pride in who they are. Thus, while knowing
how to coach events is still important, a higher premium is placed on the
coach's ability to balance the relationship dimension of his or her squad. To
cope with the "people problems" that in American society may arise as a result of this situation, the director should try to create an atmosphere whereby
differing views can be discussed freely without being taken personally. Since
we directors, too, come from specific backgrounds that bias our world view,
we need to be sensitive to this fact, and avoid dictating and imposing our values on our students aside from the advise we give on how to be successful in
competition. Such sensitivity does not come overnight--it must be worked on
constantly through dialog with the students instead of indoctrination of them.
Fourth, ballots at collegiate tournaments can at times prove a challenge to
the program which is truly open to a variety of students. For example, ballots
instructing students LOavoid reading "repressive literature" by African
American authors reflect a cultural bias that may discourage students from the
city from participating in forensics.8 Although research needs to be conducted
that examines how frequently such comments occur on ballots to ascertain the
extent of the problem, certainly making our activity more attractive on the
college level to students from the inner-city high schools can strengthen and
indeed justify the connection between the university and the city high
schools.9 So for this partnership to have better chances for success, changes
need to be made within the college ranks to strengthen the high-schooVcollege
connection with inner city high schools and students. For example, a greater
presence among minority groups is needed within both our coaching ranks and
among the hired critics at all tournaments. The continued development and expansion of forensics at traditionally Black universities can aid in this process.
That way, all students will have to adapt to a variety of cultural perspectives
when confronted with a judge, and adaptation (and hence communication) can
better become a two-way affair more often than it currently does in our activity. The varied perspectives should enhance the educational value a student
from any background receives from ballots, thereby fostering a decent feeling
of self-worth in all students involved in forensics.
A fifth challenge to the director benefitting from the comprehensive highschool college interaction stems from the fact that given the status quo, students entering the program will do so with differing levels of experience.
Thus, the experienced student may come in with the objection that "I've paid
my dues, so why does this new person get to travel?" On the other hand, students new to the activity may be intimidated at first when practicing in front

while at the same time promoting the intellectual skills of communication and
collective skills of teamwork, forensics has the potential to contribute to
achieving these ends despite its competitive structure. But only after observing
the results of the program, evaluating them, and adapting to them over time
will we be able to assess their full impact.
A SUCCESSFUL HIGH SCHOOL-COLLEGE CONNECTION
IN FORENSICS: WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS
FOR OUR PROGRAMS?
Thus far, interacting with high schools has had a positive effect on the
development of the forensics program at the University of Missouri-St. Louis,
both in terms of recruiting and improving the pedagogical benefits enjoyed by
the students in the program. Prospects for future success seem very promising,
and seem to have great potential for college programs that adopt similar programs with high schools. Nonetheless, we must ask ourselves, "what if these
programs don't succeed." And given this potential, we must ask ourselves,
.what happens to us if we succeed?
Of course, if the programs don't succeed, then the director at the urban
university is faced with having to recruit year after year from whatever students
by chance show up at the university. Although it is possible to run a viable
program without high school recruits, an urban university's outreach program-indeed, the idea of community outreach itself--would have to be reconsidered
as to whether it is a necessary part of the collegiate forensic endeavor.
On the other hand, if the program succeeds, it will bring benefits that are
at the same time challenges. First, success will place the collegiate director in
touch with many high school directors. While the benefits noted earlier will
certainly take place, the collegiate director must then be aware of how to balance the needs of the high school community with the needs of the program he
or she directs. Second, success will hopefully increase the exposure of the college program, and attract more experienced students to try collegiate forensics.
In these cases, it is helpful for the collegiate director to be aware of what the
student has been taught in high school, so as to consider what the student has
been previously taught when offering coaching advise. When such advise dif.
fers from what the student claims to have been taught in high school, it must
be offered in a way as to not insult the name of the coach of that high school.
Again, the challenge is to meet the collegiate director's pedagogical duties
while still maintaining an attitude of respect for the work done by the high
school directors. Hopefully the increased interaction with coaches will help alleviate this potential. problem.
Third, a successful high-schooVcollege interaction such as the one outlined above will attract students from all sections of a metropolitan area to a
particular program. While a Director of Forensics may at least strive to be
sensitive to individual differences, many students on the program whose world
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time in th einstitutes schedule because this is the point where speech drafts and
interpretation cuttings must be completed. It is also a time where students can
enjoy themselves during some of our scheduled social activities.
Week two provides more individualized coaching and videotaping. Most
students are videotaped at the end of the creative process as a "polishing" or
summative experience.
The climax of the SF! is the two-day festival where students perform their
events in at least four rounds, recieving at least twelve ballots from the staff.
Students are not ranked and there are no event winners. Ballots contain
rankings of superior, excellent, good. fair, and unprepared. The student's
experience level is taken into consideration when evaluating each student
Students are encouraged to take their ballots home for discussion and
evaluation with their respective coaches.
The SF! attempts to attain various goals for its students. First, the SF!
attempts to broaden the student's theoretical knowladge in oral interpretation or
public address through its various general sessions and individualized coaching.
Speeches are not written by the coaching staff and interpretative cuttings are
not handed to the students. The finished performance should be the student's
own wode with guidance from the individual coach.
Another goal is for every student to have individualized coaching every
day. We encourage SF! coaches to work at least two hours with each of their
students each day.
Finally, the student should have an event performance ready for the
festival. This performance will vary based upon the experience level ofthe
student but the overall philosophy communicated to students is "Is this the
best performance I can give at this point in time?" If the student can answer
"Yes" no matter what their experience level they have achieved their individual

people and ideas but it does not take the place of a high school coach.
Numerous SF! students have achieved excellence at both the state and national
level. Some eventually achieve success at Bradley or other institutions of
higher learning. The SF! continues to grow in numbers, but more
importantly, it continues to be dynamic as the staff evaluates the program and
investigates new methods for providing students with one of the best
experiences of its kind
BRADLEY SF! FACT SHEET
WHO CAN ATIEND? Any high school student or entering high school
freshman in the top half of his or her class. Students must complete an
application form and include letters of recommendation. Call 300-677-2354 if
your high school does not receive a spring mailing.
WHAT HAPPENS? Two weeks featuring an emphasis on individualized
training for speech students.
WHERE? Students stay in Williams dorm at Bradley University. There
are male andfemale floors with dorm cerfews and "lights-out" by 11:30 pm.
Students eat two meals at the Student Center Cafeteria and one meal at a local
restaurant. Restaurants are within one block of campus and coaches accompany
students to this meal.
HOW MANY? There is an average of 100 students per session. Students
are encouraged to apply for the fltSt session in mid-July which usually has less
enrollment There is a one-to-five ratio of coaches to students.
WHEN? First session starts in mid-July and the second session starts the
first Sunday of AuIDJSt

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE HIGH SCHOOL/COLLEGE
CONNECTION IN INDIVIDUALEVENTS

goal.
College, high school, and student coaches are the personnel of the SF! staff. This past summer's staff included the four Bradley faculty coaches, one
high school coach from Illinois, Indiana, and California, and a visiting coach
from Eastern Michigan University. Twenty Bradley speech team members
were involved as individual session coaches. Students have the opportunity to
worlc with both professional faculty members and student coaches. Student
coaches are selected based upon their involvement with the Bmdley Speech
Team and their peer coaching throughout the season.
Another resource is the availability of videotaping as a summative
evaluation tool. Students also have access to Bradley library and the Peoria
public library.
One must remember that the Bradley SF! is only an extension of the high
school coach and program. The SF! may be viewed in the same manner as an
internship at the college level. The SF! allows the student to experience new

1. Research into actual interaction between high school and colleges, especially if we are researching urban high schools.
2. Connection should not be one way nor just related to recruiti#g. Colleges
should be "good neighbors."
3. Many changes are occurring on the interscholastic level that colleges must
be aware of. It is vital to communicate to high schools.
4. Events should have common descriptions for each event and criteria for
judging them.
5. Renewed emphasis should be placed on trying to bring high school
associations back into the Council of Forensic Organizations.
6. College communication departments should develop courses/workshops for
high school forensic teachers.
7. College forensic people should become involved in state associations,
federations, and/or leagues to develop connections. Contacts should not just
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Wayne State University, Ohio State University, LaSalle College, St. John,s
University, New York University, St. Joseph,s College (pa.), Suffolk
University, Emerson University, George Mason University, and the
University of Alabama-Birmingham are among those who fielded individual
events programs at this writing, and of course there are many other urban institutions where such programs might be established.
5Eastern Missouri NFL Tournament Schedule, 1988-89.
6Helan E. Page, "Pathways to Selfhood: An Anthropological Approach to
Dialogical Education for American Youth of African Descent," The Harvard
Educational Review. in press.
7Page.
8This analysis is not to condemn forensics critics as being any less culturally sensitive than the rest of American society. But I have encountered instances where students either considered leaving forensics of left the activity as
a direct result of culturally loaded comments. In 1982 before I directed forensics, a student who used examples solely from minority communities to justify sterilization of those who bore illegitimate children won numerous awards
at tournaments throughout the Midwest. And the instance noted in the text
occurred in a Fall 1984 Midwestern tournament, where a judge wrote, "Yon
could do a very effective job with humorous poetry--don't feel tied to such repressive selections." While the critic probably intended well, the racial stereotypes were very clear to the African American student upon whom these remarks were inflicted. After this tournament, the student lost all interest in interpretation, and often cites that remark as the reason why. Fortunately, she
remained in the program and went on to win numerous awards in CEDA debate. Nonetheless, the damage done in this instance should make us who coach
individual events more aware of what we do to students when we question
some groups of students for performing selections from their cultural experience and don,t question others.
9Insight into how an example of cultural bias can affect judging interpretation performances in the classroom, with pedagogical suggestions in coping
with that bias, is seen in Earl M., Washington, "Black Interpretation, Black
American Literature, and Grey Audiences," Communication Education 30
(July 1981),209- 215. His suggestions may help collegiate interpretation
coaches in conducting their coaching sessions with students from different
backgrounds, thereby enhancing the educational benefits for all involved.
IOpriedlev and Manchester have developed an excellent research program
on male/female participation and judging standards in forensics. Perhaps a
similar research project could examine participation along ethnic lines. See
Sheryl A. Friedley and Bruce B. Manchester, "An Analysis of MaleJFemale
Participation at Select National Championships." National Forensic Journal 3

(1985),1-12; Friedley and Manchester, "MaleJFemaleLevels of Participation
in Regional and National Individual Events Tournaments, ERIC
Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills (1985) ED 263 651;
Friedley and N. K. Nadler, "Gender Differences in Forensic Competition and
Leadership," in L. P. Stewart and S. Ting-Toomey (eds.), Communication.
Gender. and Sex Roles in Diverse Interaction Contexts (Norwood, NJ, Ablex
Publishing Corporation, 1987); and Friedley and Manchester, "An
Examination of Male/Female Judging Decisions in Individual Events," The
National Forensic Journal 5 (Spring 1987), 11-20.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE BRADLEY SUMMER FORENSICS INSTITUTE
GARY C. DREIBELBIS
BRADLEY UNIVERSITY
The 1988 edition of the Summer Forensics Institute (SF!) at Bradley
University attracted over 200 students from 15 states. The SF! is now national
in scope as enrollment continues to increase each year. Students spend two
weeks each summer developing and improving their skills at both oral
interpretation and public address. This paper gives a brief overview of the
Bradley SF! including the schedule of activities, goals, learning experiences,
resources, and evaluation of SF!.
Bradley's SF! consists of two, two-week sessions averaging approximatly
100 students each session. The week starts by giving students an overview of
all the individual events and their rules followed by a tour of the library. Oral
interpretation students are asked to prepare a three minute sample of their best
performance for presentation to the interpretation staff on.the fIrst night. This
provides the staff with some orientation as to the experience level of the
student and allows a better assignment of students to coaches by experience
level. The public address students meet in their respective event areas for event
meetings and topic selection.
For the next four days (Tuesday-Friday) morning sessions are devoted to
general theoretical principles of oral interpretation or public address. Students
attend the general session which coincides with their event. The oral
interpretation meetings discuss such elements as character developement,
analysis of literature, and the writing of introductions while the public address
sessions include lectures on organization, logical and emotional appeals and

delivery.
Afternoons are devoted to individual event meetings and small group work
and evenings include more individualized coaching. The weekend is a crucial
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ford infonnation the forensic community could utilize in the process of establishing the importance and necessity of the forensic program.
In assessing the intellectual development of the forensic participant, researchers might seek to focus on the development of one's cognitive skills: the
ability to analyze and selectively utilize infonnation when creating messages
for others; the ability to evaluate infonnation; the ability to comprehend and
respond to questions; the ability to demonstrate problem solving skills; the
ability to organize speech and interpretive materials; the ability to communicate an understanding of issues; and to demonstrate an ability to research and
edit materials for competitive events. If research projects on the forensic experience can be developed to help generate a data base which helps underscore the
intellectual development of the participants, a solid foundation for legitimatizing forensics as a worthwhile educational endeavor can be developed. Bloom's
taxonomy might help afford researchers with a viable list of cognitive skills to
be researched (1956, p. 18).
An important educational corollary of one's intellectual development is
the social and emotional development of the student Forensics may be making an important and enriching contribution to the lives of many students. It
is important for researchers in the forensic community to focus some attention
on the matters of the social development and and adjustment of participants.
Among the items which might be studied are those related to the contribution(s) of the forensic experience to: the development of one's self esteem;
feelings of life satisfaction; tolerance of ambiguity; feelings of belonging;
feelings of open mindedness; exhibiting flexibility in dealing with others; acquisition of a set of ethical principles of communication; and feelings of being
in control of one's self as opposed to feeling helpless when interacting with
others. Whatever facets of human behavior which can be linked with the
forensic experience could prove useful and afford opportunities for researchers
to cultivate additional grounds for documenting the worth of the forensic
experience. One dimension of the research effort might be that of developing
testing instruments which assess human behavior, even though some tests are
already available (ISR, 1970).
While often written-off as an abstract or obscure phenomenon, cultivation
of one's citizenship skills may be another topic area of forensic research. How
do the students participating in the forensic activities compare with other-students when looking at the skills needed to function as an effective citizen in a
democratic society? Does the forensic experience make a positive contribution
to the prospect of sustaining a democratic fonn of government? Items related
to the issue of developing citizenship skills which could be researched include:
acceptance of social responsibility; acquisition of leadership skills; acquisition
of culturally accepted values; acceptance of others; exhibiting trust in others;
attitudes related to involvement in the governmental processes; discrediting

feelings of ethnocentricity; beliefs about the distribution of power; or perhaps
feelings about equal opportunity for all citizens. While establishing finn
cause-effect relationships between the forensic experience and one's develop:..
ment of citizenship skills may not be possible, that should not deter researchers from attempting to detect correlations which may prove to be significant.
While there are many other possibilities to be researched, the creation of a
data base which can be used to defend the legitimacy of the forensic experience
as a worthy component in the educational endeavors of the school is certainly
a reasonable part of any rationale of research.
A second major component in a rationale calling for an increase in forensic research is couched in the need of the forensic community to have some
critical feedback on the practices currently being employed in the forensic
tournament situation. Does the tournament setting, for example, let the student test some of the theories of communication, or is the tournament a situation where compliance behavior with expected tournament nonns is what is
expected of the participant? Questions of that nature are deserving of answers,
as well as the attention of researchers in the forensic community. More
specifically, however, a critical review of the effectiveness of particular strategies related to the composition of one's speech might be tested by researchers.
Does one's organizational format impact the evaluative assessment by the
critic-judge? Does the amount of evidence used in the speech or the amount of
material excluded from an intetpretation impact on the evaluative rating
assigned by the critic-judge? Does the choice of material or topic have any
particular bearing on the outcome of a student's'perfonnance? Does the
student's choice of language impact on the critic-judge's assessment of the
student's performance? Issues related to compositional concerns need to be assessed by the forensic researchers to help both coaches and student participants
gain greater insight into effective participation in competitive tournaments.
Another area of current practices which needs additional feedback relates to
the peICeptions surrounding what constitutes an effective mode of delivering
one's material. Researchers might seek to explore what are the peICeived norms
related to the delivery of a speech or reading. Is overt body movement an important element of one's style of delivery oris overt movement a source of
distraction to listeners? Should gestures be programmed into a speaker/reader's
performance? What are the norms of visual contact between speaker/reader and
audience, as pen;eived by the contest judge. Obviously, the performance items
which might lend themselves to research are numerous. It seems only appropriate that some research effort beyond intuition ought to be a part of the
ovemll assessment of the communication practices of students involved in
forensic tournaments.
Beyond the individual practices of the competitor, an additional area for
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ROLE OF RESEARCH IN INDIVIDUAL EVENTS

be at contests.
8 Recruiting is still a concern. Should recruiting codes exist? Should a national collegiate group develop such a code?
9. Discussed institutes. They are important, but no specific recommendations
were made.

CHAIR: ED HARRS
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
THE ROLE OF RESEARCH IN INDIVIDUAL SPEAKING EVENTS

- Submitted by Mike Leiboff
OPEN DISCUSSION FROM HIGH SCHOOL/COLLEGE CONNECTION
IN INDIVIDUAL EVENTS
Discussion centered on the need to establish closer communication between high school and college organizations. This communication should also
deal with the role that should be played by the Council of Forensic
Organizations. High School representatives should be encouraged to attend any
future conferences concerned with individual events.

COLAN T. HANSON
NORTH DAKOTA STA1E UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH
As school administrators face increasing pressure to provide a rigorous rationale for funding requests and a strong accounting of the benefits from funds
expended, the forensic community will need to adopt an offensive posture, if
the activities program is to remain a vital part of the overall communication
program. Therefore in adopting an affirming stance, the forensic community
will need a viable data base to sustain its case. The need for integrating an active research component into the life space of the forensic community is
rapidly becoming a necessity. To help the forensic community sustain itself,
not only is there a need for additional research but a commitment to facilitate
the research via participatory support. This theoretical article affords a rationale
for new research by isolating some aspects of forensic activities which might
prove to be important areas of research; explores some of the problem areas for
researchers:that need to be oveICOme, as well as discussing a role which forensic organizations might play; and offers some guidelines for assessing research

projects.
RATIONALE FOR RESEARCH
The rationale for research in forensics ought to fmd its genesis in the philosophy of the forensic activity. Principally, forensic activity is designed to
represent an educational endeavor (parson, 1984, p. 5). The student is afforded
an opportunity to experiment with the theoretical notions of communicating
with others in a particular context, research in forensics ought to help the
forensic community gather the necessary data to defend forensics as a legitimate educational enterprise.
There are a number of directions researchers might travel in an effort to
document the educational worth of the forensic experience. Three specific areas
which might lend themselves to documenting the value of the forensic experience are assessing the intellectual development of the participants, assessing
the interpersonal growth of the participants, and assessing the contribution of
forensics to the development of the Skills and knowledge needed to function
effectively as a good citizen in society. Each of those research areas might af-
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munity is seemingly very much undervalued by active participants.
A fourth major variable which has contributed to the limited amount of
research in the forensic community, especially in the individual events community, is the lack of initiative in forensic organizations to facilitate the collection of research information. National organizations have made few, if any
policies, which encourage research or facilitate the collection of information at
the national tournament. The forensic organizations ought to work together to
help establish a policy for evaluating research proposals, and encourage research as a part of a tournament
A fifth major variable which seems to limit the amount of research pursued in the forensic community is the amount of recognition afforded those
who publish research. Should research published in the preferred journals of
the forensic organizations be valued less than that which is published in some
of the other national journals related to speech communication? Obviously, if
the research related to forensic activities is to be treated as research of lesser
importance than the research found in other journals, fewer individuals will
pursue research projects related to forensics. Organizations like the American
Forensic Association will need to be more active in their support of research
in individual events if they expect to sustain the commiunent to research by
those scholars working in the area of individual events. Active support requires
more than patronizing lip service which has sometimes surfaced during the
AFA's annual business meeting.
Additionally, journal editors representing all of the various forensic orga~ons
will need to make a commiunent to uphold high standards in the
kind ~f materials they seek to publish. Further, it does not seem particularly
wise to tm1l away articles because they appear to be "too scholarly" for the
perceived constituency of the journal.
While there are probably a number of other variables which have adversely
impacted on the amount of research being conducted in the forensic community, the factors of time, principal investigators, organizational support,
valuation of the research process, and proper recognition would appear to be
significant problem areas confronting new research.
GUIDELINES FOR ASSESSING RESEARCH PROPOSALS
While it would seem presumptuous to say that a research project should
not be pursued, it is incumbent on those requesting the assistance of others in
research to be professional in their treatment of the research activity. The
forensic community needs a set of uniform guidelines which can be used by
organizations to help them review the requests to gather information at regional or national conferences and tournaments. Often times the procedure to
employ in requesting an organization's permission to gather information is either unclear or has simply not been formalized by the organization. Ad hoc
treatment of proposed requests to gather information may have been satisfac-

tory at an earlier point in time but it is not particularly workable in the forensic world of today. Collection of information for solid research proposals has
sometimes been jeopardized by having to complete for the respondents' time
with projects which were hastily put together at the last minute at a national
tournament. Our national organizations owe it to the forensic community to
do a better job managing the research component of the forensic experience.
What follows are a few thoughts intended to serve as a starting point for some
guidelines when assessing research proposals.
1. Research requests submitted to the national organization ought to have been
previously endorsed by the Institutional Review Board of the principal investigator's local university.
2. Each national organization ought to have a stated policy on procedures to be
followed when requesting permission to gather information at their respective tournament.
3. Research proposals ought to be sanctioned by the national organization in
an advanced time frame.
4. The principal investigator should furnish sample copies of the instrument
being used to gather the information along with a rationale for the proposal.
5. Materials to be distributed to students, coaches, administrators, etc., ought
to be professional in appearance or not be used.
6. Specific times, if during the course of a tournament, ought to be formally
set aside for the distinct purpose of collecting information.
7. Penalties should be created to deal with Research investigators engaging in
unsanctioned research.
8. Principal investigators ought to have a chance to present their requests in
person to the sanctioning committee of a national organization.
9. Forensic organizations ought to establish a set of guidelines to be used in
reviewing and selecting research projects which are to be incoIpOrated into a
tournament schedule. Such guidelines might judicially limit the number of
projects to be sanctioned for use in a given tournament situation.
Overall, this theoretical article has sought to afford a rationale for future
research in forensics; discuss some of the obstacles which need to be overcome
before an active research component will become a regular part of the forensic
community; and offer some guidelines which might help facilitate research
endeavors by scholars in the forensic world. It is the obvious opinion of this
writer, that the forensic community is in serious threat of losing its identity as
a viable educational enterprise if research is not forthcoming which helps establish a data base to provide the information needed to establish the issue of
legitimacy. If the forensic community acknowledges the importance of a research component and takes affirmative action to help establish a commiunent
to research, the forensic experience could be an important opportunity of the
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research is found in the arena of tournament practices. Some research has been
conducted in the area of tournament practices which affords future researchers
with insights into possible topic areas, methodologies, as well as a foundation
from which to begin. Many questions involving the interfacing of tournament
practices and the realization of the educational objectives of the forensic experience could be researched. Does the practice of permitting double or triple entries in a single time slot, enrich or detract from the educational experience of
contest participants? Does the practice of non-randomized sectioning of
contestants in preliminary rounds create a fair opportunity for all participants?
Does the practice of using non-educator judges constitute a fair evaluation of a
student's performance? Does the practice of no oral criticism after the round of
competition detract from the overall growth of the student? Does the practice
of using an open-ended ballot foster a more comprehensive critique of the student's performance than does a criteria-referenced ballot? The list of practices
deserving the attention of researchers may serve as a source of new research.
Another possible area of research which has received only limited attention in the past involves the acquisition and application of a set of ethical behaviors by tournament participants. Is the behavior that helps a contestant win
a round of competition or a tournament the behavior which establishes an ethical norm for other participants? For example, is the practice of using a previously prepared and memorized speech the ethical way to win in the contest
category of impromptu speaking? Is the use of staged movement in the oral
interpretation events an ethical way of communicating the literature? What are
the ethical concerns regarding the nature of an oral intetpretation cutting or the
proper use of evidence in a public speaking event? Again, the topics for research revolving around the ethical behavior of tournament participants are ex-

tensive.

One final component of a rationale for further research in forensics relates
to the developmental nature of research. The forensic experience ought to be
one which is enriched with experiments. Research projects might attempt to
test new theories of forensic practice; test new approaches to tournament management; explore new modes of formatting and hosting tournaments - should
the tournament of the 1990's be a telecommunication experience? If the forensic experience is thought of from a systems theory notion, research projects
could be the vehicle through which new ideas are introduced to the system.
Study of how the new component is impacting on the system could afford an
opportunity to strengthen the forensic experience through innovation and experimentation.
The need for an active research component in the forensic community is
very strong. The rationale underlying a call for more research is far reaching.
In part, the research effort in forensics can be linked to the very survival of the
forensic experience. Another element of the rationale for further research

underscores the need for the forensic community to create an ongoing critical
review of its practices. Finally, a portion of the rationale for additional research can be linked to the need for establishing a commitment to innovation
in the forensic community. To remain a vital educational activity, the forensic
community cannot afford to remain static. Research, as an active component
of the forensic community, can help sustain the livelihood of the activity.
PROBLEM AREAS IN RESEARCH
In assessing some of the current obstacles to an active research program in
the forensic community, a number of variables can be identified. One of the
most crucial obstacles confronting most people in the forensic community is
the factor of time. Can one realistically travel most weekends, coach students
during the week, teach one's classes, advise undergraduate and graduate students, serve on departmental or university committees, and still find time for
research? The administrative answer to that question is often times "yes". A
realistic response to such a question is probably "no". Nevertheless, the commitment to engage in research remains a part of most coaches' contracts with
their respective institutions. The Second National Developmental Conference
on Forensics did active coaches no favor when they argued that coaches ought
to be expected to meet the qualitative standards of all other faculty members
(parson, 1984, p. 28). That point-of-view seems to totally ignore the time
constraints faced by the forensic coach. It would be interesting to investigate
whether the professional organizations of other activities programs advocate
that their coaches and directors be held accountable to the academic standards of
other faculty. It would seem that the forensic community ought to be arguing
that service ought to be the principal element in the evaluation of a forensic
coach. Faced with a time crunch, the research interests of the forensic coach are
often relegated to the back burner.
The fact that the active coach is often times too busy on a day-to-day basis to conduct research should not be used as reason to excuse the lack of an
active research program in the forensic community. The are a host of faculty
populating departments of Speech Communication whose roots are linked to
forensic activity programs. Many of those individuals may now occupy positions of importance because of their past ties to forensics. Why are those individuals not assisting with the research needs of the forensic community?
Former forensic coaches ought to form the corps of those conducting an active
and an ongoing research effort in the forensic community.
Another variable which can be associated with limited research in the
forensic community is the lack of support for research among active coaches
and student participants. How many researchers in forensics have been
discouraged from conducting future research, simply because coaches and students exhibited an attitude of indifference when they were asked to complete a
survey? The importance of assisting with research needs in the forensic com-
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Ouestionnaire Design, open-ended questions "are indispensable to a thorough
understanding of complex issues and topics."S As Labaw notes open-end questions are "the only way the researcher can give the respondent the opportunity
to 'have his own say.'''6 By allowing the respondent to have "his own say",
open-ended responses can signal bias in closed-ended questions as well providing nuances that the researcher may not have considered when designing the
questionnaire. In forensic research they can provide the qualitative data that
many of these studies lack. In short data collected in open-end questions can
illuminate the meaning of the numbers and provide a correct path of analysis.
Despite the extensive background research done on many studies, market researchers still make use of open-ended questions and those who are serious
about forensic research should do the same.
WHEN TO USE OPEN-ENDS
Now that we understand why we should use open-end questions we must~
understand when and how to use them. Although they discourage heavy openend usage,Aaker and Day provide these circumstances as appropriate for the use
of open-ends:
1. As an introduction to a surveyor to a topic.
2. When it is important to measure the saliency of an issue to a respondent
3. When there are too many possible responses to be listed, or they cannot be

foreseen.
4. When verbatim responses are desired to give the flavor of people's answers
or to cite as examples in a report"?
Each of these circumstances indicate the qualitative aspects of the openend. To see this more clearly lets go item by item.
Item 1: As an introduction to a surveyor to a topic.
In the introduction to a survey the open-end is important for a variety of
reasons. First of all it allows the respondent the opportunity to really become
involved in the survey. Also, it allows the respondent to give his/her opinions
about a general topic area without the influence of any bias that may exist in
the body of the survey. This "top of mind" answer may point up important
issues or ideas that the researcher did not think of and could influence the
overall analysis of the survey results.
Item 2: When it is in\portant to measure the saliency of an issue to a r~nikmt.
By using an open-end to measure the saliency of an issue to a respondent
one of the most common errors made in forensic research can be avoided. In
many forensic studies the respondent is asked to provide information or ratings
on issues that are not important to him/her. When this happens the respondent
will often be careless in responding thus giving misleading information which
can seriously jeopardize the validity of any study. By allowing a respondent

the opportunity of explaining what is important, the researcher will have a
gage by which to measure the validity or significance of the data received.
Item 3: When there are too many possible responses to be listed. or they cannot be foreseen.
Due to the lack of extensive background research, the researcher often
cannot foresee all of the important issues or their corresponding answers. This
is especially true in forensics where strong regional differences do exist If an
important response category is omitted and a closed-end is used then the respondent is forced to give an answer that may not be completely accurate from
the respondent's point of view. In the analysis of such a flawed closed-end the
respondent's views will be misrepresented and incorrect conclusions may occur. Also in broad or general questions there may be too many possible responses to list or predict., therefore generalized questions should always be
asked in an open-end form. Specific closed-ends can then be used to follow-up
on some of the possible issues relevant to the research objective.
Item 4: When verbatim re~nses
are desired to give the flavor ofpeqple's answers or to cite as exarn.vles in a re.port
In papers written to report research results the researcher should support
the research findings with actual quotations from respondents. Such quotations
will strengthen any report and may provide insight into findings that my otherwise seem odd or inappropriate to the casual observer. As you can see.the
qualitative aspects of the open-end can make its use invaluable to the type of
research we do in forensics.
TIPS ON WRITING OPEN-ENDS
Now that we know why and when to use open-end questions, it becomes
important to understand how to properly write an open-end. Fortunately an
open-end is perhaps the easiest type of question to write. The key to writing
an open-end is to keep it as simple as possible and to include relevant probes
or follow up questions. By keeping an open-end simple the researcher can prevent any bias in the question and encourage thoughtful responses from the respondent For example, "What are the benefits of forensic competition to your
students? (pLEASE BE SPECIFIC)" followed by "(PROBE) What other
benefits?" could be a good introductory open-end in a study designed to determine how students can benefit from forensic competition. Writing open-ends
in pairs such as likes/dislikes or best/worst can often provide the full range of
a respondent's ideas on a topic. For example, "What do you like best about
forensics? (PROBE) What else?" followed by "What do you like least about
forensics? (PROBE) What else?" would provide data on both the positive and
negative side of the issue. When an open-end is used as a follow-up to a
closed-end, it might be written as simply as "Why? (PROBE) Why else?" or
"Why do you feel that way? (PROBE) Why else?". It is also important to always phrase an open-end in such a way that it cannot be easily an-
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cussion. It is the goal of qualitative research to make sure that the researcher
understands the issue(s) being researched. It is with this knowledge that the researcher can begin the survey design. One of the major steps in constructing a
questionnaire is determining the types of questions to ask. There are basically
just two types of questions and they are open-end questions and closed-end
questions. Patricia Labaw in her book, Advanced Ouestionnaire Design.defines
open-end questions as "questions which allow the respondent to give a totally
free answer."2 This is as opposed to a closed-end which Labaw defines as a
question in which "the actual answer categories are provided to the respondent,
and the respondent is expected to choose the answer category which comes
closest to or best represents his feelings, beliefs, attitudes, opinions, behavior,
or knowledge of a situation. "2AThe 1-5 or 1-10 attitudinal scales which are so
commonly used on forensic surveys are an example of a closed-end question.
Robert A. Peterson in his text, Marketing Researchoonotes that "The advantages of open-end questions are usually the disadvantages of closed-end questions and vice versa. Still, it is more meaningful to consider the question
types as complementary. Neither question type is unequivocally superior to
the other for all research situations. Most marketing research situations, and
even most questionnaires, contain both types."3 Unfortunately most of the
surveys used in forensic research only use closed-end questions possibly due to
the ease of quantifying closed-end data.
JUSTIFICATION FOR THE USE OF OPEN-ENDS
One might wonder if closed-end data is so easy to quantify and analyze,
why then should open-end questions be used. While many market research
texts do indeed give the use of open-end question~some bad press the need for
open-ends is essential to forensics research for one basic reason. In market research much qualitative research is done prior to survey design. This does not
seem to hold true for most social science research including research done in
forensics. According to Aaker and Day, "Seldom is enough known about a
marketing problem or situation for the researcher to be able to proceed directly
to the design of a structured study yielding representative and quantifiable results. ,,4 They go on to say that extensive qualitative research needs to be done
before the survey design is complete. Similar types of exploratory research are
needed in designing questionnaires for forensic research but time and monetary
constraints often limit, if not curtail, such background research. Studies are
often fielded with only closed-ended questions which contain the bias of the
person or people doing the study. This is a major problem noticed in survey
design and it leads to inaccurate analysis and conclusions. One of the ways to
avoid this problem is through the use of open-ended questions which have the
capacity for revealing aspects or complexities of the research issue which the
researcher may have overlooked. According to Patricia Labaw in Advanced

next century too.
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OPEN-END QUESTIONS:
EXPLORING THE QUALITATIVE NATURE OF OUR QUANTITATIVE
STUDIES
EDWARD JEFF DANIEL, JR.
The role of research in forensics is a wide and varied one. As with most
social science research methods, the trend in forensics has turned from primarily case study/observational research to a mass of empirical data. Our quantitative studies have many problems from sample and questionnaire design to inappropriate or inaccurate statistical analysis. One of the basic reasons that
these problems abound is that non-researchers are assigned the task:of research.
While it would be impossible to taclde all of the problems in the quantitative
surveys done in the field of forensics, one of the best ways to improve the
overall analysis of any given study would be a better exploration of.the qualitative side of our quantitative studies through the use of open-end questions.
After defining a few relevant terms we must explore the need for open-end
questions in all forensic surveys and then we must examine when to use openend questions,how to properly write an open-end question and finally how to
analyze the data received from both a qualitative and quantitative perspective.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Since survey design and analytical models used in social science research
tend to mimic those used in the field of market research, the defmitions and
terminology that I will be using come primarily from market research texts.
According to David A. Aaker and George S. Day in their text Marketing
Research. qualitative research is defmed as "research designed primarily for exploratory purposes, such as getting oriented to the range and complexity of
consumer activity, clarifying the problem, and identifying likely
methodological problems. "I The need to understand the range and complexity
of issues involved in forensic research is no less important Various qualitative
methods include observational study, in-depth interviews and focus group dis-
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day's academic institutions. For the undergraduate student, choosing individual
events as a research area can provide a unique introduction to serious scholarship. For the student who may have already participated in speech events for
four years in high school and already gained a goodly number of benefits from
the activity itself, investigating some aspect of individual events can add a
depth of understanding not available from mere participation alone. A well
conducted research project, whether it be descriptive, historical, or experimental can provide insight into the field of speech communication.
For the graduate student, scholarship in individual events can provide term
paper subjects. a thesis topic and/or the subject for some early scholarship efforts. For the aspiring faculty member, a list of convention papers and published articles will assist the applicant in securing that initial academic appointment. An increasing list of scholarship can assist with reappointment,
promotion. and eventually tenure. For the tenured faculty member a list of
publications can help to provide status in his/her own department, university.
and in the field of speech communication.
Second, scholarship in individual events is important to the forensic educator as teacher and coach. Because of the time and space limitation, this paper
will not address the old question "will performing research actually make
someone a better classroom teacher. or are the qualities which distinguish
teacher from scholar quite different?" Presently, this author argues only that a
well-read coach will be aware of trends in the activity and should be able to
pass along some of the important [mdings in the form of good teaching and
effective coaching.
Third, research in individual events is important to the tournament director. Few persons associated with our activity face more decisions than do the
tournament managers for contests at all levels. These decisions affect not only
a number of students on a., individual squad. but many programs. coaches. and
hundreds of students. When should the tournament be hosted? What events
should be included? How should the events be grouped? How many rounds of
each event should be offered? How much time should be allowed for each
round? What ballots should be used? How many judges per round should be
used? How should judges be assigned? How many elimination rounds should
be held? How should seeding be handled? These are just a few of the many
questions which must be considered. Research results can guide in the making
of these decisions. Thus the tournament director can benefit from the investigation of others.
Fourth. scholarship in individual events is important to the student. The
student forensic participant can benefit from solid research findings whether
they be passed along from a scholar/coach or gained by the student's own careful reading. The results should increase the student's quality participation and
perhaps more successful participation. Today's student most often "learns by

doing," "learns by observing other winners," and occasionally "learns by winning him/herself." Exposure to research dealing with individual events means a
student participant can learn by reading, as well.
Fifth, research is important to the judge. There are those who believe that
the ultimate change (and even progress) in forensics is produced by the judge.
By voting for the best student in a contest round, as well as communicating
that decision clearly to winners and non-winners, the judge influences the future of the activity more directly than any other participant If judges are exposed to the best research in individual events, then that research will be of
benefit to the judge, and to those whom he/she criticizes and judges.
Sixth, scholarship is important to the activity itself. Scholarly writing
which is significant in quantity and quality will be advantageous to individual
events. Such research answers the question of whether or not individual events
are even worth being studied. As coaches, tournament directors, judges, and
students are changed, improvement is bound to corne to the activity itself.
B. HOW IMPORTANT IS RESEARCH IN INDIVIDUAL EVENTS?
Having asserted that scholarship in individual events is important. one
might be tempted to ask a question Ed McMahon often poses--how important
.mit? What is the most influential aspect of individual events? Putting it another way. of all of the elements involved in this activity, which part or parts
has the greatest potential for creating change? This is not an easy question to
answer and agreement is not likely.
This author suspects that the participants in each aspect of this conference
will make a good case for his/her own area being studied.
Some might contend that the most influential factor is tournament
administration. When a tournament manager makes the decisions of when a
tournament will be held. what events will be included. how the events will be
defined. what rules will apply. how the events will be grouped. and what
awards will be given. that person has essentially and significantly defined the
activity and determined the future of individual events. This is especially true
when one looks at the effects of national tournaments upon tournaments at a
lower level. Many tournament directors choose to mirror the methods and procedures used at the national tournaments. the national championship. or those
tournaments sponsored by a forensic honor society or an honorary.
One could also argue that the ultimate influence upon the activity has
been and will probably continue to be judging. When a judge rewards a team
or individual with a "win," a high ranking and/or high rating. the future of individual events is determined. It is no accident that the final rounds are the
most well attended at any tournament. Students and coaches want to know
what is 'winning" these days. Once observed. it is difficult to stop a student
from incorporating certain aspects of subject selection, style, arrangement. or
delivery into his/her own contest event. For imitation is not only the highest
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research results. One of the ways to improve the overall quality of forensic research is to include properly written open-ends in all surveys. Researchers are
not perfect so we must never forget to explore the qualitative aspects of our
quantitative studies through the use of open-ends.
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swered"yes"or"no." "Do you have any comments?" or just "Any comments?"
are examples of very bad open-ends that have appeared on forensic surveys.
Finally, since most of the questionnaires used in forensic research are self-administered the format is also important. Respondents will perceive the importance of an open-end by the amount of space left to record the answer. They
will stop writing when the space is filled even when they have more that they
would like to say. Most market research surveys tend to leave between three
and eight double spaced lines. As we can see open-ends are very easy to write
so don't be afraid to use them.
ANALYSIS OF OPEN-END DATA
Open-ends are equally easy to analyze from a qualitative perspective but
are difficult to analyze quantitatively. To analyze open-ends qualitatively simply requires that the researcher read the answers to determine general trends in
the answers as well as important nuances or issues not covered in the closedend questions. This task is especially easy in forensic research where the sample size tends to be small thus generating relatively few completed surveys.
While reading these answers the researcher should select representative quotations to be used in the final report. Quantitative analysis is a bit more difficult
and presents many problems which could confuse rather than enlighten.
Quantitative analysis of open-ends should only be done by professionals or
those well versed in research methods, but if the researcher insists on
quantifying the data it can be done. The first step is to code the answers.
Coding is a system in which the researcher or coder creates categories or codes
to which numbers are assigned. The coder then reads every open-end and assigns them the numbers which correspond to the closest answer or answer category on the code. These numbers can then be tabulated and percentaged accordingly. In the coding process any nuances in the responses will be lost
Coding also requires that answers be interpreted as to meaning which is often
difficult if not impossible to do. Many single mention responses will also be
lost in the coding process. It is very easy to make mistakes in coding which
can further make the tabulated numbers meaningless and if misinterpreted will
lead to incorrect analysis. These are just a few of the many problems which
make quantifying open-end data impractical for anyone except research special-

7Aaker and Day, lSO-181.

THE ROLE OF RESEARCH IN INDIVIDUAL EVENTS
JAMES F. WEAVER
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
The planning committee has wisely divided the agenda into a consideration on ten areas of study ranging from standards of evaluation/judging and
training judges/coaches, to administrative support/publicity and ethical questions for both coaches and competitors.
The overall purpose of this paper is to pose the right questions, provide
some good answers, and offer some recommendations. Specifically, the paper
will address three questions: 1) What is the role of research in individual
events? 2) What are some appropriate areas of research in individual events? 3)
What are some reasonable recommendations which will ensure that research is
conducted and the results disseminated?
1. WHAT IS THE ROLE OF RESEARCH IN INDIVIDUAL EVENTS?
Before answering this question directly, the author will answer two other
questions.
A. IS RESEARCH IMPORTANT TO INDIVIDUAL EVENTS?
On the surface, this question seems easy to answer. Yes. Research is important to individual events for six reasons. First, research is important to the
researcher. This may appear to be a selfish answer, but a realistic one in to-

ists.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Despite the difficulties involved with the quantitative analysis of openends, the use of open-ends can be invaluable to the proper analysis of
quantitative data. This is especially true in forensic research where proper
qualitative research is not done prior to designing the study. The information
gained from open-ends can signal any problems in the survey design as well as
provide additional information. If our survey research in forensics is to be
taken seriously then more care needs to be taken to ensure the integrity of the
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Of what value is each event? Do we have a clear educational rationale for each
event? Do we have a clear description of each event? Do we have a clear list of
judging criteria for each event? What are the unique competencies developed by
each speaking event? Are some events kept merely because they are popular?
Are there "new" events which should be included which would broaden the
range of competencies? Once introduced, have new events really been given a
chance?

TOURNAMENT ADMINISTRATION AND
mE TOURNAMENT SETTING
A second area which has received attention is the competitive setting.
1. Competitive Atmosphere (Rasmuson, 1986)
2. Events Offered (Manchester, 1986)
3. Events Guidelines (NFJ, 1983)
4. Host Participation (Hanson, 1986)
5. National Tournaments (Fryar, 1984; Leiboff, 1987a; Leiboff, 1987b;
Manchester, 1980)
6. Participation (Friedley, 1985)
7. Research Lab (Harris, 1986b)
8. Scheduling (peters, 1983)
9. Seeding (Hanson, 1987)
10. Speaking Position (Benson, 1975; Hale, 1986)
11. Tabulation Methods (Littlefield, 1986; Littlefield, 1987; Weiss, 1984)
12. Tournament Competition (Klopf, 1966)
Other relevant questions might include: Do the national tournaments have
too much influence? Are current tournament prnctices educationallyjustifiable?
Do the best speakers win?
ACADEMIC AND CO-CURRICULaR: PHILOSOPHY,
COACHING, AND ETHICS
1. Coaching Positions (Shelton, 1986)
2. Credit for Participation (Keefe, 1987)
3. Ethics (Frank, 1983; Friedley, 1983; Thomas, 1983a; Thomas, 1983b)
4. Forensic Education (Douglas, 1971)
5. Funding (Crawford, 1984)
6. Recruiting (Dean, 1985;Nadler, 1985)
7. Using Ballots (Hanson, 1988b)
Do we have an accurate picture of individual events programs today? What
is the effect of high school participation? What can university participation in
individual events add to high school participants? Have participants in individual events become too professional?
JUDGING
1. Demographics (Harris, 19800)
2. Effect of Participant Clothing (Jones, 1987)

2. Judge Agreement (Kay, 1984; Lewis, 1981)
3. Judging Standards (Dean, 1984; Mills, 1983; Lewis; 1984)
4. Judge Workshops (Ross, 1984)
5. Male/Female Judging Decisions (Friedley, 1987)
Scholars interested in studying judging behavior might consider these
questions: What are the schools of judging in individual events? Are standards
of judging too diverse? Are training sessions for judges beneficial?
RESEARCH IN FORENSICS
Some scholars have addressed the questions of research itself.
1. Behavioral Science (Cronen, 1970)
2. Data Research Center (JAFA, 1973)
3. Forensics (Douglas, 1972)
4. Tournament as Lab (Harris, 19800)
There is always a value in assessing our own methods and procedures of
research. Can individual events be studied in the current tournament setting?

Does anyone take research in individual events seriously? Is it possible to

to research in individual events.
3. Research grants and awards should

.

be available

for undergraduates

per-

forming scholarship in individual events.
4. Research grants and awards should be available for graduate students
performing scholarship in individual events.
5. Research grants and awards should be available for faculty members
performing scholarship in individual events.
6. The NFA and AFA should cooperate in establishing a national forensic data

base.

7. Dissemination of resean:h results should be increased by conducting
workshops and seminars at individual events tournaments.
8. Tournament directors should be encouraged to allow the administration of
well planned research projects at individual events tournaments.
CONCLUSION
We have considered three questions: What is the role of research in individual events? What are some appropriate areas of research in individual
events? What are some reasonable recommendations which will ensure that re-
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conduct controlled studies in the rush of a tournament setting? Should experimental tournaments be set up for the study of individual events?
m. WHAT ARE SOME REASONABLE RECOMMENDATIONS WHICH
WILL ENSURE THAT RESEARCH IS OONDUCTED
AND THE RESULTS DISSEMINATED?
1. The list of journals (state, regional, and national) which nonnally publish
articles on individual events should be publicized. The names and addresses of
editors should be easily accessible.
2. Editors should be encouraged to publish special editions exclusively devoted
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Developmental Conference: "a meeting of persons who are making wise decisions based upon good answers to the right questions." Of course, a national
developmental conference is more than that. A successful national developmental conference must do six things:
1) Be sure that the right questions are asked.
2) Be sure that good answers are provided.
3) Adopt strong recommendations.
4) Disseminate the results widely.
5) Provide a definite method of implementing the recommendations.
6) Provide a mechanism for evaluating the results several years down the road.
To be sure that this developmental conference is able to accomplish these
things, I shall address two additional questions: What are some appropriate areas of research in individual events? What are some reasonablerecommendations which will ensure that research is conducted and the results disseminated?
ll. WHAT ARE SOME APPROPRIATE AREAS OF RESEARCH
IN INDNIDUAL EVENTS?
What follows is not an attempt to present a complete review of the literature in individual events nor a fmal word or limitation of what must be swdied
in the fuwre, rather it is only one person's attempt to see some of the main
trends of the past and to suggest a few directions for the future.
EVENTS
Some effort has been and can continue to be focused on the events themselves.
1. After Dinner Speaking (Dreibelbis, 1987; Hanson, 1988a; Mills, 1984)
2. Communication Analysis (Benoit, 1985; Dean, 1984; Dean, 1985;
Gennan, 1985; Harris, 1987;KJumpp, 1984; Larson, 1985; Murphy, 1988;

fonn of flattery, it is a very common fonn of behavior in our activity. When
the judge detennines what will be observed in the final round, he/she determines the future of the activity itself.
Most of us went into this field because we like to teach. We know that
the type of teaching which is possible in speech communication, and especially within the related co-curricular activities is extremely influential. We
hold the belief that teaching or coaching can make a difference. Therefore, we
should be able to argue successfully that, in fact, coaching makes the most
difference and therefore is the most important aspect of the activity being considered.
Those of us who have been in or close to programs with extremely high
or little fmancial support are pleasantly or painfully aware of the effect which
administrative support can play in the success of the program. No matter what
else a program may have, if it lacks administrative and fmancial support it
will eventually dwindle to nothing. Accordingly, there is no aspect which is
more basic than support from one's administration.
Similar to the chicken and the egg question, we can ask, who has the
most influence college or high schools? Good and bad practices at the secondary level quickly find their way into college forensics. But alert high
school coaches will readily point to colleges and their high school institutes,
and judging behavior as the real cause of the problem.
A good case, then, can and will be made for each of the possible areas being considered this weekend in Denver. Where does research rank in this
hierarchy? Is it the most important aspect? Does it fall near the top? Should it
be placed somewhere between judging and coaching, judging and tournament
administration, between administrative support and public relations? I shall
not argue for a specific ranking. Instead I shall suggest that it plays a supplementary function. It is not a matter of research vs. any of these aspects, but
rather research and judging, coaching, tournament administration--and all the
rest
C. WHAT IS THE ROLE OF RESEARCH IN INDIVIDUAL EVENTS?
The author is now prepared to make three statements. First, research must
playa role in individual events because it benefits the researcher, coach, tournament director, judge, swdent, and the activity itself. Second, research is ~
important Third, the role of research is to provide a knowledge base at all
levels: for the tournament director, for the judge, for the high school and college coach, and for the administrator. Decisions for the fuwre must be based
upon the best of what we know. Knowledge must spring from the most solid
scholarship we can muster. What has been said on many previous occasions
should be said here--ours is not only to pass along knowledge, but to create
knowledge as well.
Earlier in this paper the author gave a defmition of a National

O'Rourke,1985;Rosenthal,1985;Shields,1985)

.

3. Extemporaneous Speaking (Aden, 1988; Crawford, 1984; Harris, 19800)
4. Impromptu Speaking (Boone, 1987; Dean, 1987; Harris, 1986a; Reynolds,
1987)
5. Infonnative Speaking
6. Persuasive Speaking (original oratory) (Ballinger, 1987; Benson, 1982;
Frank, 1983; Hope, 1973; Reynolds, 1983; Ryan, 1981)
7. Sales
8. Dramatic Duo (KJope, 1986)
9. Dramatic Interpretation (general oral interpretation) (Geisler, 1985; Green,
1988; Holloway, 1983; Holloway, 1986; Keefe, 1985; Lewis, 1984; Lewis,
1988; Rhodes, 1972; Sellnow, 1986; Swarts, 1988;Verlinden, 1987)
10. Poetry
11. Prose
12. Trigger Scripting (Miller-Rassulo, 1988)
We can profitably continue to look at the events themselves asking some
of these questions: Do we have an accurate picture of individual events today?
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search is conducted and the results disseminated?Those of us who have had
anything at all to do with individual events during the last two decades know
of the basic values of this activity and the real benefits to all who participate.
While others may sit on the sidelines and shout "prove it, prove it," we have
all seen the value of these activities in the lives of hundreds of present and past
smdent participants. We do not need to see the results of empirical research to
be convinced. However, we should continue to be involved in research which
documents and quantifies these values.
Though there may be some disagreement as to exactly where we want this
activity to be as we cross the cenmry mark and enter into number twenty-one,
the great majority want individual events to be strong, thriving, and benefiting
as many smdents as possible. Serious, solid scholarship must playa role in
the maintaining and development of individual events.
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and detennining the overall educational development of the student
(including cognitive skills, interpersonal skills and citizenship).
11. Survey research in individual events shouldbe strengthened through the inclusion of open-ended questions.
12. Organizations hosting national tournaments should put results in computer fonn whenever possible in order to assist research efforts.
13. Schools or geographic areas using computers in tournament administration
should make this known to the forensic community.
14. The forensic community should explore means of standardizing fonnats for
the exchange/interchange of data.
15. When computer data is used in research, the availability of that data should
be noted in the reporting of the results.

- Submitted

by Bruce B. Manchester

ROLE OF RESEARCH IN INDIVIDUAL EVENTS
Discussion dealt with the need for individuals to conduct research and
submit articles to journals for consideration.

CLOSING CONFERENCE REMARKS
N01E: In the closing remarks of the conference, it was expressed by a
number of individuals that perhaps an executive director is needed to coordinate
the activities of the variO',iSforensic organizations. In order for this or any of
the suggestions and recommendations generated by the conference, the Council
of Forensic Organizationsneeds to be supported by everyone involved in
forensic activity.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The forensic commuity should encourage research as an active part of the
activity. Former forensic coaches as well as current ones should form the
core of this effort.
2. In evaluating forensic educators, the weighing of the criteria of teaching,
service and scholarship should reflect the nature and constraints of the
forensic position.
3. Forensic educators should conduct and participate in the research projects of
others in the field.
4. The CPO should compile and distribute a list of the journals (state, regional, and national) which normally publish articles on individual events.
This list should include the name and addresses of educators.
5. The CPO should compile distribute an annual bibliography of published
and unpblished research in individual events.
6. Each national organization should have a stated and published policy on
procedures to be followed concerning the gathering of research data at their
respective tournament
.
7. Forensic organizations should establish and publish a set of guidelines to be
used in reviewing and selecting projects which are to be incorporated into a
tournament schedule.
8. Our major forensic journals should by name and attitude encourage and
promote all areas of forensics, not limit the outlets.
9. Journal editors should encourage individuals to submit convention papers
for possibl publication.
10. Research in individual events should include but not be limited to determining the values of specific events, investigating tournament practices,
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